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1. Executive Summary
1.1 Document purpose
This document has the objective to report on the results of monitoring and evaluation activities in the
PEOPLE project of the different pilots across Europe. These activities are part of the methodological
framework approach defined and deployed during the project. This report has an iterative character,
meaning that it will evolve during the different project stages and that it will be presented in different
phases, reflecting the evolvement of the pilots and the project itself.
The third version of this iterative document will start in section 2 with an introduction, to give an overview
on the framework and methods and tools for monitoring and evaluation. This section is a recompilation and
summary of the first and the second deliverable.
Section 3 starts with an overview on the objectives and indicator tables that were established for the first
innovation cycle. The section will describe the specific characteristics of this cycle and indicators that reflect
these characteristics. The section will then give the indicator tables and the target results per pilot. The
document will give an extensive overview on the results of the monitoring activities of the pilots during the
first innovation cycle and explains why certain values were obtained and others not.
With the help of the foregoing section, Section 4 will summarize the effectiveness of the different indicators.
A SWOT analysis will summarize the main issues of the pilot in the first innovation cycle. Conclusions will be
taken on the evaluation of the pilots and on the methodology applied. The document will define the lessons
learned and comment on the mitigation strategies that were defined based on identified bottlenecks.
Section 5 gives an overview on the objectives and indicator tables of the second innovation cycle. The
section will describe the specific characteristics of this cycle and give an up to date view on the monitoring
activities.
The final objective of the overall iterative deliverable is to extensively monitor the pilots during the whole
duration of the project with a main focus on the different innovation cycles. These monitoring activities will
make it possible to evaluate the pilot performance main activities and most important issues, making it
possible to derive conclusions on the overall project performance and on the PEOPLE methodology based on
open innovation and user driven approaches.

2. Monitoring and evaluation introduction
2.1 Purpose and position
The monitoring and evaluation activities are part of the methodological approach to manage a smart urban
ecosystem under the paradigm of Open Innovation and user driven approaches and the methodological
guidance towards smart cities and services. This monitoring and evaluation framework of the PEOPLE
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project will allow for better keeping track of essential events, processes, decisions and activities. The
Monitoring and Evaluation framework uses the main concepts related to the PEOPLE methodological
framework in order to enhance our understanding of how the pilots shape the innovation processes and at
the same time offering for valuable feedback on the PEOPLE methodology that based on this information will
evolve throughout the project. At the same time it informs on the state of the affairs, problems and
bottlenecks in order to enable a learning process. In summary the purpose of the evaluation and monitoring
activities are:
 Keeping track of essential events, processes, decisions and activities in the different pilots,
during the PEOPLE project.
 Inform on state of the affairs, problems and bottlenecks in order to enable a learning process
that can be applied in the following innovation cycle.
 Understand how the pilots are shaping the innovation processes in the framework of the PEOPLE
methodology.
 Receive feedback on the PEOPLE methodology in order to improve and enhance the
methodology on a continuous basis.
This will be obtained through applying monitoring methods, defining indicators on the objectives and aims of
the pilots and analyzing the pilot activities extensively.
Some of the main pilot objectives that will be monitored and evaluated are the level of activation of
stakeholders, the deployment of smart services and consequent business models, the involvement of endusers, the data models and information flows with deployed hardware and software infrastructures,
deployment of smart services and related business models and its uptake by citizens of sustainable smart
urban ecosystems and synergies and benchmarking activities between pilots. As will be justified in the
following part, these aspects will be evaluated and monitored taking into account the innovation cycles
defined as part of the PEOPLE methodology and will be placed in the framework of open innovation and user
driven approaches.
The first version of this iterative document has set the overall framework of the project and the methods
and tools that will be used in order to perform the evaluation and monitoring activities. It also set the first
indicators for the evaluation and monitoring of the preparation cycle. The following versions of this
deliverable will give the results of the evaluation and monitoring in accordance to each innovation cycle as
will be further explained in section 3.1.
In order to avoid confusions, the difference must be stressed between the activities for the PEOPLE
scoreboard in deliverable 3.1.3 and the evaluation and monitoring of the PEOPLE pilot activities. Whereas
the scoreboard has the objective to define the overall impact of the PEOPLE pilots and ICT services on the
smart cities and society beyond the PEOPLE project, the evaluation and monitoring activities analyze the
activities of the pilots and its effectiveness and efficiency as part of the PEOPLE project, providing also
feedback on the PEOPLE methodology. The evaluation and monitoring activities use for this purpose a set of
indicators that are adapted to each pilot´s reality and that take into consideration the particularities of the
city and pilot objectives as explained and defined in this report. It must be noted that synergies may arise
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between the two iterative tasks throughout the project duration, especially in the use of data and
information that is generated. These synergies will lead however to fundamentally different objectives.
2.2 Evaluation and monitoring framework
During the project an overall methodology to create and manage the PEOPLE Smart Urban Ecosystems in a
practical way, based on user-driven open innovation approaches and in accordance to the project aim and
objectives, will be designed, implemented, tested and validated.1 This means that the evaluation and
monitoring activities are also based on the overall methodology applied in the PEOPLE project and will be
based on the theoretical framework of open innovation and user driven innovation.2
The following section will give a general overview on some proven monitoring and evaluation concepts that
must be taken into account for the definition of these activities in PEOPLE. Based on this overview, the
general objectives and activities of the PEOPLE pilots will be given in order to indicate the main focus points
of evaluation and monitoring activities.
Monitoring and evaluation concepts
Monitoring is the systematic collection and analysis of information as a project progresses. It is aimed at
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of a project or organization. It is based on targets set and
activities planned during the planning phases of work. Evaluation is the analysis of the effectiveness and
direction of an activity and involves making a judgment about progress in a project. 3
What monitoring and evaluation have in common is that they are both focused on learning from past actions
related to the involvement of stakeholders, user inclusion and services deployment, but they are essentially
different. Monitoring is a continuous task throughout the project process whereas evaluation takes place at
the end of an activity and gives an analysis based on the monitoring information provided.
Evaluation and monitoring systems can be an effective way to 4:
- Provide constant feedback on the extent to which the projects are achieving their goals.
- Identify potential problems at an early stage and propose possible solutions.
- Monitor the accessibility of the project to all sectors of the target population.
- Monitor the efficiency with which the different components of the project are being implemented and
suggest improvements.
- Evaluate the extent to which the project is able to achieve its general objectives.
- Provide guidelines for the planning of future projects
- Influence sector assistance strategy. Relevant analysis from project and policy evaluation can highlight
the outcomes of previous interventions, and the strengths and weaknesses of their implementation.
- Improve project design. Use of project design tools such as the logframe (logical framework) results in
systematic selection of indicators for monitoring project performance. The process of selecting
indicators for monitoring is a test of the soundness of project objectives and can lead to improvements
in project design.
1

PEOPLE DoW, 27.
For further information on this concept see http://wiki.people-project.eu
3
Shapiro, J., Monitoring and Evaluation toolkit, ´CIVICUS: World Alliance for Citizen Participation´, (2001), 3.
4
Bamberger, M. And E. Hewitt, Monitoring and evaluation urban development programs, a handbook for program
managers and researchers, WorldBank Technical Paper n53 (1986).
2
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-

-

Incorporate views of stakeholders. Awareness is growing that participation by project beneficiaries in
design and implementation brings greater ownership of project objectives and encourages the
sustainability of project benefits. Ownership brings accountability. Objectives should be set and
indicators selected in consultation with stakeholders, so that objectives and targets are jointly owned.
The emergence of recorded benefits early on helps reinforce ownership, and early warning of emerging
problems allows action to be taken before costs rise.
Show need for mid-course corrections. A reliable flow of information during implementation enables
managers to keep track of progress and adjust operations to take account of experience.

Good monitoring and evaluation design during project preparation is a much broader exercise than just the
development of indicators. Good monitoring and evaluation consists of five main steps:5
1. Clear statements of measurable objectives for the project and its components, for which
indicators can be defined.
2. A structured set of indicators, covering outputs of ICT services, business models, IP management
and user involvement generated during the project.
3. Provisions for collecting data and managing project records so that the data required for
indicators are easily accessible, stimulating transparency and openness.
4. A strategy to analyze the collected data and objectives stated through the indicators.
5. Proposals for the ways in which monitoring and evaluation findings will be fed back into decision
making.
PEOPLE activities
As indicated in the above section the objectives of the different pilots must be measured through clear
indicators. Some of the main objectives and activities of the project that will be translated into pilot
indicators in the appropriate cycle or phase of the project are the following:
 Activation of stakeholders and community involvement
 Activation of (lead) users for validation and feedback
 Composition, adaptation, integration and deployment of PEOPLE ICT Services
o Extensive studies on different services, the development of scenarios and use cases.
o Hardware and local infrastructures will be implemented in order to fulfill the scenarios defined.
o Trust and security requirements must be taken into account in relation to confidentiality,
integrity and availability of user data.
o Uptake of feedback on ICT services from end-users and stakeholders.
 Designing the PEOPLE data model and information flows
 Define business models and manage IP
 Involvement of the OSS community
Based on this overview on the PEOPLE methodology and the different aspects that must be taken into
account in relation to the evaluation and monitoring procedures we can define the monitoring and
evaluation framework which allows us to keep track of essential events, processes, decisions and activities
during the project. The monitoring framework uses the main aspects of the PEOPLE methodology and looks
at strategic and operational issues related to the PEOPLE objectives and aims. This will enhance our
5

World Bank, Building Evaluation Capacity Lessons & Practices N4, (1994) Washington DV Operation Evaluation
Department World Bank
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understanding of how the PEOPLE methodology will shape the innovation process. At the same time it will
give important feedback on the PEOPLE methodology, making it possible to refine the methodology
throughout the project. Finally it will inform on the state of affairs, problems and bottlenecks during the
project to enable continuous learning.
Based on the above defined framework, this document will establish in the following section the issues on
innovation cycles, indicator tables, monitoring methods and the uptake of the results on the PEOPLE
methodology.
2.3 Methods for evaluation and monitoring
Innovation cycles: The innovation cycles play a crucial role in the deployment, optimization and validation of
the ICT services and the community involvement and will therefore also will be used in the PEOPLE
evaluation and monitoring activities
The last action carried out in every innovation cycle is the evaluation of its processes and results. This means
that at the end of each cycle the pilots will be able to make clear conclusion on the previously stated
objectives. Based on these conclusions they will be able to set new objectives and indicators adjusted to the
following cycle and adapted to new evolvements and phases in the pilot and the project stage.
This means that in the preparation cycle the focus will be for example more on the activation of
stakeholders, users and services definition as important first steps, while the last cycle will focus more on
such issues as results for business models and sustainability of the pilots after the project ending. The
indicators will follow the overall progress in the project evolvement, maintaining the overall project
objectives as guidelines, but adapting them to the characteristics of each pilot and each phase. The final
objective of this method is that the indicators will reflect the overall progress in the pilots and the projects
from beginning to end, making it possible to evaluate also the methodology applied. The figure below
demonstrates this process of evaluation in the framework of the user driven open innovation methodology
followed in the present project.

Indicator tables

1Innovation cycle process

The indicator tables play an important role in the monitoring and evaluation process. They define the
objectives of the different pilots and make these objectives measurable. The process to define the indicator
tables is explained extensively in this document in order to set these guidelines for the whole project
duration. This process will also explain how the indicators will be derived from the project objectives and
activities and will be adapted to the project phase and innovation cycle.
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Each pilot will define a set of indicators related to project objectives. The indicators are in to some extend
based on the process and result indicators stated in the DoW, however for the evaluation purposes they
have been adjusted to the realities and characteristics of each pilot and project phase. This means that each
pilot has defined a table of indicators and a means to verify the indicator through numerical objective in
order to objectively monitor the obtained results. The pilots have defined how they plan to give further
information and verification measures of the different objectives. Based on these verification measures they
will be able to make conclusions on the different phases that can be evaluated accordingly and that serves as
feedback for the definition of new objectives and indicators for the following project phase. The following
will give a graphical overview of the process for indicator tables.

Evaluation process

Monitoring tools
The monitoring tools that will be used for the evaluation are aimed to facilitate the communication and
exchange of information between the partners, the pilots and the methodological management, making it
possible to define indicators, methods of measurements, to derive conclusions and evaluate the results after
each innovation cycle.
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Monitoring relates to the collection and processing of information. The output of the daily activities of the
pilots will be used as main information source. Furthermore there will be interviews, synergy sessions and
surveys. This is done by using different tools and methods that will be further explained in the next section.
Based on the PEOPLE methodology and project aims and objectives, the evaluation and monitoring will focus
on specific categories.
PEOPLE Wiki (http://wiki.people-project.eu/)
The Wiki of the project serves to main objectives
- To compile all the methodological guidelines of the project.
- To collect all the results and information obtained from the monitoring activities. This collection of
results is based on different indicators, adapted to each Pilot. The values of such indicators will
evolve during project’s life.
- To collect all the information generated as part of the pilots daily activities, such as meeting minutes,
user interviews, surveys, etc.
The Wiki will also store other project results such as outcomes from benchmarking activities. Therefore, it
will compile most of the knowledge generated during the project (vertical and cross-pilot). There is a specific
section for evaluation in the Wiki gathering the different objectives, indicators, conclusions and evaluation
information for each pilot, making it possible to adapt the information as the pilots are in progress. For its
use by the European Commission, specific credentials have been created, so the EC can enter the wiki and
analyze the information collected there. The contents of the wiki are public to the general audience, offering
information on the PEOPLE methodology and guidelines and processes. However the information to the
monitoring and evaluation is part of a restricted deliverable and therefore requires a password to enter.
Web page: http://wiki.people-project.eu/
User: EC
Password: 271027 (number of contract)
Interviews
Monthly interviews are established between the methodological leader, responsible for the evaluation and
monitoring and each pilot separately. These will make it possible to monitor progress and discuss objectives
and methods adjusted to the characteristics of each pilot. At the end of each cycle an evaluation interview
will be held in order to discuss the results and derive conclusions.
Synergy Sessions
The stated objectives and indicators and the consequent results from evaluations will be discussed during
synergy meetings and internal benchmarking workshops with the presence of experts in the area of user
driven open innovation methodologies. These sessions will make it possible to exchange ideas and facilitate
fluid interchange of best practices and knowledge amongst the partners and the Pilots. This will also give
important feedback to the methodology, making it possible to adjust it to the different results.
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3. Monitoring of the preparation cycle
In order to evaluate the preparation cycle, every pilot has defined a set of objectives and subsequent
indicators for the first deliverable, making it possible to derive conclusion through monitoring activities on
daily activities, defining the project performance at this stage in the project. The objectives and indicators
are adjusted to the characteristics of every pilot and to the preparation phase they are in at the moment.
At the stage of the preparation cycle, the indicators have been defined in relation to the main project
objectives in this phase and the PEOPLE methodology applied:
- Activation of Stakeholders: In the preparation cycle many efforts are invested in the activation of
the stakeholders that are facilitators in the service delivery and pilot deployment, such as city
councils and its different departments, universities, company associations, etc. This focus in this
cycle is reflected through the definition of various indicators that have been set as objectives by the
pilots and are adjusted to their characteristics, demonstrating the level of activation of stakeholder
mobilization and implication at the end of the preparation cycle that will evolve further during the
following cycles. Finally it must be noted that this indicator demonstrates synergies with the D1.1.2
Report on the activation of stakeholders and users, with an extensive analysis on the different
stakeholders.
- Composition, adaptation, integration and deployment of PEOPLE ICT Services: the composition,
adaptation, integration and deployment of PEOPLE ICT Services in the pilots are of fundamental
importance for the pilots and are closely related to the activation of users and stakeholders. In the
preparation phase the evaluation will be focused on the level of analysis and availability of services.
It must be noted that this indicator demonstrates synergies with the D2.1 Requirements
specification, where extensive analysis on the ICT services requirements is made.
- Activation of (lead) users for validation and feedback: Each pilot will have the objective to active
users on an early stage in order to give feedback on ICT services composition, identifying the most
relevant and required services. During the preparation cycle the activation of users will focus on the
amount of users that are participating through various channels and activities. This indicator
demonstrates synergies with the Deliverable 1.1.2 Report on the activation of stakeholders and
users.
This section will give the results on the monitoring activities of the daily activities of the pilots. The objectives
and related indicators of this phase have been established at the beginning of the project in order to analyze
the progress and the results that have been made. The following will give a review on the established
objectives in the different pilot indicator tables and the corresponding results that have been obtained
during the preparation cycle phase. For each of these indicators the pilots have gathered information and
verification material, as established during the first version of this deliverable. Based on this information
pilots an analysis is made in order to understand why certain indicator objectives were met and others not.
Once these key themes and issues have been identified, it becomes possible to work through the
information of the pilots, structuring and organizing it so that the findings can be the basis for reaching
conclusions and recommendations for the evaluation.
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3.1 Bilbao pilot
3.1.1 Bilbao Indicator table results
Nº
1

Project objective
Activation of stakeholders as
facilitators.

Indicator

Measurement

Target
value

Result

Level of stakeholder
mobilization
Level of implication of
stakeholders

Amount of stakeholders
identified
Number of meetings

5

6

4

2

Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of available services

Amount of interviews with
stakeholders
Amount of stakeholders involved
in social networks
Number of completed ICT
services identified

4

4

4

6

4

3

6

Level of available services

1

1*

7

Level of analysis on ICT services

Number of ICT services
transferred from other pilots
Number of scenarios defined

1

1

8

Level of analysis on ICT services

Number of use cases defined

4

3

Number of users mobilized

Number of citizens informed:

400

60

10

Level of user mobilization

Number of citizens participating

40

60

11
12

Level of user mobilization
Level of user implication

Number of lead users identified
Number of interviews and
surveys with lead users on
services to deploy
Level of user implication
Number of users participating in
social networks
Bilbao Indicator table results

5
10

6
4

40

6

2
3
4
5

9

Composition, adaptation,
integration and deployment of
PEOPLE ICT Services

Activation of (lead) users for
validation and feedback

13

3.1.2 Analysis on indicator results

Activation of Stakeholders: For the amount of stakeholders involved at the end of the preparation phase
please see deliverable D1.2.2, giving an extensive description of the profiles of each stakeholder. The Bilbao
City Council as the main stakeholder of the Bilbao pilot has undergone considerable organizational changes
that have coincided with the preparation phase of the Bilbao PEOPLE pilot, due to the municipal elections of
May 29th. The notification of this reorganization process was published in the local media. The following
figure demonstrates the headlines of one of these articles, accessible in the following link, explaining the
important changes that were made in the reorganization of the Bilbao pilot, mainly due to budget cuts.
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Bilbao City Council reorganization

This reorganization process was not finished until the end of August, making it practically impossible to set
up stakeholder meetings and obtain feedback. Interaction with the stakeholders already identified during
the first six months period suffered a major drawback in the pilot´s progress. The amount of stakeholders
indentified has been positively influenced by this reorganization, as several new stakeholders from within
the City Council became involved in the PEOPLE project, including the Area of Districts and Participation,
raising the number to 6. Involvement of this Area has become crucial since future participation of City
Associations in the project will be possible through their activation. Based on their requirements and needs
the ICT service of GEOCUR has been included. The number of meetings however has been one of the
indicators more severely affected by the reorganization. It was not possible to meet again with the already
involved City Council Areas until the new organization was in place. Nevertheless, during the period of
reorganization, conversations have been kept with main facilitators in BilbaoNext who received the
proposals for new services during the interim period. The final required services were agreed upon during an
important meeting on the 16th of September. The figure below demonstrates the attendants at this meeting.

Meeting attendants
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Based on this meeting individual contacts for interviews about the services were held in order to clarify the
appropriate source of data to use, the way to reach associations and details about basic characteristics of
services. These conversations were held by phone. Bilbao City Council is present in the most relevant social
networks, mainly Facebook and Twitter. The following figure gives an overview of the different Bilbao City
Council social network accounts that are linked to the PEOPLE project.

Bilbao City Council on Social Networks

In terms of efficiency Bilbao pilot presents in general positives results taking into account the difficulties
suffered within this period. Most of work and resources have been focused on mobilizing key stakeholders in
Bilbao City Council since their participation is crucial for the overall final success of the project. This
mobilization suffered an important drawback due to the celebration of municipal elections and subsequent
reorganization. Municipal activity decreased significantly and decision-making activities related to the
project were postponed till the new organization was in place, on September. The effort was focused on
keeping the interest on the project meanwhile progressing in new services developments, making sure that
these services would be also interesting to the new team.
At the end of the day, the actions taken towards this objective, regular phone calls about new services,
proposal studies, investigation on services feasibility, proposal plans for project dissemination and active
citizen participation, resulted in a good cooperation and willingness to support the project when the new
organization was finally established.
Composition, adaptation, integration and deployment of PEOPLE ICT Services. Regarding the level of
available services, Bilbao City Council has a huge offer of services already available through an application
called Geobilbao (http://www.geobilbao.net/) and their own web page “bilbao.net”. The services offered
here are covering the main areas of interest within PEOPLE project, therefore to find innovative services not
already implemented is becoming difficult due to this level of development already existing. On the other
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hand, one of the targets of CIMUBISA organization is to develop the kind of services that are in the scope of
our project. Finally a set of ICT services has been derived from the requirements and needs of the City
Council that have a high potential to reach a large amount of users, consisting of the three services
Hoyrespiro, Geocur and 3D Walking Tour. This situation was in large part foreseen when estimating the
amount of ICT services identified but less was finally obtained. The following figure represents the main
sights of Bilbao that will be implemented in the 3DWalking Tour, one of the latest services that have been
defined as of interest to the Bilbao City Council and that will be deployed across the city.

.
Sights of Bilbao to be implemented in the 3D Walking Tour

The principle scenario for Bilbao is based on the DoW definition: Scenario on Smart mobility and urban
information management. Use cases have been defined for each of the 3 services that finally were agreed
upon since they are complementary to the existing offer. The table gives a value to the indicator in reference
to the set of use cases per services that have been defined in the Requirements Specification Document. For
further information on this please consult D2.1 PEOPLE Pilot´s requirements Specification. As of yet, Bilbao
has identified one ICT service has important synergies and possibilities for transfer between the Hosrespiro
service and the environmental ICT service of the Thermi pilot. Intensive synergies will be created in the
deployment of these two services.
Activation of (lead) users for validation and feedback: The level of user mobilization has been severely
affected by the delay caused by the municipal reorganization after the elections. Once the situation is
recovered, new paths for citizen mobilization have been opened and therefore results in forthcoming
periods will show better progress. Most of work and resources has been focused on mobilizing users that are
also the key stakeholders in Bilbao City Council since their participation becomes crucial on the final success
of the project. Municipal activity decreased significantly and decision-making activities related to the project
were postponed till the new organization was in place, on September. The effort was focused on keeping the
interest on the project meanwhile progressing in new services developments, making sure that these
services would be also interesting to the new team. At the end of the day, the actions taken towards this
objective, regular phone calls about new services, proposal studies, investigation on services feasibility,
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proposal plans for project dissemination and active citizen participation, resulted in a good cooperation and
willingness to support the project when new organization was finally established.
3.2 Vitry sur Seine Pilot
3.2.1 Vitry Indicator table results
Nº
1

Project objective
Activation of stakeholders as
facilitators.

Indicator
Level of stakeholder mobilization

Measurement

Target
value

Result

Amount of stakeholders
identified
Number of meetings

6

6

3

2

Amount of interviews with
stakeholders
Amount of stakeholders involved
in social networks
Amount of stakeholders involved
in Security and safety of citizens
Number of completed ICT
services identified

5

3

3

3

3

2

6

8

2

0

Level of analysis on ICT services

Number of ICT services
transferred from other pilots
Number of scenarios defined

2

2

Number of users mobilized

Number of citizens informed:

250

121

10

Level of user mobilization

30

15

11
12

Level of user mobilization
Level of user implication

Number of citizens participating
in the pilot.
Number of lead users identified
Number of interviews/surveys
with lead users on services to
deploy

8
16

3
2

2

Level of implication of stakeholders

3

Level of implication of stakeholders

4

Level of implication of stakeholders

5

Level of implication of stakeholders

6

Composition, adaptation,
integration and deployment of
PEOPLE ICT Services

7

Level of available services

8
9

Level of available services

Activation of (lead) users for
validation and feedback

Vitry indicator table results

3.2.2 Analysis on indicator results

We have identified 6 stakeholders, which match with the objective of the indicator. This is due to the fact
that at the time we defined the stakeholders, we already had a clear vision of the needs from them.
However, the number of meetings and interviews is below the expectations. The French partners are aware
of this issue. Currently, we are still in the early stage for the involvement of three stakeholders as their
activation is depending on the involvement of the Vitry-sur-Seine City Council. The contacts will be initiated
through this stakeholder but the meetings with the City Council have been delayed. Nonetheless, we should
have more information before the end of October. The number of stakeholders involved in social network
and in security and safety of the citizens are also less than expected so far due to the identified issue stated
previously. So the level of implication of stakeholders has been delayed but should evolve before the end of
the first year.
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The number of services identified has been reached and is even beyond expectation. After the analysis and
the comments from stakeholders and users, we have decided to include more functionalities in the French
pilot in order to offer a very complete set of services. That is why we have developed 2 more services and
provide for a total number of 8 services. The number of ICT services transferred from other pilots is still set
at two as we analyzed the other pilots' services in-depth and identified main synergies with the Bremen
pilot. However, at the time we are writing this document, the requirements are not completely defined and
we cannot definitely say that both services will be implemented in the pilot. But we can already say that the
number of available services is already a satisfying point for the pilot. The number of scenarios remains at
two, corresponding to the social integration and the smart mobility and urban information management
scenario of the French pilot.
The targets on the participation of citizens in the pilots have been mainly obtained through social networks
and the use of a specific Wiki6 for surveys on the ICT services as demonstrated in the figure below.

Vitry Wiki for surveys

Three lead-users were identified that are helping in the co-creation of the services and continuous contact
has been maintained in order keep them involvement. The lead-users are students of the University of
Créteil Vitry.

6

See for a complete overview of the Vitry wiki http://www.lissi.fr/lab.php/wikilab/projets/people/start.
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3.3 Thermi Pilot
3.3.1 Thermi Indicator table results
Nº

Project objective

Indicator

Measurement

Target
value

Result

1

Activation of stakeholders as
facilitators.

Level of stakeholder mobilization

Amount of stakeholders
identified
Number of meetings

11

11

3

3

2

Level of implication of
stakeholders

3

Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of available services

Amount of interviews with
stakeholders
Amount of stakeholders involved
in social networks
Number of completed ICT
services identified

0

11

5

0

11

5

6

Level of available services

2

0

7

Level of analysis on ICT services

Number of ICT services
transferred from other pilots
Number of scenarios defined

1

1

Level of analysis on ICT services

Number of use cases defined

11

80

Number of users mobilized

Number of citizens informed

500

198

10

Level of user mobilization

Number of citizens participating.

100

198

11
12

Level of user mobilization
Level of user implication

11
10

0
0

13

Level of user implication

10

0

14

Level of user implication

Number of lead users identified
Number of interviews with lead
users on services to deploy
Number of surveys on services to
deploy
Number of users participating in
social networks

10

0

4
5

Composition, adaptation, integration
and deployment of PEOPLE ICT Services

8
9

Activation of (lead) users for validation
and feedback

Thermi indicator table results

3.3.2 Analysis on indicator results

Activation of stakeholders as facilitators During the first year there has been a great effort regarding
stakeholders’ participation in the pilot, as this was considered an indispensable feature for the pilot’s
success. The number of the stakeholders identified was 11, as it was the initial target. This was mainly
achieved because of the participation of the Municipality of Thermi (and of the other project pilot partners)
to previous research programs, which contributed to the acknowledgement of the area and of the main
actors involved. So far, there were three meetings, which were held at the cultural center of Thermi
Municipality:
 In the first meeting (28/02/2011), where PEOPLE project was presented to the stakeholders, the
stakeholder participation was satisfactory. Apart from the project partners, (Municipality of Thermi,
URENIO and Logotech S.A.) the meeting attended representatives from the Cultural Centre of
Thermi Municipality, the Science Center and Technology Museum ‘NOESIS’, the National Center for
Research and Technological Development (CERTH) and the Association of Professional Traders of the
Municipality of Thermi.
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In the second meeting (07/04/2011) participated all the attendants of the previous meeting and,
additionally, representatives from Hyatt hotel and the Local Youth Council of Thermi, raising the
number of stakeholders’ participation to six.
In the third meeting (07/10/2011) the number of stakeholders dropped to three. In this meeting
participated only the stakeholders with direct involvement to the pilot’s applications. The meeting
was attended by representatives of the National Center for Research and Technological
Development (CERTH), the Cultural Center of Thermi, the Association of Professional Traders of the
Municipality of Thermi as well as the project partners (Municipality of Thermi, URENIO and Logotech
S.A.).

Activation and further engagement of stakeholders is planned to be continued through more meetings but
also through the use of social networks. A meeting with Thermi’s professional traders was scheduled for the
end of October in order to present the virtual marketplace application and to accomplish their participation.
Enterprises will be informed about the project and particularly about the use and the potential benefits of
the virtual marketplace application, as this service demands data inputs from local businesses. Finally, it
should be noted, that more details on the activation of the particular stakeholders and on the meetings
conducted can be found at the deliverable D 1.1.2.
Apart from the meetings, interviews were conducted by the Municipality with all the stakeholders identified.
In these interviews it was possible to collect views and expectations from all of the key players with the main
objective to incorporate them into the developed scenario. At the moment, the number of stakeholders
involved in the project’s social networks is still zero, despite the original goal that was set to 5. This issue
needs to receive greater effort during the next innovation cycle.
Composition, adaptation, integration and deployment of PEOPLE ICT Services
During the process of stakeholders’ activation and scenario development, the challenges of the specific pilot
led to the development of a specific strategy and to the dropping of certain applications that were taken into
consideration at the first stages. After the first two meetings with the stakeholders, the selected applications
(11 applications related to mobility, environment, commerce and complementary services) were presented
in an online survey that was open for the citizens of Thermi for a 20 days period of time. After the survey
results and taking into account technical restraints in some of the applications, the number of completed ICT
services was reduced to 5 as some of the applications were decided to be merged. The applications are a)
Virtual Marketplace, b) Tourism and Recreation Facilities Guide, c) City Fix, d) Parking Spaces Availability, e)
Air Pollution Monitoring. City Fix and Tourism and Recreation Facilities Guide are already developed
applications that need only improvements and adaptation to the pilot’s needs. None of these services have
been transferred from other pilots, and therefore, synergy can only be found in the technologies applied and
the methodologies used for the development of ICT services. The scenario identified was one and regarded
the creation of a platform for a smart commercial/entertainment district that a) will increase the commercial
hinterland of Thermi’s commercial and business district and b) will take advantage of the huge commercial
activity of the nearby shopping mall.
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It should be mentioned, that all ICT services included in the Pilot project are complementary and produce a
high number of use cases that interact and supplement each other. These use cases include a number of
actors such as citizens, customers, retailers, administrator, city officials, project partner etc. The higher –than
originally expected- number of use cases (80 instead of eleven) is mainly due to one particular application,
the Virtual Marketplace which is quite complicated and involves a number of services to its users.

Businesses &
Professionals

Find

Customer

Validate

Business Owner
or Professional

Shops
Special Offers
Best Price on
Consumer Goods

QR Codes

Find
Around Me

Add

Retailer

Manage

Mobile Customer

Support
Support

Content Manager

use case diagram for virtual marketplace

Activation of (lead) users for validation and feedback. Regarding the activation of lead users, there was an
information strategy developed that included the publication of articles and of advertising material in the
municipality’s newspaper. Due to financial and administrative restrictions, this effort presents significant
delays. The only evidence on the level of user information and participation is the number of participants of
the online research that was conducted regarding the valorization and selection of the services. 93.2% of the
survey participants were either residents or frequent visitors or they were working in the eastern area of
Thessaloniki. Regarding the identification of lead users, no progress has been made so far. The aim of the
project partners is to identify lead users of every category of potential users e.g. customers, retailers, city
officials etc. More effort is expected to be made at this direction during the next months.
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Thermi survey on the project

Thermi online survey snapshot

Finally, so far there is no progress in the level of user implication. As lead users haven’t been yet identified
there are no interviews. Likewise, more advancement is expected in the following period regarding the
achievement of the targeted values of the last indicators.
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3.4 Bremen pilot
3.4.1 Bremen Indicator table results
Nº
1

Project objective
Activation of stakeholders as facilitators.

2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

Composition, adaptation, integration and
deployment of PEOPLE ICT Services

Indicator
Level of
stakeholder
mobilization
Level of
implication of
stakeholders
Level of
implication of
stakeholders
Level of available
services
Level of analysis
on ICT services
Level of analysis
on ICT services
Number of users
mobilized
Level of user
mobilization
Level of user
mobilization
Level of user
implication

Measurement

Target
Value

Result

Amount of stakeholders
identified

12

12

Number of meetings

3

3

Amount of stakeholders
involved in social networks

4

1

Number of completed ICT
services identified

3

3

3

3

6

6

400

8000

60

7

1

1

50

58

3

4

Number of scenarios
defined
Number of use cases
defined
Activation of (lead) users for validation and
Number of citizens
feedback
informed
Number of citizens
participating
Number of lead users
identified
Number of interviews with
lead users on services to
deploy
Level of user
Number of social networks
implication
with pilot presence
Bremen indicator table results

3.4.2 Analysis on indicator results

In the following the performance on indicators for the activation of stakeholders is described. The number
of stakeholders to be identified in the preparation cycle was set to 12 and could be reached. Most of the
stakeholders are part of the university or belong to the students’ stakeholder group. These stakeholders are
the ones that seemed most relevant to encourage students to participate in the preparation cycle. The effort
invested in identifying stakeholders was medium but the outcome offers opportunities beyond the
preparation cycle (identified stakeholders can be activated later as well). Additional stakeholders will be
selected/identified later in the project among research institutes and businesses in order to reach a
sustainable level.
For the number of meetings the value for the preparation cycle was set to 3. The objective was reached –
there has been one meeting with representatives of research institutes and one with students. Discussions
about campus problems in the domain of social integration resulted in first services that are essential for a
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smart campus – these services are the smart scheduler, the indoor navigation and the single sign-on system
introduced in D1.2. A third meeting was held with a representative of the university (Department for
Personnel) discussing general possibilities to create services in PEOPLE’s context. The outcome was an
agreement on a future meeting in order to discuss possibilities for services in depth. Looking at the results
and the effort invested into this objective it can be said that the effort in time was low and the outcome was
high for the first two meetings and low for the third one. This, however, was expected since including
organizations and associations is far more difficult than including students.
For the number of stakeholders involved in social networks a goal of 4 was defined. The goal was not
reached since only students currently responded to the presence in Facebook. A lack in evaluation
possibilities also made it difficult to directly assign participants to specific stakeholder groups. Therefore the
effort spend in this objective was underestimated but will be addressed better in the next cycle through a
more precise indicator.
For the composition, adaptation, integration and deployment of PEOPLE ICT services a performance
description is given next. The most important progress indicator in this area is the number of completed ICT
services which was set to three (core services as given in D1.2). Completion is given once a service has
reached its beta testing stage (i.e. core functions can be tested by common users). The target value for this
indicator has not been reached in the first period since all three services are not ready for beta testing. The
indoor navigation provides basic functions but its appearance and usability is not appropriate to be given to
common users. The same is true for the first version of the smart scheduler which also provides basic
functions but lacks usability and understandability. The single sign-on system is still in a stage where the
underlying technology of Near Field Communication is explored. Spend effort in this objective was high but
the required time to create a service ready for beta-testing was underestimated.
The number of defined scenarios in respect to the core services was set to 3 for the preparation cycle. The
target value was reached with the definition of the three core services which cover different aspects of
campus activities.
For the number of defined use cases a target value of 6 was set for the preparation cycle. The use cases for
specific services provide information about the usefulness of a service – services with many use cases solve
many problems and therefore can meet more requirements of users. Finding and describing use cases was
difficult but provides valuable information about beneficial and even malicious user behavior.
Indicators for the activation of (lead) users for validation and feedback are covered in the following. Most
relevant for this category is the number of informed citizens. This number indicates how many citizens
theoretically know about the pilot and the services. The target value of 400 can be reached by advertisement
campaigns through, e.g. flyers, posters, surveys and social networks. For the preparation cycle a final
number of more than 8000 citizens were informed by the definition given above. This value is much higher
than the 400 citizens targeted due to the use of social networks. In case several Facebook groups and
profiles are used to spread information about the pilot, large numbers can be reached easily. The group of
the University of Bremen (Uni Bremen), for example, has 2100 participants on its own and the profile of the
“Uni Bremen – Campus News” has 1240 participants/followers. This knowledge will be used in the next
innovation cycle to create a better indicator for stakeholder activation in social networks.
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Closely related to this indicator is the number of citizens participating. The target number for participating
people was set to 60 for the preparation cycle. The majority of participants was planned to come from
workshops for innovation and feedback. The current value of 7 is far below the expected values for the
following reason. One of the problems in terms of efficiency for this indicator is that main stakeholders are
students whose involvement depends on the stage of the semester. In ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de
a referencia. the semester times are given for clarification.
Lecture time (winter)

Lecture time (summer)

Other free days

31.10.2011 – 18.02.2012

16.04.2012 – 21.07.2012 24.12.2011 – 07.01.2012

Semester times for students at University of Bremen7

Involvement was planned for summer but due to the summer break the activation rate was very low. The
same could be true for the winter/spring break at the university. During lecture time it is known that
generally more students are at the university and they are also more active than in the winter or summer
break where typically all the exams are written and internships are done.
The number of identified lead users was set to 1 for the preparation cycle. The value was reached but not
outperformed. Since lead users are those people largely influencing the development and testing of services
it seemed reasonable to choose computer science students for the Smart Campus use case. The effort
invested here was rather low because computer science students and the special skills and requirements are
well known at the university. Knowing lead users, on the other hand, is essential to develop seed services for
the initialization of an innovation ecosystem like the Smart Campus. More lead user groups are not expected
since the required knowledge and skills in ICT is currently only seen at the computer science students.
However, when the focus of the scenario shifts from students towards research institutes and businesses,
the lead users might change as well. This will be decided based on the outcomes of the next innovation
cycle.
The number of interviews with lead users on services to deploy is an indicator for the direct involvement of
lead users. Before the summer break interviews were done with computer science students about the
importance for different services that are available in respect to the core services. Some of the outcomes are
given in the following.

7

http://www.uni-bremen.de/de/print/studium/lehrveranstaltungen/semesterzeiten.html
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NFC based room access system

Room booking
phone

system

via Synchronous scheduling with
other students

Interview results with lead users about service importance (1= very important, 4= not imortant)

Target value for interviews with lead users was set to 50 and was slightly outperformed with 58. The
invested time was low but the output of the interviews was very useful. The acceptance of lead users to
participate is affected by the semester time in a similar way as regular activation of campus stakeholders.
During the approaching winter lecture time it is expected, that the participation level will be increased.
The number of social networks with a pilot presence was set to 3 in order to reach different audiences and
larger numbers of users. There are currently profiles in Xing, LinkedIn, Facebook and StudiVZ that are used to
publish news and gather feedback. For this indicator the target value was outperformed since a larger
audience to inform about the pilot is important.
3.5 Results on monitoring activities
The results on the monitoring activities are based on the gathering of information from the pilots through
interviews, through the indicator results and the gathered verification materials. The minutes of the
monitoring meetings with the individual pilots can be found in the Annex 2. This section will give conclusions
and summaries based on this material and the conclusions from the different pilots. Main results:
Activation of stakeholders:
All pilots dedicated extensive efforts to the engagement of stakeholders. This was repaid by generally
positive targets for all the pilots. In general the pilots focused for the stakeholder engagement largely on
public administrations. The results of Thermi are noticeable due to the high amounts of activated
stakeholders from different areas, covering the interests of businesses, associations, scientific organizations
and the public area.
Most pilots focused on organizing periodical meetings with the stakeholders in order to maintain relations,
where the objectives were in general obtained. Only Bilbao obtained more benefit from an interview
approach through one on one phone calls maintaining through this way contacts despite the
reorganizational process in the City Council.
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The involvement of stakeholders through social networks whether through the participation of stakeholders
in PEOPLE networks or vice versa, has encountered some problems due to organizational aspects and lack of
interest of stakeholders.
This has resulted in the following results on all the targets related to the activation of stakeholders in
relation during the preparation cycle, demonstrating the success of this objective for the preparation cycle.

Results activation of stakeholders

PEOPLE ICT Services:
In relation to the ICT services it is considered in general that an ICT service has been identified when it has
obtained the green light from stakeholders and extensive analysis has been made on the technical and
system requirements. Therefore the results that do not match the set targets do not reflect so much a lack of
success, but a further adaptation to the needs of stakeholder. Consequently based on this further adaptation
to the needs of stakeholders, delay was caused in the integration and deployment of the services. Only a few
demos and prototypes have been obtained during the preparation cycle. Although the ICT services have
been adapted to the requirements of the stakeholders, the overall scenario´s have been maintained in the
different pilots, placing these services into the framework of the defined scenarios. Extensive analysis has
been made on the ICT services by the pilots, demonstrated by the number of use cases defined. All pilots
have made important efforts to identify possibilities for the transfer of ICT services between them. However
the set targets were in general not obtained, due to the lack of information on technical requirements.
Therefore it is expected that this target will be obtained during the first innovation cycle. Only Bilbao has
obtained a successful transfer, due to the fact that they have identified a similar ICT service as Thermi
already available in Bilbao.
Activation of (lead) users:
Based on the indicator table it can be concluded that this objective demonstrates the largest discrepancy
between the set targets and the obtained results. In many cases it was concluded that in order to receive
user feedback and conduct interviews on the services to deploy, the final services had to be defined and if
possible deployed. The adjustments to the needs of the stakeholders therefore resulted in a delay in the
activation of users. The main results that were obtained were in the informing of citizens, through the use of
different tools such as social networks and different dissemination activities. Interviews with users focused
mainly on a set of users closely related to the pilot’s organization. In the case of universities it was
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considerably easier to involve lead-users through the own students. If we design the same diagram for the
stakeholders activation related to the outperformed, underperformed and obtained results the difference
between the successes of the two indicators is quite clear, providing us with important material for
reflection for the 1st Innovation cycle, further elaborated on in section 4.5.

Results activation of users
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4. Evaluation of the preparation cycle
The results on effectiveness give an indication on the effectiveness of the different activities that have been
undertaken reflected on the indicator table, giving us a means to evaluate the overall performance. For
example, did the meetings with the stakeholders provide us with the necessary feedback on the services?
Did the social network help to reach a wider amount of citizens and users? Did the ICT scenarios give us a
good overview on the ICT services to be deployed? Based on this analysis we can define the final evaluation.
In order to structure the main conclusions of the evaluation a short SWOT (Strenghts, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats) analysis is made. This will clearly highlight the main aspects that conclude the
preparation cycle in the pilots and set some important notes for the 1st innovation cycle. Subsequently each
pilot will conclude by setting the objectives of the 1st innovation cycle through the definition of a new
indicator table, summarizing the objectives of this cycle for the following evaluation and monitoring exercise.
4.1 Bilbao pilot
4.1.1

Results on effectiveness

Amount of stakeholders identified: Good progress has been obtained on this indicator, especially taking
under consideration the reorganization originated by the municipal elections in the city. Crucial has been
here the maintenance of the relationship with Bilbaonext, acting as the main facilitator within the municipal
organization. For the coming phases, important efforts must be dedicated to maintaining the relationship
with this specific stakeholder. For the next cycle it is foreseen that a more diverse set of stakeholders can be
involved, such as the Bilbao city associations, which will be actively contacted. The involvement of
stakeholders is a crucial part of the Bilbao pilot and therefore a very necessary indicator of the pilots
activities.
Number of meetings: The meetings have been one of the main tools to maintain contacts with the
stakeholders. We could not meet with stakeholders as much as expected, however in terms of effectiveness
the meetings held were very productive since they enabled to establish a solid basis in order to progress
with the project.
Amount of interviews with stakeholders: These interviews have been used mainly for requirements
definition of the different services at a high level with explanation of the main features to be implemented,
the target audience and the scope for each and every service, getting then a direct feedback. This feedback
also allowed reaching an agreement on the services that finally would be implemented. These interviews
were performed by phone calls and were very useful and effective for the Bilbao pilot as they were a good
tool to obtain direct and more concrete feedback from the stakeholders. During the following cycle these
interviews will remain an important part of the stakeholder implication.
Amount of stakeholders involved in social networks: As demonstrated before Bilbao City Council is present
in the most relevant social networks. The City Council considers this presence of an utmost importance for
their visibility towards citizens. Therefore the Bilbao project will undertake measures to use these social
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networks for the further dissemination of the PEOPLE pilot among citizens. This tool has proven very useful,
but must be taken further advantage of during the following phase.
Number of completed ICT services identified: The services that are finally offered are in line with the Bilbao
scenario of the PEOPLE project, based on mobility and city information management. The definition of these
services has been largely based on the feedback of the stakeholders, demonstrating the need and usefulness
of involving stakeholders from the beginning of the project. The ICT services are not deployed yet, and
considerable resources will be required in the first innovation cycle to implement the ICT services in order to
obtain user feedback. Therefore this will be also a crucial indicator for the results on the 1 st innovation cycle.
Number of ICT services transferred from other pilots: As indicated the Hoyrespiro service of Bilbao is similar
to the Wireless Atmospheric Pollution Monitoring of Thermi. During the following phase further efforts will
be made to obtain synergies with other pilots in services. This will be done based on the user feedback and
on the continuous activation of stakeholders. The objective is here to have a fully implemented service, from
other pilots integrated into the Bilbao pilot.
Number of scenarios defined: The number of scenarios is one, as defined is the DoW for Bilbao Pilot. The
definition of the scenario has been done during the proposal set up and the pilot has the intention to
maintain this scenario as it is. Therefore the scenario definition did not give us further insight on the ICT
services and this indicator will not be included in the following cycle.
Number of use cases defined: The definition of the use cases has been of good use to obtain a greater
understanding on the services. However this indicator is seen only of use in an initial phase therefore will not
be included in the following indicator table.
Number of users mobilized (Several indicators). These indicators have been very much affected by the
consequences of the stop of activities of the City Council stakeholders during the reorganization. Now that
the situation is recovered perspectives are positive and the number will increase significantly in the next
period. For these activities the value of the stakeholder engagement is also further demonstrated for the
People Project information spreading, being a great potential channel for dissemination of the project. It
would allow improving the score of number of citizens informed. Bilbao will have to dedicate considerable
efforts to the further involvement of users in order to obtain user validation and feedback. The figures for
the following phase will be therefore estimated at a challenging number.
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4.1.2

Bilbao SWOT analysis
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4.2 Vitry pilot
4.2.1

Results on effectiveness

Identification of stakeholders In the preparation cycle relevant stakeholders have been identified that are
very valuable for the pilot. The identification and involved of stakeholders has been very important to define
the services and obtain the necessary support. Additionally one of the stakeholders, Evidian a leader of
security solutions, has provided the pilot with a free license in order to use their security products to protect
pilot services.
The number of meetings whilst the number of meeting is not a strength indicator to measure the progress
of stakeholders and lead users activation activities, the pilot has organized several formal and informal
meetings with main stakeholders, especially with the IUT of Créteil Vitry, the PPSL and The municipality. The
meetings held were very productive and valuable for the pilot services co-creation and tests organization.
The amount of interviews: The interviews were also a useful tool to define requirements from stakeholders
on services. The idea is to exploit this further during the 1st innovation cycle, establishing more personal
contacts with stakeholder representatives and obtain a higher level of engagement.
Amount of stakeholders involved in social networks. Only the IUT of Vitry sur seine was actively involved in
the social network. However the use of social networks is considered as an important aspect to engage
stakeholders. To improve this issue Vitry is planning to make a strong coordination with the municipality,
involve the departments of communication in the social network and making use of the municipality´s
networks.
Number of completed ICT services identified Nine ICT services were identified in full coordination with the
Municipality of Vitry. The basic ICT infrastructures that are used to compose these services are ready. The
pilot main services remains in the design and development process. The deployment is planned in the first
quarter of the year 2012.
Number of ICT services transferred from other pilots. Three services were identified from Thermi, Bilbao
and Bremen pilots. For example the NFC service seems interesting to allow the interaction with bus stop
using mobile phone and NFC reader. We are currently studying how they can be transferred to our pilot. Due
to the fact that ICT services could not be transferred during the preparation phase this indicator will be of
main importance for the first innovation cycle.
Number of scenarios defined: Two main scenarios are identified. The first one concerns the mobility
information and social integration through the citizen portal and the second concerns the security and safety
of citizens using the public authority portal and cameras installed in the bus stops.
Level of user mobilization: Most users and citizens have been informed through the use of social networks.
Additionally the Vitry pilos has established a Wiki to obtain specific user feedback on ICT services. This is
considered to be very effective as it can be easily disseminated between the students of Créteil Vitry. It will
inform on the ICT services, on the deployment and use and will give the opportunity to give concrete
feedback through surveys.
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4.2.2

Vitry SWOT Analysis

4.3 Thermi pilot.
4.3.1

Results on effectiveness

The effectiveness of the specific pilot can be highly rated in terms of developing a local based strategy that
has received significant input from the stakeholders and the citizens of the area. However, in terms of the
project objectives there are still problems regarding the development of synergies and the exchange of best
practices among partners. Problems also arise in the process of citizens’ information and user mobilization.
More specifically, regarding the effectiveness of each indicator:
Amount of stakeholders identified: The identification of 11 stakeholders has proven to be a significant
achievement. Among them are some of the most important institutions and associations that participate
with various ways in the services’ development (data provision, monitoring, use of applications etc).
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However, as the scenario becomes more focused on a specific subject, i.e. the enforcement of the local
market, more stakeholders could be identified and be included in the next phases.
Number of meetings: The conduction of meetings with stakeholders has proven to be significantly effective
as it helped to the foundation of mutual trust between the stakeholders and the project partners, the
identification of the areas’ main problems and the challenges that arise etc. In addition, these meetings
provided an opportunity for participatory planning in the scenario development and for apperception of the
potential benefits for future stakeholders’ participation. Due to the feedback obtained from the stakeholders
during these meetings, the final applications that comprise the pilot scenario are more focused and targeted
to the area’s challenges. The process of ICT services selection through the feedback gained from the
stakeholders and the citizens is explained in the diagram below:

Stakeholders
identification
1rst meeting with
stakeholders
2nd meeting with
stakeholders
Web based survey
(feedback from
citizens)
3rd meeting with
stakeholders

Applications to be
considered (lit
review)
Feedback
and
proposals by
stakeholders
Presentation of
web based survey
Restrictions
Integration with
other activities
Synergy with
Final ICT services
partners

Process of stakeholder involvement

Amount of interviews with stakeholders: The interviews conducted to the stakeholders identified are
important in order to understand their motivation to participate in the project, as well as to design a strategy
for their involvement, especially in the case of stakeholders that did not participate in meetings and
therefore, their views were not heard.
Amount of stakeholders involved in social networks: As it was mentioned earlier, the amount of
stakeholders involved in social networks is still zero. It should be argued that at this stage of development,
this indicator has less significance for the project. The feedback needed for the scenario development has
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been already received through the meeting conducted. However, during the next period the specific
indicator should raise more, as feedback is needed from a wider number of users.
Some of the stakeholders have very active social networks. For example, the Cultural Center of Thermi
Municipality has a Facebook account that posts all the future cultural events held at the area. Connection of
project’s social network to such an account could help the dissemination of the project’s results but also the
engagement of potential users, the receipt of feedback and comments from users etc. For this reason, this
indicator is also significant for the next innovation cycle.
Number of completed ICT services identified: The services that comprise the pilot scenario are finally five
and only two of them are already developed. The decrease in the number of identified services secures a
more focused strategy with more funds and efforts allocated to targeted applications.
Number of ICT services transferred from other pilots: As mentioned earlier there are not many services
transferred from other pilots. As the services that will be deployed in each pilot are already determined this
indicator could be changed in the next innovation cycle to ‘elements of ICT services transferred from other
pilots’.
Number of scenarios defined: As it was initially planned the development of only one scenario would be the
best solution for a more focused strategy to address one of the problems of the area. The allocation of all
resources for addressing one goal is expected to contribute to the achievement of more added-value of the
selected ICT services.
Number of use cases defined: The identification of use cases has helped to the identification of issues that
have to be addressed before deployment and contributed to a more integrated view of the architecture of
each application. This indicator could provide input in later stages as there will be more input from the end
users and some of the features of the application will be changed.
Number of citizens informed: The presentation of the project through social networks (i.e. the creation of
facebook and twitter accounts) has not proved to be effective yet for the information of the public due to
the limited participation. There is an effort on behalf of the project partners to include a presentation of the
project in the newspaper distributed every month by the traders association of Thermi municipality to the
Thermi’s commercial shops. The presentation is planned to be included in the issue of October (distributed
at the end of the month). So far this indicator has not shown only little progress.
Number of citizens participating: The number of citizens participating is lower than the target value but the
way of participation (voting the proposed applications) provided significant input for the design of the pilot’s
scenario. In future steps the pilot partners will need to deploy new means for citizen participation as it is a
crucial indicator for the evaluation of the pilot’s services.
Number of lead users identified: Lead users have not been yet identified, but this will be one of the main
objectives in the coming period. Lead users for each service will be equivalent to actors that have been
identified in the above mentioned use cases.
Level of user implication (several indicators): The indicators for user implication indicators are still not
effective because we had not yet finished the selection of the services that will finally be deployed and as a
result we couldn’t engage users in the services’ creation. The existence of a prototype for two services
facilitates the users’ implication.
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4.3.2

Thermi SWOT Analysis

4.4 Bremen pilot
4.4.1

Results on effectiveness

The conclusion for the indicators 1-3 is as follows:
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Identification of stakeholders made good progress and offers room for additional progress when research
institutes and businesses become more relevant. The more stakeholders are identified the clearer the
picture of an inter-linked Smart Campus becomes. A large pool of identified (but not necessarily involved)
stakeholders also improves the idea generation process because additional perspectives can be considered
either as opportunities or constraints.
The number of meetings whilst the number of meeting is not a strength indicator to measure the progress
of stakeholders and lead users activation activities, we have got several formal and informal meetings with
the main stakeholders namely the IUT of Créteil Vitry, the PPSL and The municipality.
The amount of stakeholders involved in social networks .
The conclusion for the indicators 5-8 is as follows:
Number of completed services is an adequate indicator to measure overall completion of the pilot.
However, the indicator is not precise enough to represent ongoing progress in service development. Current
status of the services for Bremen depends on performance in two areas, i.e. functional and usability aspects.
For the first innovation cycle a more suitable indicator will be used covering these aspects separately. A
catalogue of planned functions will be created to measure the progress for each service in this dimension.
Usability will be measured by specific user feedback according to feedback cycles. The questionnaire for
feedback covers different aspects of usability. The performance for each of these aspects will provide more
detailed information about the progress of the services for the first innovation cycle. This forked approach is
considered more useful than simple counting of completed services.
The target value for the number of defined scenarios was reached early in the preparation cycle and showed
progress of the co-creative approach as long as this was relevant. For the next cycle this value will be
replaced by another value to address the change towards service improvement and enhancement.
The number of use cases was an important value indicating how many situations could be handled by the
planned services. This on the other hand can be seen as an indicator for potential impact of services. The
known use cases increased understanding of services and will remain important for the future cycles.
For indicators 10-15 the following conclusion is made:
The number of informed citizens is very high but there is uncertainty in terms of transforming informed
citizens into involved ones. There needs to be additional effort to find ways to increase the impact in order
to increase the number of participating citizens. One possible solution could arise once the services are
ready to be tested since then a physical entity is available to be presented rather than conceptual ideas. This
could boost participation in general but also in social networks which provide their multiplier function then.
Lead users are a small but important group during the preparation cycle. Additional lead users might
become more relevant in later cycles when the focus of the scenario changes towards research institutes
and businesses. However, it seems to be promising to increase the definition of the lead users in a way so
that lead users are not only people with skills and knowledge in computer science. A solution can be to
remove the requirements for these characteristics in order to increase the number of lead users, e.g. all
students rather than computer science students. Additionally more lead user groups can become relevant in
case the services develop a focus on specific stakeholder groups (e.g. NFC room access for stakeholders with
sensitive infrastructure).
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The number of interviews with lead users is considered an important indicator and a critical task in the
preparation cycle. The interviews provided valuable feedback about usefulness of the services and will be an
important instrument for the remaining innovation cycles, although slightly adapted to reflect the advanced
level of the interviews in validations and co-design sessions.
Social networks in general are the most promising instrument to communicate with large user groups.
Activation of social network users, however, was difficult and oftentimes not successful. The reason for this
is not clear but could be related to the kind of message that is used to attract the users as well as the
frequency of the posted messages (too much is considered spam) or a lack of trust. Additional experience
must be made with this advertisement/attraction instrument and best practices must be found to turn
passive users into active participants of the Smart Campus pilot.
4.4.2

Bremen pilot
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4.5 Results on evaluation
This section will give the final conclusions on each of the objectives of the preparation phase for the overall
project. It will identify the essential events, processes, decisions and activities that must be taken into
account. It will inform on the state of the affairs and identify problems and bottlenecks that must be taken
into account during the first preparation cycle.
Activation of stakeholders
The activation of stakeholders has proven to be a crucial activity for progress in the pilots. Stakeholders have
facilitated the selection of ICT services that are in accordance with their needs and requirements.
Additionally the process for user activation has been facilitated through the involvement of stakeholders,
using their already available infrastructures such as social networks and stands for dissemination of the
PEOPLE project objectives. However important difficulties have also been experienced with the activation of
stakeholders. Due to agendas and reorganizations of stakeholder organizations delays have been caused in
the project progress. A continuous communication has been difficult to obtain. This lack of communication
was reinforced due to the fact that some stakeholders did not have knowledge on innovative technologies.
Therefore it was necessary to supply visual aids and examples of ICT services that were not always up to
date. Therefore the adaptation of ICT services to the stakeholders’ requirements took more time than
expected.
For the first innovation cycle it will be important to maintain a high level of stakeholder activation. Based on
the lessons learned it is important to obtain a balanced representation of different types of stakeholders in
order to support the pilots from various channels. Some pilots are to focused on one set of stakeholders and
will have to undertake important efforts to engage stakeholders from different areas, such as businesses,
citizens associations, scientific areas, etc. This will prevent a major dependency on one set of stakeholders
and a slowing up of the project process.
Additionally it will be important to set up more continuous communication channels. Although some pilots
take important advantage from the meetings, they were often considered as a too limited means for real
engagement. The pilots have indicated the necessity to use further tools for communication with
stakeholders, especially related to engagement via social networks.
PEOPLE ICT Services
During the preparation cycle important efforts were dedicated towards the analysis of the PEOPLE ICT
services. This has resulted in a set of final services that are validated by the stakeholders and have extensive
support. These services are placed in the framework of the established scenarios and have been aligned with
the needs, challenges and priorities of the cities. However this process of alignment in each city has resulted
in difficulties to obtain synergies between the different pilots. Due to the varying requirements in the cities
the ICT services have dispersed more. Based on the requirement of the cities, the level of innovativeness of
the technologies themselves has been affected in some ways. However it is considered more important to
obtain a useful set of services than to excel in the innovativeness of the technologies. Furthermore the
services will be innovative in their application and use in the pilots. The last important bottleneck identified
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in relation to the ICT services is the delay in deploying demos and prototypes. This task has been
underestimated in general and will require further support and dedication of resources.
For the first innovation cycle it will be important to dedicate more efforts to the deployment of ICT services
in order to obtain the subsequent validations from users. In relation to the synergies between pilots,
important efforts have already been undertaken to promote synergy between the cities and create common
ICT services. However it is also considered that main synergies will emerge once the ICT services are further
defined and prototypes are available. This will improve the visibility of the services towards stakeholders and
increase the possibility to transfer the ICT services to other pilots.
Activation of (lead) users for validation and feedback
The activities related to the activation of users for validation and feedback, have been identified as the
weakest in relation to the other activities. General dissemination efforts have been made, with sometimes
very good results for informing citizens on the project, especially through social networks. However this has
not been translated in a higher amount of citizen participation. In principle this has been caused by the delay
in the ICT services deployment. In many cases it was considered necessary to have a set of defined and
deployed ICT services as a condition to involve users and obtain their feedback. Additionally a lack of
methodological support has been detected in this area, which was more focused on stakeholder
engagement during the preparation phase.
For the first innovation cycle it will be important to identify not only citizens as users but also businesses.
Extensive guidelines will be set up for the further improvement of citizen participation, user validations, codesign sessions and tools to reach a wider set of users.
The SWOT analysis on the following page summarizes the main conclusions of the preparation cycle of the
project.
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SWOT Analysis on the overall preparation cycle

4.6 Results on the PEOPLE methodology
One of the objectives of the evaluation and monitoring activities is to receive feedback on the PEOPLE
methodology, making it possible to evolve the methodology along with the project and pilots after each
innovation cycle. This feedback is derived from the activities of the pilots, the indicator tables and the
monitoring activities. Simultaneously a small survey has been designed, included in Annex 1, with the
objective to obtain concrete answers of the pilot sites on the methodological support and effectiveness. The
results from this survey were contrasted with the results from the monitoring activities and the
benchmarking workshop. The results on the benchmarking workshop are reflected in D3.1.1. The final
conclusions and improvement of the methodology are reflected in D1.6.2.
The results and conclusions from the Internal Benchmarking Workshop, the feedback on the methodology
obtained from the survey and the results of the evaluation and monitoring activities are consistent,
providing for important lessons learned for the following innovation cycle.
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4.7 Questionnaire on the PEOPLE methodology
About the general approach and its implementation
1) PEOPLE project proposes a user-driven methodology. Do you think another approach would be
more effective in order to meet project objectives?
2) The needs identified during Pilot activities leaded towards heterogeneous scenarios among the
pilots. Do you think enough effort was made in order to find synergies between scenarios and pilots
so common objectives could be achieved?
3) PEOPLE Project is using MediaWiki as a collaborative tool for sharing the methodological guidelines
and the monitoring, evaluation and scoreboard content and definition. Do you feel comfortable
with the use of this tool? Do you think it meets the needs of your pilot?
About the innovation cycles
1) Do you think the length of the preparation cycle (12 months) is appropriate to meet the due
objectives?
2) Do you think the different phases of the preparation cycle are adequate? Would you change
anything (order, length, the phase itself)?

About users engagement
1) Have you got enough support, from a methodological point of view, for the successful engagement
of users and its activation? If not, what do you think your pilot needs for this proper involvement
(always from a methodological point of view)?
2) Was the identification and involvement of users and stakeholders useful for the definition of your
pilot scenario? Why?
3) Was the validation of services by users useful for the development of services in your pilot? How
did you use this information on validation?
Any other comment for the improvement of the Methodological Guidelines?
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5. Monitoring of the first innovation cycle
In order to evaluate the first innovation cycle, every pilot has defined a set of objectives and subsequent
indicators, making it possible to derive conclusions through monitoring of daily activities, defining the
project performance at this stage in the project. The objectives and indicators are adjusted to the
characteristics of every pilot and to the innovation phase they are in at the moment.
At the stage of the first innovation cycle, the indicators have been defined in relation to the main project
objectives in this phase and the PEOPLE methodology applied. One of the main aspects and objectives of the
first innovation cycle is the reinforcement of the open approach in the project. In order to reinforce the
open community approach a roadmap was designed at the beginning of the innovation cycle. This roadmap
established specific objectives for the release of the services as open source software, the definition of the
activation of Open Innovation communities, the establishment of an Open Source Software community and
the involvement strategy for developers and technological-specific communities. This main objective is
translated into different indicators across the main aspects of the first innovation cycle.

Composition, adaptation, integration and deployment of PEOPLE ICT Services: the composition, adaptation,
integration and deployment of PEOPLE ICT Services in the pilots as Open Source Software are of fundamental
importance for the pilots and are closely related to the activation of users and stakeholders. In the
preparation phase the evaluation was focused on the level of analysis and availability of services. In the first
innovation cycle, the evaluation focuses on the actual release and deployment of ICT service and the quality
level according to users’ validations. This indicator can demonstrate some synergies with D1.5 revised and
validated PEOPLE data model and information flow chart, D2.2.2 report on PEOPLE pilot security and D2.4.1
PEOPLE revised and validated services and related business models.
Activation of Stakeholders: In the preparation cycle many efforts were invested in the activation of
stakeholders. Stakeholders are defined as those collectives that can facilitate the pilot, the services
implementation and the access to user collectives. Therefore their requirements were extensively analyzed.
Examples of these stakeholders are city councils and different departments, universities, company
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associations, etc. In the first innovation cycle the focus on involvement of stakeholders was focused on
maintaining their level of implication in order to reach the end-users. Additionally stakeholders are
segmented to define key players in the obtainment of sustainability of services. Some stakeholders can be
defined therefore as service enablers, exploiters or as administrators. The stakeholder involvement during
the first innovation cycle is therefore also focused on involving stakeholders that can guarantee the
sustainability of services. This is reflected in the indicators. This section will demonstrate synergies with the
D1.1.3 Report on the activation of stakeholders and users.
Activation of (lead) users for validation and feedback: During the preparation cycle, the evaluation on the
activation of users focused mostly on the amount of users that were informed and participated through
various channels and activities. During the first innovation cycle, this focus will remain an import point for
evaluation. However, additionally the indicators reflect a progressive level of user and open user community
implication. Therefore the indicators range from a superficial informing of citizens, to create awareness in
the city and the general participation of citizens through social networks or at events and meetings. The level
of participation is increased when we talk in the indicators of users, meaning that the ICT services have
actually been used. User involvement ranges from the use or testing out of the service as part of the Open
User community, up until the participation in validation sessions where the users are giving feedback in a
controlled environment with the participation of monitors in the user driven innovation process.
Simultaneously the indicators reflect the objective of the project to involve different types of users in an
inclusive manner, defining different target groups. This indicator demonstrates synergies with the
Deliverable 1.1.3 Report on the activation of stakeholders and users.
Design of business models and exploitation in parallel with the release of the ICT services during the first
innovation cycle, important efforts will be dedicated to the design of business models and exploitation.
Therefore the monitoring and evaluation will take into consideration different aspects related to business
model definition and exploitation plans, with an important focus on Open Source Licenses. These indicators
demonstrate synergies with D2.3.1 PEOPLE services and related business models and D2.4.1 PEOPLE revised
and validated services and related business models.
Management of the OSS community The setting up of a management strategy for an Open Source Software
Community was defined as one of the main objectives during the first innovation cycle. This has also been
demonstrated by the methodology and the implementation of a roadmap. The roadmap and the
implemented strategy in the different pilots will be evaluated by including specific indicators that reflect the
level of OSS community governance.
The following sections will give the results on the monitoring activities of the daily activities of the pilots. The
objectives and related indicators of this phase have been established at the beginning of the cycle in order to
analyze the progress and the results that have been made. The following will give a review on the
established objectives in the different pilot indicator tables and the corresponding results that have been
obtained during the first cycle phase. For each of these indicators the pilots have gathered information and
verification material, as established during the first version of this deliverable. Based on this information
pilots an analysis is made in order to understand why certain indicator objectives were met and others not.
Once these key themes and issues have been identified, it becomes possible to work through the
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information of the pilots, structuring and organizing it so that the findings can be the basis for reaching
conclusions and recommendations for the evaluation in the following section.
5.1 Bilbao pilot
5.1.1

Bilbao Indicator table results

Nº

Project objective

Indicator

Measurement

1

ICT Services

Level of available services

2
3
4

Activation of
stakeholders8

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Activation of
users

Target

Result

Number of released ICT services.

2

1

Level of available services

Number of validated services

1

1

Level of analysis on ICT
services
Level of stakeholder
mobilization
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of user mobilization

Percentage of positive feedback by users
(through surveys or interviews).
Amount of additional stakeholders contacted
during the 1st innovation cycle.
Amount of stakeholders involved as potential
exploiters
Amount of stakeholders involved as potential
administrators
Amount of stakeholders involved as potential
service enablers.
Number of meetings with stakeholders.

30%

73%

7

7

3

3

2

3

2

3

2

5

Amount of interviews with individual
representatives of stakeholders.
Stakeholders actively participating in the
implementation and/or use of the services.
Amount of stakeholders actively involved in
social networks
Number of citizens informed9 during the first
innovation cycle.
Number of citizens participating10 during the
first innovation cycle.
Amount of identified user profiles or target
groups11
Number of users participating in social
12
networks.
Number of users participating in the open

7

25

4

6

7

3

600

800

250

278

5

4

100

246

80

246

13

Level of user mobilization

14

Level of user mobilization

15

Level of user mobilization

16

Level of user implication

8

Stakeholders are defined here as those collectives that can facilitate the pilot and the services implementation or that
have specific feedback and opinions of importance to the project.
9
Number of citizens informed relates to a more superficial implication in the PEOPLE project of citizens. This can be
through flyers at stands or totems, posters and other physical dissemination material across the city. An estimation of the
total amount of citizens is made based on the amount of flyers, dissemination material and posters, supported by
verification material, such as pictures of stands and users at totems.
10
Participating can range from the use of the ICT service, to giving feedback, participation in social networks or
validations.
11
Each service will have a set of target groups defined, that segments the users in different profiles to obtain a balanced
feedback and makes it possible to design an exploitation plan.
12
Number of users that participate in the open community, giving feedback through surveys, validations, co-designs and
that use the service without giving feedback.
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13

user community .
17

Level of user implication

Number of validation sessions in controlled
14
environments per ICT service with users.
15
Number of validations per ICT service from
users.
Number of potential business models
defined.

20

30

18

Level of user implication

60

74

1

1

Level of sustainability of
results
Level of sustainability of
results
Level of governance

Number of described exploitable results.

1

1

Number of licenses identified and described.

1

1

Number of governance models defined

2

1

23

Level of governance

3

6

24

Level of governance

Number of resources to be used for
community management (forums, mails,
etc.)
Number of OSS infrastructures used

2

1

19

Business model
design for
sustainability

20
21
22

Activation of the
OSS Community

5.1.2

Level of sustainability of
results

Bilbao analysis on indicator results

ICT services The Bilbao pilot made the public release of the Hoyrespiro service on the 14th of March. The
service is available at http://hoyrespiro.people-project.eu/ and takes advantage of the environmental
control network, existing throughout the city. The network consists of meteorological stations, metering
atmospheric variables related to pollution and the level of pollen in the air. The application uses data sources
in order to provide the user with a complete information overview, including predictions and taking into
account predictive simulation and risk models that are provided by the public administration. The following
figure is a screenshot taken from the Hoyrespiro service.

Screenshot of the Hoyrespiro service

13

2 Screenshot of the Hoyrespiro service

Users that are have used the ICT service, independently if they are citizens or have given feedback.
Validation sessions in controlled environments is defined as a process between the user and the developer where they
are testing the ICT service together and the user gives specific feedback on the ICT service and its functionalities.
15
Validation is defined here as the process, where a user tests the ICT service and consequently gives feedback (through
survey, interview or monitoring actions) on the ICT service.
14
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In an initial phase the Bilbao pilot was planning on releasing in the first innovation cycle the 3D walking tour.
However based on the reviewers’ feedback, the pilot decided to focus on the Hoyrespiro application and
release the 3D Walking Tour in the beginning of the second innovation cycle. This application is currently
being validated by the Bilbao tourism director of the city council. The objective is to release this service at
the beginning of the second innovation cycle. During the second innovation cycle the service will be
physically deployed at the tourism office of Bilbao, obtaining a wider impact in the city. This explains the
discrepancy between the targeted released service and the results obtained.
The Hoysrespiro service was validated during the month of March by citizens and end-users, through surveys
and validation sessions with stewards. With the help of this validation session, the pilot was able to study the
application service provided in Bilbao, focusing on utilization, benefits found, end user profiles definition,
improvements and incidents encountered by citizens. An exhaustive study on the citizens’ interaction with
the application installed in the electronic kiosk has been carried out to improve and customize the
Hoyrespiro application’s interface to the citizens' needs.
 Speed with which the end user uses the application.
 Comfort with which the end user uses the application.
 Difficulties shown in the user’s interaction with the application.
 Difficulties shown in the user’s interaction with the questionnaire.
 Difficulties shown in the user’s interaction with the electronic kiosk.
After several validation sessions held by the citizens who used the Hoyrespiro application in both, the
electronic kiosk and the web portal, various interaction difficulties with the application were found and then
immediately improved by the technical team of Anova IT Consulting. The remainder of incidents
encountered during the first validation session and not yet resolved will be studied for a further
improvement of the application during the second innovation cycle.
Activation of stakeholders The Bilbao pilot invested resources in contacting new stakeholders and
simultaneously in activating further the already involved stakeholders. As identified in the preparation cycle,
the Bilbao city council was one of the main stakeholders in the pilot. The efforts during the preparation cycle
were during the first innovation cycle paid off in a reinforced support from the City Council.
The strategy applied by the Bilbao pilot, during the first innovation cycle for stakeholder involvement,
consisted in channeling the stakeholder support towards the deployment of the ICT services and the
obtainment of end-user feedback. A total of 3 stakeholders, Bilbao LanEkintza, Alhóndiga staff, and citizens
were actively involved in the deployment of the Hoyrespiro service. Simultaneously the strategy consisted in
identifying and segmenting the stakeholders for the second innovation cycle. The following diagram reflects
this strategy throughout the different phases:
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Bilbao stakeholder involvement

The Bilbao pilot invested considerable resources in contacting new stakeholders and reached a total of seven
new stakeholders, as confirmed by deliverable 1.1.3. These newly identified stakeholders were asked to sign
a letter of engagement to express their interest and support towards the PEOPLE project and the Bilbao
pilot. The new stakeholders were contacted in preparation of the next innovation cycle when the GEOCUR
service will be released. During the first innovation cycle specific stakeholders were identified to ensure the
sustainability of the services. The following results were obtained for the GEOCUR service:
Stakeholder
Citizens
LanEkintza
Districs Area (City Council)

Role
End-users
Enabler
Exploiter
Administrator

Comments
To be engaged as in HOYRESPIRO service
Main facilitator
Public Administration beneficiary
Public Administration

Stakeholders GEOCUR

The targeted amount of meetings was surpassed by 3 thanks to the increased interest of the Bilbao city
council in the PEOPLE pilot. Several of these meetings were maintained to define with the city council the
strategy for services deployment in the city of Bilbao. Specific decisions were taken in relation to the physical
deployment of services and information kiosk across the city.
During the preparation cycle, extensive use was made of interviews as a mitigation strategy for a lack of
interest in meetings due to elections. This strategy has been maintained and reinforced. Most contacts with
stakeholders were maintained with individual representatives of the stakeholder organizations. Therefore
the interviews were the main tool to involve and activate the stakeholder organizations in the Bilbao region.
Stakeholders in Bilbao are present in Facebook, Twitter and Youtube as during the preparation cycle.
Activation of users During the first innovation cycle the amount of citizens informed increased substantially.
This is mainly due to the increased visibility of the pilot thanks to the released ICT services. Especially the
physical deployment of the HOYRESPIRO service in a kiosk with touch screen at the Alhondiga building, one
of the most visited places of Bilbao, has led to an increased awareness among citizens on the pilot.
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Alhondiga building

Additionally a totally of 150 brochures on the pilot in the Spanish language were handed out in the city.
Citizen participation in social networks has increased until 32 citizens. By 29th of March there were 246 visits
to the HOYRESPIRO web page, and an average of 100 visits to BILBAO pilot web page per month during this
period. In addition, more than 255 people has been informed about the project through the dissemination
events carried out. This leads to an estimation of approximately 800 citizens informed.
This increased awareness has led simultaneously to a higher citizen participation in the city. At the kiosk,
stewards were active to attract further attention of visitors to use the HOSRESPIRO application and the
availability of the service through the internet has led to a participation of 246 citizens in the pilot.
The Hoyrespiro application is focused towards users of all ages from young people until elder people. It is
focused towards both occasional visitors of the city as well as the citizens. A differentiation was made
between persons with technological skills, or persons that use the internet on a regular basis and persons
that use the internet very rarely and do not have experience in using new technologies.
 Range of age: Users between 25 to 34 years old ranked #1, followed by those from 35 to 44, and up
to 24 years old.
 Sex: No differentiation is perceived on this parameter. Interest for the service is equal for both sexes.
 Use of internet: A high percent (74.32 %) are skilled users with a daily activity I internet.
The total amount of users participating in the open user community is 246. From 14th to 28th of March the
account of visits to the service is of 246, with a 17.44% of visits from La Alhondiga premises, and the rest
coming from internet. The audience is basically located in the Basque Country area (Spain); however there
are also hits from France, Germany, Greece, UK and Peru.
Regarding the account of views to the different pages of the service, the amount raises up to 2,592 page
views, with up to 21.45% of views of the “measurement ‘s page”, and a 9 % for the “opinion page”.
The physical deployment of the ICT service permitted for an important amount of supervised validation
sessions. On March 15th of 2012 morning began the process of attracting citizens to use the electronic kiosk.
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This process sought to ensure that the citizens were part of the validation session, inciting them to use the
electronic kiosk and showing them how interesting and usable can be "HOYRESPIRO" application in their
daily lives.
A motivator was hired, for 8 hours on 15th and 16th of March, to attract citizens to the electronic kiosk for
using the application.
 The motivator received a training session by the Anova IT Consulting team, explaining what the
PEOPLE project is and how "HOYRESPIRO" application works.
 The motivator was trained to attract citizens who were at "La Alhóndiga" building, to explain them
how the application works and how interact with the service, and also to ensure that citizens who
use the service, complete the online form included in the application.

Electronic Kiosk

Finally a total of 30 validation sessions were maintained in controlled environments, where the users could
be monitored in their use of the service in order to reach specific conclusion on usability and ease of use.
After the above mentioned validation sessions held by the citizens who used the Hoyrespiro application in
both, the electronic kiosk and the web portal, various interaction difficulties with the application were found
and then immediately improved by the technical team of Anova IT Consulting. The remainder of incidents
encountered during the first validation session, are not yet resolved. Possible solutions are under study for a
further improvement of the application.
Business model design for sustainability For the Hoyrespiro service a business model was defined, based on
the exploitable results, as well as licensing model. The service will be released under the GNU Affero General
Public License. The service model is based on Support Contract Model: Maintenance, training and
customizations. Please see also the wiki for further information in the services section.
Activation of the OSS community For the release of the Hoyrespiro service in the open community a
governance model was defined based on an autocratic model, with the possibility to obtain leadership
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through obtained merits. Different roles were defined in this governance model, such as the contributors,
committers and maintainers and the relation between these different roles. For the management of the
community, formal tools and procedures were defined, such as subversion for code repository management
and other sourceforge tools, such as email lists, new version announcements and notification ad
coordination between committers, maintainers and contributors. Further information can be found on the
wiki in the services section under Hoyrespiro. The discrepancies that can be found in these indicators are
related to the fact that Bilbao decided to release only one service during this cycle, eliminating the need to
define other OSS infrastructures or governance models.
5.2 Vitry sur Seine Pilot
5.2.1

Vitry Indicator table results

Nº

Project objective

Indicator

Measurement

1

ICT Services

Level of available services

Number of released services.

2

2

2

Level of available services

Number of validated services

2

2

3

Level of analysis on ICT services

Percentage of positive feedback by users
(through surveys or interviews).
Amount of additional stakeholders
st
contacted during the 1 innovation cycle.
Amount of stakeholders involved as
potential exploiters
Amount of stakeholders involved as
potential administrators
Amount of stakeholders involved as
potential service enablers.
Number of meetings with stakeholders.

60%

58,1%

4

3

3

4

2

5

3

5

4

2

6

2

4

4

3

3

600

300

100

80

4

Activation of
16
stakeholders

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Activation of users

Level of stakeholder
mobilization
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of user mobilization
Level of user mobilization

Amount of interviews with individual
representatives of stakeholders.
Stakeholders actively participating in the
implementation and/or use of the services.
Amount of stakeholders actively involved in
social networks
17
Number of citizens informed during the
first innovation cycle.
18
Number of citizens participating during the
first innovation cycle.

Target
value

Results

16

Stakeholders are defined here as those collectives that can facilitate the pilot and the services implementation or that
have specific feedback and opinions of importance to the project.
17
Number of citizens informed relates to a more superficial implication in the PEOPLE project of citizens. This can be
through flyers at stands or totems, posters and other physical dissemination material across the city. An estimation of the
total amount of citizens is made based on the amount of flyers, dissemination material and posters, supported by
verification material, such as pictures of stands and users at totems.
18
Participating can range from the use of the ICT service, participation in social networks, participation in organized
local events, giving feedback, validation or participation in co-design sessions. .
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14

Level of user mobilization

15

Level of user mobilization

16

Level of user implication

17

Level of user implication

18

Level of user implication

19

Business model
design for
sustainability

Level of sustainability of results

Amount of identified user profiles or target
19
groups
Number of users participating in social
networks. 20
Number of users participating in the open
21
user community .
22
Number of validations per ICT service from
users.
Number of validation sessions in controlled
environments 23 per ICT service with users.
Number of potential business models
defined.

5

8

100

67

50

80

40

35

2

2

1

1

20

Level of sustainability of results

Number of described exploitable results.

1

1

21

Level of sustainability of results

Number of licenses identified and described.

3

3

Level of governance

Number of governance models defined

1

1

23

Level of governance

3

3

24

Level of governance

Number of resources to be used for
community management (forums, mails,
etc.)
Number of OSS infrastructures used

1

1

22

5.2.2

Activation of the OSS
Community

Analysis on indicator results

Composition, adaptation, integration and deployment of PEOPLE ICT Services The Vitry pilot focused during
the first innovation cycle on the release of the Local and Private Information Service. The following table
reflects the status of the two services of the first innovation cycle.
Service name
Local Information Service
Private information service (Vitryhub)

State
Released and validated
Released and validated

The local Information Service and Private Information Service, the latter being also known as Vitryhub, were
improved during the first innovation cycle. In February, a first validation session was conducted within the
structures of the partners involved in the French pilot. This session was done between partners' employees
and their PEOPLE members, jointly with members of the developers’ team, through a physical meeting. This
19

Each service will have a set of target groups defined, that segments the users in different profiles to obtain a balanced
feedback and makes it possible to design an exploitation plan.
20
Number of users that participate in the open community, giving feedback through surveys, validations, co-designs and
that use the service without giving feedback.
21
Users that are have used the ICT service, independently if they are citizens or have given feedback.
22
Validation is defined here as the process, where a user tests the ICT service and consequently gives feedback (through
survey, interview or monitoring actions) on the ICT service.
23
Numbers of validation sessions in controlled environments are defined as a process between the user and the developer
where they are testing the ICT service together and the user gives specific feedback on the ICT service and its
functionalities.
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first session provided feedback on the early developments and some substances in order to drive the further
development efforts before to perform a public demonstration.
According to the results of this first validation session, the developers' team conducted modifications and
improvements on the services and drove us to release officially the first version of the services on a Github
repository on March 26th. The services releases were followed by a second validation session. Further details
are provided in the section related to the "Level of user mobilization and implication" below. In general the
positive feedback obtained is estimated at 58.1%.
Level of stakeholder implication and mobilization This first Innovation Cycle has been beneficial for the
Vitry-sur-Seine pilot in terms of the stakeholders' involvement. The pilot obtained the involvement of more
stakeholders, signaled in red in the table below. These stakeholders’ interests were further defined, making
it possible to detect possible exploiters, administrators and service enablers that can play a further role in
the sustainability of the services after the project ending.
Stakeholders
City Hall: Education & research dept.
City Hall: Communication dept.
City Hall: Urbanism & Economic dept.
Municipal Police
PPSL
UPEC
IUT
RATP
JCDecaux
City passenger
Exploradome
Mac Val
Airparif

Exploiters
X
X
X

Administrators
X
x

Service enablers

X
x

x

X
X

x
X
X
X

A total of three new stakeholders were identified. Additionally two important meetings were maintained
with the different departments of the town hall were organized, in December and February. The first one
was needed in order to present the ICT services and their evolution. The partners managed to identify more
precisely the departments that might be interested by and interesting for the pilot. Contacts with different
representatives were initiated and conducted during the second meeting where actions and decisions were
made for facilitating the activation of others stakeholders such as RATP, Airparif or JCDecaux. Focus has been
made on their participation in the social networks scenario. This has been considered the most appropriate
tool as we decided to develop the services related to the security and safety of citizens later, during the
second Innovation Cycle. This means that contacts were maintained on a less formal level, explaining for
discrepancies in the amount of meetings and interviews.
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Level of user mobilization and implication As stated in the first section related to the ICT services, two
validation sessions were conducted during the first Innovation Cycle. The first one implied employees from
the partners of Vitry-sur-Seine pilot in coordination with the PEOPLE team and the developers’ team.
Following the public release, the French pilot conducted another validation session which occurred on March
26th and 27th. The partners deployed the services on an online platform and installed a physical stand in the
entrance of the UIT (University Institute of Technology), nearby the cafeteria. During two days, members of
the PEOPLE project were presenting the project to students, administration employees and teachers that
were passing by. The good location also enabled us to conduct some validations of the services with the
users. Indeed, they were kindly asked to sit and access with us to the online platform through terminals that
we put at their disposal (several laptops and an iPad). They were then asked to fulfill questionnaire papers
and provide us as much comments as they could.
Throughout the week, the physical stand remained installed at the entrance of the UIT. On March 28th, the
LISSI performed a demonstration in an amphitheater for the students of the UIT. On March 29th, they also
conducted a presentation during a seminar of the LISSI Lab. The following picture gives an image on the
activities that were held. More pictures and information can be found in D4.5.1 on dissemination.

Approximately 70 surveys were collected and are considered as being very positive and useful. The Vitry
pilot decided to set the bar high for the level of positive feedback, based on the previous internal validation
sessions that were maintained. The positive feedback received on these surveys was of 58,1% for all the
released services, nearly reaching our objective of 60% set at the beginning of the Innovation Cycle. The level
of satisfaction was defined by the amount of persons that considered the services useful or very useful.
Additionally from the open questions many ideas were extracted and analyzed for improving our services
and therefore, satisfy our users further. These actions have been very valuable and are considered important
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lessons learned for the following Innovation Cycles. An online survey is being created at the moment in order
to propose another way of testing the services and obtain more feedback in the future.
The following segmentation of users was made, in order to define specific target groups for involvement.
Service
Local Information Service

User
groups
Students
Teachers
Visitors

Users
Persons with high technological skills.
Persons with low technological skills.
Persons with a disability
Foreigners
Persons using public transport
Persons using own means for transport
Person < 30 years
Person between 30 – 50 years
Persons > 50
Smartphone owner
Non smart phone owner

Design of business model and exploitation For further information on the business model, exploitation of
results and the definition of Open Source Licenses please consult the wiki under the services section.
Management of the OSS community
At the moment, the released services have all the same governance model, involving the following roles:
Users, Contributors, Committers and Project Board. Therefore, the decision making process is centralized
around the Project Board, making this organization as an autocracy.
Tools that will be used are as following:
 Github for the online hosting service
 Git for the versioning system
 Mantis for Bug Tracking Management
 Dedicated website for the communication around
Both Local Information Service and Private Information Service are released under the GNU General Public
License, version 2. The service inherits this license from the core engine Elgg used in the service. Any related
source code can be freely shared out or modified, as long as it remains under the license GPL-2.0. This means
that all the set targets for the OSS community management objectives during the first innovation cycle.
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5.3 Thermi Pilot
3.3.1 Thermi Indicator table results
Nº

Project objective

Indicator

Measurement

1

ICT Services

Number of released ICT services.

16

Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of analysis on ICT
services
Level of stakeholder
mobilization
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of user
mobilization
Level of user
mobilization
Level of user
mobilization
Level of user
mobilization
Level of user implication

17

Level of user implication

2
3
4

Activation of
stakeholders24

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Activation of users

Number of validated services
Percentage of positive feedback by users
(through surveys or interviews).
Amount of additional stakeholders
contacted during the 1st innovation cycle.
Amount of stakeholders involved as
potential exploiters
Amount of stakeholders involved as
potential service enablers.
Amount of stakeholders involved as
potential administrators
Number of meetings with stakeholders.
Amount of interviews with individual
representatives of stakeholders.
Stakeholders actively participating in the
implementation and/or use of the services.
Amount of digital tools (blogs and forums)
for stakeholders’ involvement.
Number of citizens informed25 during the
first innovation cycle.
Number of citizens participating26 during
the first innovation cycle.
Amount of identified user profiles or target
groups27
Number of users participating in social
networks. 28
Number of users participating in the open
user community.29
Number of validations30 per ICT service
from users.

Target
value
3

Results

1

1

30%

80%

2

1

3

3

2

3

2

3

5

7

2

10

5

3

13

6

600

>2000

200

220

5

5

100

40

80

133

60

203

2

24

Stakeholders are defined here as those collectives that can facilitate the pilot and the services implementation or that
have specific feedback and opinions of importance to the project.
25
Number of citizens informed relates to a more superficial implication in the PEOPLE project of citizens. This can be
through flyers at stands or totems, posters and other physical dissemination material across the city. An estimation of the
total amount of citizens is made based on the amount of flyers, dissemination material and posters, supported by
verification material, such as pictures of stands and users at totems.
26
Participating can range from the use of the ICT service, to giving feedback, participation in social networks or
validations.
27
Each service will have a set of target groups defined, that segments the users in different profiles to obtain a balanced
feedback and makes it possible to design an exploitation plan.
28
Number of users that participate in the open community, giving feedback through surveys, validations, co-designs and
that use the service without giving feedback.
29
Users that have used the ICT service, independently if they are citizens or have given feedback.
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18
19

Level of user implication
Business model design for
sustainability

20
21
22

Activation of the OSS
Community

Level of sustainability of
results
Level of sustainability of
results
Level of sustainability of
results
Level of governance

23

Level of governance

24

Level of governance

Number of validation sessions in controlled
31
environments per ICT service with users.
Number of potential business models
defined.
Number of described exploitable results.

20

14

1

1

1

0

Number of licenses identified and
described.
Number of governance models defined

1

0

2

1

Number of resources to be used for
community management (forums, mails,
etc.)
Number of OSS infrastructures used

3

8

2

2

3.3.2 Analysis on indicator results

Composition, adaptation, integration and deployment of PEOPLE ICT Service During the first innovation
cycle the Thermi pilot has released two ICT services. Initially the pilot targeted the release of three ICT
services during the first cycle, including also the Virtual Marketplace and Business directory. However based
on the reviewers’ feedback and the efforts required for a successful deployment with the full commitment of
the local businesses, the focus for release was finally decided on two services. The two services that were
released are the CityFix (ImPROVE my City) and the Tourism and Recreation Facilities Guide (City Tour 360). 32
Service name
ImPROVE my city
City Tour 360
Virtual City
Parking Spaces Availability
Air Pollution Monitoring System

State
Released
Released
Under Deployment
Public Tender
Public Tender

Both of these services have been the subject of feedback and validations from users. The first feedback and
adaptation that was made, was not on a technological level but on the name. Based on citizens’ preferences
the names of both services have been changed to ImPROVE my City and City Tour 360. Both of these
released services are available at the following link: http://smartcity.thermi.gov.gr/, where they are easily
accessible for citizens. Both applications were validated by citizens during the first innovation cycle through
an online survey. Additionally, ImPROVE my City received important feedback from the part of the
Municipality and its different departments. For both services the overall feedback can be considered
positive. In particular, because 96.3% of the citizens think that ImPROVe my city will help to improve the
environment and quality of life in the city of Thermi, while 76.5% think that City Tour 360 will raise the
30

Validation is defined here as the process, where a user tests the ICT service and consequently gives feedback (through
survey, interview or monitoring actions) on the ICT service.
31
Validation sessions in controlled environments are defined as a process between the user and the developer where they
are testing the ICT service together and the user gives specific feedback on the ICT service and its functionalities.
32
See also the services section of the PEOPLE wiki.
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number of visitors in the area of Thermi. For both applications, more than 90% of the respondents indicated
they would use these services.
Level of stakeholder implication and mobilization As described also in D1.2.3, the methodology adopted for
stakeholder activation in Thermi pilot included mutual building trust between the stakeholders and the
project partners, identification of the areas’ main problems and the challenges that arise, participatory
planning in the scenario development, apperception of the potential benefits for future stakeholders’
participation etc. Most of the set targets for stakeholder implication and mobilization were obtained in the
Thermi pilot, with the exception of the amount of stakeholders actively involved in digital tools and
stakeholders actively participating in the implementation and/or use of the services. The Thermi pilot
already had a high amount of stakeholders involved that are main actors in the community, during the
preparation cycle of the project. During the first innovation cycle, it was considered a priority to mobilize
these stakeholders further, than to focus on additional stakeholders. This explains why there were more
meetings and interviews held than foreseen, with the already involved stakeholders. The new stakeholder
identified is the Volunteers of Thermi.
A total of 7 meetings were held with different stakeholder organizations. These meetings were used in some
cases as validation sessions.
- Several meetings with the Museum NOESIS to present the demo of the proposed services and detect
further needs. The Museum actively participated in the co-design of a new service.
- One meeting with the Mayor and several meetings with different departments of the Municipality of
Thermi to maintain the full support and to organize training sessions for the staff of different
departments to use the CityFix
- One meeting with the Managing Board of the Association of Professional Traders of the Municipality
of Thermi and one meeting with the members of the Association to demonstrate the service and to
obtain feedback and validations.

Meeting with the Association of Professional Traders
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A total of 10 interviews were maintained with representatives from stakeholders. Through these interviews
it was possible to collect views and validations of key players from stakeholders, as experts and lead-users.
A total of 3 stakeholders are currently actively participating in the implementation and/or use of the
services:
 The Association of Professional Traders of the Municipality of Thermi is actively participating in
involving its members in the use of the service. Through their support a meeting was organized
with a large participation of businesses that were interested in using the Virtual Marketplace for
the second innovation cycle.


The Municipality of Thermi is one of the main stakeholders and partners in the project. It is
implementing the ImPROVE my City service actively in the organizations’ workflow. For this
objective several training sessions were organized with different department of the Municipality.



The Museum NOESIS, is actively participating in the design of the ICT services and is
implementing the Tourism and Recreation service.

The Thermi pilot defined and involved for both the CityFix and the Tourism and Recreation service different
stakeholders that can play a role in the sustainability of that service as potential enablers, exploiters and
administrators of the services (please refer also to D1.2.3 and the Wiki). Especially the Association of
Traders of Thermi will play an important role in the sustainability of the service and the selection of the best
revenue generating model for the Virtual Marketplace application. Additionally the Municipality has an
important interest in obtaining sustainability of the services as main enabler and administrator. Stakeholders
are not particularly involved in social networks and cooperation is mainly performed through meetings.
However, the activities and news that relate to the project are disseminated and shared through alternative
digital tools, especially through the use of blogs, forums and the website of the Thermi City Council. A few
examples of such tools are the following:

Screenshot of the local forum
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Type
Local City Forum
Local Forum of the City Library
Local City Forum

Link
Link
Link
Link

City Council blog

Link

Level of user mobilization and implication Regarding the overall citizen awareness and mobilization,
important progress was made in the first innovation cycle. More than 2.000 citizens were informed. This
estimation is made based on the number of visits on the website, the amount of flyers distributed and
estimation on the amount of citizens passing by posters and banners of the PEOPLE project.
This dissemination was translated in some cases into different participation actions by the end-users,
whether it is just by using the ICT service, by assisting meetings or by participating in the social network.
More than 200 citizens participated so far in the PEOPLE project in Thermi, through the completion of
questionnaires, the participation in meetings and validation sessions. In order to facilitate the end-user
activation, a total of 5 specific target groups per service were identified and stakeholder groups to reach
these end-users.
Service
Stakeholder groups
Users
ImProve my City Youth Association
Youth
Volunteer organizations
Volunteers
Visitors
Municipality of Thermi
Administrative servants
Disabled
VMarketplace
Association of Professional Traders
Business owners and professionals
Visitors
Shoppers
Citizens
Disabled

Among these identified end-users, specific efforts were
undertaken to involve citizens at risk of exclusion,
taking especially into account persons with reduced
access to the internet and with low technological skills.
These efforts will give further insight on the
accessibility of the ICT services to persons at risk of
exclusion and on possible adaptations that are
necessary based on their specific requirements. A total
of 40 users are participating in the Thermi social
networks, mainly Facebook and Twitter. The following
screenshots demonstrate the total participation.
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3 Participation in social networks

The open user community consists of professionals and business owners, volunteers of Thermi,
administrators and municipal civil servants, citizens and software developers. An important added value
obtained by Thermi in the involvement of the open user community is the establishment of the ICOS portal
(http://icos.urenio.org/). A portal directed towards the Smart Cities Open Source community that services to
showcase existing projects such as PEOPLE and provides for a forum for discussion. The portal offers guides
developers’ groups in open source creation, contribution and release. It is addressed to anyone interested
on smart cities development.

In parallel with the release of the online applications, Thermi has been running a survey monkey
questionnaire for all applications since the end of January https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/peopleproject.
The survey included a short introduction about the project and the pilot’s aims regarding Thermi. It was
comprised by 34 questions most of which were of multiple choices. The survey was structured in six
sections: each one of the first six corresponded to a service and the last section included some general
questions regarding the use of ICTs and the profile of the respondent. During the time it was open, the
questionnaire was completed by 133 persons.
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Another questionnaire was prepared for the meeting with the professional traders and was distributed then.
More than 50 businesses completed this questionnaire and the research team is in process of elaborating
the results.
Business model design for sustainability For the ImProve my City application and the Tour 360, Thermi has
defined two potential business models one for each, according to the targets. For the ImProve my City
application the exploitable results have been defined and can be further consulting in the services section of
the PEOPLE wiki. Both services will be licensed under GNU General Public License (GPL) version 3 using a
business model based on Software as a Service. The defined licenses and business models are further
elaborated on in the wiki under the services section.
Activation of the OSS community Thermi has established a governance model, defining different
management committees led by URENIO with an extensive set of responsibilities and roles, ranging from
developer approval to user supporters, developers, committers and designers. The applications in this
governance model will be designed and implemented by following the Model-View-Controller (MVC)
software pattern, which offers a high level of modularization. Presentation is here clearly separated from
logical and content. The decision making system in the governance model has been established with a strong
focus on centralization of the Management Committee and which will be led to more decentralization in
decision making in the longer run. The services will be hosted on the GitHub code repository, which comes
with the tools needed to manage the open source project, manipulate the source code and support the
developers´ community. Two infrastructures hare used, one for each of the services
(https://github.com/icos-urenio/Virtual-City-Tour-360, and https://github.com/icos-urenio/Improve-mycity).
Finally Thermi has been able to identify a larger amount of resources than expected, due to the fact that the
need for different tools and forums was more extensive. Some of these resources that will be used are:
community mailing lists (https://groups.google.com/group/impovemycity), user feedback tools
(http://smartcityapps.uservoice.com, www.limesurvey.org) and collaborative translation tools
(https://www.transifex.net/projects/p/improvemycity/ ).
5.4 Bremen pilot
5.4.1

Bremen Indicator table results

Nº

Project objective

Indicator

Measurement

1

ICT Services

Level of available services

Number of released ICT services.

2

Level of available services

Number of validated services

3

Level of analysis on ICT services

Percentage of positive feedback by users
(through surveys or interviews).
Amount of additional stakeholders contacted
st
during the 1 innovation cycle.

4

Activation of
33
stakeholders

Level of stakeholder
mobilization

Target
value
2

Results

1

1

30%

80%

4

2

3

33

Stakeholders are defined here as those collectives that can facilitate the pilot and the services implementation or that
have specific feedback and opinions of importance to the project.
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5

Level of sustainability of results

Amount of stakeholders involved as potential
exploiters
Amount of stakeholders involved as potential
administrators
Amount of stakeholders involved as potential
service enablers.
Stakeholders agreeing to observe pilot
progress
Stakeholders actively participating in the
implementation and/or use of the services.
Number of workshops with stakeholders for
feedback and innovation
34
Number of citizens informed during the first
innovation cycle using social networks.
35
Number of citizens participating during the
first innovation cycle.
Amount of identified user profiles or target
36
groups
Number of users participating in the open user
community37.
Number of validations38 per ICT service from
users.
Number of validation sessions in controlled
environments39 per ICT service with users.
Number of potential business models defined.

18

Level of sustainability of results

Number of described exploitable results.

1

0

19

Level of sustainability of results

Number of licenses identified and described.

1

1

Level of governance

Number of governance models defined

2

1

21

Level of governance

3

3

22

Level of governance

Number of resources to be used for
community management (forums, mails, etc.)
Number of OSS infrastructures used

2

1

6
7
8
9
10
11

Activation of users

Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of user mobilization

12

Level of user mobilization

13

Level of user mobilization

14

Level of user implication

15

Level of user implication

16

Level of user implication

17

20

Business model design for
sustainability

Activation of the OSS
Community

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

2

5

1

3

3+

500

362

40

46

3

3

120

164

80

10

10

5

1

0

34

Number of citizens informed relates to a more superficial implication in the PEOPLE project of citizens. This can be
through flyers at stands or totems, posters and other physical dissemination material across the city. An estimation of the
total amount of citizens is made based on the amount of flyers, dissemination material and posters, supported by
verification material, such as pictures of stands and users at totems.
35
Participating can range from the use of the ICT service, to giving feedback, participation in social networks or
validations.
36
Each service will have a set of target groups defined, that segments the users in different profiles to obtain a balanced
feedback and makes it possible to design an exploitation plan.
37
Users that are have used the ICT service, independently if they are citizens or have given feedback.
38
Validation is defined here as the process, where a user tests the ICT service and consequently gives feedback (through
survey, interview or monitoring actions) on the ICT service.
39
Number of validation sessions in controlled environments, defined as a process between the user and the developer
where they are testing the ICT service together and the user gives specific feedback on the ICT service and its
functionalities.
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5.4.2

Analysis on indicator results

ICT Services In relation to the ICT service, the Bremen pilot decided to focus in the first innovation cycle on
the release of the Stud.IP service. The Smartphone application is an Instant Message Service that makes it
possible for students to manage courses, communicate with other students and organize meetings among
each other. It is based on the open source platform Stud.IP. The IM service was validated by end-users
through surveys and validation sessions. The feedback could be considered positive in general but certain
functions and design elements need more attention from the perspective of the users.

Additionally the Bremen pilot released the Location Based Service (LBS), Group Builder and Blackboard
during the first innovation cycle. The Blackboard is currently working in a public place but the code is not
released since the license is not allowing open source delivery.
Service name
StudIP
Location Based Service
Group Builder
Blackboard

State
Released
Published
Released
Deployed (non OS)

Validation
Validation by 10 users
Validation by 20 users
Validation by 10 users
No validation

The number of additional stakeholders contacted during the first innovation cycle was targeted at 4. At the
moment two more stakeholders were contacted, ZMML and Neusta. ZMML is the Center for Multimedia in
Education at the University of Bremen. They provide learning infrastructure and maintain the Stud.IP
platform of the University of Bremen. They are interested in our services (especially the IM service) and can
be considered as potential enabler and exploiters. Neusta is a software developing company that could
become an enabler and exploiter of the ICT services as well - negotiations on this are in progress.
Additionally, the Studentenwerk which is responsible for the canteen and dormitory facilities is interested in
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exploiting the results as well as administer it. This means that the targets for stakeholders’ involvement to
guarantee sustainability were obtained.
The number of workshops maintained with stakeholders for feedback and innovation surpassed the targets.
This is due to the fact that the plenum – a regular meeting with students – is planned to be held weekly.
During these meetings status updates and improvements are discussed. Stakeholders agreeing to observe
pilot progress are the Library of the University, ZMML, Neusta and Studentenwerk.
Activation of users The Bremen pilot set a target to inform during the first innovation cycle, 500 citizen,
using social networks. The result was 362 informed people, which means the expected value was not
reached. Reasons for this are the change of the profile towards the eStudent community and the adaption of
the involvement strategy to focus on smaller groups for user feedback in the first cycle. Dissemination
activities (conferences) contributed to the objective well. The biggest contribution comes through Facebook.
Here two different numbers from the integrated evaluation tools can be considered, i.e. viral range and
visits. The viral range had its peak at 599 informed people while the total visits of the site between
01.01.2012 and 30.03.2012 was at 211. Depending on the perspective, the indicator is either successfully
reached or not.
The Bremen pilot defined for each set of services different types of users. A total of three main groups were
defined, consisting of students, staff and professors. These profiles were then divided in different sub
categories. The following table summarizes the information that can be found in the wiki. The user
segmentation is not only valid for the Stud.IP extension but also for most of the other services.
Service
StudIP

User
Students

Sub categories
Handicapped students
Foreign students
Lower technological skill
Higher technological skill

Lecturers

Common Professors
Visiting Professors
Business lecturers
Lower technological skill
Higher technological skill

Staff

Stakeholders
Studentenwerk
Foreign exchange office

Studentenwerk
ZMML

This resulted in a participation of citizens during the first innovation cycle of 46. The objective is therefore
reached during the first innovation cycle. Citizens that can be considered at risk of exclusion are foreign
students that face a language barrier on campus. Here the numbers will increase with the involvement of
more users in the next cycle. Number of users participating in the open user community was targeted at 120.
Currently 164 people participate in the community – more than 100 are from the Stud.IP Open Source
community. Number of validations in controlled environments (e.g. co-design sessions) with users reached a
value of 5 which is behind the expectations. Again, this is related to the strategy change to focus on fewer
users rather than large-scale involvement. The same reason applies to the validations per ICT service (4
services means approx. 40 responses).
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Design of business model and exploitation For further information the definition of business models and
licensing please consult the wiki under the services section. In total a number of 4 possible business models
was described, public stewardship, advertisement, service fees and donations. It was also possible to find
one exploitable situation which is the possibility to migrate developed services to the University of Vienna.
This idea came up during a stakeholder meeting with a local developer company called Neusta.
Management of the OSS Community The pilot defined a single governance model that will be used for all
OSS communities released under the Bremen pilot. The model is based largely on the eStudent campus
community. Since the Stud.IP service is released by a small group of students, the structure for decision
making is centralized (up to the group), in collaboration with the management of the eStudent group. The
roles that are defined are the management position that is responsible for the coordination of projects and
initial quality assurance of services. The facilitator will support during development, give feedback and
engage through work hours or hardware/software (donations). These organizations play a role for the long
term sustainability of the eStudent community.
5.5 Results on monitoring activities
The results on the monitoring activities are based on the gathering of information from the pilots through
interviews, through the indicator results and the gathered verification materials and information available on
the wiki. This section will give conclusions and summaries based on this material and the conclusions from
the different pilots. As stated in the introduction of the first innovation cycle, the reinforcement of the open
approach was the most important objective that runs parallel across all the first innovation cycle aspects.
Therefore the final conclusions in this section will focus on the results obtained from the monitoring of the
pilots in the open approach.
ICT Services All pilots performed extensive efforts on the release, deployment and validation of the ICT
services. The recommendation from PEOPLE reviewers consisted in obtaining by the end of the innovation
cycle at least one released, deployed and validated ICT service. This has been accomplished by all pilots,
where most pilots decided that they were prepared to focus on two ICT services. The Bilbao pilot decided to
focus on one service instead of the two targeted services, based on this recommendation. Also Thermi
decided to maintain the first innovation cycle more focused and only release 2 services, instead of the
targeted 3. All the targets for validations in the pilots were obtained.
It is considered that thanks to the extensive analysis that was made on the stakeholder requirements during
the preparation cycle, the targeted level of positive feedback on the services was now obtained in all pilots
and even outperformed with more than double in some cases. The adaptation to stakeholder requirements
caused some delay in the initial deployment of the ICT services during the preparation cycle. However in the
first innovation cycle this delay in the preparation cycle is justified by the obtainment of very positive results
in the users’ feedback.
If we take the three indicators of this cycle objective of all pilots, we will see that in general a positive result
has been obtained for the deployment of ICT services.
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Targets for the deployment of ICT services

Activation of Stakeholders: The activation of stakeholders during the first innovation cycle was mainly
focused on improving and securing the activation with stakeholders to involve and reach new end-users.
Additionally specific stakeholders were contacted and meetings were maintained to define stakeholders that
can play a role in the sustainability of services. The segmentation of stakeholders in different profiles helped
to give shape to this approach and resulted in targets that were met or outperformed in all cases. In the
major part of the Pilots the set target regarding the involvement and activation of end users was met,
showing a worst performance in those indicators reflecting the participation of users and stakeholders in the
validation of services. There’s a general agreement among the Pilots on the improvements achieved in
engaging new users and stakeholders and the benefits that will arise from this circumstance.
For maintaining and involving the stakeholders, the pilots focused mainly on the tools and lessons learned
obtained during the preparation phase to involve and activate stakeholders. This means that also in the first
innovation cycle, Bilbao used mainly interviews with key staff of stakeholder organizations. Thermi focused
mainly on maintaining contacts through meetings. Vitry sur Seine made efforts to involve the City Council
while also reinforcing more other stakeholders. Bremen maintained a focus on workshops to involve
stakeholders. The extensive experience that was obtained by the pilots in activating and involving
stakeholders during the preparation cycle, was therefore translated in more realistic targets and better
obtained values. Especially in the cases of the Bilbao and Thermi pilots, good progress was made in this
objective. The following demonstrates the overall positive results on the activation and implication of
stakeholders.

Targets for activation of stakeholders
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Activation of (lead) users for validation and feedback: As during the preparation cycle, the targets for user
validation and feedback were considered one of the main challenges of the cycle objectives. One of the main
problems for involving end-users during the preparation cycle was a lack of concrete ´touchable´ results to
demonstrate to users. During the first innovation cycle, the deployment of the services and the physical
placement of stands have resolved in large part this identified bottleneck. Important lessons can be learned
from this experience. In overall good results were obtained, especially in the Bilbao pilot and the Thermi
pilot. Here extensive efforts were made in creating citizen awareness, leading also to more participation and
feedback. A possible bottleneck is identified in the validation sessions with users in controlled environments
that are underperformed in three pilots. This is an issue that will be further analyzed as well, taking into
account specific measures for the second innovation cycle.
Another objective of the first innovation cycle was the involvement of different types of users, defining
different target groups per service. This will support the business model development and also make it
possible to address those target groups that do not have easy access to ICT services. The outcome of this
analysis was considered positive in all pilots. Based on this analysis, the next innovation cycle will reinforce
an inclusive approach in user involvement. The following demonstrates the overall results, which can be
considered positive, especially compared to the levels of the preparation cycle important progress is made.

Targets for user involvement

Business model design for sustainability: During the first innovation cycle, efforts were dedicated to the
definition of business models a licensing strategy per service. Further information on these efforts can also
be found also on the wiki. In the wiki these aspects are presented in combination with such issues as
stakeholders’ involvement for the obtainment of services sustainability and the definition of user target
groups. In general the results can be considered positive and in some cases the discrepancy can be explained
by the reduction of implemented services. However some bottlenecks were identified in the definition of the
business models. First of all a large amount of different activities were accumulated in the pilots in a short
time range. The definition of business models and licenses was made as shown by the indicators, but in
many cases a deeper level of analysis is still required. This issue will be resolved by the definition of the
deliverables D2.4.1, D3.4.1 and D2.3.1 in month 18. From this it can be concluded that the definition of
business models and exploitation is not representing a cyclical approach. This assumption will be further
analyzed in order to define feedback for the project, the methodology and the definition of the innovation
cycles in the evaluation section. The following diagram gives an overview on the obtained results in all pilots.
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Targets for the definition of business models

Activation of the OSS community: The setting up of a management strategy for an Open Source Software
Community was defined as one of the main objectives during the first innovation cycle. The established
indicators reflected the roadmap that was defined. The values that were obtained can be considered
positive. In principle all discrepancies can be explained by the fact that pilots decided to use a single
governance model and infrastructure for all the services, which is considered an adequate strategy. If we
sum up the indicators for all pilots and divide them by the reached targets, we obtain the following
overview.

Targets for managing the OSS community

Results on the open community approach: Important efforts were implemented to reinforce the open
community approach in the project and all the pilots. As explained, the indicators to monitor these efforts
were defined based on the implemented roadmap at the beginning of the cycle across the different cycle
objectives. The roadmap and specific results can also be consulted on the wiki, under the first innovation
cycle. In relation to the release of the PEOPLE ICT services, all services were released as open source
software, reflecting clearly the open approach of the project. Additionally all services have been validated by
end-users and citizens of the city, reflecting the user driven approach of the project clearly at the end of the
cycle. The involvement of the open innovation community has been reinforced by all pilots with positive
obtained target values for this specific indicator. For all services, specific open source licenses and
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infrastructures have been defined. Additionally they have been placed in the framework of a governance
model to manage the open source community effectively during the coming innovation cycle.
Based on the monitoring of these activities a process has been defined, where the user driven approach is
integrated with an open source approach. The pilots are the main hub between these two approaches. The
end-users and citizens that are giving their feedback through validation sessions have obtained, through the
pilot, influence on the development of ICT services in open source communities.
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6. Evaluation of the first innovation cycle
The results on effectiveness give an indication on the effectiveness of the different activities that have been
undertaken reflected on the indicator table, giving us a means to evaluate the overall performance. For
example, did the meetings with the stakeholders provide us with the necessary feedback on the services?
Did the social network help to reach a wider amount of citizens and users? Did the ICT scenarios give us a
good overview on the ICT services to be deployed? Based on this analysis we can define the final evaluation.
In order to structure the main conclusions of the evaluation a short SWOT (Strenghts, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats) analysis is made. This will clearly highlight the main aspects that conclude the
first innovation cycle in the pilots and set some important notes for the 2nd innovation cycle. Subsequently
based on the SWOT each pilot will conclude by defining the current risks and the specific actions related to
mitigation strategies for the next innovation cycle.
6.1 Bilbao pilot
6.1.1

Results on effectiveness

ICT services: The simultaneous release of the “HOYRESPIRO” application in a digital and physical surrounding
proved to be very effective. This strategy has made it possible to increase the visibility of the pilot in the city
and to enlarge the impact. This is considered as an important lesson learned for the Bilbao pilot. With the
help of the validation session, we were able to study the application service provided in Bilbao: utilization,
benefits found, end user profiles definition, improvements and incidents encountered by citizens. An
exhaustive study on the citizens’ interaction with the application installed in the electronic kiosk has been
carried out to improve and customize the "HOYRESPIRO" application’s interface to the citizens' needs.






Speed with which the end user uses the application.
Comfort with which the end user uses the application.
Difficulties shown in the user’s interaction with the application.
Difficulties shown in the user’s interaction with the questionnaire.
Difficulties shown in the user’s interaction with the electronic kiosk.

Activation of stakeholders: The dependency of the Bilbao pilot on the City Council of Bilbao as main
stakeholder was considered a weakness in the preparation cycle. However, due to the establishment of the
government and a reinforced political interest in the smart city concept at national level, the City Council
was a very active member during this cycle, turning into one of the strengths of the pilot.
The identification of additional stakeholders is mainly considered effective for the second innovation cycle.
The meetings proved to be a valid means to stay in contact and reach new objectives. However, as in the
preparation cycle, the interviews were most effective in maintaining a continuous contact with stakeholders,
create trust and define interests for the obtainment of sustainability of the ICT services. Stakeholders have
contributed significantly to facilitate means for getting direct contact with final users. The City Council
offered “La Alhóndiga” location for the validations and therefore participated actively in the pilot. It is
expected that different stakeholders will be able to support the pilot in a similar way during the second
innovation cycle, were we will be able to set up a physical location at the Tourism Office of the city. Social
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networks have been a tool for maintaining the contact with stakeholders and although the social networks
are considered very useful, they are not an important focus point.
Activation of end-users Dissemination has been crucial for the awareness of citizens. The lesson learned at
this point of the project is that end users like “to touch”: touch a screen, touch a brochure, feeling the
service in their hands, and this is the most effective way for the activation of citizens. The identification of
the different user profiles and target groups has made it possible with the help of the questionnaire on the
service’s website. This questionnaire has helped to obtain a clearer idea on which channels has to be used to
reach all these end users.



Range of age: Users between 25 to 34 years old ranked #1, followed by those from 35 to 44, and up
to 24 years old.
Use of internet: A high percent (74.32 %) are skilled users with a daily activity I internet.

The results of the content evaluation are very positive. Most of the users that answer the survey consider
that the content given on the three areas covered (Quality of air, pollen information, and weather forecast)
is “Very useful”. In the same range, users express their willingness of using the “HOYRESPIRO” service in the
future in a regular way, with the motivation of being just informed. The service has a very good acceptance
since a 74.80% of visitors are “returning visitors”, i.e. visitors that are using the service several times.
The results of the content evaluation are very positive. Most of the users that answer the survey consider
that the content given on the three areas covered (Quality of air, pollen information, and weather forecast)
is “Very useful”. In the same range, users express their willingness of using the “HOYRESPIRO” service in the
future in a regular way, with the motivation of being just informed. The validation session carried out
through the kiosk appears effective, since the above mentioned percentage of “returning visitors” and the
one referred to “direct visits”, not coming from the kiosk (84,96%), are suggesting that users having
interacted with the service through the kiosk, return to the service to get information of the content
provided.
Nowadays, social networks are a major tool for disseminating information. The service "HOYRESPIRO" has
been spread through social networks such as Facebook and twitter. Citizens and users that follow our social
networks have participated in our questionnaires to the time that "HOYRESPIRO" service was announced on
twitter. Trough the Facebook tool (profile: "People Bilbao Project") we have tried to broaden the knowledge
about smart cities and especially the city of Bilbao and the services that we have proposed for the city.
Through the monitoring of the using of the ICT services with the help of the questionnaires and the social
networks, the stewards realized that not only what kind of citizens or end users are the service
"HOYRESPIRO" more focused, but they managed to improve the service "HOYRESPIRO". Due to the section
"Give us your opinion" the stewards have improved the touch-screen interface for the electronic kiosk
installed at "La Alhóndiga".
Activities for the design of the business model and exploitation: The design of the business model and the
steps taken for exploitation are in a preliminary phase. The main aspects of these issues will be defined in
the tasks on business model definition and sustainability. As part of the sustainability, stakeholders have
been identified that have an interest in continuing the ICT services. This is considered as a crucial and
effective effort for the objective of business model design.
Management of the OSS Community The governance model and infrastructures that have been defined
have made it possible to obtain a clear roadmap towards the further involvement of the OSS community. In
this sense it has been effective. Additionally the input that will be provided by the citizens and stakeholders
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will be valuable material to use in the OSS Community. However further efforts are still required to activate
the OSS community further.
6.1.2

Bilbao SWOT analysis

6.1.3

Mitigation and exploitation

The following recommendations will be taken into account in the second innovation cycle in the Bilbao pilot:
 The efforts to maintain the City Council of Bilbao as an important stakeholder must be continuous
throughout all innovation cycles. Other stakeholders have been involved to mitigate the risk of
depending too much on one single stakeholder. However the contribution of this stakeholder is of
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such a value that they can determine in large part the success of the innovation cycle, posing
simultaneously a threat as well as strength to the pilot. This is an important lessons learned that
must be taken into account throughout the next innovation cycles.
 The physical release of ICT service is an important lesson learned that must be implemented in the
coming innovation cycles. It has resulted to be an important instigator of citizens’ awareness and to
obtain validations monitored by a steward.
 The increased citizen awareness also creates more interest from stakeholders in exploiting the ICT
services, creating a positive domino effect across the innovation system that will be exploited in next
innovation cycles.
During the second innovation cycle, special attention will be paid to:
 During the second innovation cycle special attention will be paid to translating the interest of
stakeholders in the Bilbao pilot into concrete business models and licenses. These activities run
parallel with several other tasks in the project. Therefore the mitigation strategy consists mainly
in connecting the different activities to obtain a single strategy that is applicable to all services
and pilots.
 The activation of the OSS community will be an important activity during the beginning of the
cycle. Mitigation strategies against the risk of a lack of interest are the following:
o Definition of a dissemination strategy for activation of the OSS community.
o Definition of different dissemination tools and manuals related to the OSS services.
o A strategy to feed the citizen feedback into the OSS community, creating more interest.
6.2 Vitry pilot
6.2.1

Results on effectiveness

ICT services: The released services were well accepted by the users especially the student group, who was
reached by a demonstration and experimentation at the LISSI during almost one week. The feedback of users
(independently from the score table filled by users) through their remarks was constructive: some remarks
concern encountered problems and bugs, and also suggestions to improve the services or suggestions for
new services (for example students are greedy with services for their day life activity regarding the university
(lunch menu, courses, co-driving, etc.). In this sense the validation sessions were highly effective.
Activation of stakeholders City Hall stakeholders were activated and provided a more precise segmentation
of stakeholders through the involvement of different departments (youth, economic, police, road network,
associations, etc.). During the meetings held with the stakeholders, attention was paid to present carefully
the project with the general goals and the ones proper to the French pilot. Therefore we were discussing
with each stakeholder their possible involvements and how they can help the pilot to reach its goals.
However, some further works with the stakeholders are needed in order to involve them beyond the project,
for the sustainability of the results.
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We can also thanks the IUT for providing materials for the stand and infrastructures for deploying the
services inside the IUT. They were of a great help during the validation session and the demonstrations at
the end of the first innovation cycle.
During the first innovation cycle, the stakeholders have been less active than users regarding the services,
mainly their interest in new services for citizens have been a clear driver. New stakeholders have been
contacted and will be activated to improve the local information service.
Activation of users
The validations with users were focused on the students of LISSI as main target group. During one week
demonstrations and validation sessions were performed at the campus of LISSI. Users were welcomed to use
the services and to answer to the user questionnaire at a stand. Based on the questionnaire results, specific
conclusions were made regarding the specificity of users group, the reactions on the services, and the level
of interest, the reporting of bugs, and feedbacks on improvement. Additionally on site interviews were
maintained with users by the pilot representatives in order to obtain more open feedback, considered as
validation sessions in controlled environments. In general students were very eager to give their feedback
and to give constructive suggestions for improvement or for new services. No users at risk of exclusion were
involved at this stage.
This validation session and demonstrations week was also a great moment for raising awareness of the users
to the Vitry-sur-Seine pilot. We used several different visual aids to get their attention such as pilot's leaflets,
project's brochures, posters, website advertisement, e-mails list and communication through Facebook and
Twitter, the social network websites being the most efficient way to reach a large number of persons with a
few efforts.
At this stage, we work exclusively with users from the IUT and the UPEC University. We used then adapted
support means for this target, but for the next innovation cycle, we will need to involve means with broader
audience such as newspapers or city supports.
Design of the business model and exploitation
Main stakeholders in Vitry-sur-Seine Pilot are mostly public bodies as Vitry-sur-Seine Municipality or LISSI
University. Thus the definition of stakeholders has naturally driven us towards a "Community Model" (OSS),
especially regarding the students. The choice of the license is GPL v2.0, because we already use a GPL v2.0
license for Elgg (contamination effect). Concerning exploitation results, as only two services were released at
this step, it is too early to assess the influence of these results on the choice of the business model, but the
next services will provide more results and feedbacks from users and thus will allow us to target correctly
and more precisely a business model for exploitation and sustainability after the project, such as
"Adaptation, Integration and Maintenance", which is the most probable business model for the pilot.
Management of the OSS Community
For now the OSS community has been reached through the repositories of the services created on the
GitHub, a web-based hosting service which use Git as a revision control system. The activation of OSS
community is on-going and therefore it is difficult to give an indication on the effectiveness of the
governance model and the infrastructures. During the second innovation cycle the OSS Community will be
further activated and further reaching conclusions can be taken.
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6.2.2

Vitry SWOT Analysis
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6.2.3

Mitigation and lessons learned

Lessons learned
 An internal validation session at the beginning of the innovation cycle has proven to be an
important added value in driving the direction of the development activities. This internal
validation, with staff from the pilot partners involved both on the developers and nondevelopers side resulted in a good practice to prepare the public demonstration and validation.
This experience will be taken to the second innovation cycle as lesson learned.
 The refinement of the services towards the requirements of the stakeholders during the
preparation cycle, have led to positive results during the innovation cycle. Feedback obtained
from end-users was considered positive and the physical presentation of the services at the
stand, made it possible to maintain simultaneously general surveys, as well as more indebt
interviews with end-users. This physical deployment is an important lesson learned and will be
further supported by online surveys during the second innovation cycle.
Mitigation strategies
 The dependence on stakeholder infrastructures for the deployment of ICT services in the second
innovation cycle creates a direct threat in this cycle. Part of this threat has already been
mitigated by involving different stakeholders that can facilitate these infrastructures, such as JC
Decaux and RATP as a public transport company. During the second innovation cycle, this
involvement will have to be translated into specific actions, obtaining the active support and
participation of the stakeholders. In order to achieve this, the Municipality of Vitry-sur-Seine is
directly involved in the process, because they have already good contacts and relations with
both operators.
 The activation of the OSS community will be an important activity during the beginning of the
second cycle. A lack of interest from the OSS community will be mitigated not only at pilot level,
but also at project level by the following actions:
 Definition of a dissemination strategy for activation of the OSS community.
 Definition of different dissemination tools and manuals related to the OSS services.
 A strategy to feed the citizen feedback into the OSS community, creating more
interest.
These activities have already been recognized and initiated at project level and will be further
reinforced during the second innovation cycle.
 During the second innovation cycle special attention will be paid to translating the interest of
stakeholders in the Vitry pilot into concrete business models and licenses. These activities run
parallel with several other tasks in the project. Therefore the mitigation strategy for this threat is
currently defined and implemented and can be further consulted on in D2.3, DD2.4 and 4.2.
 The pilot has already defined a set of target groups at the campus that can open up the
perspectives of the ICT services towards a larger audience of citizens, making it possible to
validate the services from different viewpoints and profiles.
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6.3 Thermi pilot
6.3.1

Results on effectiveness

ICT services: The decision to focus in the first innovation cycle on two services for release has made it
possible to deliver a higher quality in combination with more focused feedback and validations from users.
Based on the user feedback and validations it can be concluded that the services were widely accepted and
reinforced the support from stakeholders. The release of the services among the wider public in the first
innovation cycle have made it possible to obtain even further stakeholder and end-user implication. The
availability of the services has been increased by offering links to the application in different forums, blogs
and the city council webpage. This has resulted in an increased visibility of the services and the project in the
city.
Regarding the ImPROVE my city application, validation in the form of meetings with representatives of the
Municipality ensured that the categorization of reported problems would correspond to the different
departments of the Municipality and their respective jurisdictions. In addition to that, at the meeting with
the Mayor of Thermi, it was made clear that the mayor should have a summative view of the requests
submitted through the application, in order to have real time information about the performance of the
responsible departments. For this reason, it was decided that the mayor’s office will receive a user id with
full access to all reported problems and state of their completion. This activity will help a lot to secure
immediate response of the filled problems and to maintain a high quality of the service, as well as to the
perspective sustainability of the application.
Validation in the form of training seminars-interviews to representatives of certain departments of the
Municipality of Thermi (departments that will receive reports and complaints) has provided significant input
for the improvement of the services. Specific features of the application have been re-examined and
improved in order to match the needs of the specific user category. Apart from these interviews, all features
of the application have also been examined by 5 lead users (web developers), which provided feedback and
suggestions for improvement. All these validations raised issues and led to subsequent revisions of specific
features of the service. More specifically, issues that have been raised after the validation tests from the five
lead users are the following:








Define settings for Google Maps preferences like language, initial state (map, satellite), etc on
the administrator side.
Define translation strings for javascript.
At administrator control panel, the default initial location (center of the map) should be defined.
When clicking on issue it would be nice if issue category also appears.
Set appropriate prefix on css classes so as to be independent of other css classes that someone
might have in their site.
Visitors should be able to report an issue from every page. "Report an issue" button is missing
from issue description page.
Allow more than one emails to be set on category "notes" for automatic notification. By using
semicolons (;) for example.
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Language files for the administration backend couldn't be properly imported in transifex
translation service. The problem is probably related with the line breaks.
The yellow popup, which is displayed when someone moves the cursor over an icon on the map,
doesn't disappear when the mouse is moving out of the map
Infobox on map is not displayed correctly
Automatically send email to users to inform them for their issue status
Some joomla templates conflicts with CSS class of the component
Change votes layout and allow map to take half the components size
Route does not work correctly. The components loses ItemID and thus lose the active menú
Hovering is frustrating. Make menu open with mouse click.
Received emails should contain direct links to the issue. Same for admins as well.
jQuery.effect('highlight) after voting and commenting
Remove colorbox files
Problem with chrome and safari when hovering on issues list (do not highlight correctly). Also in
Firefox the div is "flashing" when moving the mouse inside the same issue.
Problem with pagination CSS. Seems like no stylesheet is used.
jquery-ui.js is very big (198kb). Optimize as needed.

On the other hand, issues that have been raised after the validation seminars with representatives of
departments of the municipality are the following:
 Adding new comment works fine in Firefox and Chrome but in IE text do not appeared and
probably not even stored in the DB.
 Comments are not saved when their size exceeds a number of characters (3 lines)
 Define a print mechanism with minimal stylesheet.
 Although rare for admin to create an issue from backend, when uploading an image it doesn't
resize.
 Implement a mechanism to allow users search for issues based on text search.
 The button "Save and new" should be removed in the backend (edit issue screen).
 Comments from administrators should be different than from the regular users.
 Administrators should get notification mail that an issue change category.
 It would be convenient if administrators could comment on a specific issue directly from backend.
 Change votes layout and allow map to take half the components size.
 Administrators should be able to filter issues at the backend.
It should be mentioned that a full list of the reported issues (51 issues), together with those that are open either because they cannot be incorporated or they will be incorporated at later stages of development- can
be found at LINK: https://github.com/icos-urenio/Improve-my-city/issues
Regarding the Virtual Marketplace application, the service was received great support by the Mayor of
Thermi at the meeting that was conducted with him. The Mayor proposed that the engagement of the
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business professionals and traders of Thermi should be achieved through the managing board of their
association.
Presentation of the service’s demo at the meeting with the managing board of the Association of
Professional Traders has given great feedback regarding the development of the service. Alterations of the
initial design of the service refer not only to the particular features, but also to its complementary
components such as the touch-screens. More specifically, during this meeting the following issues were
raised:




One touch-screen could be placed at the airport
The ability of users to comment and rate services and products should be invisible to the
public for a period of time
Training should be done to all members that want to participate

Validation at the meeting with the professional traders (not only through discussion but also through the
completion of printed questionnaires) has not provided feedback regarding the particular features
application. The application was widely accepted by all attendants. However, a number of issues were raised
regarding its operation with the two most important being a) the lack of IT skills of professionals and b) the
sustainability of the application after the end of the program.
Finally, for both applications, validation through the conduction of an online survey that was responded by
134 people has shown great acceptance of the service from the part of users.
Activation of stakeholders: So far the efforts made by the research team secured the support from basic
stakeholders such as the Municipality and the Association of Professional Traders. This support is
safeguarding the success of the whole endeavor as these are very influential entities within the community
of Thermi. Activation of stakeholders is being performed in a strategic manner as the project partners
contact primarily higher administrative levels (mayor, managing board) and afterwards move forward to the
lower layers (members, departments etc). The feedback received so far was adequate to reach the
applications into a satisfactory stage and to be ready for release. For other services feedback helped at the
design and improvement of particular features of the services that are under development. Regarding
dissemination for user engagement and active participation, alternative networks were emerged -other than
the ones offered by social media- (e.g. blogs, local websites and newspapers) with promising results.
Again the meetings with stakeholders were very effective and can be considered as the main tool in Thermi
to maintain stakeholder relations and to establish mutual trust between the stakeholders and the project
partners. In addition during the first innovation cycle, these meetings provided an opportunity for validation
and co-design sessions of services. A clear example of this co-design was made during the meeting with the
Head of IT of the Museum of NOESIS, Vasilis Matsos. He not only gave specific requirements as a
stakeholder, but also actively participated in the design of a mobile service. This is a clear example of how
users are driving the innovation in the city of Thermi. The mutual trust that is established during the
meetings has made it possible to identify interests for exploitation, administrations and service enabling in
the community in order to obtain sustainability of the services. This interest has subsequently led to the
active participation of stakeholders in the implementation and user of the services.
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Interviews with stakeholders were effective as an additional tool to obtain more continuity in the
stakeholder contacts and to receive validations and feedback on services from representatives of
stakeholder organizations.
Also during the preparation cycle, it was noticed that social networks were not a very successful strategy to
involve actively stakeholders. In order to mitigate this identified weakness, the Thermi pilot has identified
other digital channels to reach the stakeholders. Examples of this are forums and blogs that are used to
inform the stakeholders on a regular basis and that offer for comment sections. However, the pilot still
considers that social networks can constitute an important tool to reach the potential users that are
affiliated to stakeholder organizations, but this is expected to be effective only after the release of the
services. For example, the Cultural Center of Thermi Municipality has a Facebook account that posts all the
future cultural events held at the area. Connection of project’s social network to such an account could help
the dissemination of the project’s results but also the engagement of potential users, the receipt of feedback
and comments from users etc. For this reason, this indicator will reflect both the use of social networks as
well as other digital channels.
Activation of users
The identification of user profiles and target groups has made it possible to obtain a clearer idea on which
channels to use to reach these users. For example, in the case of the Virtual Marketplace, the Association of
Thermi Traders has been an important channel to reach businesses and shops as end-users, following the
meeting we had with the members of association, where valuable feedback was received on the relevant
service under development. Other stakeholder groups that were identified in the preparation cycle and did
not get involved at earlier stages (e.g. youth council) are about to be used for activation and user
engagement in the next steps of the pilot services. The dissemination practices of Thermi’s pilot is in a
satisfactory level, where an adequate level of users is already engaged and activated and offers valuable
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feedback and validation of the pilot services, through their participation in surveys and meetings. Even
though Thermi’s pilot brochures and poster are not ready yet and the participation of the users in the social
media is almost satisfactory, alternative dissemination tools were used, like the publication of relevant
articles in local blogs, magazines and newspapers with promising results. In the following months, where the
brochures and the promotional stands will be available to the public, combined with the relevant
promotional campaign in the local media, the activation of the users will reach or even exceed our targeted
values.
The online survey that was conducted helped at the identification of potential users as well as of lead users.
The survey included questions that identified the category in which the respondent belongs to (citizen,
visitor, age, sex etc) as well as a question regarding the respondents’ willingness to participate at validations
that will be conducted at later stages of the services development. At this question 48 people have given
their e-mail address in order to be contacted by the research team for the needs of next validation sessions.
Design of the business model and exploitation
The selected business models secured that the municipality will be able to afford a small amount of money
in order to guarantee the functions to increase quality of life in the city as well as the economic development
of the city’s centre. The Municipality will also explore other funding sources such as advertisement,
sponsorships and a small service fee for retailers in the marketplace.
The Association of Thermi Traders has shown interest in exploitation of the Virtual Marketplace application.
The most suitable revenue sources should be identified among all possible funding sources (i.e. advertising,
sponsors, subscriptions, etc.).
Management of the OSS Community
The governance model and infrastructures that have been defined have made it possible to obtain a clear
roadmap towards the further involvement of the OSS community, being effective in that sense. The ICOS
platform is considered as a clear added value to the activation of the community and it is expected that it
will be highly effective in managing the community of open source software with emphasis on solutions for
smart cities. Although good progress has been made also in Thermi further efforts are still required to
activate the OSS community further.
ICOS will stimulate the involvement of developers who build applications for smart cities. Joomla community
can be also involved as two applications (Improve My City and City Tour 360) are Joomla extensions. The
developers of the applications are working on the fulfillment of the Joomla Extensions Directory (JED)
requirements. To be approved and listed in JED an entry must be verified in a 4 steps checklist process
(http://docs.joomla.org/JED_Entries_Submission_Checklist). It is expected that the Improve My City
application to be submitted in JED before the end of April.
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6.3.2

Thermi SWOT Analysis

6.3.1

Mitigation and exploitation

Mitigation strategies
 The definition of different stakeholder profiles, such as enablers, administrators and exploiters
have been an initial step in translating the stakeholder interest into obtaining sustainability of
the ICT services and mitigation potential risks to further sustainability. This strategy will be
reinforced during the second innovation cycle, establishing further contacts with companies in
IT, that are interested in exploiting the ICT services.
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The definition of different target groups and the activation of related stakeholders has been an
initial step in mitigating the risk that certain user groups that are at risk of exclusion will not be
reached. This strategy will be reinforced during the second innovation cycle, reaching those
users through different stakeholder associations that normally do not have access to ICT and
internet. Additionally the physical stands that will be deployed in the second innovation cycle
will be an added value in reaching a wider group of target groups and raising awareness among
for example older persons, immigrants, persons with a lack of technological skills, etc.
Services sustainability depends highly on the City Council interest. A mitigation strategy has been
implemented through the definition of a business model that will give the City Council the
possibility to contract exactly those services that are required, giving good value for money and
a competitive advantage over other solutions that are currently used. The Association of Thermi
Traders supports the creation and exploitation of the Virtual Marketplace application. This
application can be self-funded through a lot of financing sources.

Exploitation strategies
 The strong stakeholder and citizen support in the Thermi pilot will be exploited in the second
innovation cycle to obtain more feedback and participation during the second innovation cycle,
supported by more on site dissemination activities.
 The high level of stakeholder activation and mutual trust that has been created will be exploited
by defining new services emerging from the eco-innovation system and reach a further level of
sustainability.
 The feedback that has been obtained will lead to concrete improvement in the ICT services that
will be fed into the OSS community and lead to new service releases. The pilot has obtained
important lessons learned on the running of surveys and the organization of workshops with
stakeholders to obtain valuable feedback.
 The ICOS platform is an important result that has emerged from the necessity to define further
OSS structures. The platform will be exploited in the Thermi pilot and important lessons learned
will be made for the other pilots, creating synergies through the ICOS platform.
6.4 Bremen pilot
6.4.1

Results on effectiveness

ICT services
The release and the validations of the ICT services are considered effective, making it possible to obtain
concrete feedback on functionalities and usability. Feedback was given on the redesign of the user interface
and faster access to information on the StudIP, new functionalities, such as the possibility to send messages
and the level of satisfaction. These suggestions will be implemented during the second innovation cycle.
Activation of stakeholder
The segmentation was helpful to identify further requirements of the service. Design sessions with
stakeholders gave valuable insight into challenges that are related to the regulations the stakeholders have
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to deal with. One example is the local law for data privacy that limits the possibilities of potential services
that are applied at the university. In terms of strong commitment all stakeholders are very conservative and
want to see fully developed concepts first before they spend time and money for participation. The
workshops in general were a good start to raise the awareness for the eStudent community activities among
stakeholders and oftentimes lead to first collaborations.
Activation of users
The identification of user profiles and target groups has made it possible to obtain a clearer idea on which
channels to use to reach these users. For the activation of users a new strategy was applied during the first
innovation cycle. The local open innovation community around the People project (eStudent Bremen)
decided to have its own name and provide regular feedback about service development through Twitter and
Facebook (new profile). Together with the reworked community, an adapted involvement strategy was
applied. The new strategy foresees that throughout the innovation cycles the radius and quality of
involvement will progress. During the first cycle stakeholders close to the open innovation community are
taken into consideration for feedback on services. This has the advantage, that critical bugs and design flaws
can be discussed in a smaller group of stakeholders. Risk of giving the impression of incompetency to large
groups of stakeholders (e.g. students) is reduced this way. For the second cycle events and activities with
larger radius are planned since redesign of services during the first innovation cycle significantly improved
service quality significantly. The first one will be an information event at the beginning of the new semester
(second week of April). In the mean time the validations with smaller groups of users and stakeholders have
resulted very effectively in obtaining these required improvements in services for the second innovation
cycle. In conclusion it can be said that the paper based feedback forms gave some important hints about
bugs and improvements. Most important, however, was the informal feedback given in the plenum (during
discussions) throughout the last year.
Design of the business model and exploitation.
The business model design was a result of stakeholder feedback. Especially Neusta, a software developing
company, revealed interesting possibilities for exploitation of developed campus services. One conclusion
that can be made so far is that pre-defining business models (even before the actual service is ready) is not
too helpful. On the contrary the definition of different stakeholder profiles according to their implication in
obtaining service sustainability is very effective in reaching concrete results on exploitation strategies.
Definition of licenses was not explicitly relevant to stakeholders except for the fact that services are
published as open source – probably giving the impression of “free to use”.
Management of the OSS Community
The definition of the governance model has been helpful to set an initial roadmap and strategy for
involvement of the OSS community. Since the local OS community is still small, the impact of the governance
model is not visible so far. In later innovation cycles the governance model will have a further impact on the
community and specific conclusions can be taken on the effectiveness of the overall model.
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6.4.2

Bremen SWOT

6.4.3







Action and lessons learned

The strategy to involve end-users in a cyclical process inside the defined innovation cycles is an
important lesson learned for the pilot. This strategy was initiated as a mitigation strategy to one
of the risks identified at the end of the preparation cycle and will continue throughout the
following innovation cycles.
The pilot has already identified different target groups that make it possible to take into account
the requirements and feedback from users of a wider perspective. Through the involvement of
different stakeholders different target groups are involved in the second innovation cycle, such
as foreign students and students with limited technological skills.
It is expected that the strategy of the pilot to involve first the stakeholders that are interested in
the ICT services for further exploitation, will serve as a mitigation strategy to obtain concrete
business models that reflect the specific needs in each case.
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6.5 Results on evaluation
This section will give the final conclusions on each of the objectives of the first innovation cycle for the
overall project. It will identify the essential events, processes, decisions and activities that must be taken into
account. It will inform on the state of the affairs and identify problems and bottlenecks that must be taken
into account during the first preparation cycle. It will summarize the mitigation strategies that will be
implemented at the beginning of the second innovation cycle.
ICT services
All the pilots have reached the objective of releasing at least one service under an OS license. Some pilots
have outperformed this objective. Almost all the released services were also validated during this cycle
obtaining a very positive and useful feedback.
Activation of stakeholders
Most Pilots were able to involve and engage new kind of stakeholders (i.e. potential exploiters) for the
already released and new services. The analysis of the indicators values show that in general the pilots have
outperformed this objective. This analysis also shows that the stakeholders are involved in a “traditional”
way (i.e. through meetings) being more reluctant to participate in a more dynamic approach (by
participating in social networks and/or participating in validation sessions). More time securing the
commitment of the involved stakeholders should help to “break the ice” and facilitate the participation of
the stakeholders in a more dynamic basis.
Activation of users for validation and feedback
The efforts that the Pilots have invested in the improvement of the activation of users have positive results.
In general the indicators that measure the level of identification, participation and information of citizens
and users had outperformed values. Different is the case of the indicators measuring the participation of
users in the validation actions. It’s possible that the length of the cycle wasn’t long enough for successfully
improve the participation and involvement of users and citizens and, at the same time, obtain the same
success in the organization of successful validation actions with the newly engaged users. Involvement,
engagement and commitment are long term processes.
The First Innovation Cycle suffered the delay on the involvement of users that the Preparation Cycle
presented. It’s expected that during the Second Innovation Cycle successful validation actions will be
conducted, based on the good performance obtained on the activation of users and citizens during this cycle.
Design of the business model and exploitation
Important progress took place regarding this design with the definition of OS Licenses for almost all the
services released in this cycle. Nevertheless a deeper analysis on how the services will be valued and
exploited is still missing. Most Pilots have identified new potential exploiters as stakeholders and are trying
to secure their commitment. The activation of stakeholders and users will pave the road to the definition of
suitable strategies for exploiting the services and results of the project. The design of the business model is
not following an iterative approach. It can mean that there is some precedence that should be followed
when defining this model: Stakeholders should be engaged (in particular the potential exploiters) and the
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users should have validated the services in order to be able make a good progress in this task. If so, it’s
reasonable to think that these efforts should be mostly done in the last innovation cycle(s).
Activation of the OSS Community
During this cycle efforts were invested in setting-up a suitable governance model and OS infrastructures for
the communities. All the Pilots have provided these definitions with more or less success in the activation of
the community itself. The creation and activation of a vibrant community around the services provided by
the Pilot is a medium-long term process that has started with the activation and involvement of
stakeholders, users and citizens in the local areas. This process should take advantage of this success and,
though the effort of organization and securement of commitment, start to shape a broader community
around the services and Pilots. This process will be one of the major objectives in the next Innovation Cycle.
Open approach
Important efforts were implemented to reinforce the open community approach in the project and all the
pilots. In relation to the release of the PEOPLE ICT services, all services were released as open source
software, reflecting clearly the open approach of the project. Additionally all services have been validated by
end-users and citizens of the city, reflecting the user driven approach of the project clearly at the end of the
cycle. The involvement of the open innovation community has been reinforced by all pilots with positive
obtained target values for this specific indicator. For all services, specific open source licenses and
infrastructures have been defined. Additionally they have been placed in the framework of a governance
model to manage the open source community effectively during the coming innovation cycle.
Nevertheless, more effort should be invested in the activation of a broader and more vibrant community
around the services and Pilots of the project going beyond the activation and engagement of users and
citizens in the local areas.
The SWOT analysis on the following page summarizes the main conclusions of the First Innovation Cycle of
the project.
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6.5.1

SWOT Analysis on the overall first innovation cycle
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6.6 Results on the PEOPLE methodology
6.6.1

Questionnaire and results

Five main objectives were set for the First Innovation Cycle:
1. Release of at least one service per Pilot as an Open Source Project.
2. Improve the identification and engagement of Stakeholders (including end users) and Open
Innovation Communities
3. Reinforce the open approach characteristics of the Innovation Process.
4. Validate services with end users.
5. Analyze feedback from users in order to feed the next cycle.
Considering these objectives, a questionnaire was provided to the partners of the project, participating in
the different Pilots, to obtain feedback on the support provided by the Methodological Guidelines in order to
reach these goals. A questionnaire per Pilot is expected.
1)

On the Innovation Cycle

For this cycle, five key tasks were defined: Deployment of service/s, Engagement of stakeholders, end users
and communities, Release of the service/s, Reinforcement of the open approach (Definition of the
governance model, OS Infrastructures, Licenses and business models, etc.) and Validation with end users.
These five tasks were organized as a roadmap and their results gathered in the First Cycle section in the wiki.


Do you think this roadmap was appropriate?
A: Yes
B: The roadmap was appropriate because it helped coordinating the different tasks and their
synergy/coherency.
C: Yes
D: Roadmap was ok but the order of activities is arguable.



Had your Pilot any difficulty that more methodological support could avoid, in finishing successfully
this roadmap?
A: No
B: No need for further methodological support at this stage, the roadmap was detailed and
complete. Time is more needed regarding all the tasks in the roadmap.
C: No
D: Not so far



Do you think the length of the First Innovation cycle was adequate to the objectives that were
established?
A: It would have been necessary an additional month in order to run more co-design/validation
sessions
B: The length was appropriate considering the duration of the project, we will see for next cycles if
this time can be reduced with efficiency.
C: No. It would be better if the length of the 1st innovation cycle was 4 or 5 months
D: No. the objectives do not allow adaption of involvement strategy during the cycle. Longer cycle
with our strategy would be required to reach the goals.
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2)

Users, stakeholders and Communities


Has your Pilot experienced improvement on the identification and engagement of users, stakeholders
and open innovation communities compare to the Preparation Cycle activity?
A: Yes, the release of the service has been the key factor.
B: During this cycle, attention was oriented towards users because of the services' deployment and
experimentations / demonstrations. Indeed during the preparation cycle, stakeholders have been
initiated mostly, but as services were not available, users were only involved a bit. So the main
improvement is the users' engagement, through demonstrations and surveys.
C: Yes because we were able to demonstrate the services using the prototypes.
D: Identification yes, engagement not really. It is a bit easier to engage stakeholders when we can
show demos but major challenge is still to show short and long-term benefits of service concepts and
services.



Was the provided methodological support useful in this matter? (Guidelines published in the wiki,
proposed roadmaps, follow-up audio conferences, etc?)
A: Yes
B: Yes, methodological support from the WIKI was helpful during this cycle especially regarding
users' involvement. Conferences end meetings allowed also to clarify the expected work.
C: Yes.
D: Useful to a minor degree. The local conditions are not considered by the methodological support.

During this cycle, Pilots were encouraged to identify at least three groups of end users per service and to
provide a segmentation of these groups in order to guarantee a balanced participation of end users in the
validation of the service.


Has the identification of end users for your services improved because of the provided guidelines?
A: Yes
B: The guidelines were helpful for the users' segmentation, which allowed us to establish some
statistics and results regarding the users' questionnaire and thus have fruitful feedback.
C: Yes.
D: Not really.

Special interest was provided during this cycle to the identification and strategy for the involvement of Open
Innovation Communities. This is an ongoing work.


What kind of support do you need for successfully involve your already identified open innovation
communities?
A: The same, at the same level.
B: Not yet assessed.
C: Guidelines for the co-design sections. Methodological support on governance of open source
communities
D: Identification of concrete motivators for participation of stakeholders.

3)

Open Approach

During this cycle much more emphasis was made in the open approach methodology, so the original
emphasis in an user-driven approach was complemented with the definition of several important issues for
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the openness of the innovation process (Governance model, OS Infrastructure, involvement of the open
source developers communities, etc.).


Did this additional approach suit the characteristics and priorities of your pilot?
A: Yes
B: Yes, for dissemination and communities’ involvement. But this extra work took a lot of time and
could have been initiated in a future cycle, because the first one is more orientated towards
stakeholders and users.
C: Yes.
D: The governance model comes much too early to be helpful at all. The community is too small to
benefit from it.



Do you agree with the proposed methodology for conducting an user-driven-open innovation
approach? (Regarding upgrades of the services, open source communities being fed by feedback
obtained in controlled validation sessions among other guidelines)
A: Yes
B: Yes, if open communities take part of the decisions/suggestions/remarks on the services.
Important remarks and upgrades suggestions can be provided by these communities and the
methodology allowed structuring our way of involving them.
C: Yes.
D: A less strict process seems better with continuous innovation cycles (within the larger cycles
maybe) that are not per pilot but per service.

4)

Validation with Users

Best practices for engagement and getting feedback from users was provided in wiki.


Did you use this information? If yes, was it useful? If not, why?
A: Yes, it was very useful.
B: Yes, we used the information on the Wiki to contact, help, and assess the users and their
feedbacks through surveys.
C: No we will use this information in the 2nd innovation cycle
D: Good in general but too broad to be helpful on the operational level.

Guidelines for conducting validation sessions were also provided.


Did your Pilot use this information? If yes, was it useful? If not, why?
A: Yes, it was very useful.
B: Yes, because validation sessions were important as we received a lot of feedback, and users are
more "concerned" when there is a demonstration or an experimentation, where project partners
show the services and explain it to the users. So the methodology and materials were helpful to do
that important step.
C: Yes, it was useful.
D: Good in general but too broad to be helpful on the operational level. Explicit methods seem
helpful.

5)

Monitoring activities?

Monitoring activities are a continuous process throughout the innovation cycle.
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Did these activities help to identify a bottleneck in your pilot and consequently come up with a
mitigation strategy in a timely manner?
A: Yes
B: More globally, it allows us to validate all the involvements (users, stakeholders, open
communities, etc.), to have an assessment on the progress of the pilot. So we identified no
bottlenecks but rather weaknesses that we could mitigate (or we will in the next cycles).
C: Yes.
D: The monitoring process hinders changes in user-involvement strategy since the indicators are
defined at the beginning of the cylces. Also too many indicators exist what makes the process fuzzy
and less meaningful. The suggestion is to focus on max. five indicators per pilot.

If not:


Do you consider the monitoring activities should be more intensive?
D: No.



Or on the contrary, do you think the monitoring activities should be less intensive?
B: Hard to estimate: monitoring activities provides us a good assessment of the pilot's progress in
time, but indicators should not be too numerous, in order to be efficient and meaningful.
D: Yes.

6)

Any further suggestions?
B: Not yet at this stage, for the next cycles certainly (using feedback from this 1st cycle).

6.6.2

Conclusions

Following we present a summary of the results of the methodology evaluation by the Pilots:
On the Innovation Cycle
The proposed roadmap was appropriated. The Methodological support was enough. The length of the
cycle could be longer.
Users, stakeholders and Communities
Engagement of users and stakeholders has improved because services were available. Guidelines and
information from the wiki were useful. More support on identification of concrete motivators for
participation of stakeholders, guidelines for co-design sessions and methodological support on
governance of open source communities is requested.
Open Approach
Opinions are divided. Governance model definition was made too early. The open approach takes a lot
of time; it could have been reinforced in the next cycle. In general there’s agreement on OS community
being fed by users’ feedback strategy
Validation with Users
The provided information was useful.
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Monitoring activities
The monitoring activities are useful but we should use fewer indicators.
Conclusions


The release of services should be done as soon as possible in order to engage stakeholders and
users at an early stage.



Support should be provided on identification of concrete motivators for participation of
stakeholders, guidelines for co-design sessions and methodological support on governance of
open source communities.



The Innovation cycles should be longer40



We should use fewer indicators for evaluation activities.

40

The evaluation of this cycle took place before we agreed on the extension of the project, and thereby the extension of
the remaining innovation cycles.
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7. Monitoring of the second innovation cycle
In order to evaluate the second innovation cycle, every pilot has defined a set of objectives and subsequent
indicators, making it possible to derive conclusions through monitoring of daily activities, defining the
project performance at this stage in the project. The objectives and indicators are adjusted to the
characteristics of every pilot and to the innovation phase they are in at the moment. This methodology is
same that was followed during the First Innovation Cycle
At the stage of the second innovation cycle, the indicators have been defined in relation to the main project
objectives in this phase, the outcome of the technical reviews and suggestions from reviewers and European
Commission and the PEOPLE methodology applied. Having reinforced during the First Innovation Cycle the
commitment to the open approach, in the Second Innovation Cycle People Project intends to prioritize the
activation and engagement of the Open Innovation Communities around the Pilots.
In order to canalize these efforts, useful guidelines were collected (especially from Bacon, Jono. The Art of
Community Building, Safari Books Online - O' REILLY, 1st and 2nd Edition) and commented in periodic
audio conferences. Collection of guidelines was uploaded to the wiki and a roadmap for the 2nd Innovation
Cycle, reflecting the objectives in terms of activation of communities and modification and release of new
services was defined.
ICT Services
In the second innovation cycle different kind of tasks converge relating to tge ICT Services: On one side the
modification of the services that were validated by users by the end of the First Innovation Cycle, and on the
other side, the implementation of new services to be released during this cycle. The indicators defined for
this cycle reflect both sides of the implementation of services.
Activation of the Community
The strenghment of this activation is one of the main goals of the Second Innovation Cycle. Around nine
indicators were defined in order to measure the Level of organization of the community, the level of
Community activation and the Level of Community implication. Several guidelines were collected and
discussed about how to improve our performance in these matters and through these indicators we intend
to measure how sucessful our efforts were.
Activation of Stakeholders and users
Stakeholders and users are an important part of the Community. Because of this importance we preferred
to maintain specific indicators for them so we could: compare progress among the different innovation
cycles and conduct specific corrective actions enhancing stakeholders and users participation.
Design of business models and exploitation
The monitoring and evaluation process keep taking into consideration different aspects related to business
model definition and exploitation plans, with an important focus on Open Source Licenses. The importance
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of this task remains along the different Innovations Cycles: this is why the business models and exploitation
indicators will be considered along all the cycles.
The following sections will give the results on the monitoring activities of the daily activities of the pilots. The
objectives and related indicators of this phase have been established at the beginning of the cycle in order to
analyze the progress and the results that have been made. The following will give a review on the
established objectives in the different pilot indicator tables and the corresponding results that have been
obtained during the second cycle phase. For each of these indicators the pilots have gathered information
and verification material. In this cycle an additional monitoring strategy has been used: the in situ
monitoring activities. In the next section we explain the framework of the in situ monitoring activities.
Based on all this information an analysis is made in order to understand why certain indicator objectives
were met and others not. Once these key themes and issues have been identified, it becomes possible to
work through the information of the pilots, structuring and organizing it so that the findings can be the basis
for reaching conclusions and recommendations for the evaluation in the following section.
7.1 In situ monitoring framework
7.1.1

Introduction

The pilot monitoring activities carried out up to know had been focused on appraising pilots’ progresses and
results based on quantitative indicators and their subsequent analysis. Quantitative methods provide an
analysis of numbers and statistics, but misses contextual detail. Within this context, and in order to extract
qualitative conclusions on key pilot’s aspects and identify possible synergies and best practices in them an insitu monitoring activity has been carried out in all pilots. In this sense, the activity general purpose was
addressed to:
 Qualitative miniaturization: to extract qualitative conclusions on key pilot’s aspects based on 4 main
aspects: end-users, services, infrastructures, project awareness and dissemination in the city.

7.1.2

Synergies: identification of possible synergies and good practices, transferable between pilots.
Framework

With this objective, the four monitoring areas of the activity were defined as follows:

1.End-users

Main target

To appraise the variety of end-users providing feedback, their
segmentation

End-users and
validation
activities
characterization

Aspects considered for:
A.End-users characterization:
Sex
Age
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Technology familiarization
Education
Origin (from neighborhood, municipality, nation, foreigner)
Others(disabilities,pertain to a group in risk of social exclusion…)

Qualitative
appraisal

2.Service(s)

Main target
Qualitative
appraisal

B.Validation activities characterization:
Contextualization, material, methodology.
Aim and main objectives of the activity.
Type of questionnaires and tests
Aspects considered:
A.Did the end-user answer the questions posed?
More: the end-user answered to more questions than those originally
posed.
Yes: the end-user answered to all of the questions posed.
Less: the end-user answered to less questions than those originally
posed.
B.How does the pilot responsible consider the feedback obtained
during the validation session?
Useful – Why?
Useless – Why?
C.End-user involvement and motivation perceived during the session:
Preliminary subjective appraise by the monitor:
Does the end-user take part in the session as he has previously
participated in other user-feedback collection activities carried out by
the pilot?
Is the end-user willing to take part in next sessions/feedback
collection activities? – Why?
D.Activity General perception.
To appraise the services implemented in relation to their usability,
performance, reliability and general perception.
Aspects considered:
A.Services performance and reliability:
Does the service comply with the required functionality(s)?
More: the service complies and exceeds positively in some aspects the
required functionalities
Yes: the service complies with the required functionality
Less: the service barely complies with the required functionality.
Does the service’s functionality cover the expectations?
More: the service covers and exceeds positively in some aspects the
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3.Infrastrcutu
res

Main target
Qualitative
appraisal

Citizens
awareness

Main target

expected functionalities.
Yes: the service covers the expected functionality expectations
Less: The service barely covers the expected functionality
B.Service’s feedback collection mechanisms:
Service’s feedback collection:
Automatic?
Manual?
Semi-automatic?
Feedback completeness:
Is the feedback form addressed to specific service’s
functionalities/aspects or is it to the service as a whole? (Does the
pilot maximize the chances to obtain the needed information from
each user’s feedback?)
Feedback usefulness:
How is the feedback processed and used by the pilot
C.General perception.
To appraise the sort and adequacy of services’ infrastructures
deployed in the pilots.
Aspects considered:
A.Infrastructure deployed
Suitability: the suitability of the infrastructures deployed (software or
hardware, depending on the service)
Visibility: their grade of visibility and adequacy in relation to service’s
aim and objectives.
B.Infrastructure sustainability
To appraise the adequacy and accessibility of the infrastructure
regarding their location and in relation with the targeted uses and
service’s goals.
C.Infrastructure accessibility
To appraise the adequacy and accessibility of the infrastructure
regarding their location and in relation with the targeted uses and
service’s goals.
D.Infrastructure location and service dependence
Appraisal of the grade of dependence on the location of the
infrastructure for service’s provisioning (grade of potential for
service’s ubiquity)
E.General perception
to identify and appraise the adequacy and potential impact of the
dissemination activities conducted in the city.
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and project
/service(s)
dissemination

Qualitative
appraisal

Global
RESULT

Main target

Aspects considered:
A.locate and characterize dissemination signs.
To Locate and characterize any existing project/service(s)
dissemination signs in public spaces in the city.
B.Appraise their adecuacy
To appraise the adequacy and value provided by those signs in
relation to the creation of citizen’s awareness and PEOPLE/service’s
public dissemination purposes.
C.General perception
To identify the main weaknesses, threats, opportunities, synergies,
good practices and ideas as seen in the pilot, putting them in line with
the experience gathered from the monitoring performed in the rest of
pilots and that can affects positively in terms of services provisioning,
impact and future sustainability of pilots and project results.

7.2 In situ monitoring results

7.2.1 Bilbao
End Users
Context and user characterization.
Context
Bilbao pilot carried out a validation activity for the service ‘3D Walking Tour” on 02.08.2012. The activity was
developed at the facilities of the Bilbao Tourist Office. The material used where a flat LCD TV screen, 3D
glasses and a PC laptop.
Users characterization
A total of 7 people participated in the session, all of them as end-users, belonging to the target group of
stakeholders of the service: tourists. Main characteristics of the group as a whole:
Age
Gender
Technology familiarization
Education

Varied. Within an age range from 18 to 50.
6 female / 1 male
Medium
Secondary and higher education.

Origin
Participants segmentation:
Other

Region(2), Country(1), Other countries (3)
6 tourists / 1 personnel Tourist Office
N/A
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Agenda & activities performed.
The activities for the journey were split into two main parts:
A.VALIDATION SESSIONS
a. Characterization: For the ‘3D Walking Tour’, Bilbao pilot prepared a validation activity using a real
scenario and users not previously contacted nor selected. The aim was to understand how the
tourists, as primary stakeholder, use the application and collect their feedback on it, as well as to
appraise how the Tourist Office, as secondary stakeholder, does the same. With this purpose a LCD
TV screen, where the 3D Walking Tour video is played, was turned on since the beginning of the
activity, three 3D glasses were placed close to it and to the area where tourists come to ask for
information to Office’s personnel. A laptop was also used for collecting feedback through the use of
the online questionnaire of the service.
b. Validation activity: From the side of tourists, a facilitator introduces the service to tourists, making a
short presentation on its aim and providing them with the 3D glasses needed to watch it. After this,
the online questionnaire is filled out. The questionnaire is structured in the following areas:
 User profiling/demographic questions.
 Questions about the usefulness of contents.
 Questions about the length of the contents.
 Questions about the use of 3D technology
From the side of the Bilbao Office the person from Bilbao pilot in charge of the validation activity had
an interview with their personnel in order to get their feedback regarding the perception and
comments they have related to the use of the service by the tourists. The own validator through the
interview collects this feedback manually.
B.OUTDOOR VISIT AND MONITORING
This visit is aimed at identifying the main characteristics of the area, but also to spot visual signs of
dissemination of the project, such as posters and other advertising material. Bilbao Tourist Office facilities
and surroundings were visited for this purpose.
In-situ monitoring: Qualitative appraise and feedback
The sort of participants that took part in the activity -tourists and tourist information providers- is judged as
appropriate and in line with service’s aim and target stakeholders. However, taking into account the aim of
this sort of validations with end-users in real scenario, the number of participants was modest. It is highly
recommended that for future sessions, and in order to maximize the impact of the users’ feedback in the
improvement of the service(s) some more participants take part in these sessions. The inclusion of more
facilitators/motivators from the pilot side is also recommended.
Questionnaires consisted on closed questions, where users must rank from 1 to 4 the statements posed
(related with the four areas as mentioned before). It ends with a text box where users can place their
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comments on any other service aspects they interested in or missed by the questionnaire. This format may
help the pilot to structure and easily process the questions received from the ‘rank’ sessions, however it
doesn’t take advantage of some opportunities to maximize the impact, relevance and value of the feedback
given by their end-users. It is suggested that for future sessions a mix of closed- and open-ended questions is
used.
With regard to the completion of the questionnaires, half of the participants answered to all of the
questions, while the rest answered to fewer questions than those originally posed. In general, tourists who
came to the Tourist office had a very limited availability in terms of time, as many of them are visiting Bilbao
just for half or a day, so in most of the case they are interested in receiving just a city center map and some
key information on the main city sightseeing. This causes that the service is not as used in the Office, as it
would have been expected. However, the application is not only available at Tourist Office facilities, but also
on the internet http://3dwalkingtour.people-project.eu, so users interested in visiting Bilbao may use the
service conveniently and with some more time before or after visiting the city.

Services
Service performance and reliability.
The in-situ monitor like any other regular end-user tested the application. This provided an opportunity to
get a direct impression on how the service really looks like, its functionalities, performance and reliability. In
this sense, two main questions were considered for service appraisal:
a. Does the service comply with the required functionality(s)?
In general terms, the service complies with the required and planned functionalities. The monitor
executed two tests (one in-situ and one through service’s website) and no major problems on this
field were identified. In addition, the service was also accessed and executed through an Android
smartphone and no problems were identified either.
b. Does the service’s functionality cover the expectations?
One of the main service’ strengths and value proposition is the friendly and intuitive visual interface
of the service in general, and of the service’s web version in particular, based on the city map where
all of the points of interests are marked and the user can easily obtain further information of any of
them. In addition, the service performance and general application behavior is optimum. However,
despite the service covers the main functionalities planned, some more added values in form of
user-service interaction and location information subservices would have been expected. The more
interactive part of the service is available by accessing to it through a web browser. There, the
different locations as shown in the 3D Walking Tour are identified on a virtual map of the city center
and the user can select any of them in order to get further information.
It is recommended that, if possible, the pilot think of some costless and easy to implement ways to make the
service more interactive and adapted to user’s potential needs. A potential idea at this regard is the adaption
of the service to be directly accessed or downloaded through/to smartphones. In this way, the Tourist Office
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may inform the tourists on the availability of this application, easily installable from the free Internet hotspot
of the own Office. In doing so, the tourists could visualize parts of the video and consult information related
to the places they are visiting, avoiding the dependence on the Internet connection availability, providing so
access to the application wherever they are and just in time.
Service’s feedback collection mechanisms.
Another relevant aspect to be appraised through the in-situ monitoring activity was addressed to know if any
user’s feedback collection mechanism is included within the own service or not, and if so to discover how
such feedback is processed. In this sense, the feedback collection mechanism for ‘3D walking tour” is semiautomatic: a permanent link to “give us your feedback” is displayed at the bottom part of the website, and
from them any user can provide their own opinion on a short set of mainly closed questions.

The feedback is automatically collected through this on-line channel by service’s developers, who can
download it in form of spreadsheet.

3D Walking Tour Service’s feedback collection mechanism

As of this writing, it is important to remark that the above questionnaire is only available in Spanish.
Therefore, and given the sort of end-users of the application, it is highly recommended adding an English
version, too.

Infrastructures
The service is provided in two ways:



Via a 3D LCD TV + 3D glasses available at Bilbao Tourist Office
Via web browser.

On one hand, the service provisioning based on the Tourist Office entirely depends on the availability and
continuation of the hardware deployed for current and future sustainability. On the other hand, when
provided via web browser the service is 100% software based, so apart from the servers where the service is
hosted it does not depend on any other physical infrastructure to run. In any case, the use and sustainability
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of the hardware deployed and the software infrastructures is judged as appropriate and in line with the aim
and requirements of the services.
At another level, and as mentioned before, the lack of some more interactive features may affect negatively
to the effective uptake of the service, in both ways: from the side of tourists, and from the side of tourists
services/information providers. As already suggested, if possible, some costless and easy-to-implement
improvements aimed at providing some more user-interaction capabilities may contribute positively to its
uptake and sustainability strengthening.
Within this context, an opportunity identified during the visit for service’s future sustainability is the possible
synergy creation with the people in charge of tickets sales for the “Abandoibarra Walking Tour”. This Tour
offers tourist a unique guided walking experience through the center of city, visiting the main sightseeing.
There are similar tour providers that may be interested in integrating “3D walking Tour” in their offer and/or
website, as it may be the case of tours2dream: http://www.tours2dream.es/tour-bilbao/visita-abandoibarray-museo-guggenheim-bilbao-687. In this sense, it is highly suggested that the pilot considers focusing a
relevant part its sustainability efforts for the service towards this sort of stakeholders.
Finally, there exists a potential service functionalities transfer from Thermi’s ‘City Tour 360’ to Bilbao’s ‘3D
Walking Tour’. Many of the functionalities brought by the Thermi’s service may add relevant value to
Bilbao’s, during or after the project. It is highly suggested that Bilbao evaluates the suitability of this option.

Citizens’ awareness and project/service(s) dissemination
Dissemination aspects were also taken into account for the in-situ monitoring activity.
Regarding the dissemination signs, several dissemination materials (mainly posters and leaflets) are placed
inside the Tourist Office, which receive a significant number of visitors every day. Apart from that, close to
the second tourist information office (Alhondiga) there is a permanent ‘totem’ of PEOPLE project, which
provides the Bilbao’s pilot ‘Hoy Respiro’ service. The totem is branded with the PEOPLE logo. In addition to
this, it is important to mention that at the time of writing this report the pilot was in the process of planning
the dissemination strategy for the next months, which is expected to add more dissemination signs to the
current ones, focusing on and taking advantage of the availability for the final innovation cycle of the three
services from Bilbao pilot: ‘Hoy Respiro’, ‘GeoCur’ and ‘3D Walking Tour’.
In any case, and as of seen in other pilots, after summarizing all the dissemination aspect above mentioned,
there would be two basic action points recommended to the pilot in this area:


Dissemination Material: if possible, it is highly suggested to boost the number of posters and
materials placed within key places and points of interest in the city. Additionally, it is also highly
suggested to discover alternative channels for dissemination materials and key messages to be
spread. If possible, the inclusion of a direct link to service(s) in the main page of key websites (I.e:
Bilbao tourism department) may really help in this field.



Branding: it is recommended that during any future validation activities some more PEOPLE project
dissemination material is shown and made visible to the audience. For example, some project or
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Bilbao Pilot rollout might be placed in the room, creating some expectation and interest in the
tourists and any other potential user of their service(s).

Bilbao Monitoring summary

WEAKNESSES/THREADS
End-user/Validation sessions
 The number of users that took part in the validation activity was modest. One of the
reasons for this is the lack of project branding and user’s incentives at the time of the
activity. The inclusion of facilitators/motivators may also help for future activities.
Service expected functionalities
 Despite the service covers the main functionalities planned, some more added value
in form of user-service interaction and location information subservices would have
been expected. The more interactive part of the service is available by accessing to it
through a web browser. It is recommended that, if possible, the pilot think of ways to
make the service more interactive and adapted to user’s and key stakeholders’
needs.
Service Sustainability
 As previously mentioned, the lack of some more interactive features may affect
negatively to the effective uptake of the service, in both ways: from the side of
tourists, and from the side of tourists’ services/information providers.

STRENGTHS
Services:
 One of the main service’ strengths and value proposition is the friendly and intuitive
visual interface of the service in general, and of the service’s web version in
particular, based on the city map where all of the points of interests are marked and
the user can easily obtain further information of any of them. In addition, the service
performance and general application behavior is optimum.
Infrastructure/service sustainability
 The service depends partially on permanent infrastructure (as it is the case of the
service when provided at the Tourist Office). However, the web version of the service
allows it being transferred and/or replicated in any other platform, what strengthen
the sustainability capabilities of the service.

OPPORTUNITIES/SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS
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Opportunity for service sustainability
 Potential synergy creation with the people in charge of tickets sales for the
“Abandoibarra Walking Tour”. It is highly suggested that the pilot considers focusing
a relevant part of its sustainability efforts for the service towards this sort of
stakeholders.
Service feedback collection mechanism
 As of this writing, a semi-automatic feedback collection mechanism, in form of
questionnaire, is available for users willing to provide their opinion on the service.
However, the questionnaire is only available in Spanish. Therefore, and given the sort
of end-users of the application, it is highly recommended adding an English version,
too.
Dissemination
 It is suggested that, if possible, the number and impact of dissemination activities is
boosted from now to the end of year.
 The presence of more project dissemination material (branding) for future validation
activities it is also recommended.

PRACTICES AND IDEAS SEEN IN THE PILOT LIKELY TO BE USED OR TRANSFERRED TO OTHERS.
POTENTIAL SERVICE TRANSFERABILITY AMONG PILOTS.
Potential service functionalities transferability
 There exists a potential service functionalities transfer from Thermi’s ‘City Tour 360’
to Bilbao’s ‘3D Walking Tour’. Many of the functionalities brought by the Thermi’s
service may add relevant value to Bilbao’s, during or after the project. It is highly
suggested that Bilbao evaluates the suitability of this option.

7.2.2 Vitry sur Seine
End Users
Activity characterization
Context
Vitry’s pilot carried out a presentation and testing on their services on 09/08/2012. Services tested were the
bus stop ‘local information service’, ‘immersive instant messaging’, and ‘interactive search’, all of them
within the ecosystem of the own Vitry pilot Urban Social Network, and provided both through web browser
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(preferably through a touch-screen enabled device, like a touch sensitive LCD) and a dedicated Android
phone app.
The activity took place at LISSI’s main building. Different materials were arranged and made available for the
activity: blackboard, laptops, mobile phones, sheets and pens.
Users and activity characterization
As of the time of the in-situ monitoring activity Vitry organized a limited testing activity addressed to
developers and service users within the own campus. It is expected that for mid-September a major
validation session in a real-scenario (Vitry central square) and with end-users takes place. According to the
information received from Vitry, the pilot will deploy their infrastructures in four bus-stops placed in the
center of the city (just in front of the Town Hall), where around 10.000 citizens pass by a take busses daily.
As of the time of writing, Vitry pilot was finalizing the negotiations with the municipality in order to arrange a
final date for this event, likely and as said before, in mid-September.
In any case, and coming back to the testing activity carried out at LISSI, a total 8 people took part in it, all of
them acting both as developers and as end-users. Main characteristics of the group as a whole:
Age

Within a range from 25 to 35 years old.

Gender

2 female / 6 male.

Technology familiarization
Education
Origin

Very high. Software developers and ICT engineers.
Higher education.
Software developers and ICT engineers.
Vitry/Paris

Participants segmentation:
Other

N/A
N/A

Agenda & activities performed.
The activities for the journey were split into two main parts:
1) Validation/Testing session: addressed to validate the bus stops services and the whole services
ecosystem. Tests for each service were executed, focused on three main aspects:
 Testing the main functionalities of each service assuring their correct execution.
 Discovering service bugs.
 Identifying potential application improvements in terms of ergonomics.
 Measuring and identifying potential improvements in terms of applications performance and
reliability.
2) Indoor/Outdoor visit and monitoring: addressed to let the in-situ monitor:
a. Try the service himself, in-situ, providing and interchanging direct feedback with the pilot.
b. Know, identify, and analyze PEOPLE project and Vitry services dissemination signs in the campus,
comparing them with the rest of pilots.
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In-situ monitoring: Qualitative appraise and feedback
As mentioned above, the in-situ monitoring activity for Vitry could not be timed to coincide with the
validation session with end-users planned for mid-September. Therefore, the monitoring activity in this
aspect was limited to the testing activities performed by LISSI developers and the results extracted from the
monitor trying himself each application and providing the subsequent feedback. The results on this activity
and qualitative appraise is reflected in the next section (services).
In any case, it is highly recommended for Vitry pilot going through the in-situ monitoring reports collected
from the rest of pilots regarding the methodology, processes and good practices and ideas identified in them
regarding their validation sessions so that Vitry can take advantage of this collective knowledge and
maximize the impact and effectiveness of their validation with end-users. As of the time of writing this
report the information related to these aspects has been already shared with Vitry for this purpose.

Services
Service performance and reliability.
Three main services were tested during the activity:




‘local information service’
‘immersive instant messaging’
‘interactive search’

The in-situ monitor like any other regular end-user tested all of them. This provided a great opportunity to
get a direct impression on how the service really looks like, its functionalities, performance and reliability. In
this sense, two main questions were considered for service appraisal:
a. Does the service comply with the required functionality(s)?
Yes, in general terms the three services comply with the required and planned functionalities. All of
the three have both a mobile (Android app.) and web version. Two different tests were executed
(one using the mobile app and other using web browser) and despite a couple of bugs with users
messaging functionalities (from ‘immersive Instant Messaging’) no major problems in this field were
identified. All of the services, when accessed through the Mobile app, automatically and wirelessly
connect to the closest bus stop and provide access to services functionalities by logging in the
services ecosystem (Vitry’s Urban social network) and enabling the location services.
b. Does the service’s functionality cover the expectations?
Yes, the three services cover the expected functionalities. As just mentioned, all of them provide the
required functionalities and in general terms they work smoothly in with no major problems.
However, aspects related to visualization, ergonomics and look&feel need to be improved, as they
really overshadow the good performance and reliability of the services. According to Vitry pilot they
are already working on this and a specialist in this area will take care of these aspects from
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September on, aimed at providing a proper visualization experience to each of the applications
released within this and the next innovation cycle.
Service’s feedback collection mechanisms.
Another relevant aspect to be appraised through the in-situ monitoring activity was addressed to know if any
user’s feedback collection mechanism is included within the own service or not, and if so to discover how
such feedback is processed. In this sense, the feedback collection mechanism for the three services is
automatic for bugs (bug log file is automatically generated by the app when it crashes and this can be sent to
the developer for review), but it does not exist yet for user’s feedback. It is recommended that either for the
mobile and web version a simple and user-friendly user feedback collection mechanism is implemented

Infrastructures
The three tested services are part of the software used for providing functionalities based on the
infrastructures deployed in bus tops to supply the required connectivity, information exchange and location
capabilities to the apps. Services provisioning depends on great manner on the availability of this
infrastructure. The services, executed in a smartphone through native Android app. are functional as long as
the user is within the area of connectivity created by each bus stop in the network. This is a basic functional
and connectivity requirement of the services to work. In this sense, if this requirement is complied the
services can be executed anytime and anywhere within the covered area(s).
At this respect, and considering the aim, stakeholders and target objectives of the set of services being
developed by Vitry, the sort of infrastructures deployed and their accessibility are judged as appropriated.
In relation to this, other relevant aspects to be considered are the cost referred to infrastructure deployment
and maintenance:
 With regards to infrastructure deployment, according to Vitry pilot, the deployment of each set of
hardware needed to equip a bus stop is around 45.000€.
 In addition to this, there always exists risk of vandalism for the infrastructure deployed in bus stops.
Despite these two factors seems to represent relevant barriers for services sustainability this is not totally
correct. According to Vitry pilot, this sort of infrastructure and its cost are within the average (or even a bit
below) of the gross costs for prototypes of urban furniture enhanced with wireless connectivity and
interactive panels. In this sense, a very positive news for future service sustainability and stakeholders’
uptake beyond the project are the negotiations being hold by Vitry with JCDECAUX
(http://www.jcdecaux.com/en/). There is a real interest in the developments made in Vitry, what may drive,
after the project, towards their future adaptation and integration into marketable services provided in
interactive street furniture present in the major cities of the world.

Citizens’ awareness and project/service(s) dissemination
Dissemination aspects were also taken into account for the in-situ monitoring activity.
Regarding the dissemination signs, several dissemination materials (mainly posters and leaflets) are placed
within the campus limits. In addition to this, it is important to mention that at the time of writing this report
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the pilot was in the process of planning the dissemination strategy for the next months, which is expected to
add more dissemination signs to the current ones, focusing on and taking advantage of the availability for
the final innovation cycle of the whole ecosystem of services that compose the Urban Social network and
their associated functionalities.
In any case, and as of seen in other pilots, after summarizing all the dissemination aspect above mentioned,
there would be three basic action points recommended to the pilot in this area:
a) Dissemination Materials: if possible, it is highly suggested to boost the number of posters and
materials placed within key places and points of interest in the city. It is recommended also that
during the future validation activities, PEOPLE project dissemination materials are shown and made
visible to the audience. Some posters may be placed in each bus stop for the duration of the
validation sessions. This could be done also inside the buses of lines stopping at the target bus stops.
In this sense leaflets, questionnaires and other dissemination material could be handed out to
citizens in its way to/from the bus stops, in order to create awareness and maximize the
participation in the tests.
b) Additionally, it is also highly suggested to discover alternative channels for dissemination of key
message and end-users engagement. If possible, the inclusion of a direct link to service(s) in the
main page of key websites (I.e: Campus/university website, associations of citizens or neighbors
within the target/covered area) may really help in this field.
c) In addition to this, it is recommended to put some more efforts towards letting potential
stakeholders (as in the case of JCDECAUX) know about the services being developed by PEOPLE
project at Vitry.

Vitry Monitoring summary

WEAKNESSES/THREADS
Services look&feel
 Despite the three tested services provide the required functionalities and in general
terms they work fine, there are aspects related to visualization, ergonomics and
look&feel that need to be improved, as they really overshadow the good
performance and reliability of the services. According to Vitry pilot they are already
working on this and a specialist in this area will take care of these aspects from
September on, aimed at providing a proper visualization experience to each of the
applications released within this and the next innovation cycle.
Infrastructure/service sustainability
 High and inherent dependence on the deployment of hardware in each bus stop for
service provisioning.

STRENGTHS
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Services
 All of the services show a good grade of development, especially in terms of
performance and reliability.
 They all are part of an ecosystem formed by the Urban Social Network. This provides
great opportunities for the compatibility, interaction and information sharing
between existing and/or future services.

OPPORTUNITIES/SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS
End-users and validation session
 It is highly recommended for Vitry pilot going through the in-situ monitoring reports
collected from the rest of pilots regarding the methodology, processes and good
practices and ideas identified in them regarding their validation sessions so that Vitry
can take advantage of this collective knowledge and maximize the impact and
effectiveness of their validation with end-users. As of the time of writing this report
the information related to these aspects has been already shared with Vitry for this
purpose.
Feedback collection
 The inclusion of an integrated feedback collection mechanism is highly
recommended in order to maximize the opportunities for receiving users’ feedback.
Future uptake of services and project results
 The pilot is working towards the future sustainability and uptake of project results
beyond project’s life. In this sense, the pilot is negotiating with one of world-leading
providers in street/urban furniture (JCDECAUX). In addition to this opportunity it is
highly recommended that some more efforts are invested in the identification of
some more potentially interested stakeholders and towards the dissemination of the
service between its potential end-users.

PRACTICES AND IDEAS SEEN IN THE PILOT LIKELY TO BE USED OR TRANSFERRED TO OTHERS.
POTENTIAL SERVICE TRANSFERABILITY AMONG PILOTS.
Potential service transferability
 Thermi’s “Improve my City”: Some functionality from Thermi’s service could be
implemented into the ‘local information service’, or added as an extra functionality,
during or after the project.
 Bremen’s ‘Stud.IP.’: some functionalities from Bremen’s service (especially those
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related to location services) could be transferred to Vitry and vice versa, during or
after the project.

7.2.3 Thermi
End Users
Context
Thermi’s pilot carried out a validation activity for three services: Improve My City, City Tour 360 and Virtual
City Marketplace on 10.07.2012. The sessions took place at Thermi’s town hall first, and then at Thermi’s
public Library. Different materials were arranged and made available for the participants: laptops,
smartphones, a digital camera, sheets and pens.
Users characterization
A total of 19 people took part in the sessions, part of them as ‘end-users’ and part as ‘developers’. Within
end-users, two different stakeholders must be distinguished: ‘Officers from Thermi’s municipality’ and
‘citizens’. Main characteristics of the group as a whole:
Age
Gender
Technology
familiarization
Education
Origin
Participants
segmentation:
Other

Varied. Within an age range from 25 to 50.
5 female / 14 male.
The people that participated in the validation sessions had different levels of ICT
experience
Secondary and higher education. Mix of ICT related studies and other non-ICT
areas (Tourisms, economics, business…)
Thermi, Thessaloniki and municipalities near Thermi.
15 end-users. 4 developers.
Two types of stakeholders:
- Municipality employees / Public servants
- Citizens (Regular end-users + developers)

Agenda & activities performed.
The activities for the journey were split into three main parts:
A.VALIDATION SESSIONS
1) ‘Improve My City’ validation session: The two groups of interest that validated the Improve my city
application are citizens/visitors and local municipal servants. Citizens and visitors were considered as
one group with sub-groups (volunteers, entrepreneurs etc) Software developers were acting as
facilitators.
Within this context, two different validation sessions were carried out:
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a) Validation with local public servants: People from Thermi’s pilot met with the employees of the
Municipal Departments which are responsible for the operation of ‘Improve My City’ application on
behalf of their Municipal Department, with the objective of identifying potential obstacles in the
operation of the application as well as the identification of new features that will facilitate the
application’s administration by the municipality’s employees. Representatives of the following
departments were present at the meeting:
 Municipal Police
 Department of Urban Planning
 Department of Technical Infrastructures
 Department of Environment and Green Infrastructures
 Department of Cleanliness and Recycling
 Water supply and management
The meeting, which was held at the premises of the Municipality of Thermi, was also attended by
Mr. Kolaouzidis, the mayor’s consultant.
This sort of meetings with the local authorities take place once every month (previous meetings
were on 08/05 and 11/06). Thermi’s pilot showed a short presentation on the service and service’s
detailed figures in terms of web traffic and citizens’ main demands breakdown. This was followed by
an open debate between technicians and local servants on the potential improvements the
application may need, that was documented for subsequent demands prioritization and further
analysis at laboratory level.
b) Validation with citizens: The validation with citizens took place at Thermi’s public library. A total of
11 people took part in the session. Personnel from Thermi’s pilot made a short presentation on the
service and the aim of the journey. A series of guided tests based on performing concrete tasks in
the application were carried out by end-users. Questionnaires about these tests were handed out
and fulfilled by them. Manual processing would be needed after it for answers tracking and
prioritization. Further information on the process of the validation session is given below.
2) ‘Virtual City Martketplace’ and ‘City Tour 360’ validation session: These two services were validated
also at Thermi’s public library. The different groups participating in the validation sessions were
citizens, visitors and local shop owners/professionals. A total of 11 people took part in the session.
Validation session methodology
The main purpose of this session was to validate the robustness of the applications, their operation
according to the pre-determined specifications and the achievement of the objectives for which they were
developed.
End-users were contacted and invited to the session by e-mail and/or through the use of social media and
those that were interested had to fill in and send back a participation form. At the session participated users
by almost all identified end-user sub-groups: citizens, professionals and business owners, visitors,
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volunteers, administrators. The invited end-users had also different levels of IT skills and represented various
age groups.
Participating end users after being informed about the project and the objectives of each application were
called to test on their own the applications and try some of their features. In addition, they were asked to
evaluate each one of the applications by filling a questionnaire, after performing a number of tasks provided
to them. At the same time, a program installed in each computer monitored the sequence of the end-users
steps in performing the tasks as well as the time for the completion of each task. The main objectives of this
process of task completion were





the identification of the level of difficulty of each application/feature
the recording of the time needed for each task
the identification of potential doubts/level of confidence in using each application and
the recording of specific problems in the completion of a specific task.

The whole process has been summarized below:
a)

Step 1. Welcoming of the participants. Presentation of PEOPLE project and description of the
main aims of the three applications.
b) Step 2. End-users are put together in a group of 3-4 people and for each group a ‘facilitator’ is
appointed. The role of the facilitators is to ensure that the process takes place according to the
pre-determined plan and to answer any queries that the end-users might have during the
validation process. Grouping of end-users is a way of supervising the activity efficiently, as users
with different IT skills are expected to perform the allocated tasks in a different pace.
c) Step 3. To each user is given a computer and a questionnaire. One of the facilitators undertakes
the task to explain the process of validation and present the questionnaire.
d) Step 4. Users fill in their personal details and general information in section A of the
questionnaire. After making sure that all end-users have filled in that information, the facilitators
present the tasks of the first application. End-users are asked to complete the given tasks and
evaluate the application by filling the questions that follow. The same procedure is being followed
for the remaining applications.
e) Step 5. At the end of the process, facilitators of each group gather the completed questionnaires
and thank the end-users for their participation.
The questionnaire was structured in two sections: section A included demographic questions regarding the
user and section B included questions for the validation of the surveys. In particular, section B included three
parts, one for each of the applications examined. Each part started with a number of tasks, which the user
had to perform, related to the different features of the application and continued with a number of
questions regarding both these tasks and the application in general. At the same time, a program installed in
each computer could monitor the sequence of the end-users steps in performing the tasks as well as the
time for the completion of each task. Finally, it should be mentioned that during the session there were
three facilitators which ensured the smooth course of the validation and answered potential queries of the
end-users.
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B.OUTDOOR VISIT AND MONITORING
The visit is aimed at identifying the main characteristics of the area, but also to spot visual signs of
dissemination of the project, such as posters and other advertising material. The main places and areas
visited were Thermi’s city center, NOESIS (museum of technology) and their surroundings.
C.MEETING WITH LOCAL DEVELOPERS
Thermi’s pilot met with the Local Developers Community at CERTH in the context of the development of the
mobile version of “Improve My City” application. People at CERTH is involved in a project aimed at providing
a web and mobile application within the field of eGovernment, what is directly connected with PEOPLE’s
‘Improve My City’. A first mobile version prototype of the service is already available and it is expected that
before the end of the project a functional and validated mobile version of Improve My City is ready.
In-situ monitoring: Qualitative appraise and feedback
The sort of participants taking part in the sessions covered the main stakeholders of the three services. The
number and background of end-users in the session is judged as appropriate and in line with the aim and
objectives of the activity. Six of the users had previously taken part in previous user feedback collection
activities carried out by the pilot. All users have shown a very participative, active and constructive
disposition during the session.
The different validation sessions started with a presentation of the agenda, the project and the objectives of
the exercise. After this, the set of tests were carried out under clear instructions on how to execute them
and fill out the questionnaires. There was a clear and positive effort from people in charge of Thermi’s pilot
in motivating their users and maximizing the impact of the valuable feedback received from each of them. In
relation to this, we must remark that all of the participants executed 100% of all the tests and answered to
all of the questions, some of them answered to more questions than those originally posed. Questionnaires
combined closed- and open-ended questions.

Thermi’s services validation sessions with citizens and developers at Thermi’s Public Library.

A very nice idea, transferrable to other pilots, is the use of the above mentioned application for users
tracking in terms of time and steps invested in completing a task.
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Services
Service performance and reliability.
The three services were tested by the in-situ monitor like any other regular end-user. This provided a great
opportunity to get a direct impression on how the service really looks like, its functionalities, performance
and reliability. In this sense, two main questions were considered for service appraisal:
a) Does the service comply with the required functionality(s)?
a. ‘Improve My City’: Yes, the service complies with the required functionalities. The service
was executed from a desktop web browser and a smartphone web browser and the
functionalities were achieved from both devices. Tests on notifications on local problems
were made with no problem.
b. ‘City Tour 360’: Yes, the service complies with the required functionalities. Tests were
executed and no major problems on functionalities were identified. However, some contents
on tourist’s sights are still uncompleted (panoramic views, photos, etc). According to
Thermi’s pilot, they will be fully included for the next innovation cycle.
c. ‘Virtual Market Place: In general, the service complies with the required functionalities. Tests
were executed and no major problems on major functionalities were identified. However,
the service is not ready to be released yet, and some functionalities and improvements need
to be added (especially those regarding the management of offers and services within the
marketplace). In any case, this service is expected to be released for the 3rd innovation cycle,
so it was a good test to work towards a successful release within the next months.
b) Does the service’s functionality cover the expectations?
a. ‘Improve My City’: Yes, the service covers and exceeds positively in some aspects the
expected functionalities. Improve My City is really user-friendly. It takes no more than 1 or 2
minutes sending a report to pubic authority. The look & feel is great, very intuitive, it is
obvious that the developers have worked closely and listened carefully to citizens and public
servants feedback.
b. ‘City Tour 360’: Yes, the service covers most of the expectations. A map with the major
interest points is shown and the user can easily and intuitively access and interact with the
contents. However, and as said before, the version available at the time of writing this
report does not host some relevant contents on tourists’ sights, which are still uncompleted
(panoramic views, photos, etc). Again, and according to Thermi’s pilot, they will be fully
included for the next innovation cycle.
c. ‘Virtual Market Place: Yes, the service covers most of the expectations. The application
shows a virtual map of Thermi’s city center where most of local business are concentrated. A
consumer can easily get access to the description of the local businesses, their offers and
further information on them in an easy, friendly and effective way. There exist tags and
categories that make life easier when looking for specific sort of business. Finally, regarding
the appearance, the service is really visual and interest points are easy to locate and access.
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In any case, and as mentioned before, the service needs some more development and
validation with users to be released, as there still some bugs and other details related with
user’s experience that need to be improved/fixed in future releases, as expected.
In general, the three services comply with the required and expected functionalities, and in some aspects
they even exceed them positively. Their look&feel and ease of use are their main strengths. According to
Thermi’s own feedback, previous validation sessions have been really positive for achieving this level of
adequacy to user’s requirements.
Service’s feedback collection mechanisms.
Another relevant aspect to be appraised through the in-situ monitoring activity was addressed to know if any
user’s feedback collection mechanism is included within the own service or not, and if so to discover how
such feedback is processed. In this sense, the feedback collection mechanism for ‘Improve My City’ is semiautomatic: a permanent link to “give us your feedback” is displayed at the bottom part of the website, and
from them any user can provide their own opinion on a short set closed and open questions addressed to
discover functionalities, potential improvements and any other missing point from user’s point of view.

The feedback is collected through this on-line channel and automatically received by service’s developers,
who manually process it.
At the time of writing, the rest of services do not have any sort of integrated feedback mechanism. This is
caused by the fact that they have not been made public yet. It is expected that both services integrate this or
a similar channel for integrated feedback collection once they are definitely released.
Infrastructures and service sustainability
The core functionalities of the three services are 100% software based. Apart from the servers where the
service is hosted they do not depend on any other physical infrastructure to run. An exception needs to be
made with other two services out from this validation service: ‘parking space availability’ and ‘environmental
pollution monitoring system’, which need the deployment of permanent and in-situ infrastructure to work.
In any case, the use and suitability of web services by the three target services of this report is judged as
appropriate and in line with the aim and requirements of the services.
A very positive and remarkable aspect affecting to the future sustainability of Thermi’s services is the
complete support and cooperation brought by local authorities. The services will be shown in the main page
of Thermi’s website (‘Improve My City’ already is41), and there exist a complete set of dissemination actions
planned for creating awareness in locals on the new services to be released, their functionalities and
availability.
As a result of this, Thermi’s services are well positioned in terms of sustainability. The Municipality will
integrate most of their services (especially ‘Improve My City’) into their public services portfolio.
41

http://www.dimosthermis.gr/
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Another positive aspect to be considered in terms of sustainability and relevance of the services, in
particular for ‘Improve My City’ is the creation of synergies with other projects and initiatives. In
concrete, Thermi’s pilot is working together with a team of researchers at the Institute of Informatics
and Telematics (ITI) at CERTH, particularly with Yiannis Kompatsiaris, Dimitris Ververidis and Spyros
Nikolopoulos with the purpose of creating collaboration ways between the program LIVE+GOV through
the development of the mobile(Android) version of ‘improve my city’ application. CERTH has already
developed a first version of this service for mobile devices. Within the next months is expected that a
fully functional and user’s validated version of it is released. Both Thermi’s pilot and CERTH are working
on a common strategy for service evaluation and dissemination.

LIVE+GOV is an EU STREP program which aims at developing a mobile government
solution that allows citizens to accurately express their needs to government by using
a variety of mobile sensing technologies available in their smartphones. The project’s
consortium is comprised by University of Koblenz, a Dutch company (Yucat BV), a
Finnish company (Mattersoft OY), the province of Biscay in Spain (Foundacion
Biscaytik), EuroSoc GmbH network and CERTH, which is located in Thermi.
Instead of developing a new application from scratch, the project partners decided to
use ‘improve my city’ application and extend it into a mobile application.
For more info visit the project’s website: http://liveandgov.eu/

Linked to this, it is worth mentioning that Thermi’s “Improve my City” mobile version could be
transferred to Bremen’s “Stud.IP” service, as an additional functionality, enhancing and adding-value to
the original service. The same could be valid for Thermi’s services, which could adapt some of the
functionalities provided by Stud.IP (location services, public transportation information interfaces, etc).
It represents a major opportunity for service/functionality transfer within pilots, during or after the
project and a potential factor to gaining further sustainability for both services.
Finally, and just for the internal consideration and discussion of Thermi’s pilot a note on ‘Improve My
City’ sustainability is made: In the case of this service its basic functionality depends on and is a direct
responsibility of the public servants working in the Town Hall. Answering citizens’ demands is the main
value proposition of the service, what can be threated if for some reason a political decision against the
maintenance of this sort of public service that makes public and explicit citizen’s demands is made. It is
highly suggested to work together with the Municipality in order to establish a clear and permanent
structure, far away from potential political parties’ interest that could discontinue the service in the
future. This threat is valid also for the rest of services, however, their level of dependence on the
municipality for services provisioning is not as critical as in the case of ‘Improve My City’.
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Citizens’ awareness and project/service(s) dissemination
Dissemination aspects were also taken into account for the in-situ monitoring activity. During the journey,
the dissemination materials and activities carried out by the pilot in this field were presented to the monitor.
In addition and outdoor walk in the city gave the opportunity of identifying the services target areas and the
places where current and future dissemination material will be shown in order to create project awareness
and increase the number of services users. In concrete, the areas visited were the centre of Thermi and its
surroundings, such as NOESIS museum of technology, which constitutes stakeholder of the area, and the
dam of Thermi, a major touristic point. In addition, the evaluator was able to visit the premises of the
Municipality of Thermi, which apart from a project partner is also a major facilitator and decision maker for
the pilot realization. During this visit, there was a short meeting with the mayor of Thermi, Theodoros
Papadopoulos.
Regarding the dissemination activities, the pilot is carrying out different events for services presentation and
validation in order to let the local community know about the project and have them involved in the
services. There exists a close and very positive cooperation between Thermi and all the key stakeholders and
facilitators within each service value chain: local authorities, associations of citizens, associations of local
businesses, etc. This really favors the dissemination and awareness rising between Thermi inhabitants, and
services faster uptake.
Regarding the dissemination signs, several dissemination materials (mainly posters and leaflets) are placed in
some relevant places, which receive quite a lot of people
every day. This is the case of Thermi Town Hall, central
public underground parking and the Museum of Science
(NOESIS). The poster includes a QR code for direct access to
service and the URLs from Facebook and Twitter, as well as
the PEOPLE and EU logo. In addition to this, “Improve my
City” is present in the official website of Thermi municipality
and it can be accessed directly from it. This is also valid for
City Tour 360 and Virtual Market Place, and the rest of
services being developed, which will be accessible from the
main website of the municipality once released. They are
also present in the major social networks and OSS
communities.
Despite no other dissemination signs were present in the
city at this time, it is important to mention that at the time
of writing this report the pilot was in the process of
completing the acquisition of infrastructures needed for the
release and dissemination of the rest of services: kiosks,
display screens, sensors, etc, which will be fully
implemented in Thermi’s streets within the next months

Poster advertising at Thermi Town Hall the
‘improve my city’ application
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and that will surely boost the impact and presence of their services in the citizens’ lives.
After summarizing all the dissemination aspects seen in Thermi, there would be just two basic action points
recommended to the pilot in this area:
a) Dissemination Material: if possible, it is highly suggested to boost the number of posters and
materials placed within key places and points of interest in the city.
b) Branding: it is recommended that during any future validation session some PEOPLE project
dissemination material is shown and made visible to the audience. For example, the questionnaires
might include the project logo, and also some project or Thermi Pilot rollout might be placed in the
room.
Finally, and as conclusion, the general appraisal of the dissemination activities and materials as seen in
Thermi is positive. In addition, there is an already developed plan for further dissemination activities during
the next cycle. In this sense, it is highly recommended maximizing the dissemination activities before, during
and after the release of all the remaining services, aimed at causing as much awareness and impact as
possible between Thermi’s inhabitants.
Thermi Monitoring summary

WEAKNESSES/THREADS
Services provisioning and sustainability
 In the case of Improve ‘My City’, the basic functionality of the service depends on and
is a direct responsibility of the public servants working in the Town Hall. Answering
citizens’ demands is the main value proposition of the service, what can be threated
if for some reason a political decision against the maintenance of this sort of public
service that makes public and explicit citizen’s demands is made. It is highly
suggested to work together with the Municipality in order to establish a clear and
permanent structure, far away from potential political parties’ interest that could
discontinue the service in the future.
 This threat is valid also for the rest of services, however, their level of dependence on
the municipality for services provisioning is not a as critical as in the case of ‘Improve
My City’.

STRENGTHS
End-Users/Service(s) Validation
 Motivated and participative users
 Professional, trained and motivated facilitators
 Validation sessions are taken really serious by Thermi, and are a core part of their
service design process, what is positively reflected in their services, especially in
areas related with user experience.
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Services:
 The services comply and in some cases exceed positively in some aspect the required
functionalities,
 The services are judged as very useful, according to participant’s general impression
as perceived during the validation sessions.
 One of the main services’ strengths and value proposition is the friendly and intuitive
visual interface based on the city map. It is also remarkable the value added to
content searches by the implementation of tagging and categorization in when
uploading, editing or accessing to such contents. The three services include this
positive look&feel and useful search functionalities.
Infrastructure/service sustainability
 -The services do not depend on any major physical infrastructure.
 -The services are highly supported by and account for the collaboration of the
Municipality of Thermi.

OPPORTUNITIES/SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS
Service awareness and dissemination
 It is suggested that if possible the pilot boosts the signs of dissemination material in
the city and any other strategic and relevant media or site.

PRACTICES AND IDEAS SEEN IN THE PILOT LIKELY TO BE USED OR TRANSFERRED TO OTHERS.
POTENTIAL SERVICE TRANSFERABILITY AMONG PILOTS.
Good Practices and ideas
 The software plug-in used for accounting the time and steps made by users to
complete specific tasks when testing the services can be helpful for other pilots,
depending on their validation scenarios , aim and objectives of their tests.
Synergies and potential service transferability


Mobile version of “Improve My City”: Improve My City has already been uptake by
the FP7 project LIVE+GOV, releasing a first version for Android phones. Further
collaboration opportunities between both projects are being analyzed, especially in
the field of dissemination and validation of this new version of the application.

 Bremen’s “Stud.IP”: Functionalities from Thermi’s “Improve My City” could be
implemented into Bremen’s ‘Stud.IP’ service, allowing students notifying campus
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authorities on desired improvements and/or problems in the campus. The same can
be valid for Thermi’s implementing some functionality from Stud.IP (especially
relevant for Thermi are those related to location services). In addition, the mobile
version of “improve my City” will be made available before the end of the year,
represents a major opportunity for service/functionality transfer within pilots, during
or after the project.
 Vitry’s “local information service”: Some functionality from Vitry’s service could be
potentially transferred to Thermi and vice versa, during or after the project.

7.2.4 Bremen
End Users
Context and user characterization.
Context
Bremen’s pilot carried out the validation session for the service STUD.IP on 24/08/2012. STUD.IP’s goal is to
provide a mobile app (Android-based) for the local Stud.IP platform. It offers possibility to manage courses,
communicate with other students and organize meetings among each other.
The session took place in a conference room at BIBA’s main building. Different materials were arranged and
made available for the participants: 1 projector, 4 laptops, 4 mobile phones, 1 digital camera, sheets and
pens.
Users characterization
A total of 13 people participated in the session, part of them as ‘final users’ (10) and part as ‘developers’ (3).
Main characteristics of the group as a whole:
Age

Varied. Within a range from 13 to 24 years old.

Gender
Technology
familiarization
Education

3 female / 10 male.
very high (digital natives)

Origin

Bremen, Bremen area. There were also 2 foreigners (but living and studying at
Bremen university)

Basic school, secondary and higher education.
Those with higher education belong to the following domains:
1 elementary school teacher (F) (specialized in children with disabilities)
2 Industrial engineering students (M)
2 Computer science students (M)
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Participants
segmentation:
Other

25% developers / 75% students(‘final users’)
A couple of non-German language speakers took part in the session (people
from Bremen pilot in charge of driving the session gave them all the necessary
support to understand and fulfill the questions and tasks planned for the
session)

Agenda & activities performed.
The activities for the journey were split into two main parts:
1) Validation session: addressed to validate STUD.IP mobile app with users:


Characterization: A first questionnaire was handed in to users in order to characterize them, based in
4 main information blocks:
o Personal information (Age, gender, field of studies…)
o Previous experience with Android & Stud.IP
o Personal expectations on the workshop
o Personal attitude towards the Stud.IP platform



Services validation: This part started with a presentation of the service and tests procedure. Then,
the service validation activity was split into two main parts:
o Service tests: groups of 2 users were formed. Then, an Android smartphone was distributed
to each group. Each exercise had to be carried out by each group member, while the other
one writes down in the questionnaire the answers from their group partner. In the next
round, they change roles and start over. Under this formula, the users carried out a set of
guided test, following step by step the instructions provided in the accompanying
documents and the instructions of Bremen’s pilot developers.
o Service discussion and feedback: after the completion of the guided service tests, new
questionnaires were handed in order to collect a more qualitative feedback from users. In
each questionnaire different topics and questions on the service were posed to users for
them to fill in with open answers. The questionnaire was complementary to feedback
obtained by developers during the support of the groups.
The questions contained in both questionnaires were grouped into 3 main blocks:
 Look & feel
 Functionalities
 Performance & Reliability
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End-users during a test



Validation session conclusions: Before the end of the session a final questionnaire aimed at
collecting the user’s general perception on the service they had just tested and the validation session
as a whole was handed over for its completion.
All of the questionnaires were anonymous. However, in order to anonymously identify and track the
answers from each user’s along all the process and questionnaires, as well as to discover users that
may have participated in previous (or in future) sessions, the following user code system was
implemented in each set of tasks in which users were asked to provide their feedback by writing,
obtaining so unique codes for each user:

2) Indoor/Outdoor visit and monitoring: addressed to let the in-situ monitor:
a. Try the service himself, in-situ, providing and interchanging feedback. The in-situ monitor installed
and tried the mobile app. in his own Android Smartphone
b. Know, identify, and analyze PEOPLE project and STUD.IP mobile app. dissemination signs in the
campus, and compare them with the rest of pilots.
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Bremen’s validation session and monitoring activities agenda

In-situ monitoring: Qualitative appraise and feedback
As shown above, the validation session was developed in form of workshop. It started with a presentation of
the agenda, the project and the objectives of this exercise. It provided the necessary background and
context to the participants, in order to identify and remark the reasons why they were there and the value of
their feedback. After this, the set of tests were carried out under clear instructions on how to execute them
and fill out the questionnaires.
The sort of participants taking part in the session really covered the main target group of the STUD.IP APP
(students from different ages and different areas of studies). The number and background of end-users in
the session is judged as relevant and in line to the aim and objectives of the activity. Despite just a couple of
participants had previously taken part in previous user-feedback collection activities carried out by the pilot
all of them shown a very participative, active and constructive disposition during the session. There was a
clear and positive effort from people in charge of Bremen’s pilot in motivating their users and getting and
maximizing the impact of the valuable feedback received from each user. In relation to this, we must remark
that most of the participants answered to more questions than those originally posed/expected. This was
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achieved by combining questionnaires with closed- and open-ended questions together with some open
debates between users, developers and people in charge of the session.

Stud.IP Mobile validation session: Introduction to session procedure .

Services
Service performance and reliability.
Stud.IP mobile application was installed, run and explored by the in-situ monitor like any other regular enduser. This provided a great opportunity to get a direct impression on how the service really looks like, its
functionalities, performance and reliability. In this sense, two main questions were considered for service
appraisal:
a. Does the service comply with the required functionality(s)?
The service complies and exceeds positively in some aspects the required functionalities. Stud.IP
Mobile integrates more functionalities than those originally planned. In addition to required
functionalities related to the integration with some key services provided by the Stud.IP platform
(users messaging, posts publishing, etc) the Mobile app provides an interactive map where students
can locate and access in a friendly way the items and services they are interested in, or those near
them, providing a whole new visual interface and functionalities framework. This is mainly realized
by the integration of the LBS App into the Stud.IP mobile application.
b. Does the service’s functionality cover the expectations?
The LBS service covers and exceeds positively in some aspects the expected functionalities. The
installation is really easy as it is already available at the Android App. Store (Google Play). Once
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running, the look & feel is great. The user interface is based on a campus map where the user can
select the item his is interested in and by doing this it enters into the functionalities and subservices
brought by such item. It is remarkable the usefulness and good performance shown on courses
information and the ‘in campus’ public transports information functionalities. The mobile Stud.IP
service provides students, once logged in, access anytime & anywhere to their courses
documentation, calendar of exams and evaluations, what definitely provides a set of added values to
the regular Stud.IP platform services.
Service’s feedback collection mechanisms.
Another relevant aspect to be appraised through the in-situ monitoring activity was addressed to know if any
user’s feedback collection mechanism is included within the own service or not, and if so to discover how
such feedback is processed. In this sense, the feedback collection mechanism for Stud.IP is automatic for
bugs (bug log file is automatically generated by the app when it crashes and this can be sent to the
developer for review), but it does not exist yet for user’s feedback. According to Bremen’s pilot there are
some serious issues regarding privacy and data treatment that are delaying the inclusion of this mechanism
into the app. In any case, the pilot is working on this and there are plans to implement a feedback form at
user’s disposal within the own mobile app in the future. At present, Stud.IP mobile app. feedback collection
mechanism is based on validation tests with users and developers, processing manually the answers and
results from these activities.
Infrastructures
Stud.IP is a mobile app. for Android devices. It is 100% software-based, apart from the servers where the
service is hosted and the user’s Android mobile device, so it does not depend on any other physical
infrastructure to run. This may act as a clear facilitator for Stud.IP future sustainability and transferability to
other cities (likely university campus), especially now that smartphones and tablets in general and Android in
particular are present in our society, in all levels. At the present, the service works in any Android based
device, however the look & feel is only adapted to smartphones. It is expected that the user interface
adapted to tablets is ready for the next innovation cycle.
The service, and all of the functionalities are accessible anytime anywhere. Those related to course(s) follow
up and users messaging are likely to be accessed by students no matter where they are. Those related with
campus in-situ information (bus and tram real-time information, services near you, etc) are likely to be
accessed just when the student is in campus or on his way to.
Finally, there are two relevant aspects to be considered for service’s future sustainability:
a) Stud.IP Platform dependence: A very relevant part of the functionalities provided by the mobile app
is based on the information and contents served by the Stud.IP Platform. It is obvious that this
dependence cannot be solved. Therefore, the future sustainability and transferability of the service
will mostly depend on the implementation of Stud.IP platform in other campus, and on the
willingness of the organization behind such Platform to adopt PEOPLE’s project Stud.IP mobile
version as the mobile app for new campus.
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b) Stud.IP mobile to become the official mobile App.: Related to the latter, a very positive new for
service sustainability is the incoming adoption of PEOPLE’s project Stud.IP mobile app. as the official
APP for Stud.IP Platform. It is expected that this happens before the end of the project.
Citizens’ awareness and project/service(s) dissemination
Dissemination aspects were also taken into account for the in-situ monitoring activity. During the journey,
the dissemination materials and activities carried out by the pilot in this field were presented to the monitor.
In addition an outdoor walk within the campus in order to identify dissemination signs already present in the
area was also performed.
Regarding the dissemination activities, the pilot is carrying out different social events in order to let students
know about the services being deployed under PEOPLE project in the campus. These events are organized
from time to time and they normally include some sort of reward and motivating aspects (I.e: “Free sausages
BBQ in the campus while trying our new mobile App.”). It has allowed them to get a relevant number of real
users to test and validate services.
In addition to this, the pilot is also taking part in different presentations in the campus in order to introduce
the project and the service to bigger audiences. For each of presentation different posters and diverse
dissemination material was produced and handed out/shown to audience.
Regarding the dissemination signs, apart from the dissemination messages produced through social
networks and the ‘ad-hoc’ dissemination materials used in events and presentations as mentioned above,
there are some permanent physical signs of dissemination in the campus. In concrete, there are three
posters of Stud.IP Mobile App conveniently placed within a 200m area where major services in the campus
are: public transportation, restaurants and library main building. Such location is plenty of students every
day. Focusing now on posters content, they include a pic showing the Stud.IP Mobile campus map and a
summary of the value propositions of the service, together with a QR code for easy downloading and the
URLs from Facebook and Twitter.
Generally talking, the appraisal of the dissemination activities and materials as seen in Bremen is positive,
and judged as convenient from project start to now. Nevertheless there are 2 main suggestions at this
regard that could help dissemination activities create more awareness and faster service(s) uptake:
a) Stud.IP Platform: If possible, it is highly suggested that information on the availability of the Stud.IP
Mobile App. is provided on the main page of the Stud.IP Platform so that any student can be aware
of it and motivate their immediate installation and use.
d) Dissemination material/activities: if possible, it is highly suggested to boost the number of posters
and materials placed within the campus, both those regarding the Stud.IP Mobile app and any other
PEOPLE’s Bremen pilot service.
Branding: finally, it is recommended that during any future validation session some PEOPLE project
dissemination material is shown and made visible to the audience. For example, the questionnaires might
include the project logo, and also some project or Bremen Pilot rollout might be placed in the room. In
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addition, it is also recommended that the project and EU logo are shown in all dissemination posters and
most of the dissemination material.

Stud.IP Mobile App dissemination material and dissemination signs as seen at Bremen’s Univesity Campus.

Bremen Monitoring summary

WEAKNESSES/THREADS
Service’s Feedback collection mechanism
 At present, the lack of an integrated user’s feedback collection mechanism in the
Mobile App plus some privacy and data treatment issues are affecting negatively to
developer’s opportunities for service improvements raising based on users’ demands
and direct feedback.
Infrastructure/service sustainability
 A major part of the functionalities provided by the service depends on the
information and contents of Stud.IP Platform.

STRENGTHS
End-Users/Service(s) Validation
 Motivated and participative users
 Students are usually easy to engage
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Service:
 The service complies and exceeds positively in some aspect the required
functionalities, and it also covers and exceeds positively in some aspects such
functionalities.
 The service is judged as very useful, according to students feedback received.
 Undoubtedly, one of the main service’s strengths and value proposition is the
friendly visual interface based on the campus map.
Infrastructure/service sustainability
 The service does not depend on any major physical infrastructure.
 The service will likely become the official Android Mobile App of the Stud.IP Platform
before the end of the project.

OPPORTUNITIES/SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS
Service awareness and dissemination
 There is a real opportunity for the Stud.IP Mobile App. to be massively taken up. It is
suggested that if possible the pilot boost the signs of dissemination material in the
campus and any other strategic and relevant media or site.
Feedback collection
 An integrated feedback collection mechanism is highly recommended. According to
Bremen’s pilots it is likely to have it ready for the next innovation cycle.

PRACTICES AND IDEAS SEEN IN THE PILOT LIKELY TO BE USED OR TRANSFERRED TO OTHERS.
POTENTIAL SERVICE TRANSFERABILITY AMONG PILOTS.
Practices and ideas
 The method used for anonymous tracking of user’s questionnaires is simple and
effective. It can be helpful for other pilots.
Synergies and potential service transferability
 Thermi’s “Improve my City”: Some functionalities from Thermi’s service could be
implemented into Stud.IP mobile, allowing students notifying campus authorities on
desired improvements and/or problems in the campus. In addition, the mobile
version of “improve my City” will be made available before the end of the year. It
represents a major opportunity for service/functionality transfer within pilots, during
or after the project.
 Vitry’s “local information service”: Some functionality from Vitry’s service can be
potentially transferred to Bremen and viceversa, during or after the project.
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7.2.5 General conclusions about the in situ monitoring
In general, the in-situ monitoring results are positive with regard to the 4 main areas appraised: users,
services, infrastructures and dissemination efforts. The validation sessions were diverse and the sort of users
who have taken part in them varied. In the case of Thermi, Bremen or Vitry it was guided and carried out
into controlled environments, with previously selected/aware users and developers, while in the case of
Bilbao it took place in a real scenario and with unknown/random users. Regarding services, the pilots have
shown a great progress in the development and implementation of their services. In addition, it is important
to remark how positive is to account with the support and cooperation of the cities and public organizations
behind each pilot, what it can be said for all pilots. The following shows a short summary on the main
synergies, good practices and ideas as identified as result of monitoring in-situ the four pilots:
Synergies, service transferability opportunities and good practices as seen in the 4 pilots
1.Synergies and potential service transfer opportunities identified.
BILBAO


There exists a potential service functionalities transfer from Thermi’s ‘City Tour
360’ to Bilbao’s ‘3D Walking Tour’. Many of the functionalities brought by the
Thermi’s service may add relevant value to Bilbao’s, during or after the project.
It is highly suggested that Bilbao evaluates the suitability of this option.

VITRY


Vitry’s “local information service”: Some functionality from Vitry’s service could
be potentially transferred to Thermi or Bremen and vice versa, during or after
the project.

THERMI






Mobile version of “Improve My City”: Improve My City has already been
uptaken by the FP7 project LIVE+GOV, releasing a first version for Android
phones. Further collaboration opportunities between both projects are being
analysed, especially in the field of dissemination and validation of this new
version of the application.
Bremen’s “Stud.IP”: Some functionalities from Thermi’s “Improve My City”
could be implemented into Bremen’s ‘Stud.IP’ service, allowing students
notifying campus authorities on desired improvements and/or problems in the
campus. The same can be valid for Thermi’s implementing some functionality
from Stud.IP (especially relevant for Thermi are those related to location
services). In addition, the mobile version of “improve my City” will be made
available before the end of the year, what represents a major opportunity for
service/functionality transfer within pilots, during or after the project.
Vitry’s “local information service”: Some functionality from Vitry’s service could
be potentially transferred to Thermi and vice versa, during or after the project.
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BREMEN




Thermi’s “Improve my City”: Some functionalities from Thermi’s service could be
implemented into Stud.IP mobile, allowing students notifying campus
authorities on desired improvements and/or problems in the campus. In
addition, the mobile version of “improve my City” will be made available before
the end of the year,. It represents a major opportunity for service/functionality
transfer within pilots, during or after the project.
Vitry’s “local information service”: Some functionality from Vitry’s service can
be potentially transferred to Bremen and viceversa, during or after the project.

2.Good practices and ideas
BREMEN: The method used for anonymous tracking of user’s questionnaires is simple and
effective. It is highly recommended that the rest of pilots use this formula in case they need
to keep the traceability of anonymous questionnaires.
THERMI: During their validation sessions Thermi’s made used of a software plug-in used for
accounting the time and steps made by users to complete specific tasks when testing the
services. It can be helpful for other pilots, depending on their validation scenarios , aim and
objectives of their tests.
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7.3 Indicators monitoring results
7.3.1

Bilbao

7.3.1.1 Bilbao Indicator table results

Nº Project
objective

Indicator

Measurement

1

Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of analysis on ICT
services
Level of organization of
the Community
Level of organization of
the Community
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of stakeholder
mobilization

ICT Services

2
3
4
3
5

Activation of the
Community

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Activation of
stakeholders47

Target

Result

Number of modified ICT services.

3

3

Number of released new services

2

2

Number of released services.

42

3

3

Number of validated services43

2

2

Percentage of positive feedback by
users (through surveys or interviews).
Number of teams/areas of interest
defined
Number of skills requested 44

75

70

13

15

13

15

Quantity of channels used for creating
buzz45
Number of new members in the
community
Average use of channels per week46

6

6

10

12

5

7

70

91

9

8

5

8

5

NA

7

7

Number of persons participating in
social media
Number of features requested by the
community
Number of services’ modification
made by the community
Quantity of downloads of services
releases
Amount of additional stakeholders
contacted during the 2st innovation

42

Including releases of new services and intermediate and final releases of modified services.
Including validation of newly released services AND modified services.
44
Skills needed for the successful accomplishment of the Community mission (Software development skills,
communication skills, design skills, etc)
45
Blogging, social media, word of mouth, interviews, conference presentations, meetings/events, etc.
46
If in week 1 you have made 30 tweets, 1 conference, 3 interviews (totalizing 34 uses of channels) and in week 2 you
have made 20 tweets and 2 interviews totalizing 22 use of channels, the average is (22+34)/2=28
47
Stakeholders are defined here as those collectives that can facilitate the pilot and the services implementation or that
have specific feedback and opinions of importance to the project.
43
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15
16

17

Level of sustainability of
results

cycle.
Number of meetings with
stakeholders.
Stakeholders actively participating in
the implementation and/or use of the
services.
48
Number of citizens informed during
the second innovation cycle.
Number of citizens participating49
during the second innovation cycle.
Amount of identified user profiles or
target groups50
Number of users participating in social
networks. 51
Number of validation sessions in
controlled environments52 per ICT
service with users.
Number of validations53 per ICT service
from users.
Number of potential business models
defined.

Level of sustainability of
results
Level of sustainability of
results

Number of described exploitable
results.
Number of licenses identified and
described.

Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Activation of
users

21

Level of user
mobilization
Level of user
mobilization
Level of user
mobilization
Level of user
mobilization
Level of user implication

22

Level of user implication

18
19
20

23

Business model
design for
sustainability

24
25

5

7

4

4

1500

1600

300

350

5

5

300

280

5

10

100

300

1

1

3

3

2

2

ICT Services
The Bilbao pilot made the public release of the Hoyrespiro service on the 14 th of March. The service is
available at http://hoyrespiro.people-project.eu/ and takes advantage of the environmental control
network, existing throughout the city. The network consists of meteorological stations, metering
atmospheric variables related to pollution and the level of pollen in the air. The application uses data sources

48

Number of citizens informed relates to a more superficial implication in the PEOPLE project of citizens. This can be
through flyers at stands or totems, posters and other physical dissemination material across the city. An estimation of the
total amount of citizens is made based on the amount of flyers, dissemination material and posters, supported by
verification material, such as pictures of stands and users at totems.
49
Participating can range from the use of the ICT service, to giving feedback, participation in social networks or
validations.
50
Each service will have a set of target groups defined, that segments the users in different profiles to obtain a balanced
feedback and makes it possible to design an exploitation plan.
51
Number of users that participate in the open community, giving feedback through surveys, validations, co-designs and
that use the service without giving feedback.
52
Validation sessions in controlled environments is defined as a process between the user and the developer where they
are testing the ICT service together and the user gives specific feedback on the ICT service and its functionalities.
53
Validation is defined here as the process, where a user tests the ICT service and consequently gives feedback (through
survey, interview or monitoring actions) on the ICT service.
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in order to provide the user with a complete information overview, including predictions and taking into
account predictive simulation and risk models that are provided by the public administration.

For HOYRESPIRO service the following features have been implemented as a result of the feedback received
from users and developers:









Scroll modification in colorbox in order to adapt the design to Totem devices
To show information on quality of air and pollen level directly by clicking on the station icon on the
map
Create a symphony task to check every 10 minutes if there are new meteorological information files
available. If that is the case then download and process them
Create a symphony task to check every 2-3 days if there are new pdf files with information about
pollen. If that is the case then download and process them
Add on top of the map some buttons to filter the stations shown on the map, depending on type
Process HTML air information to show the map and the table directly, no iframes showing. Control of
external links of these web pages
Automating the process of registration of data sources
Automating the process of visualizing data sources

The service is developed, release and validated. The new features above described are implemented, and
the new version is released and available.
3DWALKINGTOUR service was also released and validated.
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For 3DWALKINGTOUR service the following features have been implemented as a result of the feedback
received from users and developers:
 Multi-lingual application
 Add more fields on the form for the user to express their comments on different sections
 Adapt web design for mobile access
 Add geolocation of the user to determine the closest points of interest and design a possible route
 Positioning marks on the video so that users can move forward or backward directly to the video
part of most interest
The service is developed, release and validated. The new features above described are implemented, and
the new version is released and available.
GEOCUR service is developed and ready to be put on production. By the time of writing this document is
under evaluation by Bilbao City Council responsible.

The following features are implemented in the initial release of GEOCUR:


Information on courses and associations or entities that provide those courses
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Location map of the course providers
Management of courses and providers ( additions, deletions and modifications)
Search for providers by name
Serch for courses by name, category and dates

The service is developed, implemented and tested. By the time of writing this document the service is under
evaluation by the Bilbao City Council.
Community Activation
Following the strategic plan established within the consortium for activating a development community,
based on the book Bacon, Jono. The Art of Community Building, Safari Books Online - O' REILLY, 1st and
2nd Edition) we defined:
A mission statement:
The mission of PEOPLE BILBAO SERVICES Community is to support the collaborative development of open
source software services in the field of smart cities for the city of Bilbao. The community will serve to
showcase existing services, provide a forum for discussing features and applications, and guide developers’
groups in open source creation, contribution and release.
The areas of collaboration and teams:
The areas of collaboration are defined according to the feature content for each service release. This feature
content is defined taking into account the feedback received from users by the validation sessions held per
service within the different innovation cycles. In this sense, each candidate feature is considered as an Area
of Collaboration.
The skills required:
Technical skills related to open source software development and tools being used.
Communication
The Web site of the community (http://devel.people-project.eu/) is being used as the main channel for
development collaboration.
A Discussion Forum is the tool used for this communication:
http://sourceforge.net/p/peoplecities/discussion
However this has not been the preferred channel used by the communities’ developers that instead of using
the infrastructure created on purpose, the reality is that direct contact has been used.
This is an issue the project is facing: the apparently reluctance to use infrastructures like the one built for this
project. This implies additional actions for “evangelization” of the community that are currently in course.
Stakeholders and User Activation
In the multiple validation sessions with users that have been performed in order to get direct feedback we
followed the same method as reported for the First Innovation Cycle. Stewards were hired in order to
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promote the participation and filling the survey form embedded in the applications. The questionnaires
were after that analyzed and conclusions translated into features.
With the help of this validation sessions, we were able to study the application service provided in Bilbao:
utilization, benefits found, end user profiles definition, improvements and incidents encountered by citizens.
An exhaustive study on the citizens’ interaction with the application installed in the electronic kiosk has been
carried out to improve and customize the "HOYRESPIRO" application’s interface to the citizens' needs.
 Speed with which the end user uses the application.
 Comfort with which the end user uses the application.
 Difficulties shown in the user’s interaction with the application.
 Difficulties shown in the user’s interaction with the questionnaire.
 Difficulties shown in the user’s interaction with the electronic kiosk.
Regarding stakeholders, Bilbao Pilot counted with the support of Bilbao City Council departments,
LanEkintza, Bilbao Turismo, Alhondiga Staff, El Ensanche staff, and Department of participation and Districts
(evaluating Geocur application).
The strategy applied by the Bilbao pilot, during the first and second innovation cycle for stakeholder
involvement, consisted in channeling the stakeholder support towards the deployment of the ICT services
and the obtainment of end-user feedback.
The new stakeholders were contacted in preparation of the next innovation cycle when the GEOCUR service
will be released. During the first innovation cycle specific stakeholders were identified to ensure the
sustainability of the services. The following results were obtained for the GEOCUR service:
Stakeholder

Role

Comments

Citizens
LanEkintza
Districs Area (City Council)

End-users
Enabler
Exploiter
Administrator

To be engaged as in HOYRESPIRO service
Main facilitator
Public Administration beneficiary
Public Administration

Regarding meetings with stakeholders, several of these meetings were maintained to define with the city
council the strategy for services deployment in the city of Bilbao. Specific decisions were taken in relation to
the physical deployment of services and information kiosk across the City.
Activation of users.
During the first and second innovation cycles the amount of citizens informed increased substantially. This is
mainly due to the increased visibility of the pilot thanks to the released ICT services. Especially the physical
deployment of the HOYRESPIRO service in a kiosk with touch screen at the Alhondiga building, one of the
most visited places of Bilbao, has led to an increased awareness among citizens on the pilot. 3DWALKING
TOUR is being exhibited in El Ensache Tourism Office.
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Business
In Bilbao Pilot, the business model chosen is the so called “Support Contract “model, based on “Adaptation,
Integration, Maintenance and Advertising”.
This Business Model allows a third interested party to add its own ICT service to the platform of People
services in Bilbao Pilot. This adaptation work would then be charged to that third interested party with the
generation of the corresponding revenue. Integration would take place for example if a third party is
interested on providing data for a new service within People services platform. This integration work would
then be charged as in the adaptation case. Maintenance service would allow having the services
implemented on People platform updated, with the possibility of adding new features. Revenues for this
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maintenance service could come from implementation of periodic fees. This periodical aspect of revenues
would allow a long-term sustainability of incomes
Progress in the implementation of the businesses models
In Bilbao Pilot the business model envisaged for the sustainability of the services after the end of the project
is the so called “Support Contract”, based on “Adaptation, Integration, Maintenance and Adverstising”
Adaptation allows the services to be applied in different cities than the Pilot, by implementing the
appropriate customizations related to the new scenario. Integration would allow a third party to include
their own source of data into the service, and maintenance would keep services updated and working
properly.
An analysis of feasibility and target cities scenarios for the implementation of the services is in progress.
These customizations imply finding, for example in the case of “Hoyrespiro” service, suitable sources of data
related to Quality of Air, Pollen levels information and meteorological parameters included in the service.
In the case of “3DWalkingTour”, the adaptations would be related to the promotion of a similar tourism
activity in other city. It includes the identification of a suitable route in the new scenario with Points of
Interest definition, images production and geo-localization for the route composition.
“Geocur” service is easily replicable and adaptable to other potential scenarios provided the availability of
the data source, corresponding to the course training offer of the city. It implies also geo-localization of the
locations within the city that offer the training and cultural activities.
Once analyzed the feasibility, an important work of services promotion is envisaged since the nature of the
services has a strong component of public services. This promotion should be focused on the local
stakeholders of the identified cities as main beneficiaries of services usage.
Privacy Issues
“Hoyrespiro” service:
This service uses sources of open data from public entities. There are not personal data included in the
implementation. Consultation of information is always anonymous and no private data of any kind are used.
“3DWalkingTour” service:
This service uses external images of buildings within the city. Images have been selected avoiding to include
recognizable faces. There are not personal data included in the implementation. Consultation of information
is always anonymous and no private data of any kind are used.
“Geocur” service:
This service uses and provides public information on the learning, training and cultural offer of Bilbao City
Council. There are not personal data included in the implementation. Consultation of information is always
anonymous and no private data of any kind are used.

7.3.2

Vitry Sur Seine

7.3.2.1 Vitry Sur Seine Indicator table results
Nº

Project objective

Indicator

Measurement

Target

Result
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1

Level of available services

Number of modified ICT services.

3

3

2

Level of available services

Number of released new services

1

1

3

Level of available services

Number of released services.54

3

3

4

Level of available services

Number of validated services

55

3

3

3

Level of analysis on ICT
services
Level of organization of the
Community
Level of organization of the
Community
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of stakeholder
mobilization
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of user mobilization

Percentage of positive feedback by users
(through surveys or interviews).
Number of teams/areas of interest defined

50%

12%

5

2

2

2

Quantity of channels used for creating buzz

3

1

Number of new members in the community

10

3

5

1

5

ICT Services

Activation of the
Community

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Activation of
stakeholders59

15
16
17
18

Activation of
users

Level of user mobilization

Number of skills requested

56

57

58

Average use of channels per week

Number of persons participating in social
media
Number of features requested by the
community
Number of services’ modification made by
the community
Quantity of downloads of services releases

3

1

3

4

4

4

5

10

Amount of additional stakeholders contacted
during the 2st innovation cycle.
Number of meetings with stakeholders.

2

2

6

6

Stakeholders actively participating in the
implementation and/or use of the services.
Number of citizens informed60 during the
second innovation cycle.
Number of citizens participating61 during the
second innovation cycle.

3

2

500

300

150

74

54

Including releases of new services and intermediate and final releases of modified services.
Including validation of newly released services AND modified services.
56
Skills needed for the successful accomplishment of the Community mission (Software development skills,
communication skills, design skills, etc)
57
Blogging, social media, word of mouth, interviews, conference presentations, meetings/events, etc.
58
If in week 1 you have made 30 tweets, 1 conference, 3 interviews (totalizing 34 uses of channels) and in week 2 you
have made 20 tweets and 2 interviews totalizing 22 use of channels, the average is (22+34)/2=28
59
Stakeholders are defined here as those collectives that can facilitate the pilot and the services implementation or that
have specific feedback and opinions of importance to the project.
60
Number of citizens informed relates to a more superficial implication in the PEOPLE project of citizens. This can be
through flyers at stands or totems, posters and other physical dissemination material across the city. An estimation of the
total amount of citizens is made based on the amount of flyers, dissemination material and posters, supported by
verification material, such as pictures of stands and users at totems.
61
Participating can range from the use of the ICT service, to giving feedback, participation in social networks or
validations.
55
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19

Level of user mobilization

20

Level of user mobilization

21

Level of user implication

22

Level of user implication

23

Business model
design for
sustainability

24

Level of sustainability of
results
Level of sustainability of
results
Level of sustainability of
results

25

Amount of identified user profiles or target
62
groups
Number of users participating in social
networks. 63
Number of validation sessions in controlled
64
environments per ICT service with users.
65
Number of validations per ICT service from
users.
Number of potential business models
defined.

5

8

150

90

10

7

60

53

1

1

Number of described exploitable results.

1

1

Number of licenses identified and described.

3

3

Addition to the V2 of Deliverable 1.7.3: After the validation session that took place in mid September
(after the end of the 2nd Innovation Cycle, reason why it its results weren’t included in the first version of
the Deliverable) new Indicators values were obtained according to the following new version
Nº

Project objective

Indicator

Measurement

Target

Result

1

ICT Services

Level of available services

Number of modified ICT services.

2

2

2

Level of available services

Number of released new services

2

2

3

Level of available services

Number of released services.

66

4

4

4

Level of available services

Number of validated services67

4

4

3

Level of analysis on ICT
services
Level of organization of the
Community
Level of organization of the
Community
Level of Community
activation

Percentage of positive feedback by users
(through surveys or interviews).
Number of teams/areas of interest defined

60%

70%

5

3

Number of skills requested 68

2

2

Quantity of channels used for creating buzz69

3

1

5
6
7

Activation of the
Community

62

Each service will have a set of target groups defined, that segments the users in different profiles to obtain a balanced
feedback and makes it possible to design an exploitation plan.
63
Number of users that participate in the open community, giving feedback through surveys, validations, co-designs and
that use the service without giving feedback.
64
Validation sessions in controlled environments is defined as a process between the user and the developer where they
are testing the ICT service together and the user gives specific feedback on the ICT service and its functionalities.
65
Validation is defined here as the process, where a user tests the ICT service and consequently gives feedback (through
survey, interview or monitoring actions) on the ICT service.
66
Including releases of new services and intermediate and final releases of modified services.
67
Including validation of newly released services AND modified services.
68
Skills needed for the successful accomplishment of the Community mission (Software development skills,
communication skills, design skills, etc)
69
Blogging, social media, word of mouth, interviews, conference presentations, meetings/events, etc.
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Activation of
71
stakeholders

15
16
17

Activation of
users

Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of stakeholder
mobilization
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of user mobilization

18

Level of user mobilization

19

Level of user mobilization

20

Level of user mobilization

21

Level of user implication

22

Level of user implication

23

Business model
design for
sustainability

Level of sustainability of
results

Number of new members in the community
70

Average use of channels per week

Number of persons participating in social
media
Number of features requested by the
community
Number of services’ modification made by
the community
Quantity of downloads of services releases

10

3

5

1

3

2

3

4

4

4

5

10

Amount of additional stakeholders contacted
st
during the 2 innovation cycle.
Number of meetings with stakeholders.

2

2

6

6

Stakeholders actively participating in the
implementation and/or use of the services.
Number of citizens informed72 during the
second innovation cycle.
Number of citizens participating73 during the
second innovation cycle.
Amount of identified user profiles or target
groups74
Number of users participating in social
networks. 75
Number of validation sessions in controlled
environments76 per ICT service with users.
Number of validations77 per ICT service from
users.
Number of potential business models
defined.

3

2

500

390

150

74

5

8

150

90

10

7

60

53

1

1

70

If in week 1 you have made 30 tweets, 1 conference, 3 interviews (totalizing 34 uses of channels) and in week 2 you
have made 20 tweets and 2 interviews totalizing 22 use of channels, the average is (22+34)/2=28
71
Stakeholders are defined here as those collectives that can facilitate the pilot and the services implementation or that
have specific feedback and opinions of importance to the project.
72
Number of citizens informed relates to a more superficial implication in the PEOPLE project of citizens. This can be
through flyers at stands or totems, posters and other physical dissemination material across the city. An estimation of the
total amount of citizens is made based on the amount of flyers, dissemination material and posters, supported by
verification material, such as pictures of stands and users at totems.
73
Participating can range from the use of the ICT service, to giving feedback, participation in social networks or
validations.
74
Each service will have a set of target groups defined, that segments the users in different profiles to obtain a balanced
feedback and makes it possible to design an exploitation plan.
75
Number of users that participate in the open community, giving feedback through surveys, validations, co-designs and
that use the service without giving feedback.
76
Validation sessions in controlled environments is defined as a process between the user and the developer where they
are testing the ICT service together and the user gives specific feedback on the ICT service and its functionalities.
77
Validation is defined here as the process, where a user tests the ICT service and consequently gives feedback (through
survey, interview or monitoring actions) on the ICT service.
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24

Level of sustainability of
results
Level of sustainability of
results

25

Number of described exploitable results.

1

1

Number of licenses identified and described.

3

3

ICT Services
During the second innovation cycle, the Vitry pilot focused on three services. The ICT services developed in
this cycle are Local Information Service, Semantic search service and VitryHub (Private Information Service).
VitryHub_(Private_Information_Service)
1. A new version of VitryHub Elgg application has been realized.
2. A mobile app of VitryHub is available. This mobile app has the following new functions:
2.1. Settings configuration to save user GUI preferences.
2.2. A new function of displaying only the friends that are available for communication is added.
2.3. A new function of displaying the friends on the google maps is added.
2.4. An automatic alert (vibration and/or message) to alert the user that a friend is connected.
2.5 A new function for display myfriends profiles with image and link to establish an immersive
communication or link to the google maps location.
2.6 The privacy is handled in the database of profiles.
Semantic search service
Semantic search service has been developed and a plugin is available for Elgg application. This includes a
new version of the semantic search plugin with automatic feeling and results displaying on the fly. This new
version allows displaying results as icons not as text. A mobile app of this service is delivered to make the
search using the smart phone on google maps.
Local information Service:
1. An updated version of Elgg plugin has been developed with new look and feel according the
experience recommendations of users during the previous innovation cycle and the ongoing tests with
lead users;
2. A new version has been developed for mobile. This mobile app has the following new functions:





Display of next coming buses according to the bus stop where the user is located in.
Display of the cars traffic in the area.
Display of the pollution information in the area.
Default display of the coming buses according to the preferred destination of the user in case the
user is too far from bus stop.
A new service iwasreleased during this cycle : Immersive Instant Messaging
The instant immersive messaging service allows one to communicate with another person over a network in
real time, with relative privacy.
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Two versions were developed: A plugin of immersive instant messaging for Elgg Application is under
developement. An Android mobile app that can be used to communicate by using the Free Gtalk Bridge from
Google. This version requires that users should have also a good account that should be registered in the
Elgg Data base. No need to register the password that is gilled on the smart phone.
According to the results of this validation session, the developers' team conducted modifications and
improvements on the services and drove us to release officially the final version of the services. In this cycle
we aim to reach 60% of positive feedback but the positive feedback obtained is estimated at 40%.
Addition to the second version of this document. Results of the validation session that took place during
mid-September and further description of the conducted activities.
According to the results of this second validation session, the developers' team conducted modifications and
improvements on the services and drove us to release officially the second version of the services. The
fourth services releases were followed by a validation session. In general the positive feedback obtained is
estimated at 70% for all the released services, more than our objective which is 60% .
Service name
Local Information Service
Private information service (Vitryhub)
Immersive_Instant_Messaging

State
Released and validated
Released and validated
Released and validated

Semantic search service

Released and validated

Stakeholders and User Activation
A total of two new stakeholders were contacted, RATP and JC Decaux, this two stakholders are identified in
the second meeting in the first innovation cycle where actions and decisions were made for facilitating the
activation of others stakeholders. Additionally six meetings were maintained. Three meetings were held
with municipality of vitry, two audio conferences with RATP and one meeting with JCDecaux. In this cycle we
the two stakeholders which are municipality of vitry and university/IUT of Vitry are actively participating in
the implementation and /or use of the services.
Level of user mobilization and implication: As stated in the first section related to the ICT services, two
validation sessions were conducted during the second Innovation Cycle. The first one implied employees
from the partners of Vitry-sur-Seine pilot in coordination with the PEOPLE team and the developers’ team.
Following the public release, the French pilot conducted another validation session which occurred on
September. The partners deployed the services on an online platform and installed a physical stand in the
entrance of the UIT (University Institute of Technology), nearby the cafeteria. During two days, members of
the PEOPLE project were presenting the project to students, administration employees and teachers that
were passing by. The good location also enabled us to conduct validations of the services with the users.
Indeed, they were kindly asked to sit and access with us to the online platform through terminals that we
put at their disposal (several laptops and an iPad). They were then asked to fulfill questionnaire on line and
provide us as much comments as they could.
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Services

User groups

Users
Persons with high technological skills.

Local Information service

Students
Teachers
Visitors

Persons with low technological skills.
Persons with a disability.

Foreigners
Persons using public transport
Persons using own means for transport.
Person < 30 years.
Person between 30 – 50 years.
Persons > 50.
Smartphone owner.
Non smart phone owner.

Community Activation
Community Manager
Abdelghani Chibani
Supported by: Naoel Ayari, Beibei Hu and Abdelghani Slamani
Strategic Plan
Mission
Activate lead users and developers of the following communities/teams
• Students of the University Institute of technology (IUT) of Vitry Sur Seine • Students of the
Masters Program “Engineering Science SPI” and “computer Security” at the UPEC university •
Permanent Researchers and Technical staff of the LISSI laboratory • Collaborators of Department
of the communication at Vitry Sur Seine municipality • members of the following Vitry Sur Seine
society associations: “Association des commerçants de Vitry Sur Seine”, “Association sportif”
Contact lead users and invite them for services tests sessions. We have provided them with of project flyers.
We have setup a stand at the IUT lobby where two masters’ students provide smart phones, slates to
student to use the services. Some Professors supporting the project provided also some Explanatory
indications on the project purpose.
Contact and activation of local co-developers : Four students from the IUT were involved actively as lead
user and developers during their practical study project. We have also hired 6 students from the Master
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program to be involved in the co-creation open community of the software services, the deployment and the
experimentation at the Paul Armangot Bus Stop. These students were and still actively involved in working
with the IUT students and our engineers to improve and revise the services. They have realized the mobile
application according the first release of the Web services developed by our engineers using the Elgg
platform.
Areas of Collaboration and teams


Evaluation of the following web application services: Vitry Hub Local Information Service, Private
Information service, Semantic Search and Immersive communication



Evolving of the following web application services: Vitry Hub Local Information Service, Private
Information service, Semantic Search and Immersive communication



Co-development of mobile version of the following services using Android and Good Web services
SDK: Vitry Hub Local Information Service, Private Information service, Semantic Search and
Immersive communication



Installation and configuration of the hardware : Sensors, Vmware Servers, Tomcat, Apache PHP,
Mysql DBMS.

Skills required
• Social networks
• PHP programming, Web design of HTML. • Used of Smartphone with Android Operating System. • Java
SDK for Android and Google REST Web Services • MySql Data base management • VMWare ESX, Tomcat and
Windows 2003 Server Administration. • Configure Wifi P2P Bridges to connect wireless bus stops and
sensors networks.
Communication


Face to face meetings en emails to accelerate the developments due to the complexity of the
services and the shortness of the delivery deadline.



Forums and Wiki

Web site of the community (
http://www.u-pec.fr/etudiant/vie-etudiante/bde-iut-creteil-bureau-des-etudiants-de-l-institutuniversitaire-de-technologie-de-creteil--386867.kjsp
Strategy for attracting members to the community
Emailing and Meeting organization.
Community Council


The community Manager
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Stakeholder leader: Representative of the Communication department of the municipality of Vitry
sur Seine



Leader of the open community: Master student.

Stakeholders and User Activation
A total of two new stakeholders were contacted, RATP and JC Decaux, these two stakeholders were
identified in the second meeting in the first innovation cycle where actions and decisions were made for
facilitating the activation of others stakeholders. Additional six meetings were maintained. Three meetings
were held with municipality of Vitry, two audio conferences with RATP and one meeting with JCDecaux. In
this cycle the two stakeholders which are municipality of vitry and university/IUT of Vitry were actively
participating in the implementation and /or use of the services.
Business
For further information on the business model, exploitation of results and the definition of Open Source
Licenses please consult the wiki under the services section.
Progress in the Implementation of the businesses models
The business models of the pilot services have been discussed several times with the main actor, the
municipality. The municipality of Vitry considers three channels of services funding in the case where the
services will be managed by one of the associations of the city:


Donations: In France the associations are governed by a strict law that controls the origin of
donations but in the same time allow seamless management of the donations issues under certain
conditions of donations threshold.
 Advertisements : The non profit organization can dedicate open spaces in the portal pages and on the
mobile app to display general purpose advertisement. The condition is to strictly prohibit the use of
personal data to make targeted advertisement. In case the advertisement is managed by a specialized
agency, that will handle the publicity process, creating, planning and handling advertisements and
promoting the advertising service. The advertising agency will capitalize on the advertising space of the
service exclusively, and for this they will pay a fee of 10.000€/annually to the municipality. For this
purpose, a public tender will be held.
 Public Funding : the municipality of Vitry can provide either direct help by managing and maintaining
the services either provide direct funding, but this last case is rare actually due to budget reduction.
In the case where the services are delivered by a profit any private commercial organization. We consider
three candidate organizations
 Telecommunication Operators:
 Internet Providers:
 Computer services companies:
These organization can use two subscription models. Free subscription or fixed cost subscription. In the first
model the provider will provide citizens with free access as a public service. The provider will receive
financial compensation from the municipality according to periodic contracts tha can be associated with
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possibility to add advertisements. We call this concession model. In the second model the provider will
provide the access with fixed cost subscription. According to the discussion we got the first model can be
more efficient than putting a fixed cost subscription.
Regarding the different services which are interesting the municipality of Vitry, different business models
and actors are envisaged:






"Améliorer ma ville" (Improve my City) : the municipality is fully interested by this service, but in
the beginning they will use it internally for the municipality's workers and agents, as a repository in
order to provide rapidly the status and the location of an intervention. They are not yet ready to
open this to citizens, but they will consider this extension rapidly. Though citizens can not yet send
fixing demands for now to the municipality, they will be able to consult and see what improvements
and works have been done, on a dedicated map. Thus the municipality will use it as promotion.
Semantic Search and Local Social Network : these two services are not interesting directly the
municipality for now (they don't have the resources and money to manage them), but they consider
they can offer these services to local associations (non profit organisations : for students, elderly
people, disabled people, etc.). These associations will manage the service, maintain it and will be
responsible for the user data. The goal is also to provide a visibility to certain associations through
these kinds of services and thus gather new adherents.
Local Information Service : this service, which provides different information useful for travelling in
the city (traffic, weather, bus timetables, pollution), a major transportation operator (RATP : Régie
Autonome des Transports Parisiens, Paris and region transportation operator) is interested to deploy
it in Vitry especially around the dedicated bus stops. Thus RATP will use it as promotion vector, as
information service dedicated to its clients and also provide new modern means of technology
towards young people for example.

Privacy Issues
One key feature that distinguishes Vitry pilote services from similar tools is that the privacy management
concept is done according user-centered approach. The privacy management is based on the Elgg
middleware. The key feature of Elgg is that it provides reasonable support for privacy control at a fairly
granular level that other tools simply don’t have. The user can define her/his privacy preferences by
selecting the authorized disclosure group. By default the middleware allow only four groups: Public means
any person registered in the people services platform, Friends of the user, any person registered and
currently logged in the system and private share.
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The artifacts stored in the elgg data base have a wide variety, ranging from personal profile, location to
private or between friends discussions. From interviews that have conducted with lead users, who have
experience with facebook, twitter, forums, and weblogs, during the monitoring sessions. The first issue that
is rised by the users concerns the self control of private data against the collection of long-term service use
data and their exploitation by third party without agreement from users.
To handle this issue the recovery solution is the integration of extension layer ontop of elgg called Clique
(http://clique.primelife.eu). This latter is a modification of the Elgg standard platform that provides users
with capabilities to keep control over their privacy. This includes, for example, fine grained access control
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and configuration of multiple faces (e.g. family, personal, professional) that can be used for interactions with
other users. When posting a data item, e.g., name, birthday or profile photo on the site, the user can define
for every single other user whether they should be able to see it or not.
The second issue that is of crucial importance is how to give user control during realtime access to their
private data. Users expect to trust the system category may be targeted to a different group of audiences
that are not necessarily static. Thus the users expect that privacy control system can be dynamic in order to
take the context of the use. The third issue expressed by users concerns people's attitude when they want
to disclose certain artefacts. The user fear is that artifacts might be interpreted out of context.
For the best of our knowledge there is no reliable system that can be used to deal with this issues in the very
short term. The users should define their privacy rules by defining the common criteria of group based
sharing. Users should be trained to do that and must read the service use guide.

7.3.3

Thermi

7.3.3.1 Thermi Indicator table results

Nº

Project
objective

Indicator

Measurement

1

ICT Services

Target Result

Level of available services

Number of modified ICT services.

2

2

2
3

Level of available services
Level of available services

Number of released new services
Number of released services.78

1
8

1
8

4
5

Level of available services
Level of analysis on ICT
services
Level of organization of the
Community
Level of organization of the
Community
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community

Number of validated services79
Percentage of positive feedback by users
(through surveys or interviews).
Number of teams/areas of interest defined

3
80%

3
75%

10

10

Number of skills requested 80

4

5

Quantity of channels used for creating buzz81

8

10

Number of new members in the community

150

>500

Average use of channels per week

10

1,7

Number of persons participating in social
media
Number of features requested by the

100

81

50

47

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Activation of the
Community

82

78

Including releases of new services and intermediate and final releases of modified services.
Including validation of newly released services AND modified services.
80
Skills needed for the successful accomplishment of the Community mission (Software development skills,
communication skills, design skills, etc)
81
Blogging social media, word of mouth, interviews, conference presentations, meetings/events, etc.
82
If in week 1 you have made 30 tweets, 1 conference, 3 interviews (totalizing 34 uses of channels) and in week 2 you
have made 20 tweets and 2 interviews totalizing 22 use of channels, the average is (22+34)/2=28
79
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13
14
15

Activation of
83
stakeholders

16
17
18

Activation of
users

Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of stakeholder
mobilization
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of user mobilization

19

Level of user mobilization

20

Level of user mobilization

21

Level of user mobilization

22

Level of user implication

23

Level of user implication

24

Business model
design for
sustainability

25

Level of sustainability of
results
Level of sustainability of
results
Level of sustainability of
results

26

community
Number of services’ modification made by
the community
Quantity of downloads of services releases

3

4

500

756

Amount of additional stakeholders contacted
st
during the 2 innovation cycle.
Number of meetings with stakeholders.

2

3

5

14

Stakeholders actively participating in the
implementation and/or use of the services.
84
Number of citizens informed during the
second innovation cycle.
85
Number of citizens participating during the
second innovation cycle.
Amount of identified user profiles or target
groups86
Number of users participating in social
networks. 87
Number of validation sessions in controlled
environments88 per ICT service with users.
Number of validations89 per ICT service from
users.
Number of potential business models
defined.

6

6

2000

>5000

200

490

6

6

300

550

3

6

10

11

6

9

Number of described exploitable results.

3

3

Number of licenses identified and described.

6

6

3.3.2 Analysis on indicator results

ICT Services

83

Stakeholders are defined here as those collectives that can facilitate the pilot and the services implementation or that
have specific feedback and opinions of importance to the project.
84
Number of citizens informed relates to a more superficial implication in the PEOPLE project of citizens. This can be
through flyers at stands or totems, posters and other physical dissemination material across the city. An estimation of the
total amount of citizens is made based on the amount of flyers, dissemination material and posters, supported by
verification material, such as pictures of stands and users at totems.
85
Participating can range from the use of the ICT service, to giving feedback, participation in social networks or
validations.
86
Each service will have a set of target groups defined, that segments the users in different profiles to obtain a balanced
feedback and makes it possible to design an exploitation plan.
87
Number of users that participate in the open community, giving feedback through surveys, validations, co-designs and
that use the service without giving feedback.
88
Validation sessions in controlled environments is defined as a process between the user and the developer where they
are testing the ICT service together and the user gives specific feedback on the ICT service and its functionalities.
89
Validation is defined here as the process, where a user tests the ICT service and consequently gives feedback (through
survey, interview or monitoring actions) on the ICT service.
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During the first innovation cycle, two of the services were released. For these services the project partners
have collected feedback from real users through validation sessions and other user testing activities which
led to their modification and the release of new versions of the applications. During the second innovation
cycle, feedback was also collected for Virtual Marketplace in its testing mode. The new versions released of
Improve my city application are the following (Indicators No. 1 and 2):
 Version 2.0 contains many additions and bug fixes based on end-users comments and testing phase
feedback (available since 13/04/2012)
 Version 2.1 fixes some ACL features (available since 29/06/2012)
 Version 2.2 introduces comments administration and suggestions and bug fixes based on JED and
support group users. Also, new settings are added like: Show/Hide comments, Publish new issue on
admin approval and more. Settings are now fully translated. Comment submit button is disabled
during ajax call to avoid duplicate comments (available since 01/08/2012)
 Version 2.2.1 introduces automatic updates and also improves comments administration and fixes
dropdown categories bug concerning unpublished items (available since 13/08/2012)
 Version 2.3 fixes the conflict between mootools/jquery which caused megamenu or/and Google
map not to work when certain templates are used. (available since 03/09/2012)
 Version 2.4 changes jQuery namespace to jImc to avoid conflicts (04/09/2012)
Regarding Virtual City Tour, the version released during the second innovation cycle is the following:


Version 2.0 contains many additions and bug fixes based on end-users comments and testing phase
feedback

During the second innovation cycle a third application was released, i.e. the Virtual Marketplace. This
application is still in testing mode and needs further development in order to be completed. More
specifically, the service at this stage of development includes only its basic component, meaning the
business directory on a map.
Regarding the percentage of positive feedback by users through surveys or interviews (Indicator No. 5), the
value can be only roughly estimated. Firstly, in the survey monkey questionnaire distributed to all end users
in Thermi, most of the applications received a very good rating: 94.4% for Improve my city, 84.7% for Virtual
City Tour 360, 84.6% for Virtual Marketplace, 89.8% for Parking Finder and 52.7% for Environmental
Pollution (Table 1). Secondly, in the questionnaire distributed to the Professionals of Thermi during the first
presentation of the application to them, it received an average of 86.2% positive feedback (Table 2). Finally,
during the in-situ monitoring, end users assessed Improve my city application with 76.5%, Virtual City Tour
360 with 35.5% and Virtual Marketplace 71.5% (Table 1). In some cases, such as the Virtual city tour, there
were many answers “I don’t know” regarding the overall assessment, as the application did not include
enough material on touristic sites.
Application

Meeting of objectives

Improve my
city

Objective
Help improve the
quality of life

Yes
96.4%

No
0.9%

Would you use
the service?
Yes
No
96.3%
1.8%

Are the service’s
features adequate?
Yes
No
91.4%
8.6%
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Virtual Tour
Virtual
Marketplace
Parking Finder
Environmenta
l pollution

Raise the number of
visitors
Raise commercial traffic

76.9%

6.0%

91.5%

5.1%

81.7%

18.3%

80.9%

8.4%

91.5%

5.4%

81.4%

18.6%

Enhance access
Contribute to the
improvement of the
environment

88.3%
52.3%

4.5%
24.8%

90.1%
72.5%

8.1%
15.6%

86.8%
33.3%

13.2%
61.0%

Table 1. Survey monkey validation session results (06.02.12) – all end users (135 responses)
Application

Virtual
Marketplace

Meeting of objectives

Objective
Raise commercial traffic

Yes
76.9%

No
0.0%

Would you file
your business in
the service?
Yes
No
89.6%
1.5%

Are the service’s
features adequate?
Yes
92.1%

No
7.9%

Table 2. Questionnaire for professionals 12.03.12 (67 responses)
Application

Overall assessment
(1very bad –
5 excellent )
3,6
2,8
3,7

Improve my city
Virtual Tour
Virtual
Marketplace

Does the application
meet its objectives?
Yes
No
67%
11%
43%
28%
86%
0%

Are the existing
features adequate?
Yes
No
86%
14%
28%
28%
57%
14%

Table 3. In situ monitoring (10.07.12) validation results (11 responses)

Community Activation
Regarding the level of organization of the community, this is structured in the sub-groups illustrated in
Figure 1. With blue are the smaller communities within the wider, with orange are the subgroups of each
community, with yellow are the users segmentation (only a few examples exist in order to show linkages
with other internal or external groups of the community), and with green the groups which are outside the
community but may produce input and may facilitate the purposes of Thermi community.
The mission of Thermi Community is to “Support the development of citizen and community centric services
which will elevate the quality of life in the city of Thermi”. For this purpose, different tasks are given to the
sub-communities.
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Community structure of Thermi pilot

During the second innovation cycle of Thermi pilot a number of communities have been activated. Some of
the communities had already been contacted since the beginning of the project while others have been
accessed at later stages. Below is a description of the communities involved and some of their
characteristics:
Professional Traders
Responsible: The person responsible for this community is Mr Stathis Pistelas, the president of the
Association of Professional Traders and Business owners of Thermi.
Description - Structure: The association is a quite large and active community with over 400 members, which
at times is capable of producing political influence at the Municipality of Thermi.
Strategy for engagement: The group has been contacted primarily through its president and afterwards
through its council, and afterwards by organizing meetings with its members. The aim for engaging this
community is
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to ensure its involvement at the Virtual Marketplace application both in terms of using the
application and providing data and
to stimulate interest for its management, safeguarding the sustainability of the service.

After the first meeting which was informative about the components and purpose of the application, other
contacts with members of the community were done aiming at the collection of feedback regarding the
application (and the others as well).
Skills required: There are no skills which are required here, although the willingness to provide information is
crucial for the success of the specific service.
Municipal Employees
Responsible: The person responsible for this community is Mr. Kolaouzidis, the Mayor’s consultant.
Description - Structure: This community is comprised by the departments which are related to the
development of the Thermi’s pilot services. So far, there have been identified the responsible departments
for managing Improve my City application, but with the development of new services, such as the Parking
Finder, new departments and municipal employees may be included in the community.
Strategy for engagement: This activity started as early as the beginning of the project. After a meeting with
the mayor of Thermi, in which the project partners secured his commitment to the purposes of the project, a
number of sequential training sessions and feedback acquisition meetings took place with the persons
appointed for managing the application on behalf of their department. The purpose of these meetings was
to collect feedback on the back-end operation of the application “improve my city” and its improvement by
adding new features and correcting bugs.
Skills required: The persons who participate at this community should be familiar with the use of IT and
particularly with web applications. In addition, organizational skills are required in order to efficiently
forward and manage the progress of the issues submitted at their department.
Citizens
Responsible: There is no responsible for this community.
Description - Structure: This community is not structured as the previous ones and does not respond
collectively. It constitutes of people who live in Thermi area and for whom the services are primarily
targeted. There are different segmentations of this community including disabled, youth, people with low
level of IT skills etc.
Strategy for engagement: Strategy for engaging this group includes primarily activities of dissemination, such
as posters located at various spots in the city, newsletters and links on the Municipal website, newspaper
articles, interviews, the use of social media etc, in order to inform the citizens about the program and its
means. At a second stage other sub-communities (e.g. volunteers, youth, and professionals) are expected to
participate at the effort of citizens’ involvement through their own networks.
Skills required: There are no skills which are required here as citizens is a very inhomogeneous group.
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Visitors
This community has the same characteristics with citizens, with the only difference being its composition
with people living outside the area of Thermi, but visit the area for various reasons. Therefore, these also
constitute end users of the services and are addressed with the same strategy as in the case of citizens.
New communities identified and accessed during the second innovation cycle:
Software Developers
Responsible: The person responsible for this community is Mr. Tsampoulatidis Giannis, the main developer
of Thermi’s pilot applications.
Description - Structure: This community is a very active one although it does not have a formal structure.
There are sub-groups which are not all known, such as the developers of the Institute of Informatics and
Telematics (ITI of CERTH) which is located in Thermi. In addition, this community has very strong links to the
global community of developers.
Strategy for engagement: There are different means for engaging the community of developers in Thermi.
These may be linked to the applications (such as a developers’ forum for Thermi pilot) or can be the same
used for the global community of developers (such as github or joomla extensions directory). The main input
of this community is to test, report problems, propose new features, improve or even extend the services
provided by Thermi pilot.
All the efforts made so far for engaging this community have shown that the software developers’ active
involvement is directly correlated to the further development and active response for improvement of
services by their developing team.
Skills required: The skill required here is identical to the essential skill for belonging to this group, i.e. the
knowledge of web applications design.
Youth
Responsible: There is no person appointed as a responsible for this community so far.
Description - Structure: This community is a sub-section of the citizens of Thermi. It has a formal
organization, in addition to some other sub-groups emerged in parallel (such as the group of students and
new scientists which works closely with the volunteers).
Strategy for engagement: The community has been contacted at the beginning of the project through their
president but there was no real interest in collaboration. However, contacts made through the different
groups of volunteers revealed some more active members and sub-groups which were contacted directly.
The main input of this community is the same as in the case of volunteers.
Skills required: The skills required here are the same as in the case of volunteers (see below).
Volunteers
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Responsible: The person responsible for this community is Dr. Titelis, head of the general group of
volunteers, supported by the head of the groups.
Description - Structure: It is a local community association with a very flexible structure with different subgroups which activate in numerous subjects including the environment, civil protection, education and social
work, culture etc. In parallel, there are some more independent groups which are occasionally connected to
the general group of volunteers; these groups have similar objectives –perhaps for smaller areas of interestand could be linked and engaged as the overall group of volunteers of Thermi.
Strategy for engagement: Different groups are contacted at various stages: the first stage is informative
regarding the purposes of the project and the description of the services developed. The second stage is the
evaluation; this can happen with multiple ways, either by telephone interviews or through the organization
of focus groups validation sessions. Volunteers are expected to collaborate with the project partners, the
Public Relations Office of Thermi Municipality and the community of developers (as they will provide
feedback for real users of the application). Their input is related to the following:



Testing the services of the pilot and their features, particularly the Virtual City Tour
Adding material in the Virtual City Tour application

Skills required: There is no obligation of IT skills however, volunteers that participate in the community’s
activities for the support of Thermi pilot should



acknowledge the area of Thermi (i.e. understand the limits of the area, its settlements, its
particular characteristics and places of interest)
have participated in voluntary physical or social activities in the city of Thermi

In summary, during the second innovation cycle the following teams and areas of interest have been
identified (Indicator No. 6):











Citizens of Thermi
Visitors of Thermi
Youth of Thermi
Municipal employees which act as administrators of the services
Software developers
Volunteers or any other people belonging into a collective group which is activated with the
objective to improve the quality of life in the city of Thermi and help its citizens
Professionals or business owners of Thessaloniki
Facilitators, i.e. stakeholders with significant influence that can affect the efficiency of Thermi pilot’s
activities (e.g. the Municipality, the airport etc).
Disabled or people who run the risk of social exclusion
People with a low level of ICT skills
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As mentioned earlier, communities that have been identified and have been used for feedback acquisition –
and will be used at later stages for data input- should have the following skills (Indicator No. 7):


Acknowledge of the area in terms of its parks, areas of recreation, touristic sites etc in addition to
voluntary behavior. These skills are adequate in order to evaluate the information on the Virtual City
Tour application but also for the input of new material, such as photos, information on paths and
bike routes on the mountain etc.



Web applications design for testing, reporting problems, improving or even extending the services
provided by Thermi pilot.



Web applications use, in order to manage efficiently the applications and secure their smooth
operation



Organizational skills, in order to organize and engage community sub-groups that are less flexible
and less keen to new ideas/technologies etc.

The abovementioned teams were contacted and engaged through a strategy for dissemination which
included the use of social media, presentation in conferences and workshops, as well as interviews and other
publications. During the second innovation cycle the following activities were performed (Indicator No. 8):











Social media channels such as facebook (67 members and 9 posts) and twitter (14 followers and
16 tweets) (Indicator No. 11)
Blogging (3 presentations in blogs)
Conferences and workshops (2 conferences and workshops)
Meetings (more than 11 meetings)
Posters and advertising material (poster at various places within the city of Thermi)
Interviews and newspaper publications (12 newspaper publications and one interview)
Press releases (7 press releases)
Training sessions (7 training sessions)
Software developers community groups (use of 3 software developers community groups: ICOS,
github, joomla extensions directory)
Publication in websites (3 websites: Municipality of Thermi, URENIO research Unit, PEOPLE
project website)

More details about these activities can be found at the report on the dissemination. Regarding the average
use of channels per week for creating buzz (74 times of use of channels in 43 weeks), the deviation
presented (Indicator No. 10) is due to the limited participation of local end users in social media (only 67
followers in facebook and 14 in twitter). This peculiarity was extensively explained in previous reports.
However, there is a strong utilization of blogs (most of which are still unknown to the project partners)
which act as dissemination mechanisms throughout the community of Thermi.
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During the second innovation cycle, the new members of the community (Indicator No. 9) were including
users, stakeholders, developers, people participating through surveys, social media etc). More specifically,
during the second innovation cycle:






270 registered users in improve my city
2 new stakeholders
213 respondents in surveys which were distributed
37 new members in facebook, and 3 new followers in twitter)
7 developers (5 in ITI and 2 of Red Card application) in addition to many others which have
commented the applications but do not participate actively in their development.

Finally it should be mentioned that so far the community has contributed only slightly in modifying/
improving the application directly, as there are only minor changes in the code performed by the developers’
community. The application was initially translated by its developers in English and in Greek, and then, by
the community, in Swedish, in Italian and partly in Finnish and in German. (Based on the comments from the
users, the next translations will be in Spanish and Portuguese). As the community is widening, more
translations are expected to develop soon.
For
the
translation
of
the
application,
https://www.transifex.com/projects/p/improvemycity/.

Transifex

tool

has

been

used.

The contribution of the software developers’ community during the second innovation cycle was substantial
as there have been numerous features proposed. A large number of issues reported and features proposed
has been taken into consideration by the developers of the application with the release of new versions,
however, there are still many features that can be tackled at later stages. More specifically, out of the 47
features that were requested, 15 are already incorporated in the services, 29 are about to be included in the
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next innovation cycle, while 3 of them have been declined. More information on the features requested by
the community can be found at the D.2.4.1.
Although there are no available data from Github it is obvious that the application has been quite successful
given the statistics provided by Joomla directory. So far, the application has almost 4.000 views and it has
been rated 4.83 out of 5.00.
Improve my city has been downloaded 756 times (number shown only on JED); a number which is expected
to rise due to the increasing interest shown in the last chart (downloads by month). The number of
downloads by release and by file are also shown below.

The application was quickly well known in various areas of the world, including Australia in Oceania, Brazil,
Chile, Mexico and US in America, Portugal, Italy, Netherlands, Croatia, Austria, UK and Finland in Europe and
Pakistan in Asia The application is tested internally in various municipalities and it is expected to be adopted
soon by the Municipality of Pella (in Greece). http://www.giannitsa.gr/webservices/index.php/el/
In addition, it is being evaluated for use only in specific areas or for limited problem types, like for example
for reporting problems in remote national parks (in Western Australia) or for reporting problems only
regarding trash and recycling (in Thessaloniki, Greece).
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Stakeholders and User Activation
Stakeholders contacted during the first innovation cycle participated in various activities also during the
second innovation cycle (Indicators No. 15-17). Below is a summary of the meetings, the training sessions
and the validation and feedback acquisition activities performed during this cycle per stakeholder. It should
be mentioned that although the meetings are described separately, they also constitute feedback acquisition
activities as discussion helped at the identification of specific problems and the acquisition of feedback for
the services from end users. Activities described in validation and feedback acquisition section constitute
more organized efforts for the validation of services and include the provision of questionnaires or the
reporting of problems during navigation in the application (Indicator No. 6). Results of the validation sessions
are provided at the annex of this report.
Municipality of Thermi and its departments
Meetings: Two meetings and three validation sessions in total have been made with the Municipality of
Thermi and employees from its departments. 1) On 22.12.11 there was a meeting with Theodoros
Papadopoulos the Mayor of the Municipality of Thermi, in which there was a presentation of the project and
the pilot. At this meeting the Mayor agreed to actively engage in the development and operation of the pilot
services. 2) On the 17.02.12 there was a meeting with the municipality in order to obtain feedback from the
responses of the employees after the presentation of Improve my city application from Giannis Pavlou.
Training sessions: Seven training sessions took place during the second innovation cycle. More specifically,
on 09.03.12 three training sessions took place with the responsible persons of three Municipal departments
(Municipal Police, Department of Urban Planning and Department of Technical Infrastructures). 'ImPROVE
my city' application was presented to persons that have been assigned with the task of forwarding the
citizen's requests. On the same day, there was also a training section with the secretary of Thermi's Mayor,
as she will receive all citizens’ request and will inform the Mayor. On 21.03.12 two more training sessions
took place with responsible persons of the remaining two departments (Department of Environment and
Green Infrastructures and Department of Cleanliness and Recycling) of the Municipality of Thermi. The last
(so far) training session took place on the 11.05.12 with the new responsible for Improve my City application
on behalf of the municipal department for water supply and management.
Validation and feedback acquisition sessions: After their training, a number of validation sessions took place
with the employees of the municipality of Thermi who have been appointed the task to administrate the
application on behalf of their department. These meetings which took place in the City Hall of Thermi aimed
at the collection of feedback regarding the operation of the application. The first meeting which took place
was on 08.05.12, the second on 11.06.12, while the third one was on the day of the in-situ monitoring
activity.
Association of Professional Traders of the Municipality of Thermi
Meetings: Two meetings and two validation sessions took place with representatives of the Association of
Professional Traders of Thermi. 1) On 10.02.12 there was a scheduled meeting with the council of the
Association of Professional Traders of the Municipality of Thermi. At the meeting, PEOPLE project was
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presented and Virtual Marketplace application was discussed. 2) On 12.03.12 there was a meeting with
members of the Association of Professional Traders of Thermi. During this meeting PEOPLE project and
Virtual Marketplace were presented and the members were engaged in providing material for the
application.
Validation and feedback acquisition sessions: At the meeting of the 12.03.12 participants provided feedback
regarding Virtual Marketplace application by completing a questionnaire regarding the application.
Cultural Centre and clerical staff
Although there was not an official meeting with the cultural centre and the clerical staff of Thermi
municipality, this stakeholders worked in close cooperation with the project partners by re-posting
announcements on their facebook account and consequently by informing citizens about PEOPLE project
and Thermi pilot. In addition, members of the community seem to have participated at the validation
session of 10.07.12.
“NOESIS” Science Centre and Technology Museum
Meetings: 1) On 22.11.11 there was a meeting with executives of Science Center and Technology Museum
"NOESIS". During this meeting there was a presentation of a demo for the proposed mobile application. 2)
On 20.12.11 there was a second meeting with executives of NOESIS museum. Vasilis Matsos, NOESIS Head of
IT & Special Equipment Department, presented the museum's requirements from the mobile application.
There was a discussion on how these requirements will be fulfilled. 3) On 02.03.12 there was a third meeting
with Vasilis Matsos, at NOESIS regarding the potential development of the mobile application. Mr Matsos
provided a lot of drawings explaining the structure and the functionality of the application. He proposed also
its name: "Museum Explorer".
Youth of Thermi
As in the case of the cultural center, youth of Thermi did not participate in any meeting, although members
of it, belonging at the same time in other groups were contacted at other stages of community involvement
strategy. In addition, members of the community participated at the validation session held on 10.07.12.
In addition to the above, a number of new stakeholders have been contacted. These are the following:
Software developers
Meetings: This group, as mentioned earlier, is not very organized despite its strong activation. Regarding
meetings with local software developers, we can count two: 1) A meeting on 31.05.12 with Ilias Nitsos and
Antonis Godis, the two creators of the ‘Red Card’, an application similar to improve my city, and 2) on
10.07.12 a meeting with the team of ITI at CERTH. Details about this meeting are at the beginning of this
report, at the section of in-situ monitoring.
Validation and feedback acquisition sessions: Members of the community participated at the validation
session held on 10.07.12.
Volunteers
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Meetings: Two meetings took place within the strategy for engaging volunteers. 1) On 07.06.12 there was a
meeting with the president of the teams of volunteers of Thermi, Dr. Titelis Dimitris, in which there was a
presentation of the project and the designed applications. A discussion was also made about the
requirements needed from volunteers in order to be able to upload material on the Virtual City Tour
application. 2) On 13.06.12 there was a meeting with two groups of volunteers, the team responsible for the
environment and the group of young students and new scientists of Thermi.
The international airport ‘Macedonia’
The administration of the airport is closely cooperating with the Municipality of Thermi and has agreed to
host one of the information kiosks of Thermi pilot, an idea which was raised at the first meeting with the
Association of Professional Traders.
Given the above, it seems that the stakeholders which are actively participating in the implementation
and/or use of new services are the following:







the municipal servants of thermi
the association of professional traders
the software developers
the volunteers of thermi
NOESIS museum
the international airport

Regarding the level of activation of users, as mentioned earlier a number of channels were used in order to
inform citizens of Thermi for the services provided (Indicator No. 18). These include







e-mails and faxes to the members of the Association of Professional Traders of Thermi (400
members)
posts in Facebook and Twitter accounts (81 users participating in social media)
posts in Facebook account of the cultural center of Thermi and the groups of volunteers (5.116 and
501 friends respectively)
posters in central areas of Thermi (the parking, the City Hall, the cultural center etc)
publication (news and links of the application) in the first page of Thermi’s website (with an average
of 2.500 visits per day)
Publication and links of PEOPLE project in URENIO website (with an average of 500 visits per day)

The number of citizens participating during the second innovation cycle (Indicator No. 19) can be calculated
by summing the number of registered users in Improve my city application (270 users) the number of people
that have participated at a survey (231 respondents) and the 7 software developers which have provided
feedback on the services or have created a new service. To these, one can add the public servants of Thermi
municipality who participate in validation sessions, as well as those who have sent e-mails to the
administrators reporting problems or comments to the local community (Indicator No. 21).
Business
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Regarding the business models identified (Indicator No. 24) these are the following: 1) Public Funding, 2)
Reselling, 3) Advertising, 4) Sponsorship, 5) Donations, 6) Free Core Service & Paying for Additional Features,
7) Leasing, 8) Data Monetization and 9) Crowd Funding. These business models are further described at the
D. 2.3.1. However, taking into account the outcomes of the meeting with the delegates of the Municipality of
Thermi and the abovementioned models’ characteristics, a final scheme for the BMs of the pilot’s services
has been consolidated.
Virtual Marketplace






Advertising & Sponsorship: Local and extra-local individuals/companies/institutions who wish to
be promoted through the service will pay an annual fee of 100€ to be granted a prominent
position on the website of the Smart marketplace service, and the website and the newspaper of
the municipality. A public tender will be held to outsource the entire advertising service to an
advertising agency for a fee of 10.000€/annually.
Free Core Service & Paying for Additional Features: Listed individuals/companies will have the
choice of paying an annual fee of 50€ to access enhanced features through the website of the
service (i.e. selection among a variety of templates for pages of businesses, or more hosting
space for uploading photos/videos of the enterprise)
Public Funding: In the case that the cost is not covered entirely through the previously
mentioned measures, the municipality of Thermi will provide additional public funds to cover
any remnant costs through own recourses.

Improve my city



Public Funding: The municipality of Thermi will retain full control of the service, providing the
necessary public funds to cover the costs of the service through own recourses
Sales of Training and Transfer of know-how services: The municipality will sell these services to
other municipalities that wish to make use of the application to enhance service provisioning in
their area.

Virtual City Tour




Advertising & Sponsorship: Local and extra-local individuals/companies/institutions who wish to
be promoted through the service will pay a certain fee to be granted a prominent position on
the website of the service and the website and the newspaper of the municipality. A public
tender will be held to outsource the entire advertising service to an advertising agency for a fee
of 10.000€/annually.
Public Funding: The municipality of Thermi will retain full control of the service, providing the
necessary public funds to cover the costs of the service.

So far, exploitable results have been identified the three services that are released for Thermi pilot. As soon
as the mobile version of improve my city application will be available, we will be able to add one more
exploitable result of the pilot.
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Finally, regarding the licenses identified and described (Indicator No. 26), these are the following: Apache
License, GPL v3.0, MIT License, BSD License, Mozilla Public License (MPL).
However, the applications released so far are licensed under GNU Affero General Public License (AGPL) v3.
The AGPL is a free, copyleft license, specifically designed to ensure cooperation with the community in the
case of network server software. The use of AGPL allow us to assert copyright on the application while giving
to the developers community the legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software. A
secondary benefit is that improvements made in alternate versions of the program, if they receive
widespread use, become available for other developers to incorporate. Many developers of free software
are heartened and encouraged by the resulting cooperation. However, in the case of software used on
network servers, this result may fail to come about. The GNU General Public License permits making a
modified version and letting the public access it on a server without ever releasing its source code to the
public. In contrast, the GNU Affero General Public License is designed specifically to ensure that, in such
cases, the modified source code becomes available to the community. It requires the operator of a network
server to provide the source code of the modified version running there to the users of that server.
Therefore, public use of a modified version, on a publicly accessible server, gives the public access to the
source code of the modified version. Further information on the examination and final selection of licenses
can be seen at D 2.3.1.
Progress in the implementation of the businesses models
Based on the strong commitment of the main regional stakeholder of Thermi pilot, most of the services
developed will be publicly funded. The Municipality itself will host the services on its internal server and will
sustain their operation. This is especially the case for ‘Improve my City’ and ‘Virtual Tour’, however, so far,
there is no clear output regarding the kind of business model that is going to be applied for ‘Virtual
Marketplace’ application. Both the Municipality and the Association of Professional Traders would like to
engage in its sustainability although, still, there is no clear decision on that. All three potential models are
still examined for the specific service.
Privacy issues.
The services developed create datasets with personal information in two separate cases:
a) businesses that participate in the Virtual Marketplace application (smart economy) either by entering
information on their profession/enterprise or by submitting a deal valid for a specific time period.
b) people that use the applications (citizens in smart cities) by creating an account i.e. for rating
businesses and their services (Virtual Marketplace), submitting an issue or commenting on one
(Improve my City), downloading environmental data (Sense the City) or adding a place of interest in
Thermi area (Virtual Tour). In this case, users have to provide a username and an e-mail account,
which remain private, and in some case a phone number.
The operation of the services also develops secondary information regarding governance (smart governance),
yet this should be combined with one of the previous two datasets in order to create privacy issues.
Privacy issues regarding user registration in Virtual Marketplace, Improve my City, Virtual City Tour and
Sense the City are addressed in the following way:
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Registration and Login process take place under HTTPS (secure http) which provides authentication of
the web site and associated web server that one is communicating with, which protects against Manin-the-middle attacks. Additionally, it provides bidirectional encryption of communications between a
client and server, which protects against eavesdropping and tampering with and/or forging the
contents of the communication.



Users credentials are stored on database not as plain text, but using MD5 encryption. MD5 is a widely
used cryptographic hash function that produces a 128-bit (16-byte) hash value.



Concerning interaction of the services with 3rd party tools (like mobile applications) on top of the
other (1,2) a unique private 16bit key is used to authenticate securely the transactions.

7.3.1

Bremen

7.3.1.1 Bremen Indicator table results

Nº

Project objective

Indicator

Measurement

1

ICT Services

Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of analysis on ICT
services
Level of organization of
the Community
Level of organization of
the Community
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
Implication

Number of modified ICT services.

2

3

Number of released new services

3

2

Number of released services.90

4

3

Number of validated services91

3

4

Percentage of positive feedback by
users (through surveys or interviews).
Number of teams/areas of interest
defined
Number of skills requested92

60

~85

2

2

4

6

Quantity of channels used for creating
buzz93
Number of new members in the
community
94
Average use of channels per week

6

6

30

~37

2

2

Number of persons participating in
social media

100

76

2
3
4
3
5
6
7
8
9
10

Activation of the
Community

Target Result

90

Including releases of new services and intermediate and final releases of modified services.
Including validation of newly released services AND modified services.
92
Skills needed for the successful accomplishment of the Community mission (Software development skills,
communication skills, design skills, etc)
93
Blogging, social media, word of mouth, interviews, conference presentations, meetings/events, etc.
94
If in week 1 you have made 30 tweets, 1 conference, 3 interviews (totalizing 34 uses of channels) and in week 2 you
have made 20 tweets and 2 interviews totalizing 22 use of channels, the average is (22+34)/2=28
91
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11
12
13
14

Activation of
stakeholders95

15

Level of implication of
stakeholders
Level of implication of
stakeholders

16

17

Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of stakeholder
mobilization

Activation of users

21

Level of user
mobilization
Level of user
mobilization
Level of user
mobilization
Level of user
mobilization
Level of user implication

22

Level of user implication

18
19
20

23
24
25

Business model design
for sustainability

Level of sustainability of
results
Level of sustainability of
results
Level of sustainability of
results

Number of features requested by the
community
Number of services’ modification
made by the community
Quantity of downloads of services
releases
Amount of additional stakeholders
contacted during the 2st innovation
cycle.
Number of meetings with
stakeholders.
Stakeholders actively participating in
the implementation and/or use of the
services.
Number of citizens informed96 during
the second innovation cycle.
Number of citizens participating97
during the second innovation cycle.
Amount of identified user profiles or
target groups98
Number of users participating in social
networks. 99
Number of validation sessions in
controlled environments100 per ICT
service with users.
Number of validations101 per ICT
service from users.
Number of potential business models
defined.
Number of described exploitable
results.
Number of licenses identified and
described.

20

~60

40

~30

1000

~1900

2

3

4

6

6

6

1000

1500

50

80

3

3

1000

~1050

1

1

10

7

2

2

4

3

3

3

95

Stakeholders are defined here as those collectives that can facilitate the pilot and the services implementation or that
have specific feedback and opinions of importance to the project.
96
Number of citizens informed relates to a more superficial implication in the PEOPLE project of citizens. This can be
through flyers at stands or totems, posters and other physical dissemination material across the city. An estimation of the
total amount of citizens is made based on the amount of flyers, dissemination material and posters, supported by
verification material, such as pictures of stands and users at totems.
97
Participating can range from the use of the ICT service, to giving feedback, participation in social networks or
validations.
98
Each service will have a set of target groups defined, that segments the users in different profiles to obtain a balanced
feedback and makes it possible to design an exploitation plan.
99
Number of users that participate in the open community, giving feedback through surveys, validations, co-designs and
that use the service without giving feedback.
100
Validation sessions in controlled environments is defined as a process between the user and the developer where they
are testing the ICT service together and the user gives specific feedback on the ICT service and its functionalities.
101
Validation is defined here as the process, where a user tests the ICT service and consequently gives feedback (through
survey, interview or monitoring actions) on the ICT service.
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ICT Services
Focus of the second innovation cycle was the development of the mobile Stud.IP service. Most effort was
put into this promising service, due to the fact that an existing Open Source community exists. Module Guide
(Android) and Study Organizers (iOS) were released as new services but to a lesser degree support an Open
Source community. It was planned to release a fourth service (NFC Access Control) but it could not be done
due to security concerns with the technology and especially the used Smartphones (used Android version
was not supporting secure NFC). Validation was conducted for mobile Stud.IP, Module guide, Study
Organizer and LBS (released in first cycle). Focus was on the mobile Stud.IP App. For this service, a workshop
with user validation was successfully performed. The indicated feedback was mostly positive (~85%) which
could be extracted from surveys and formal and informal interviews. The value was higher than expected –
this might be related to the fact that internal testing within the eStudent community was conducted and
because there are no similar projects available on campus. Especially the latter explanation has to be
considered when feedback is analyzed on a qualitative basis. The users might give positive feedback for a
service though they are not aware of better alternatives for certain functionality or usability. Concerning the
status of the services it can be summarized that mobile Stud.IP is fully validated and ready to be deployed
under live conditions with the real Stud.IP system at the university. Module Guide and Study Organizer are
partially validated but are already available in app stores (GooglePlay and Apple). NFC Access Control is not
validated yet due to the technical difficulties.
Modifications to services are described in the wiki
Community Activation
Within the Open Innovation Community eStudent and the Stud.IP Open source community different skills
are needed to successfully participate. Beside development skills for different Operating Systems,
Technologies (NFC) and efficient databases, also basic marketing and design skills turned out to be important
to successfully deploy services. Beside these hard skills also soft skills like communication ability are
important to collaborate with others.
The communication within the community and to the outside world is based on six channels, i.e. Facebook,
Pilot diary, local newspaper (online), local blogs, video/stream and radio interview. The usage frequency of
these different channels is highly different, e.g. radio is used once only while Facebook is used often. Blogs,
viewo and local online newspapers are used regularly with an average frequency of ~2-3 per month. Through
the different advertisements and word of mouth the community could increase its size by another 37 people
mostly students that participated in different activities but also people from the university/research
institutes could be reached.
Participants in social media could be increased due to the different campus activities (e.g. project day and
barbecue). However, the numbers are still a bit behind. It is expected that, with the launch of the public
version of mobile Stud.IP in October, the numbers will further increase. The requested features extracted
from the different feedback activities, such as the testing workshop, provided useful information where new
features could be implemented. Since there is no clear definition for the term “feature”, it was decided to
consider usability and design as well as functional improvements. This way, the target value was exceeded.
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Largely based on the requested features, several modifications were conducted to the services. This mostly
includes frequent but minor changes to mobile Stud.IP and some major changes to LBS at the beginning of
the cycle. Finally, the quantity of downloads is counting for LBS, Module Guide and Study Organizer. Here
around 1900 downloads by users could be achieved. The numbers are higher than the objective since the
LBS service was better accepted than expected.
Stakeholders and User Activation
During the second cycle three new users could be identified, i.e. data-quest GmbH (Studi.IP), Sparkasse
Bremen and Radio NRJ. The latter two are interesting as enablers (one as advertisement platform and one as
potential investor for spin-offs). The stakeholders participating in the second cycle were partially involved in
the first cycle as well. It’s data-quest GmbH, Neusta, SUUB (library of the university), Mensa, ZMML, BIBA
and TZI. The range of informed citizens is higher than expected which is related to the good acceptance of
the public events and the better response of the improved Facebook profile for eStudent. From the pool of
informed citizens, a group of around 80 people could be engaged to participate more actively. These people
are to large extend users that tested the service but also those that supported in the development process in
one or the other way but do not directly belong to eStudent (people at Neusta or conferences). The amount
of identified user profiles contains the three main groups (students, lecturers and staff). Coming back to
Facebook allows measuring the number of participants in social networks. Since March 1050 people viewed
the page which is almost the target value as planned.
The number of validation sessions in controlled environments covers the testing workshop for the Stud.IP
service. Here a number of 10 users with differing profiles could test the recent version of the application
following the methodology of co-discovery learning. Other validations were mostly conducted either during
public events or in informal meetings with small groups of users. Though it is difficult to count the exact
number of validations, it is assumed that the pilot is a bit behind the target value due to the fact that the
semester break in summer reduced the availability of students on the campus. The conclusion of the
validation was that mostly usability and design need to be improved especially for mobile Stud.IP. On the
other hand, some information about new functions was collected as can be seen more detailed in the wiki
(Wiki - 2nd cycle feedback).
Business
Business models for mobile Stud.IP and LBS can be seen in the wiki sections of the services (Business
models). The numbers of exploitable results covers three services that are ready to be used (Study
Organizer, LBS and Module Guide). It was expected that Stud.IP could be exploited earlier, but this
expectation was false due to the fact that security and privacy issues with the connection of mobile Stud.IP
to the database of the university required more time to develop a solution. Finally, for each of the
successfully deployed services of the second cycle (Stud.IP, Module Guide and Study Organizer) one license
could be identified.
It is expected, that the LBS developers create a spin-off to run a business for localization of the LBS maps.
Progress in the implementation of the businesses models
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eStudent-LBS
Bremen pilot has developed a business model for the eStudent-LBS (Location Based Service) Application. The
app provides deeper and dynamic information on restricted areas (dynamic POIs on cut-out maps). Its goal
was to give the app away for free at the Google play store, and to make money with localization and
adaptation for special events. They started with an interactive map of the Bremen campus. This app is
available on the play store for free. Currently they are working on an easy to use and graphical editor / App
generator for localizations. With this they have developed a Thessaloniki version of our App. It was
forwarded to the Greek partner.
Some of its students (nearly graduated) discussed the idea of setting up a spinoff company, in order to
merchandise this business model. But the result was, that the market volume is not large enough to run an
own company.
Instead an existing company (Neusta Bremen) took over and developed an App for the Breminale 2012
Event, based on the idea and software. Two of the students took a job at Neusta, where they continue the
development of the idea, concept and software. Other localizations are under work.
As a University, Bremen partner is satisfied with this result. They have developed concepts (with the help of
the EU commission) and transferred it successful to the market. The University of Bremen itself is seldom
involved in the direct participating in spinoffs. Its mayor role is innovation enabling and technology transfer.
Stud.IP
The Stud.IP system is an open source system. The development was given to the Open Source community
too. Within a continuing project they will continue development at least for an additional year. Other
developer within other student projects will continue the development later and are discussing to create a
spin-off company for the provision of maintenance services of the mobile version of StudIP targeting to
different potential universities.
There are two companies which announced to take over our software. They like to continue our
development on an open source basis, but also on a partially closed source basis.
Privacy Issues
For Bremen, the biggest concern about privacy was the abuse of personal data of students and lecturers
related to the Stud.IP service. The means for mobile access had to be carefully discussed with the ZMML and
realized thoroughly (which takes a long time and several iterations).
Within our Stud.IP client we do not store any private data. There is one exception: the storage of the
username and password. As it is somehow hard to enter a username followed with “@uni-bremen.de” every
time we decided to offer a checkbox “store username and PW”, which enters this data in the dialog for the
next access. This data are stored in the protected memory area of the App. It is not mirrored to no server
and cannot be read out by any other app. Of course, there is no final guaranty that there is no way to spy out
this data. But this ways are complicated and in relation to the value of the data beneath notice.
7.4 Results on monitoring activities
The results on the monitoring activities are based on the gathering of information from the pilots through
interviews, through the indicator results and the gathered verification materials and information available on
the wiki. This section will give conclusions and summaries based on this material and the conclusions from
the different pilots.
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ICT Services.
All pilots performed extensive efforts on the release, deployment and validation of the ICT services. During
this cycle efforts were invested in the modification of the previously released services at the same time that
new services were released. Ten services were modified during this cycle and six new services were
released. This numbers show a more than important activity in the development and releasing of services.
The unperformed indicators in this area are due, partially, to a bit optimistic estimation in the case of
Bremen regarding the number of releases of new services (estimated 3, obtained 2) and the number of
general releases (estimated 4, obtained 3). Nevertheless, the release of two new services in a cycle is very
good value.
Another indicator that was underperformed was the percentage of positive feedback from users. This
indicator was underperformed in three pilots (Bilbao, Thermi and Vitry) although two of three have reached
almost the estimated value (70% vs 75% and 75% vs 80%). Just in the case of Vitry we can see a performance
that arise concern (12% vs 50%). Considering the results of the in situ monitoring, stating that the services
are robust and mature but lacking of an appropriate visual interface, we can think that this may be the
reason why the performance in this indicator was disappointing. Vitry Pilot is already working in the
improvement of the interfaces, so we can think that the next validations activities will show improvement in
this performance.

Outperformed
Obtained
Underperformed

Targets for the deployment of ICT services

Activation of the Open communities
The setting up of a management strategy for an Open Source Software Community was defined as one of the
main objectives during the first innovation cycle. During the Second Innovation Cycle, the main objective was
to really activate the communities around the Pilots and improve the impact that PEOPLE may have in the
different communities and geographical areas. The results in this matter have been dissimilar. On one hand
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Themi and Bremen Pilots have reached important achievements in this matter. Its services have been
downloaded thousands of times. The community around Thermi services is actively working in translating
the services and helps features implementations. People from different countries as Australia, Chile, Brazil,
Mexico, Pakistan, Italy, Austria (and more) are involved in this process showing that Thermi is succeeding in
the generation of the expected impact.
Something similar happens with Bremen Pilot. The mobile version of Stud.IP is being such a success that is
likely to be defined as the official mobile version of the Stud.IP platform, generating, of course, an impact of
international dimensions. Communication with Stud.IP community is crucial for this.
Different is the case of Vitry Pilot that still has work to do in order to generate similar impact and
somewhere in the middle stands Bilbao Pilot that has done an important work on involving stakeholders and
users but it still lacks important results concerning the Community, and therefore, concerning the impact
that the Pilot can generate.
The progress that has been done related to this subject compared with the previous Innovation cycle is very
positive. For the first time in the project we can see how PEOPLE Project is impacting in the communities and
cities elsewhere. The challenge is to achieve similar generation of impact in all pilots boosting the impact of
PEOPLE Project itself.
Regarding the indicators, half of the underperformed values came from one Pilot. Considering that around
70% of the values were, anyway, obtained or over performed it shows a very good performance of the major
part of the Pilots. This is a very important improvement compared with the previous ccycle

Outperformed
Obtained
Underperformed

Targets for Activation of the Open Communities

Activation of Stakeholders
The analysis of the values for these indicators is consistent with the rest of the monitoring and evaluation
activities. It’s clear that all Pilots have succeeded in properly involving the stakeholders of its services. This is
reflected, also, in the good performance obtained in the Businesses model indicators showing that the
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involvement of potential exploiter as stakeholders helps in the definition of exploitation strategies. Almost
all the values for these indicators were obtained or over performed, showing that all pilots have met this
objective. The challenge is to take advantage of this activation for further revitalization of the community in
those cases where this is necessary.

Outperformed
Obtained
Underperformed

Targets for activation of stakeholders

Activation of users for validation and feedback
Almost all the underperformed values for these indicators belong to the same Pilot. This circumstance
prevents the clear visualization of the fact that almost all pilots have obtained or largely outperformed the
values for these indicators. The citizens informed during this cycle on the project are counted by thousands
and the persons participating in the project (with different roles) during this cycle are counted by hundreds.
On the Conclusions of the previous cycle it was mentioned that it was expected that the activation of users
would imply a better performance in the validation activities and gathering of feedback. This turned to be
true. Analyzing the values for this cycle we can see that almost all pilots have met or outperformed its
estimations on validation activities and participation of users. This is consistent with the conclusions on the
in situ monitoring activities.
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Outperformed
Obtained
Underperformed

Targets for user involvement

Business model design for sustainability
Important progress have been made in the different pilots regarding this activity. The successful
involvement of relevant stakeholders as potential exploiters has been fruitful, allowing the possibility of
exploitation of the results along with JCDecaux in the case of Vitry or data-quest GmbH for the exploitation
of Stud.IP mobile version in the case of Bremen where also for the exploitation of LBS service its developers
are evaluating the creation of a spin-off. In the case of Thermi, the municipality plays an important role in
the sustainability of the services but the involvement, as stakeholders, of traders and local businesses
allowed the generation of a business strategy based on Advertising & Sponsorship.
All this progress is reflected in the indicator values where almost all were obtained or over performed.

Outperformed
Obtained
Underperformed

Targets for the definition of business models
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General Overview performance
When analyzing the overall performance we can conclude that most of the pilots have been done great
progress especially in topics like: activation of stakeholders and users, activation of open communities,
participation in validation activities and gathering of feedback and definition of business models and
sustainability strategies. Nevertheless, this progress has not been similar in all pilots. This circumstance
jeopardizes the overall impact that PEOPLE can generate as project. Nevertheless this is the first innovation
cycle where the project generates clear impact in different communities and cities. The general overview for
the indicators values reflects this circumstance with less than 25% of valued underperformed.

Outperformed
Obtained
Underperformed

During the third innovation cycle it will be critical the investment of efforts in the generation of similar
impacts in all pilots optimizing the opportunities for broadening the impact of the project as a whole.
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8. Evaluation of the Second Innovation Cycle
8.1 Bilbao pilot
8.1.1

Results on effectiveness

ICT Services
Hoyrespiro has been the service most effectively deployed, since the totem facilitated the interaction with
users. Validation sessions were conducted and valuable feedback was translated into features.
For 3DWalkingTour validation sessions showed the lack of important features that prevent the service to
become more popular. Features like for example the English version are crucial when trying to promote
internationally a product. With the release of the new features we expect to increase the number of visits to
the site.
For Geocur service, second innovation cycle has been the launching period, and it is under the first feedback
loop.
Community
Despite having created the entire necessary infrastructure for the community, the pilot failed in the
engagement process although all related channels were used for that purpose. However, we detected
interest on particular developers that expressed their interest but not through the created infrastructure.
Actions are being taken in order to channelize these efforts through the established channel.
Stakeholders
The dependency of the Bilbao pilot on the City Council of Bilbao as main stakeholder was considered a
weakness in the preparation cycle. However, due to the establishment of the government and the extensive
political interest in the smart city concept at national level, the City Council was a very active member,
turning into one of the strengths of the pilot.
The identification of additional stakeholders is mainly considered effective for the second innovation cycle.
The meetings proved to be a valid means to stay in contact and reach new objectives. However, as in the
preparation cycle, the interviews were the most effective in maintaining a continuous contact with
stakeholders, create trust and define interests for the obtainment of sustainability of the ICT services.
Stakeholders have contributed significantly facilitate means for getting direct contact with final users, and
making possible the validation sections.
Business
In Bilbao Pilot, the business model chosen is the so called “Support Contract “model, based on “Adaptation,
Integration, Maintenance and Advertising”.
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This model allows to make the necessary adaptation to other cities, based on the free core software, and
monetize then the value added with the adaptation and maintenance. In this direction, Anova is developing
a hub web page for promotion of the different services focused on the applicability to other cities.
8.1.2

Bilbao SWOT analysis
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8.2 Vitry sur Seine pilot
8.2.1

Results on effectiveness

The LISSI in coordination with the municipality have organized some experimentations and demonstrations
from July to August on bus stations and in different places inside the IUT campus. In this experimentation,
the users were selected among students. The experimentation was focused on the following services:
semantic search, immersive communication and the mobile versions of the services running on android
smart phones. The positive impact of these experimentations was reflected in the improvements that we
were able to do in the services based on the users’ feedback. Some difficulty was faced when trying to
involve a big quantity of users in the co-working activities for the improvement of services.
8.2.2

Vitry SWOT analysis
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8.3 Thermi pilot
8.3.1

Results on effectiveness

ICT Services
The effort made during this innovation cycle for feedback collection regarding the two services which were
released during the first innovation cycle provided great added value and significant results in terms of
service usage and adoption from the community. The delays in the public tender for the provision of input
(informative text, panoramic photos, videos etc) for virtual city tour application caused extra delays in the
diffusion of the use of the application. During this innovation cycle a new application was released, that is
Virtual Marketplace. The application is still at its primary stage, however, feedback collected through
validation sessions in controlled environments showed the significant potential of the application.
Activation of Community
So far, the results on the activation of the community are extremely satisfactory. Improve my city
application is already widely used in Thermi, but also has been adopted by numerous developers throughout
the world. The segmentation of users has helped a lot in identifying new stakeholders and users and
revealed new ways for activating the community.
Activation of Stakeholders and users
During the second innovation cycle new stakeholders and users groups have been identified and were
activated. The strategy adopted during this cycle is consistent with the efforts made during the previous one,
and included the organization of sequential meetings for the gradual commitment of stakeholders. In
addition, the organization of validation sessions and of feedback acquisition mechanisms and tools, and even
further, the performing of modifications based on the feedback collected, safeguarded the sustainability of
this commitment.
Activities for the design of the business model and exploitation
Both the extensive analysis of potential business models and the description of exploitable results have
attracted interest of stakeholders in the exploitation of the services created. The efforts made for strong
collaboration and collective selection of the final business model secures the sustainability of the pilot’s
services.
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8.3.2

Thermi SWOT Analysis
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8.4 Bremen pilot
8.4.1

Results on effectiveness

ICT Services
Two new services could be introduced and are available in the app stores. One service (LBS) provides
room for a spin-off due to its good acceptance on the (local) market. The mobile Stud.IP service could
manage privacy and security as it was requested by the University of Bremen. A successful validation
procedure was found for potential use in the third cycle
Community
The Stud.IP OSS community is aware of the mobile Stud.IP service and interested in it. Though direct
coding input from other sources is not done to a large extend, mostly knowledge and tips are
exchanged among developers.
Stakeholders
Some new Stakeholders could be engaged that might be useful in the third cycle or beyond. The
Facebook profile is continuously growing and so is the eStudent community as such.
Business
Some first calculations for potential business models were made showing that the services can likely be
operated in a sustainable way. Though, it also shows that the sustainability is achieved once the services
are reaching other places besides Bremen.
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8.4.1

Bremen SWOT analysis
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8.5 Results on evaluation
This section will give the final conclusions on each of the objectives of the first innovation cycle for the
overall project. It will identify the essential events, processes, decisions and activities that must be taken into
account. It will inform on the state of the affairs and identify problems and bottlenecks that must be taken
into account during the first preparation cycle. It will summarize the mitigation strategies that will be
implemented at the beginning of the second innovation cycle.
ICT services
Ten services were modified during this cycle based on the feedback obtained in the previous one and six new
services have been released. This is a very good value for an Innovation Cycle. The distribution of services
between pilots was similar. The quality of services, based on the in situ monitoring activities and the
percentage of positive feedback from users seems to be very good, even if some aspects on usability and
visual interfaces should be improved in some services.
Activation of the Open Communities
Even if the progress on this topic has been dissimilar, a lot of progress has been achieved regarding the
activation and involvement of communities. Several services have been downloaded thousands of times,
open source communities (Joomla, Stud.IP) were involved in the development of services (by translating
them, for instance), interest was manifested
from several countries worldwide, and one of the
implemented services may become the official mobile application of Stud.IP Platform. This is the first cycle
where clear impact has been generated based on the services released in the project. Further efforts should
be invested in obtaining similar impact from all the Pilots.
Activation of stakeholders
On this topic, the performance obtained during the first innovation cycle was improved, in particular in
relation to the dynamic participation of the stakeholders in the activities of the project. By securing its
engagement, the business models and strategies for sustainability were improved as well as the activation of
communities.
Activation of users for validation and feedback
The efforts that the Pilots have invested in the improvement of the activation of users have positive results.
The outperformance of the indicators that measure the level of identification, participation and information
of citizens and users that was seen in the first innovation cycle had been maintained. But, in the contrary,
the indicators measuring the participation of users in the validation actions were improved reaching or over
performing its target values.
As was expected, once the users were properly activated and engaged, its participation in the validation
activities became much easier.
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Design of the business model and exploitation: The progress on securing the commitment of crucial
stakeholders as potential exploiters had a very positive result on the definition of business models and
exploitation activities. This is one of the topics were similar progress have been made by all pilots. More
efforts should be invested in this area but for the first time all Pilots have a clear strategy on how to exploit
at least one of the released services.
The SWOT analysis summarizes the main conclusions of the Second Innovation Cycle of the project.
8.5.1

SWOT Analysis on the overall second innovation cycle
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8.6 Results on the PEOPLE methodology
8.6.1

Questionnaire and results

Five main objectives were set for the Second Innovation Cycle:
1. Improve the activation and engagement of the open communities around the Pilots
2. Implement required modifications to previously released services based on users’ feedback and
release at least one service per Pilot as an Open Source Project.
3. Keep reinforcing the open approach characteristics of the Innovation Process.
4. Validate services with end users.
5. Analyze feedback from users in order to feed the next cycle.
At the beginning of the 2nd Innovation Cycle considerable effort was invested by the entire consortium in
analyzing and revising the literature on Open Communities activation, in particular The Art of Community by
Jono Bacon for topics such as planning of the community, website guidelines and creation of buzz in the
community. Some of this information was reflected in the wiki duly referenced.
A questionnaire was provided to the partners of the project, participating in the different Pilots, to obtain
feedback on the support provided by the Methodological Guidelines in order to reach the goals of the cycle.
A questionnaire per Pilot is expected.
1)

On the Innovation Cycle

For this cycle, five key tasks were defined: Modification/ Deployment of service/s, Activation and
engagement of the Open Communities, Release of the service/s, Reinforcement of the open approach
(deployment, use and activation of OS Infrastructures for the Pilot, progress on Licenses and business
models definition, etc.) and Validation with end users. These five tasks were organized as a roadmap and
their results gathered in the Second Cycle section in the wiki.


Do you think this roadmap was appropriate?
A: YES
B: The roadmap is appropriate as it matches correctly with the life cycle of a service (different from a
product) and as it involves the end-users. Indeed it highlighted the main activities of this 2nd cycle
and it allowed us to better assess the implementation of the service.
C: Yes, it was clear and inclusive and helped a lot in the organization of our activities.
D: The approach was appropriate



Had your Pilot any difficulty that more methodological support could avoid, in finishing successfully
this roadmap?
A: NO
B: No, the difficulties were more depending on the tasks in the roadmap (for example, deployment
problems), but not from the methodology itself.
C: No, the pilot did not face any difficulty that could have been prevented with more methodological
support.
D: The methodological support was adequate
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The length of the 2nd and 3rd Innovation cycle has been extended one and two months respectively
due to the requested extension of the project. Considering this modification, do you think the length
of the Second Innovation cycle was adequate to the objectives that were established?
A: YES
B: Yes, the 2nd cycle duration after modification is more adequate to the objectives. Indeed short
cycles could be used at the end of the project, but there is a minimal needed duration, in order to
perform all tasks of the roadmap.
C: Yes, otherwise there would be no time to complete many of the pilot’s activities. Given that the
engagement of the community, its activation and its participation in the validation of the services is a
process which requires the building of a relationship with consequent meetings and other ways of
communication and interaction, the extension of the innovation cycle allowed the establishment of
such relationship in a successful way.
D: The second cycle was long enough. Though for Bremen it turned out, that the cycle length is not
the real problem. More important seems to be that the cycle is properly aligned with local events
and circumstances that influence the availability of stakeholders. Semester break for example is not
that much a matter of how long the cycle is but more a question of when it starts and when it ends.

2)

Activation of the Open Communities

At the beginning of the pilot some effort was invested in facilitating the discussion of literature on this
matter, in particular The Art of Community by Jono Bacon, Comparing motivations of individual programmers
and firms to take part in the Open Source movement. From community to business by Andrea Bonaccorsi,
Cristina Rossi and Producing Open Source Software: How to Run a Successful Free Software Project by Karl
Fogel


Did the literature discussed provide to you new tools and knowledge for the organization and
activation of your community?
A: YES
B: Yes, the literature and discussions provided good methods to reach and involve communities.
C: The articles helped a lot in the activation of the communities, but in some particular cases that we
needed to get feedback from the communities (e.g. services performing tests and validation
sessions) we had to do our own research on the existing literature and case studies.
D: Since the community is not extraordinarily big, basic understanding is sufficient to operate and
maintain the community. In case of unexpected rapid growth, the tools and knowledge might
become more relevant.



Were those efforts successful?
A: YES
B: Results are not impressive as we didn't fully applied all advices, because of time constraints (we
were more focused on the Pilot itself and on the implementation of the services)
C: Yes, they were successful.
D:



Do you think that the time dedicated to the discussion of these issues was enough?
A: YES
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B: The time dedicated to the discussion of these issues was enough within the project, but time
dedicated to community activation was not sufficient to continuously involve a community, due to
Pilot implementation's constraints
C: It was enough.
D:
3) Services
One of the objectives of the 2nd Innovation Cycle is to implement the modifications that were identified as
necessary during the Validation sessions of the previous cycle


Do you think that this iterative implementation method was useful for the development of your
Pilot’s services?
A: YES
B: Yes, the iterative implementation is the only valid method in our project, as we want to obtain
rapidly services with high level of satisfaction from the end-users. Regarding the overall Pilot, cycles
allow us to add new services and modify/improve existing services, in a structured process with a
feedback loop.
C: Yes, it was very useful. Most of the feedback collected during the first innovation cycle was taken
into account and led to the release of new versions of the services, which made them particularly
successful. During the second innovation cycle more feedback was collected and further
improvements of the services are expected to happen in the third innovation cycle.
D: Timely planned improvement cycles seem not adequate in this case. Improvements should be
submitted/implemented as needed. The main problem is, however, that the improvements
according to feedback can happen in very short time or in longer time periods depending on the
nature of the requested changes. Complex changes can be implemented in longer cycles, while less
complex or critical changes need to be implemented earlier. Also problematic to the cyclic approach
is the fact that parallel development of services can lead to different foci during the cycles, i.e. in the
first cycle a service could be focused that is no longer focused in the second cycle. This is especially
true in Bremen since we are working with a dynamic group of people that develop intermittently.



Have you been able to implement all the modifications identified in the previous cycle? If not, why?
A: YES
B: Yes, all accepted modifications from precedent cycle were implemented
C: Not all of the modifications were able to be implemented, as some of them exceed the abilities
and objectives of PEOPLE project and Thermi pilot. We were able to incorporate those that were
identified as necessary and even some more which were considered to elevate the efficiency and the
benefit gained from the service. In addition, we have created a roadmap about the features that will
be implemented in future versions of the applications. Users and developers are aware about future
enhancements.
D: Not all modifications could be implemented. Some of the additions to Stud.IP Mobile had to be
postponed or dropped cause of privacy issues, security issues and complexity of the implementation.

4)

Validation with Users

Validation with users provided an important feedback when testing modifications made to previously/newly
released services.
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When validating the modifications to the services made during this cycle, has the users’ experience
improved respect to the validation session conducted during the previous cycle? In other terms, in
users’ eyes, have the services improved along cycles?
A: YES
B: It depends on the requested modifications: some of them resulted from bug reports, and in that
case, the user didn't remark the correction as it is the normal behavior from his point of view. But
when a new functionality was requested or an important modification, then the satisfaction is
expressively detected and the user noticed the improvement.
C: Yes, users feel that the services are significantly better. Especially in the case of the administrators
of the Municipality of Thermi, they are using the application with stronger commitment, as they see
that the developers take into account seriously their concerns and feedback on the application
‘improve my city’. The acceptance and incorporation of new elements/features proposed by the
users helps also a) in strengthening the relationship between the Municipality of Thermi and its
citizens and b) in the increase of public involvement and active engagement in the design and
implementation of new services.
D: Services improved along cycles, however, the Stud.IP Mobile Service, as validated in the second
cycle, was not focused in the first cycle at all. This makes it difficult to answer the question
appropriately.



During the validation sessions conducted during the 2nd Innovation cycle, did the users’ reported
bugs and modification requests that weren’t been identified in the previous cycle?
A: YES
B: Yes, a few bugs, which could have been identified during the first validation sessions have been
noticed, but they were minor, and above all, due to the iterative cycle structure of the process, it
doesn't cause any deviation (as the bugs can be corrected in the next cycle).
C: Yes, users reported many bugs and new problems were identified and reported in github, in the
google group, by e-mail or through a phone call to the administrators
D: See above. Difficult to answer due to different focus in cycles.

5)

Monitoring activities

During the 2nd Innovation Cycle, a new monitoring method was implemented: the in situ monitoring. Based
on these activities a report was created providing a holistic vision of the pilots including strengths and
threats of the Pilots. Also, an identification of possible synergies and good practices to be shared among
pilots was made.


Were these activities and the holistic vision provided in the report useful for your pilot?
A: YES
B: The in situ monitoring session provided feedback regarding weaknesses, strengths, opportunities
and transferability to other Pilots, by taking into account end-users, services, infrastructures and
dissemination. Furthermore the monitoring was performed by an external partner (external regarding
the French Pilot). Thus these activities are relevant and valuable for our Pilot.
C: Yes, it was helpful, although most of the synergies identified in the report were already taken into
account by the project partners and even discussed in dedicated skype meetings.
D: The report was useful to sum up the achievements and weak points of the validation.
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Do you agree with the suggestions provided related to the sharing of best practices and synergies
involving your pilot?
A: YES
B: Synergies with Bremen and Thermi Pilots were found, regarding some services, which will allow to
either improve an existing service with functionalities from another Pilot, either to implement a new
service, which would be adapted to the Pilot (re-use).
C: Yes, we agree.
D: In general the suggestions seem right.

8.6.2

Conclusions

In general, the Pilots tended to agree on its opinions and valuation of the methodology during this cycles.
Few exceptions occurred. Following we present the general feedback of the pilots and any presented
exception.
1)

On the Innovation Cycle

The general opinion was that the roadmap defined for the consecution of the objectives in this cycle not only
was appropriate but very useful for organizing the activities to be done during the cycle
There’s also agreement on the fact that the methodological support was adequate.
All pilots agreed on the fact that the extension made to the cycle was very positive allowing the execution of
the entire roadmap defined for the cycle.
2)

Activation of the Open Communities

The Pilots agreed on the fact that the literature provided and discussions held on this subject were useful. In
some cases there was an acknowledgment of the fact that not enough efforts were invested so communities
couldn’t have been activated and involved with great success.
3) Services
Three of the Pilots have completely agreed on the pertinence and usefulness of the iterative approach, to
the point of calling it “the only possible approach”. There was one Pilot disagreeing for different reasons.
(refer to the answers of the questionnaire)
4)
Validation with Users
The general agreement was that the services succeeded in its improvement at users’ eyes. Users noticed the
differences and improvement along cycles. It was also the general case that during the cycle’s validation
sessions the users reported bugs and modification requests that weren’t been identified previously. This
circumstance shows us how the iterative approach helps to obtain more mature and bug free services.
4) Monitoring activities
The in situ monitoring activities were considered as a useful external insight. The potential synergies found
between pilots were considered very positive.
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9. Monitoring of the third innovation cycle
In order to evaluate the third innovation cycle, the consortium has agreed on a set of objectives and
subsequent indicators, making it possible to derive conclusions through monitoring of daily activities and to
extract general conclusions on the overall performance of the pilots. The objectives and indicators are
adjusted to the innovation phase they are in at the moment so the focus in the third (and last) innovation
cycle was on the Impact achieved and dissemination activities.
At the stage of the third innovation cycle, the indicators have been defined in relation to the main project
objectives in this phase, the outcome of the technical reviews and suggestions from reviewers and European
Commission and the PEOPLE methodology applied. Having reinforced during the First Innovation Cycle the
commitment to the open approach, during the Second Innovation Cycle the activation and engagement of
the Open Innovation Communities around the Pilots, the third innovation cycle focus in the improvement
and enhancement of the Impact obtained by the pilots as well as in the execution of the sustainability
strategies tending to guarantee the impact of PEOPLE project in the future.
ICT Services
In the third innovation cycle different kind of tasks converge relating to ICT Services: On one side the
modification of the services that were validated by users by the end of the Second Innovation Cycle, and on
the other side, the release of new services that were being developed during the previous cycles. The
indicators defined for this cycle reflect both sides of the implementation of services.
Sustainability
The achievement of sustainability for the different services and results obtained in PEOPLE project was one
of the major objectives of this cycle. Important efforts were made in the execution of the foreseen
sustainability strategies.
Impact
To improve and enhance the impact of the services and actions implemented during PEOPLE Project was
other of the main objectives of the third innovation cycle. The impact was secured by the achievement of
sustainability, by the activation of open communities and through important efforts in dissemination
activities
Feedback from Users
Consistent with the iterative approach proposed by PEOPLE project, several validation sessions were
supposed to take place in order to validate the modifications and new releases of services. Feedback from
users were gathered and analyzed.
The following sections will give the results on the monitoring activities of the daily activities of the pilots. The
objectives and related indicators of this phase have been established at the beginning of the cycle. The
following will give a review on the established objectives in the different pilot indicator tables and the
corresponding results that have been obtained during the second cycle phase. For each of these indicators
the pilots have gathered information and verification material. In this cycle, provided the interesting insight
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that was provided by the in situ monitoring activities conducted during the second innovation cycle, a new
series of this kind of monitoring was implemented in order to obtain a deeper vision of the impact achieved
by the pilots, among other objectives.
The indicators values gathered through all four innovation cycles were normalized in order to provide a
standardized mechanism of comparison of the performance of the pilots among them and through the
different cycles.
9.1 In situ monitoring framework
9.1.1

Introduction

The objectives of the new series of the in situ monitoring activities were:
 To appraise new services developed during the last innovation loop.
 To understand and get a closer perception on the actions undertaken during such innovation
loop and how the pilot addressed the weakness identified in the previous monitorization
session (based on the main conclusions and SWOT table in conclusions obtained).
 To gather pilot’s opinion on the impact achieved and future service(s) sustainability

9.1.2

Framework

With these objectives, four monitoring areas of the activity were defined as follows:
S1.1.SERVICE APPRAISAL BY END-USERS
S1.1.1.End-users characterization
During the validation session(s) the person carrying out the in-situ monitoring will take into account the
following aspects for end-users characterization:
-

Sex
Age
Technology familiarization
Disabilities
Pertain to a group in risk of social exclusion
Education
Origin (from neighborhood, municipality, nation, foreigner)

S1.1.2.Service Impact and Usefulness perceived by the end-user
END-USER 1, END-USER 2, END-USER n…
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During the session(s) the monitor will appraise the impact and usefulness of the services as perceived by the
end-user. In order to do this the monitor will kindly inquire the end-user in order to get an answer to the
following aspects:
-

-

-

Is the end-user willing to use the service again?
o Yes - Why?
o No – Why?
o It depends – Why?
Does the end-user think this sort of service are useful for the city?
o Yes – Why?
o No – Why?
Would you pay for a service like this?
o Yes – How much?
o No – Why?

S1.1.3.Service Visibility
-

How did the end-user know about the service?
o Website
o Dissemination signs in the city
o Leaflets
o Ear to mouth
o Others

S1.2.SERVICE APPRAISAL BY THE MONITOR
The monitor will appraise the services implemented in relation to their usability, performance, reliability and
general perception. The person carrying out the in-situ monitoring will take into account the following
aspects for services appraisal:
S1.2.1.Services functionality:
-

Does the service comply with the required functionality(s)?
o More: the service complies and exceeds positively in some aspects the required
functionalities
o Yes: the service complies with the required functionality
o Less: the service barely complies with the required functionality.

-

Does the service’s functionality cover your expectations?
o More: the service covers and exceeds positively in some aspects the expected functionalities.
o Yes: the service covers the expected functionality expectations
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o Less: The service barely covers the expected functionality

S1.2.2.Services performance and reliability
The monitor will appraise the sort and adequacy of services’ infrastructures deployed in the pilots, taking
into account:
-

-

-

-

Infrastructure deployed:
o Suitability: the suitability of the infrastructures deployed (software or hardware, depending
on the service)
o Visibility: their grade of visibility and adequacy in relation to service’s aim and objectives.
Infrastructure sustainability:
o To appraise the future service sustainability in relation with the barriers and/or facilitators
for the permanence and care of the needed infrastructure.
Infrastructure accessibility:
o To appraise the adequacy and accessibility of the infrastructure regarding their location and
in relation with the targeted uses and service’s goals.
Infrastructure location and service dependence.
o Appraisal of the grade of dependence on the location of the infrastructure for service’s
provisioning (grade of potential for service’s ubiquity)

S1.2.3.Usefulness of previous in-situ monitoring sessions
- Is this service a newer/improved version of a service already evaluated in the previous in-situ
monitoring session?
o Yes/No
o Yes
- How have the previous conclusions been addressed by the pilot in this new version?

PILOT VISIBILITY
To identify and appraise the adequacy and potential impact of the dissemination activities conducted in the
city. For this purpose the monitor will take into account the objectives of the pilot in this field together with
the conclusions raised from the previous ‘in-situ monitoring’ in these aspects, too:
a) Locating and characterizing dissemination signs
- To Locate and characterize any existing project/service(s) dissemination signs in public spaces in the
city
b) Appraise their adequacy and potential impact
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-

To appraise the adequacy and value provided by those signs in relation to the creation of citizen’s
awareness and PEOPLE/service’s public dissemination purposes and the needs raised from the
previous monitorization.

PILOT IMPACT & SUSTAINABILITY
Taking into account the planned impact and sustainability plan of the pilot the monitor will summarize the
actions taken by the pilot in order to get the expected impact(s) and the plans for service(s) sustainability
once the project ends.
-

Main axis of Pilot’s Sustainability Plans
o Will Pilot’s services remain available after the end of the project?
 Those not, why?
 Is there any alternative plan?
 Those yes:
 Who will be in charge of their operation?
 What are the main terms/business model for this service provisioning?

Finally, the monitor will work together with the Pilot’s responsible in order to collect his/her point of view on
the impact achieved during the project in reference to:
o The contribution of PEOPLE to the development of the city as Smart City.
o The impact in Citizen’s Quality of Life.

PILOT SWOT & CONCLUSSIONS
Taking into account the SWOT table result of the previous monitoring session, the monitor will summarize
the main results of the session by updating such table and commenting on how the previous comments have
been addressed, together with a final summary on Pilot’s Monitoring results.
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9.2 In situ monitoring results

9.2.1 Bilbao
The in situ monitoring session in Bilbao took place on the 28th of January 2013, with the following
agenda:
In Situ Monitoring Agenda – BILBAO Pilot
28/01/2013
9:15 Meeting at the La Bolsa main entrance and catch up on the preparation of the session.
10:00- 13:30 Validation session for the applications: Geocur and the improved version of 3D walking Tour. The session
will take place at La Bolsa, Bilbao’s Civic Center and multipurpose facility, which accounts for more than 800 citizens in
average making daily use of the building.
13:30- 14:00 Dissemination signs monitoring and final conclusions with Bilbao Pilot.
14:00-16:00 Lunch

SERVICE APPRAISAL BY END-USERS
Session Context
Bilbao in-situ monitoring for the validation sessions with end-users took place at the hall of Bilbao’s Civic
Center (La Bolsa), where more than 800 citizens in average make use of its facilities everyday. The Bilbao
Electronic Kiosk (Totem) deployed in the hall of the building served to conduct and validate with real users
and in real scenario the service Geocur. In addition, some validation tests were also performed for the
improved version of the service 3D Walking Tour, using a regular web browser and a smartphone.
Bilbao pilot brought one facilitator that coordinated, organized and collected users’ feedback. As a result of
this, the services were tested by a total of 19 end-users, providing valuable feedback both in oral form and
through the completion of the questionnaire.
Session Methodology
With regard to the methodology followed:
- Step 1: Each end user was informed about the project and the objectives of each application.
- Step 2: The user is invited to use the applications on his own, trying their features.
- Step 3: After this, they are asked to evaluate the applications by filling a short questionnaire
The questionnaire was structured in three sections:
-

The first included general demographic questions regarding the user.
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-

The second regards the usefulness of contents.
The third regards to improvements and other comments

It should be mentioned that during the whole session the Bilbao facilitator ensured the smooth course of the
trial and answered end-users queries
End-users characterization
In relation to users’ characterization, most of the users engaged were in an age range from 25 to 35 years
old. Some of them shown a very little familiarization with this service in particular and with technology in
general, while some more shown to be in the average. Finally, with regards to user origin, most of them
were locals, with some participation also from people from other regions and foreign countries:
Age

Varied. Within an age range from 25 to 35.

Gender

45% female / 55 male

Technology
familiarization

Really diverse. Mix of users very familiarized with technology and
others not computer literate at all.

Education

Basic, Secondary and High Education

Origin

Bilbao (85%), Other Spanish Regions (10%) Other countries (5%)

Participants
segmentation:

Students and unemployed people.
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S1.1.2.Service Impact and Usefulness perceived by the end-user
During the session(s) the monitor will appraise the impact and usefulness of the services as perceived by the
end-user. In order to do this the monitor will kindly inquire the end-user in order to get an answer to the
following aspects:
-

-

-

Is the end-user willing to use the service again?
o Yes – Why?
o No – Why?
o It depends – Why?
Does the end-user think this sort of services are useful for the city?
o Yes – Why?
o No – Why?
Would you pay for a service like this?
o Yes – How much?
o No – Why?

Most of the users (85%) were willing to use the two services again, especially under circumstances they
really need to use them: in the case of Geocur, knowing where and when a new course is offered and getting
the necessary information for enrolling it or. In the case of 3D Walking Tour prior or during the visit of a
relative to Bilbao, for instance. However, some of the users (10%) found it useful but they missed some
functionalities, as in the case of Geocur: some users requested automatic alerts when courses are available
again, or when courses close to the place they live are offered. In the not find the services useful.
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Finally, the users were also asked about on how they would contribute to services’ sustainability. In this
sense, most of them agreed that they would not directly pay for these services, but they would be willing to
accept some ads and any other indirect contribution for the maintenance and provisioning of the service.
S1.1.3.Service Visibility
-

How did the end-user know about the service?

All of the users got in contact with the services for first time. They knew about them because of the tests
being performed by other users in the hall and by the dissemination material placed in the facility.
S1.2.SERVICE APPRAISAL BY THE MONITOR
S1.2.1.Services functionality:
The following services were tested in real usage conditions:


3D Walking Tour: During the previous in-situ monitoring session a first version of the 3D Walking
Tour services was appraised. This time, the monitor tried the version with the improvements
implemented from the 2nd Innovation Cycle, using both a regular desktop and smartphone web
browser. No major problems were identified. As a conclusion from the previous monitoring, it was
suggested to try to make the service much more interactive and dynamic. This has been addressed
by Bilbao Pilot during this 3rd Innovation Cycle, introducing a set of improvements in line with it:
o Geo-location of the user has been added to provide him with the closest points of interest.
o Positioning marks have been included in the video, so that users can move to the point of
interest that they want. This also allows positioning marks moving forward or backward
directly to a point of interest.
o As the service is addressed to tourism, it has been translated into different languages:
 Spanish
 English
 Italian
 French (under development by the developers community
 German (under development by the developers community)
o Native Mobile App for Mobile Phones: under development (by the developers community)
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The service has kept and even improved one of its main strengthens: the friendly and intuitive visual
interface of the service in general, and of the service’s web version in particular, based on the city
map where all of the points of interests are marked and the user can easily obtain further
information of any of them. In addition, the service performance and general application behavior is
still optimum. 3D Walking Tour can be accesed from: http://3dwalkingtour.people-project.eu/


Geocur: Geocur can be accessed through the
‘totem’ placed in “La Bolsa” (Bilbao’s public
multipurpose building), where usually free
courses, exhibitions, and cultural activities
are provided to citizens in the city. The
service can also be accessed from any web
browser, allowing any citizen consulting the
city’s courses offer any-time and any-where.
In this sense, Geocur was tried both from the
electronic kiosk and a regular desktop web
browser.
In both situations the performance was good. We believe that the user interface has some very nice
characteristics that makes course finding easy and fast. In concrete, the functionalities that allow us
performing semantic search of the courses, as well as the use of filters by sorting by course theme or
date really help people in these tasks. In general, the service complies and even exceeds in some
aspects the required and expected functionalities. However, some minor details to be improved
where identified and reported to the Pilot: a relevant one is that when accessed from the electronic
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kiosk a very small font type is shown, making difficult, especially for elders and people with some
visual problems the use of the tool. Geocur can be accessed from: http://geocur.people-project.eu/
S1.2.2.Services performance and reliability
-

Infrastructure deployed, sustainability and service dependence.

The tested services are mainly software-based. Despite Geocur can be accessed from the electronic kiosk
and 3D walking Tour from the 3D TV screen placed at the Municipal Tourist Office, both services can also be
accessed from regular web browsers, and from any smartphone browser.
S1.2.3.Usefulness of previous in-situ monitoring sessions
-

Is this service a newer/improved version of a service already evaluated in the previous in-situ
monitoring session? How have the previous conclusions from the monitoring and other validation
sessions been addressed by the pilot in this new version(s)?

In the case of 3D Walking Tour an improved version has been released and tried during the session. As
mentioned above, the previous monitoring session together with the feedback collected during these last
months has really served for implementing new characteristics and functionalities adapted to and driven by
users.
In the case of Geocur, it is a completely new service, released during this 3 rd Innovation Cycle. It is worth
mentioning that some of the comments received in form of feedback for the other Bilbao’s pilot services
from previous monitoring and validation sessions have been taken into account and enriched since the very
first moment the service functionalities, interface conceptualization and the way contents should be
provided to users.
PILOT VISIBILITY
To identify and appraise the adequacy and potential impact of the dissemination activities conducted in the
city. For this purpose the monitor will take into account the objectives of the pilot in this field together with
the conclusions raised from the previous ‘in-situ monitoring’ in these aspects, too:
Locating and characterizing dissemination signs
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The signs of dissemination deployed in the area addressed by the pilot mainly consist on posters and leaflets
to inform on the availability and features of the services. Posters and dissemination signs can be found in
different public facilities of the city: Bilbao’s Town Hall, Civic Centre, La Alhondiga. During the session,
leaflets on the two services were given to users. In addition to these activities, during the 3 rd innovation cycle
period, further dissemination and user engagement activities were carried out in different places of the city
and also through other media, such as the project website, conferences and social networks. Nevertheless, it
is judged that perhaps a wider deployment of dissemination material may have helped increase service
awareness among Bilbao citizens and relevant stakeholders.
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PILOT IMPACT & SUSTAINABILITY
-Will Pilot’s services remain available after the end of the project? And who will be in charge of their
operation?
Yes, the services will remain available after the end of the project as they will be incorporated into Anova’s
service portfolio. In addition, in the final stage of the project new agreements with 3 rd cities (such as
Menorca, Badajoz, and Barcelona) are being reached in order to implement Anova’s services in different
levels of the city, including services developed under PEOPLE’s project.
Finally, contacts with the local associations of tourism are expected to give results after the end of the
project for incorporating 3D Walking Tour as part of bigger services related to guided tours and tickets
buying.
-What is the opinion of the Pilot team related to the contribution of PEOPLE to the development of the city
as Smart City? And the impact of PEOPLE services in Citizen’s Quality of Life?
Regarding the impact, scalability and transferability of results, the project has enabled the provisioning of 3
new services, not previously available in the city, covering smart cities areas of development: smart
government, smart people, smart environment, smart economy and smart living and achieving a regular
citizen’s usage. In addition, these services are starting to be adopted by other cities, as it is the case of
Hoyrespiro, which, within Spain, is being adopted in Badajoz, Ciudad Real, Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Barcelona
and Menorca. This scalability has been facilitated by new stakeholders within those cities interested on the
service as the case of CENATIC (National Center for the Application of ICT based on open source),
FEDETICAM (Federation of Information Technology enterprises of Castilla La Mancha), and SMEs as TGI
based on Barcelona.)
Regarding the number of citizens participating during the third innovation cycle, the use of services reflects a
significant increase where the main contributor is the service 3DWalkingTour. This result shows the
effectiveness of the implementations performed with the translations into different languages that helped
potential visitors from abroad the service usage. Records of 3DWalkingTour show the service usage from:
Spain, Estonia, France, Greece, Italy, US, Argentina, Mexico, Germany, UK, Turkey, Ukraine, Chile, Portugal,
Canada, Switzerland, Czesch Republic, Dominican Republic, Algeria, Guatemala, Croatia, India, Japan, Peru,
Philippines, Poland, Romania and Serbia. On the other hand, downloads of the services are recorded from:
Spain, Mexico, Philippines, Sweden, China, Russia, Italy, France, US, Ireland and Poland.
Finally, it is worth mentioning the community of developers that are contributing to the improvement of
services also beyond project’s life. In concrete, the community is supporting the development of a native
android smartphone application for the 3D walking Tour, as well its translation to other languages.
PILOT SWOT & CONCLUSSIONS
Taking into account the SWOT table result of the previous monitoring session, the monitor will summarize
the main results of the session by updating such table and commenting on how the previous comments have
been addressed, together with a final summary on Pilot’s Monitoring results.
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WEAKNESSES/THREADS
Content Usage and Dissemination
The signs of dissemination deployed in the area where electronic kiosks are deployed serve for attracting
users from the zone. Posters and dissemination signs could be found all over the area. In addition to this, it
is clear that Bilbao pilot has doubled the dissemination efforts, not only in-situ, but through online and
alternative media also, and attending to international conferences during the period. However, it is judged
that in order to strengthen the implementation and real uptake of services in other locations after the
project (as part of the Anova’s services portfolio) wider and ambitious dissemination campaigns would be
needed in order to create major awareness and bigger critical mass of users, stakeholders and developers.
STRENGTHS
Services
 The services comply with the required functionalities and even exceeds them in some aspects.
 The services are judged as useful according to participant’s general impression as perceived during
the validation session.
 The services behave very well under real scenarios and with real end-users.
 Their user interfaces are one of their main strengths, very visual and providing means for sorting
and accessing the information fast and smoothly.
 The services have a high potential for being replicated in other cities and scenarios.
Infrastructure/service sustainability
 With the efforts put by Anova towards increasing and strengthening service sustainability beyond
the project new sustainability and transferability opportunities may rise from the agreements for
services provisioning with other municipalities such as Badajoz, Barcelona or Menorca.
 The services are software-based, so they do not seriously depend on the deployment of major
infrastructures for their provisioning.

Conclusions
The most important weaknesses identified from the previous monitoring activity were addressed to three
main fields:
-

-

Users participation: the number of users during this session was higher than in previous. The
inclusion of a facilitator has positively affected to the number of users who have tested the
applications.
Dissemination and awareness: it is judged that in order to strengthen the implementation and real
uptake of services in other locations after the project (as part of the Anova’s services portfolio) wider
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-

and ambitious dissemination campaigns would be needed in order to create major awareness and
bigger critical mass of users, stakeholders and developers.
Previous in-situ monitoring session concluded that despite the services covered the main
functionalities planned, some more added value in form of user-service interaction and location
information subservices would have been expected. We consider these aspects have been widely
and satisfactorily addressed during this innovation cycle by the pilot, providing more interactive and
added-value functionalities to each service, as described in previous pages.
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9.2.2 Vitry sur Seine
The in situ monitoring session in Vitry took place on the 8th of February 2013, with the following agenda:
In Situ Monitoring Agenda – VITRY Pilot
08/02/2013
9:15 Meeting at the airport and departure to Vitry
10:00- 13:30 Validation sessions for the applications: Semantic Search, Local Information Service and Improve My City.
The session will take place in the municipal restaurant, a facility where more than 300 public servants and municipal
workers have lunch daily.
13.30 – 14.00: Meeting with the municipal Deputy Bertrand Potier, contact for Vitry Municipality involvement and
support of PEOPLE project, and validator of services from Vitry Minicipality. The meeting will be held at the premises of
the Municipality of Vitry.
13:30- 14:00 Dissemination signs monitoring and final conclusions with Vitry Pilot.
14:00-16:00 Lunch

SERVICE APPRAISAL BY END-USERS
Session Context
Vitry in-situ monitoring took place in the Vitry local restaurant for public employees. This facility serves to
more than 300 people everyday. Vitry Pilot deployed two big 31” TouchScreens and several Mobile Phones
for services testing and validation purposes. There were a total of 6 Vitry Pilot members, coordinated and
organized to inform users on the services, their purpose and the objective of this activity, letting them know
the relevance of their feedback and getting them into testing the application themselves. As a result of this,
more than 50 real users tried the services in real scenario, providing valuable feedback both in oral forma
and through the completion of a questionnaire.
Session Methodology
With regard to the methodology followed:
- Step 1: Each end user was informed about the project and the objectives of each application.
- Step 2: The user is invited to use the applications on his own, trying their features.
- Step 3: After this, they are asked to evaluate each of the applications by filling a short questionnaire
The questionnaire was structured in two sections: the first included general demographic questions
regarding the user and section B included questions for collecting user feedback on the services tried. It
should be mentioned that during the whole session there were 6 Vitry Pilot members acting as facilitators,
which ensured the smooth course of the trial and answered end-users queries
End-users characterization
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With regards to users’ characterization, around 50% of all users were in a range of 30 to 45 years old, while
another 40% where in a range of 45 to 60. Around 65% were male and some of them were more computer
literate than others, but in average all of them were familiarized and used to interacting with touchscreen
applications, such as smartphones. Finally, all of them were from different places in Vitry. Main
characteristics of the group of users as a whole:
Age

Varied. Within an age range from 25 to 60.

Gender

60% male / 40% female

Technology
familiarization

Average

Education

Basic and Secondary Education

Origin

Vitry

Participants
segmentation:

Municipality Workers
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S1.1.2.Service Impact and Usefulness perceived by the end-user
During the session(s) the monitor will appraise the impact and usefulness of the services as perceived by the
end-user. In order to do this the monitor will kindly inquire the end-user in order to get an answer to the
following aspects:
-

-

-

Is the end-user willing to use the service again?
o Yes – Why?
o No – Why?
o It depends – Why?
Does the end-user think this sort of services are useful for the city?
o Yes – Why?
o No – Why?
Monitor comment: Yes, most of the ser
Would you pay for a service like this?
o Yes – How much?
o No – Why?

More than 95% of the users were willing to use the three services again. In general terms their answer were
very positive, finding the services interesting and useful. The 5% left were also willing to use the service
again, but especially if some more contents were added (there are some districts in Vitry where the “local
information service” has no information yet, so for people living/going to those areas the service is no as
useful as for others). The users were also asked about on how they would contribute to services’
sustainability. In this sense, all of them agreed that they would not directly pay for these services, but they
would be willing to accept some ads and any other indirect contribution for the maintenance and
provisioning of the service.
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S1.1.3.Service Visibility
-

How did the end-user know about the service?

All of the users got in contact with the services for first time. They knew about them because of the tests
being performed by other users in the restaurant and by the dissemination material placed inside and
outside the facility.
S1.2.SERVICE APPRAISAL BY THE MONITOR
S1.2.1.Services functionality:
The following services were tested in real usage conditions:


Local Information Service: As the rest of services in Vitry, this service is available from VitryHub. A
new and more dynamic interface has been developed and implemented, providing a better look &
feel. New functionalities and improvements have been added also:
o Display of next coming buses according to user’s position
o Locate the nearest bus stop according to user’s position
o Display the pollution information area
The services were run from a Smartphone and two TV TouchScreen (31”), and in both cases run well.
Some minor bugs were identified and reported to the pilot. The application complies with the
required functionalities. It can be accessed from http://gtrvitry.net/elgg/



Semantic Search: Same as the Local Information Service, a new and more suitable interface has
been implemented. The service allows easy and fast search and find of local facilities, services and
other public and private resources: health centers, primary and secondary schools, care centers,
postal services. The service complies with the required functionalities, however its success and
increase of usefulness and sustainability potential depend on the georeferenced local contents
available. In this sense, despite there are already a good range of contents, some extra efforts would
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need to be put in the future in order to populate new contents and/or make users do it. The service
can be accessed from http://gtrvitry.net/elgg/register.



VITRY - Improve My City (Service Transferred from other Pilot)
This service has been transferred from Thermi Pilot and adapted to Vitry. The interface has been
translated into French and the application performs fast and smoothly in most of the cases. In
addition, Vitry Pilot has already engaged representatives in the municipality and political parties that
are willing to manage issues directly related to citizens, using the application as a facilitator for
getting in contact with citizens and jointly help solve local issues. Improve My City service complies
with the functionalities required, and in general all of the users who tried the application found it
very useful and they were willing to use it again to inform on local issues on their areas.

All of the services provided by Vitry can be accessed through Vitry Hub http://gtrvitry.net/elgg/register. Vitry
Hub is a social network that contains both the Semantic Search and the Local Information Service. The Vitry
version of Improve My City is not linked yet with VitryHub. Finally, and as mentioned above, all of the
services perform well and work smoothly, finding just some minor bugs that have been already reported.
S1.2.2.Services performance and reliability
-

Infrastructure deployed, sustainability and service dependence.

The three tested services are mainly software-based. Nevertheless they depend on some hardware
infrastructure to provide the connectivity, information exchange and location capabilities to the apps. Two
main variables are to be taken into account:
-

-

Availability/deployment of touch screens connected to Internet. They can be placed in any facility.
Places especially suitable due the sort of services offered are Bus Stops and other public areas with
heavy people transit.
Smartphones running the services: Connected to Internet and with the geolocation features enabled.

It is worth mentioning that Vitry has made an effort during these last months in order to lower the
dependence of their services on hardware deployment. Previous versions of the applications were functional
only as long as the user was within the area of connectivity created by hardware deployed in each bus stop
in the network. The modification of this approach is judge as positive and suitable for widening services
uptake and their potential sustainability.
S1.2.3.Usefulness of previous in-situ monitoring sessions
-

Is this service a newer/improved version of a service already evaluated in the previous in-situ
monitoring session?
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Yes, in the previous monitoring session early releases of both of the Local Information Service and the
Semantic Search were presented. They have been further developed and improved, both at functionalities,
performance and look & feel levels.
Finally, the Vitry Improve My City application is something new. It has been transferred from Thermi,
translating it and adapting it to Vitry’s services.
-

How have the previous conclusions from the monitoring and other validation sessions been addressed
by the pilot in this new version(s)?

In addition to previous monitoring sessions, Vitry pilot has carried out different validation sessions with
users, and has been continuously working in the improvement of the services taking into account the
feedback obtained from Vitry Municipality and citizens trying the apps. With regard to specific issues raised
from the previous monitoring session, a special effort has been made to address the comments regarding
the need of improving the look&feel of the services as well as to address a lower level of infrastructure
dependence. Finally, regarding the dissemination activities, and based on previous comments, much more
dissemination activities has been put into place during the last months, as well as during the current session.

PILOT VISIBILITY
To identify and appraise the adequacy and potential impact of the dissemination activities conducted in the
city. For this purpose the monitor will take into account the objectives of the pilot in this field together with
the conclusions raised from the previous ‘in-situ monitoring’ in these aspects, too:
Locating and characterizing dissemination signs

The signs of dissemination deployed in the area addressed by the pilot mainly consist on posters and leaflets
to inform on the availability and features of the services. Posters and dissemination signs can be found in
different public facilities of the city: Vitry’s Town Hall, Library, Exploradome Museum, University Facilities.
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During the sessions, these dissemination efforts, together with the labor of Vitry member facilitating the
engagement of users had a very positive impact in the quantity of users taking part in the session.
Nevertheless, perhaps a wider deployment of materials in other media: social networks, local associations,
etc could help make VitryHub more massive and with more users, who can also contribute to the selfgeneration of content.
PILOT IMPACT & SUSTAINABILITY
-Will Pilot’s services remain available after the end of the project? And who will be in charge of their
operation?
Yes, the services will remain available after the end of the project as they will be taken by Vitry’s municipality
and Exploradome Museum. In addition, companies and organizations such as CityPassenger, Cassidian, Ratp,
IUT and Exploradome are interested in accessing the open data brought by the project, as well as continuing
and adapting the Vitry Pilot services. Furthermore, other municipality (Créteil) has recently installed a
version of the Local Information Service.
-What is the opinion of the Pilot team related to the contribution of PEOPLE to the development of the city
as Smart City? And the impact of PEOPLE services in Citizen’s Quality of Life?
Regarding the impact, the project has enabled the initiation of provisioning of local e-services based on
georeference contents: informing on the closest facilities you are looking for and services that makes easier
the mobility in the city: informing in real-time on the next bus, the traffic, pollution levels, etc. In addition,
some social features in order to connect neighbors, friends and people with common interests have also
been provided, allowing real-time chat and information exchange. Finally, with the transfer of services such
as Improve My City, the citizens have also the opportunity to directly contribute to the wellness and
maintenance of public services in their city. All together, we consider PEOPLE is contributing to enhancing
Ctitizen’s Quality of Life, however some more time will be needed in order to measure the real impact of
these services and any other services that may rise from them.
In addition, the way for Vitry towards converting it into a Smart City is also initiated. We understand that
Vitry Pilot has contributed to the target of converting Vitry into a Smart City. In our understanding, becoming
a Smart City is about enabling citizen capabilities and the interconnection of local services and infrastructure,
addressed to improve the quality of life of its inhabitants, facilitating the access to information and services
at local level, and our services have put the basis for this.
Finally, we should not forget the relevance and impact also in the community of developers. Vitry software
developments have contributed to the development and improvement of new OSS software and plugins
(especially for the ELGG developers). The testing and, in some cases, adoption of the services by cities
throughout the world, multiplies the effect and the added value created by our pilot.
PILOT SWOT & CONCLUSSIONS
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Taking into account the SWOT table result of the previous monitoring session, the monitor will summarize
the main results of the session by updating such table and commenting on how the previous comments have
been addressed, together with a final summary on Pilot’s Monitoring results.
WEAKNESSES/THREADS
Content Population and Dissemination
The signs of dissemination deployed in the area of Vitry are adequate for the objective of the validation and
experimentation session carried out during the in-situ monitoring. Posters and dissemination signs could be
found all over the area. However, a wider and more ambitious dissemination campaign will be needed in
order to create a big critical mass of users, stakeholders and developers that can populate and improve the
contents brought by location services of the Pilot.
STRENGTHS
End-Users/Service(s) Validation





High number of participants
Real scenarios
Motivated and participative users
Motivated facilitators.

Services:
 The services comply with the required functionalities,
 The services are judged as useful and very useful according to participant’s general impression as
perceived during the validation session.
Infrastructure/service sustainability
 Now, with the new focus taken by Vitry, the services do not depend on any major physical
infrastructure.
 The services will be taken up by Vitry’s Municipality and other stakeholders, assuring its
sustainability, at least in the mid-term.

Conclussions
The most important recommendation that was made in the previous in situ monitoring activity was the
increase of more user driven approach, with new validation sessions focused on users, able to provide
feedback on their functionalities and ideas for the new look&feel (a more user-friendly one) validated by
users. We consider this aspect have been taken into account during the last months, as various validation
sessions (apart from the one performed during the monitoring) has been carried out and the results are
already available and implemented in the improved applications.
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From the previous in-situ monitoring session, it was determined that the pilot had a clear and inherent
dependence on the deployment of hardware in each bus stop for service provisioning. Now, with the new
approach taken, this dependence is much lower and the services can be accessed from multiple devices and
locations.
Another important comments were about dissemination. In order to achieve a wider impact and population
of users and contents (uploaded and managed by the own users, through VitryHub social network) greater
dissemination activities would be needed. Now, the Municipality and Exploredome and the rest of interested
parties have a unique opportunity to adapt the tools and get a critical mass than can support the services
beyond project’s life.
Summarizing we can conclude that the required functionalities of the services has been covered, and the
pilot has engaged some key local stakeholders, both citizens and other business, research organizations and
public administration stakeholders, that have uptaken PEOPLE services. Furthermore, the services
provisioning are guaranteed in the mid-term as Vitry’s Municipality and some other organizations will
continue with them.
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9.2.3 Thermi
The in situ monitoring session in Thermi took place on 24th January with the following agenda:
In Situ Monitoring Agenda – THERMI Pilot
24/01/2013
9:15 Meeting at the hotel and departure to Thermi
10:00- 11:00 Meeting with the employees of the Municipal Departments which are responsible for the operation of
‘Improve my city’ application and the IT staff responsible for the administration of ‘sense the city’ and ‘parking
availability’. The meeting will be held at the premises of the Municipality of Thermi.
11:30- 13:00 Validation sessions for the applications: Virtual tour, Virtual Marketplace, Sense the City, Parking
Availability. The meeting will be held at the library of the cultural centre of Thermi Municipality.
13:00- 14:00 Outdoor monitoring: Walk around the city centre, visit the pilot info kiosks and stands etc.
14:00-16:00 Lunch

The meeting with the employees of the Municipal department which are responsible for the
operation of three of the services deployed was very revealing of the truthful engagement of the
public servants.
The meeting presented a very productive discussion on needed modifications and additions to the
services on one side, and comments regarding how to improve the operation of the service on
other side.
The employees requested the implementation of new categories and subcategories reflecting new states in
the pipeline of solving an issue. This request is motivated for those issues whose solution demands a public
tender and typically will demand a relevant period of time to be solved.
Some concern arose on the differences between the employees when categorizing the issues in the different
states of the pipeline. There isn’t a common agreement on when to change the state of an issue and the
different stakeholders in the Municipality discussed and agreed on that.
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A very noticeable engagement was shown by the public servants in Thermi Municipality with the operation,
management and improvement of the services deployed by PEOPLE Project.
In the framework of one of the public procurement mechanisms that were conducted by Thermi
Municipality, an organization was subcontracted to contact potential businesses in Thermi that can be
interested in the use of the Virtual Marketplace for the improvement of its activity. A training session was
organized so as to show the participants the use of the Virtual Marketplace in order to encourage them to
use it. Fifty persons attended to this session.
The monitor had attended a following meeting with professionals in Thermi area that couldn’t attend to the
previous meeting. This session had two purposes: to present the service to those professionals that couldn’t
attend to the previous meeting and to gather feedback from them regarding the service. 11 bussines owners
in Thermi have attended to the meeting.

A questionnaire with different requests for information was delivered to the users. It contained a section
about the characterization of the user in terms of age, technology knowledge, education, etc., and different
sections with questions about the different services that were released in Thermi. According to the user’s
experience with the services they were supposed to fill the questionnaire corresponding to those services.
SERVICE APPRAISAL BY END-USERS
End-users characterization
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Age:

Characterization

Education

Cellphone owned by the user
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Categorization of the mobile phone usage

S1.1.2.Service Impact and Usefulness perceived by the end-user
We present some of the results of the validation session with users. The answers to part of the posed
questions are showed.
Improve My City service: Is the service easy to use?

Improve My City service: What features make its use more difficult?
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Improve My City service: If you have filed an issue, what was its course?

Improve My City service: Are you satisfied by?

Virtual Marketplace service: Is the service easy to use?

Virtual Marketplace service: What features make its use more difficult?
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Virtual Marketplace service: Are you satisfied by?

Virtual City tour: Is the service easy to use?

Virtual City tour: Are you satisfied by?
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Sense the city: Is the service easy to use?

Sense the city: Are you satisfied by?

Parking Spaces Availability: Is the service easy to use?
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Parking Spaces Availability: Are you satisfied by?

S1.1.3.Service Visibility
-

How did the end-user know about the service?

The traders knew about the service through the contact made by the organization subcontracted by Thermi
Municipality in order to raise awareness and train traders in the use of the Virtual Marketplace.
Awareness of the city services deployed by PEOPLE project:

If they knew about the services, how were the users informed?
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S1.2.SERVICE APPRAISAL BY THE MONITOR
S1.2.1.Services functionality:
The following services were tested in real usage conditions:


Improve my city
Improve my city service complied and exceeded positively the required functionalities given that this
service has gone through a constant process of improvement facilitated by the iterative
development approach and the constant engagement of the representatives of all the departments
in the municipality that are managing issues directly related to citizens.



Parking Spaces Availability
This service complies service complied and
exceeded
positively
the
required
functionalities. This service was properly
deployed after the public procurement process
that subcontracted the sensors provider took
place. The sensors were placed at the main
parking place in Thermi located at the central
square. Two electronically signs were placed in
the city in order to communicate the drivers
the availability of parking spaces. This service
can also be accessed through the convenient
physical kiosks placed at 5 different locations in the city and, of course, visiting the webpage of the
service properly prepared also for mobile access.
(https://smartcity.thermi.gov.gr/parking/index.php?lang=en)



Sense the City
This service complies with the required
functionality. Sense the City uses 4
environmental sensors located in four different
locations in Thermi in order to provide
pollution information. It can be access in
https://smartcity.thermi.gov.gr/improve/el/se
nsethecity/index.php?lang=en



Virtual City Marketplace
This service complies with
smartcity.thermi.gov.gr/market/.

the

required

functionality.

It

can

be

accessed

in
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In the last weeks several efforts were made in order to involve a big quantity of traders in Thermi
willing to take advantage of the Virtual Marketplace. These efforts lead to the validation of the
service and, therefore, to iterative improvements that were taking place.
S1.2.2.Services performance and reliability
The services can be accessed through the website https://smartcity.thermi.gov.gr that is also optimized for
mobile access and also through several kiosks that are located in different places in Thermi. Most of these
kiosks are located in indoor locations like the municipal library and the Science Center and Technology
Museum NOESIS. The kiosk place in the main square (outdoor location) is expected to face a bigger
probability of vandalism.

-

Infrastructure deployed:

The infrastructures used for the deployment of services are considered suitable. Deployed kiosks guarantees
a suitable means for public access to the services and web access facilitates its use using itinerant mobile
devices. Kiosks also provide visibility to the deployment of services fostering its use by the citizens.
Sensors for parking availability service and quality of air detection were deployed in Thermi providing a very
interesting first deployment of an Internet of Things (IoT) layer that can be taken into consideration for
further developments in the city.
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-

Infrastructure sustainability:

The operation and maintenance of the infrastructures is guaranteed for the next two years by the
commitment of the Municipality and the operators that have been contracted by means of the public
procurement process. This is suitable period of time for strengthening the smart services that Thermi
municipality could offer in the future in the framework of a “smart strategy” were services deployed in
PEOPLE project could be included, improved and extended.
-

Infrastructure location and service dependence.

Most of the services are independent from the location. In the case of Parking availability services and
Quality of air, appropriate sensors must be deployed in fixed locations in the case of parking sensors and in
relevant locations in the case of quality of air sensors. This circumstance, far from representing a problem,
provides a first layer of IoT functionalities in the city. The access to the services can be done, in any case,
ubiquitously.
S1.2.3.Usefulness of previous in-situ monitoring sessions
-

Is this service a newer/improved version of a service already evaluated in the previous in-situ
monitoring session?

Improve my city was an improved version of the one evaluated in the previous monitoring session. The same
stands for the Virtual Marketplace. The parking spaces availability and Sense the city services were evaluated
in this session for the first time.
-

How have the previous conclusions been addressed by the pilot in this new version?

Thermi pilot have been continuously working in the improvement of the services taking into account the
feedback obtained from all the stakeholders. Improve my city service was improved not only taken into
account the feedback obtained in the last in situ monitoring session but also the feedback obtained from the
stakeholders in the Municipality (representatives of all the municipal departments that take care of issues
directly related to the citizens)
PILOT VISIBILITY
To identify and appraise the adequacy and potential impact of the dissemination activities conducted in the
city. For this purpose the monitor will take into account the objectives of the pilot in this field together with
the conclusions raised from the previous ‘in-situ monitoring’ in these aspects, too:
c) Locating and characterizing dissemination signs
After the public procurement process that made possible the subcontracting of the organization in charge of
the dissemination material design and printing, dissemination signs were place all over Thermi boosting the
visibility of the project and the use of services. Several stands were place in different areas providing
guidance and information on PEOPLE project and services, and a lot of posters and signs were place in the
streets.
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d) Appraise their adequacy and potential impact
The signs of dissemination deployed in the area of Thermi are vey adequate. Posters and dissemination signs
can be found all over the area. It’s impossible to walk 50 meters in the city centre without noticing the
project. These dissemination efforts had an impact in the quantity of users of the services that has arisen
since the dissemination signs were massively deployed.
PILOT IMPACT & SUSTAINABILITY
Will Pilot’s services remain available after the end of the project?
Yes, all services will remain available after the end of the project.
Who will be in charge of their operation?
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Services will be sustained by the Municipality. The Association of Professional Traders is also willing to
sustain Virtual Marketplace. All services will be hosted by the Municipality’s server.
Two services (parking finder and sense the city) do not require administrative support. The organization in
charge of the deployment of the sensors has the responsibility of its maintenance for the next two years.
What is the opinion of the Thermi Pilot team related to the contribution of PEOPLE to the development of
the city as Smart City?
The contribution of PEOPLE can be traced both in the development of the services and in the creation of
citizens’ capabilities. The project helped at the development of a few but quite successful services and
Thermi’s citizens have identified the ability of using ICT for the improvement of their quality of life. The
participation of citizens and local stakeholders in all stages of services development (selection of domains of
application, design, improvement, implementation, dissemination) has also created an experience that could
be utilized in future efforts.
What is the opinion of the Thermi Pilot team related to the impact of PEOPLE services in Citizen’s Quality
of Life?
Regarding the impact, the project has helped a lot in the increase of ICT usage by citizens, the improvement
of e-governance and the enhancement of collaborative thinking and acting inside Thermi community. So far
there have not been any results regarding the primary aim of the creation of each one of the services
(improvement of sales in local shops, reducing traffic, attracting visitors etc), apart from some preliminary
findings regarding the efficiency of public administration due to the development of ‘Improve my City’. This
kind of impact can only be measured after some time, when the services will be mature enough with a high
number of users.
Apart from the above there is also a significant impact in the open community, with the creation of ICOS
platform and the release of the open source software of services. The testing and, in some cases, adoption of
the services by cities throughout the world, multiplies the effect and the added value created by our pilot.
PILOT SWOT & CONCLUSSIONS
Taking into account the SWOT table result of the previous monitoring session, the monitor will summarize
the main results of the session by updating such table and commenting on how the previous comments have
been addressed, together with a final summary on Pilot’s Monitoring results.

WEAKNESSES/THREADS
 The public procurement process for the acquisition of sensors and the subcontracting of the
dissemination material design and printing has been delayed because of administrative and
bureaucratic constrains. This delay influenced the impact that disseminations signs in Thermi area
may have in the uptake and appraisal of the services by citizens. This thread is directly related to
the dependence that the deployment of services for Smart Cities has on the public administrations
and its processes.
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STRENGTHS
End-Users/Service(s) Validation
 Motivated and participative users
 Professional, trained and motivated facilitators
 Validation sessions are taken really serious by Thermi, and are a core part of their service design
process, what is positively reflected in their services, especially in areas related with user
experience.
Services:
 The services comply and in some cases exceed positively in some aspect the required
functionalities,
 The services are judged as very useful, according to participant’s general impression as perceived
during the validation sessions.
Infrastructure/service sustainability
 The services do not depend on any major physical infrastructure.
 The services are highly supported by and account for the collaboration of the Municipality of
Thermi.
Dissemination




The signs of dissemination deployed in the area of Thermi are vey adequate.
Posters and dissemination signs can be found all over the area.
These dissemination efforts had an impact in the quantity of users of the services that has arisen
since the dissemination signs were massively deployed.

The most important recommendation that was made in the previous in situ monitoring activity was the
increase of the dissemination signs and material. As was previously commented, this issue was widely
addressed by means of the public procurement process that allowed the subcontracting of the organization
in charge of these actions.
Summarizing we can conclude that stakeholders in Thermi pilot are fully engaged with the improvement and
management of the services, the citizenship is answering very adequately to the deployment of the services,
A first basic Internet of Things layer was deployed containing several sensors that can provide support to the
deployment of additional smart services for the city and the sustainability of the services, its management
maintenance and operation is guaranteed at least for the next two years.
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9.2.4 Bremen
The in situ monitoring session in Bremen took place on 28th January with the following agenda:
2nd Monitoring workshop 28.01.2013, Bremen

Venue:
BIBA – Bremer Institut für Produktion und Logistik GmbH
Hochschulring 20, 28359 Bremen
Room 1040 (Konferenzraum 3, first floor to the left)
Time

Content

Description

10:00 – 10:10

Introduction

Purpose of the workshop and service

10:10 – 10:20

Questionnaire 1

Expectations to the workshop

10:20 – 11:00

Testing

Using a testing questionnaire with certain tasks

11:00 – 11:10

Break

11:10 – 11:30

Discussion

Identify potential improvements

11:30 – 12:00

Questionnaire 2
and monitoring
questions

Evaluation of the workshop and questions for monitoring

12:00 – 13:00

Visit to the campus

Identification of Dissemination signs.

13:00 – 14:00

Lunch

The validation session was organized with three users and a developer of the StudIP Mobile service
who presented the application and answered users’ questions.
While the number of users (3) was low, the selection of the people was important. 1 person was a
female student of humanities that was in her early Bachelor semesters. She represented the
freshman, especially for non-technical areas that typically use Stud.IP in different ways (e.g. more
text documents for courses). The second participant was a female from the engineering area. She is
near the end of her studies and represented experienced students that knew Stud.IP well. The third
participant was a male student from the University of Applied Sciences in Bremen. He is not
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member of the regular university thus represents a person unfamiliar with Stud.IP and the campus.
Two questionnaires were given to the validators. The first questionnaires concern the
characteristics of the users (age, study field) and their familiarity with Smartphones, Operating
Systems (iOS and Android) as well as their usage behavior with Stud.IP. Other questions focus on
what they expect from the session.
The second questionnaire concerns the testing of the application. Several small tasks had to be
performed to see if everything works right, is easy to use and has a proper appearance. These
questions also provide the most relevant information about later adjustments and features.
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SERVICE APPRAISAL BY END-USERS
End-users characterization

For the last two columns we used a likert scale ranging from --- to +++. The middle value is 4
meaning indifferent. 7 means +++ and 1 means --- .
Age Gender Study area
21 F
social sciences
business
26 M
administration
25 F
engineering

uses smartphone often Uses Stud.IP regularly
7
7
7
7

1

7

All three users were students. Any of them seemed to belong to any group at risk of social
exclusion.
The students were contacted through a general mailing list in the University and volunteer to
participate in the validation session.
S1.1.2.Service Impact and Usefulness perceived by the end-user
-

Is the end-user willing to use the service again?
o Yes. All three users think that StudIP mobile version is a very interesting service allowing
ubiquitous access to the their information allocated in StudIP platform

-

Does the end-user think this sort of service is useful for the city?
o Yes – for the same reasons before.

-

Would you pay for a service like this?
o Yes – How much? There was one user that could be willing to pay a testimonial quantity like
1€.
o No – Why? Most users said that they expected the service to be free, in particular because it
doesn’t implement important new features but provide mobile access to feature already
implemented (in StudIP platform)

S1.1.3.Service Visibility
-

How did the end-user know about the service?

The students were contacted through a general mailing list in the University and volunteer to
participate in the validation session.
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S1.2.SERVICE APPRAISAL BY THE MONITOR
S1.2.1.Services functionality:
The following services were tested in real usage conditions:


StudIP
StudIP complied with the required functionalities. The validation sessions conducted with users
helped to provide with useful feedback to developers and therefore to constantly improve the
service
Location Based Services is a very useful
service that allows visitors and regular
attendants to the campus the access
to different information about the
infrastructures and services in this
location, such as the expected time for
the buses to arrive or the menu of the
day in the bar in the campus.
This service complied
required functionalities.

with

the

S1.2.2.Services performance and reliability
The performance and reliability of the services are adequate. No complaints were received from users
related to this.
- Infrastructure deployed:
There is no need for physical infrastructure deployment for Mobile StudIP and Location Based service Mobile
StudIP relies on the deployment of StudIP Platform that must be available in order to Mobile Stud IP
application access to the requested information. The Location Based Service uses available Google maps and
creates new layers over it showing different Points of Interest and relevant information like the menu of the
day or the expected time for the buses to arrive and leave the campus. This information is available as open
data and accessed using the application.
-

Infrastructure sustainability:

The operation and maintenance of the services are likely to be done by the group of developers in Bremen
University that developed the applications. They are willing to create an spin-off for the exploitation of the
services based on the model of provision of installation, operation and maintenance services for universities
using studIP platform.
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Infrastructure location and service dependence.
Mobile StudIP is dependant of the deployment of StudIP platform. Instead of a problem, this is an advantage
provided that it allows StudIP service to take advantage of the dissemination and open community that
StudIP platform has.
S1.2.3.Usefulness of previous in-situ monitoring sessions
-

Is this service a newer/improved version of a service already evaluated in the previous in-situ
monitoring session?

Yes, Mobile StudIP has been improved since the previous in situ monitoring session based on the feedback
received from users and stakeholders. The new features implemented are:

-

How have the previous conclusions been addressed by the pilot in this new version?

Bremen pilot have address the previous conclusions by implementing new features and modification to
already implemented functionalities as it was requested by users and stakeholders.

PILOT VISIBILITY
The objective is to identify and appraise the adequacy and potential impact of the dissemination activities
conducted in the city. For this purpose the monitor will take into account the objectives of the pilot in this
field together with the conclusions raised from the previous ‘in-situ monitoring’ in these aspects, too:
a) Locating and characterizing dissemination signs
Dissemination aspects were also taken into account for the in-situ monitoring activity. During the journey,
the dissemination materials were presented to the monitor. In addition an outdoor walk within the campus
in order to identify dissemination signs already present in the area was also performed.
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Regarding the dissemination signs, there
are some permanent physical signs of
dissemination in the campus. In
concrete, in addition to the posters of
Stud.IP Mobile App that were present in
the previous in situ monitoring
(conveniently placed within a 200m area
where major services in the campus are:
public transportation, restaurants and
library main building), we can find new
signs of dissemination of the project.

Dissemination signs in the International Office
We can find a poster in the international office, a location for
the exchange of students aboard. The people around are
typically foreign students unfamiliar with the campus. We
can find another poster in BIBA Institute in one of the two
main hallways of the institute where engineering students
and lecturers pass by.
Dissemination signs in BIBA Institute Hallway

Dissemination signs from the previous in situ monitoring session
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b) Appraise their adequacy and potential impact
The signs of dissemination are adequate. The potential impact could have been improved if more signs and
events were deployed. The potential impact for Mobile StudIP mobile application is very big provided that all
the universities using StudIP platform are potential users for these application.
PILOT IMPACT & SUSTAINABILITY
Will Pilot’s services remain available after the end of the project?
Yes, all services will remain available after the end of the project.
Who will be in charge of their operation?
The services in Bremen are software-based. Once released, there is no need for “operation” of the service
(no more that the operation of StudIP platform that is already covered). Different is the update and
maintenance of the services. In this case, the maintenance and update of the service will likely to be
provided by third parties and/or a spin off that will be created by the developers of the applications for the
exploitation of the created services.
What is the opinion of Bremen Pilot team related to the contribution of PEOPLE to the development of the
campus as a Smart Campus?
The contribution of PEOPLE can be traced both in the development of the services and in the creation,
activation and engagement of a developers community for the development of citizens in Bremen campus
ecosystem. For the exploitation of the services developed in PEOPLE project, the creation of a spin-off
among the developers involved in the development of the services is envisaged. It is expected to take
advantage in future projects and further actions of the activation of the developer’s communities done in
PEOPLE project.
What is the opinion of Bremen Pilot team related to the impact of PEOPLE services in Citizen’s Quality of
Life?
The creation, particularly of Mobile StudIP App and Location Base Service has an important impact in the
quality of life of the students and new visitors to the campus proving the means for accessing the relevant
information related to their courses in the former case and by allowing the access to relevant information of
the campus in the latter one.

Beyond the boundaries of the campus we also have to take into account the envisage impact that Mobile
StudIP will achieve in the close future by turning in the Official Mobile application of the StudIP platform
allowing the use of the application among million of students worldwide. The business created out of the
deployment of these services (i.e. the spin-off for its maintenance and update) is also a measure of the
Impact achieved by the services developed out of the project.
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PILOT SWOT & CONCLUSSIONS
Taking into account the SWOT table result of the previous monitoring session, the monitor will summarize
the main results of the session by updating such table and commenting on how the previous comments have
been addressed, together with a final summary on Pilot’s Monitoring results.

WEAKNESSES/THREADS
Participation of users
 The validation session was conducted by only three students. A more relevant and representative
population could have been engaged.
Infrastructure/service sustainability
 A major part of the functionalities provided by the service depends on the information and
contents of Stud.IP Platform, so for several issues it becomes crucial to properly involve as
stakeholders the operators of the Stud.IP platform in the campus.

STRENGTHS
Service:
 The service complies with the required functionalities.
 The service is judged as very useful, according to students feedback received.
 Undoubtedly, one of the main service’s strengths and value proposition is the friendly visual
interface based on the campus map.
Infrastructure/service sustainability
 The service does not depend on any major physical infrastructure.
 The service will likely become the official Android Mobile App of the Stud.IP Platform before the
end of the project.

The most important recommendation that was made in the previous in situ monitoring activity was the
increase of the dissemination signs and material and the implementation of a built-in feedback mechanism
in the Stud.IP mobile application. The second recommendation couldn’t be followed provided that a built-in
mechanism would gather feedback not only about the particular characteristics of the mobile version but
also about the features of the StudIP platform (given that the service developed in PEOPLE project provides
mobile access to features already developed in the platform). The administrator of the platform was not
keen to receive requests for changes on the platform that he is not able to implement.
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Summarizing we can conclude that Bremen Pilot has achieved a very important impact in the campus and in
the StudIP community by:
1. Developing the Mobile StudIP application, that is becoming the official Android App for the platform,
and that provides a very useful service to students.
2. Activating and engaging a group of developers in the university willing to develop services useful for
the campus.
3. Developing the Location Based Service, allowing visitors and regular students to have easy access to
relevant information on a diary basis and improving and enhancing the “smartness” of the campus.
4. Allowing the creation of a spin-off company for the exploitation of the results.
People project is pioneer in laying the foundations for a group of enthusiasts’ students to create services
useful for the campus and, at the same time, allow them to exploit the results, ensuring sustainability. This
basis can be taken into account in the framework of further projects and actions.
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9.3 Indicators monitoring results
9.3.1

Bilbao

9.3.1.1 Bilbao Indicator table results

Nº Project
objective

Indicator

Measurement

1

Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of analysis on ICT
services
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of implication of
stakeholders

Number of modified ICT services.

2

2

Number of released new services

1

1

Number of released services.102

3

3

103

3

3

Percentage of positive feedback by
users (through surveys or interviews).
Quantity of channels used for creating
buzz104
Number of new members in the
community
Average use of channels per week105

70%

70%

6

6

5

10

5

5

Number of persons participating in
social media
Number of features requested by the
community
Number of commits made in all Open
source services
Stakeholders actively participating in
the implementation and/or use of the
services.
107
Number of citizens informed during
the third innovation cycle.
Number of users participating in social

100

134

2

4

3

53

10

12

100

651

100

106

ICT Services

2
3
4
5
6

Activation of the
Community

7
8
9
10
11
12

Activation of
stakeholders106

13

Activation of
users

14

Level of user
mobilization
Level of user

Object Results
ive

Number of validated services

102

Including releases of new services and intermediate and final releases of modified services.
Including validation of newly released services AND modified services.
104
Blogging, social media, word of mouth, interviews, conference presentations, meetings/events, etc.
105
If in week 1 you have made 30 tweets, 1 conference, 3 interviews (totalizing 34 uses of channels) and in week 2 you
have made 20 tweets and 2 interviews totalizing 22 use of channels, the average is (22+34)/2=28
106
Stakeholders are defined here as those collectives that can facilitate the pilot and the services implementation or that
have specific feedback and opinions of importance to the project.
107
Number of citizens informed relates to a more superficial implication in the PEOPLE project of citizens. This can be
through flyers at stands or totems, posters and other physical dissemination material across the city. An estimation of the
total amount of citizens is made based on the amount of flyers, dissemination material and posters, supported by
verification material, such as pictures of stands and users at totems.
103
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15

mobilization
Level of user implication

16

Level of user implication

17

Business model
design for
sustainability

18

Level of sustainability of
results

22

Level of sustainability of
results
Level of sustainability of
results
Level of dissemination of
results
Level of dissemination of
results
Level of impact of results

23

Level of impact of results

24

Level of impact of results

19
20

Impact and
dissemination

21

108

networks.
Number of validation sessions in
controlled environments109 per ICT
service with users.
110
Number of validations per ICT
service from users.
Number of potential business models
defined.
Number of described exploitable
results.
Number of licenses identified and
described.
Number of dissemination signs
deployed in the pilot
Number of dissemination events
Number of services that were
transferred to or taken from another
pilot
Number of extra locations where any
of the services developed in the pilot
was deployed
Quantity of downloads of services
releases

1

10

10

177

1

1

3

3

1

1

300

603

10

18

0

0

2

5

5

75

ICT Services
No significant deviations have been detected related to the ICT services. Plans have been achieved by
completing the release of Geocur service within this 3rd Innovation cycle with the corresponding validation
session by users.
With Geocur, Hoyrespiro and 3DWalkingTour, there are 3 services totally developed, released and validated
in Bilbao Pilot.
For 3DWalkingTour service the following features were implemented as a result of user’s feedback:




Translations into different languages
Position mark included in the video on points of interest
Mobile version

For HoyRespiro service :

108

Number of users that participate in the open community, giving feedback through surveys, validations, co-designs and
that use the service without giving feedback.
109
Validation sessions in controlled environments is defined as a process between the user and the developer where they
are testing the ICT service together and the user gives specific feedback on the ICT service and its functionalities.
110
Validation is defined here as the process, where a user tests the ICT service and consequently gives feedback (through
survey, interview or monitoring actions) on the ICT service.
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Inclusion of new data sources
Device geo- localization according to user position
Class generation for heterogeneous data sources handling

During this cycle Geocur service has been completely released and validated with users. For the validation
we used an interactive electronic kiosk deployed in a Civic Center of Bilbao. This was the same method used
for Hoyrespiro. During the validation session feedback from users was collected via surveys.
Community Activation
The first significant deviation appears in the number of persons participating in social media. From
September 2012 till January 2013 the number of followers in Twiter and Facebook accounts increased on 48
persons, meanwhile the number of participants in the development community rose till 86. These numbers
reflect an increase in the development community activity and interest that is also confirmed by the increase
on the number of services downloads spread all over the world (3DWalkingTour with 40 downloads,
Hoyrespiro with 23 downloads and Geocur with 12 downloads). Another positive sign related to the
activation of the developer’s community is the number of commits the rose up to 53
Regarding Hoyrespiro, the service has been scaled to be available for other cities within Spain: Badajoz,
Ciudad Real, Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Barcelona and Menorca. This scalability has been facilitated by new
stakeholders within those cities interested on the service as the case of CENATIC (National Center for the
Application of ICT based on open source), FEDETICAM (Federation of Information Technology enterprises of
Castilla La Mancha), and SMEs as TGI based on Barcelona.
Stakeholders and User Activation
Regarding Hoyrespiro , the service has been scaled to be available for other cities within Spain: Badajoz,
Ciudad Real, Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Barcelona and Menorca. This scalability has been facilitated by new
stakeholders within those cities interested on the service as the case of CENATIC (National Center for the
Application of ICT based on open source), FEDETICAM (Federation of Information Technology enterprises of
Castilla La Mancha), and SMEs as TGI based on Barcelona.
Regarding the number of citizens participating during the third innovation cycle, the use of services reflects a
significant increase where the main contributor is the service 3DWalkingTour. This result shows the
effectiveness of the implementations performed with the translations into different languages that helped
potential visitors from abroad the service usage. Records of 3DWalkingTour show the service usage from:
Spain, Estonia, France, Greece, Italy, US, Argentina, Mexico, Germany, UK, Turkey, Ukraine, Chile, Portugal,
Canada, Switzerland, Czesch Republic, Dominican Republic, Algeria, Guatemala, Croatia, India, Japan, Peru,
Philippines, Poland, Romania and Serbia. On the other hand, downloads of the services are recorded from:
Spain, Mexico, Philippines, Sweden, China, Russia, Italy, France, US, Ireland and Poland.
During this cycle Geocur service has been validated with users using the electronic kiosk deployed in Bilbao’s
Civic Center. Results of this validation session are reflected in the “In situ monitoring” activity report.
Business
Anova is promoting the PEOPLE services as part of their own ICT services portfolio. Hoyrespiro service has
been promoted with stakeholders of different cities within Spain already mentioned, with the support of
new stakeholders as CENATIC (National Center for the Application of ICT based on open source), FEDETICAM
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(Federation of Information Technology enterprises of Castilla La Mancha), and SMEs as TGI based on
Barcelona.
In addition to this, Anova has signed a cooperation agreement with GOWEX, (http://www.gowex.com), for
implementation and development of technological solutions on smart cities. GOWEX leads the creation of
WiFi cities with 13 years of experience and presence in Madrid, Paris, London, Buenos Aires and Shanghai.
9.3.2

Vitry

9.3.2.1 Vitry Indicator table results

Nº Project
objective

Indicator

Measurement

1

Number of modified ICT services.

4

4

Number of released new services

1

1

Number of released services.

111

5

5

Number of validated services112

5

5

Percentage of positive feedback by
users (through surveys or interviews).
Quantity of channels used for creating
buzz113
Number of new members in the
community
Average use of channels per week114

90%

96%

3

5

150

117

5

5

Number of persons participating in
social media
Number of features requested by the
community
Number of commits made in all Open
source services
Stakeholders actively participating in
the implementation and/or use of the
services.
Number of citizens informed116 during
the third innovation cycle.

50

71

4

3

20

42

3

3

150

172

ICT Services

12

Activation of
115
stakeholders

Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of analysis on ICT
services
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of implication of
stakeholders

13

Activation of
users

Level of user
mobilization

2
3
4
5
6

Activation of the
Community

7
8
9
10
11

Object Results
ive

111

Including releases of new services and intermediate and final releases of modified services.
Including validation of newly released services AND modified services.
113
Blogging, social media, word of mouth, interviews, conference presentations, meetings/events, etc.
114
If in week 1 you have made 30 tweets, 1 conference, 3 interviews (totalizing 34 uses of channels) and in week 2 you
have made 20 tweets and 2 interviews totalizing 22 use of channels, the average is (22+34)/2=28
115
Stakeholders are defined here as those collectives that can facilitate the pilot and the services implementation or that
have specific feedback and opinions of importance to the project.
112
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14
15

Level of user
mobilization
Level of user implication

16

Level of user implication

17

Business model
design for
sustainability

18

Level of sustainability of
results

22

Level of sustainability of
results
Level of sustainability of
results
Level of dissemination of
results
Level of dissemination of
results
Level of impact of results

23

Level of impact of results

24

Level of impact of results

19
20

Impact and
dissemination

21

Number of users participating in social
networks. 117
Number of validation sessions in
118
controlled environments per ICT
service with users.
Number of validations119 per ICT
service from users.
Number of potential business models
defined.
Number of described exploitable
results.
Number of licenses identified and
described.
Number of dissemination signs
deployed in the pilot
Number of dissemination events
Number of services that were
transferred to or taken from another
pilot
Number of extra locations where any
of the services developed in the pilot
was deployed
Quantity of downloads of services
releases

150

120

10

13

60

75

1

3

1

2

3

4

5000

6000

5

6

1

1

3

4

100

445

ICT Services
During the third innovation cycle, the Vitry pilot focused on three services.
The ICT services conceived in this cycle are Local Information Service, Semantic search service, VitryHub
(Private Information Service), and Immersive Instante Messaging.
VitryHub_(Private_Information_Service)
1. An updated version of Elgg plugin has been developed with new look and feel according the experience
recommendations of users during the previous innovation cycle and the ongoing tests with lead users.

Semantic search service
116

Number of citizens informed relates to a more superficial implication in the PEOPLE project of citizens. This can be
through flyers at stands or totems, posters and other physical dissemination material across the city. An estimation of the
total amount of citizens is made based on the amount of flyers, dissemination material and posters, supported by
verification material, such as pictures of stands and users at totems.
117
Number of users that participate in the open community, giving feedback through surveys, validations, co-designs and
that use the service without giving feedback.
118
Validation sessions in controlled environments is defined as a process between the user and the developer where they
are testing the ICT service together and the user gives specific feedback on the ICT service and its functionalities.
119
Validation is defined here as the process, where a user tests the ICT service and consequently gives feedback (through
survey, interview or monitoring actions) on the ICT service.
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An updated version of Elgg plugin has been developed with new look and feel according the experience recommendations
of users during the previous innovation cycle and the ongoing tests with lead users.

Local information Service
An updated version of Elgg plugin has been developed with:
A new look and feel according the experience recommendations of users during the previous innovation cycle and the
ongoing tests with lead users
 Display of next coming buses according to the bus stop where the user is located in.
 Display of the pollution information in the area.
 Location of bus stop near to user where is located in with some information: address,bus number, route to go to the bus
stop.

Immersive Instante Messaging
An updated version of Elgg plugin has been developed regarding the compatibility with other Elgg plugin.

A new service has been released during this cycle, taken from Thermi Pilot
Improve My City
The application enables residents to report local problems such as discarded trash, burned lighting, broken
tiles on sidewalks, illegal advertising boards, etc. Users can also make suggestions for improving the
environment of their neighborhood. This application has been developed by Thermi Pilot and translated into
French language.
Community Activation
We have contacted lead users and invite them for services tests sessions. We have provided them with
project flyers. We have setup a stand at the IUT lobby where two masters students provided smart phones,
slates to student to use the services. Some Professors supporting the project provided also some Explanatory
indications on the project purpose.
Contact and activation of local co-developers : Four students from the IUT were involved actively as lead
user and developers during their practical study project. We have also hired 6 students from the Master
program to be involved in the co-creation open community of the software services, the deployment and the
experimentation at the Paul Armangot Bus Stop. These students were and still actively involved in working
with the IUT students and our engineers to improve and revise the services. They have realized the mobile
application according the first release of the Web services developed by our engineers using the Elgg
platform.
Stakeholders and User Activation
The municipality of Vitry is the main stakeholder in the third innovation cycle that is helping us to manage
the relationship with the other stakeholder. A workshop was organized by the municipality to treat some
practical issues in order to accelerate the services development and deployment.
The IUT of Vitry Créteil is providing an important support for the communication actions to activate lead
users.
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In following, we present the summary of the events that took place in order to activate stakeholders, users
and disseminate the pilot and project:


Creation of dedicated web site for the vitr pilote and open innovation community concerning the
developed services http://lissi.fr/vitry-smart-city/doku.php/start



Presnetation in the PAL workshop on the work done in the people project among all the activities of
the LISSI on the concept of open source user assistance service development and how mobility
information services can assist elderly mobility in the city. 19/11/2012, Nancy,
http://pal2012.loria.fr/program.html



Presentation and demos of services to the Municipality workers at the municipality. 29/1/2012
another session was organized during the in situ monitoring session.



Presentation and demos of services to the students of the university students and workers during
the open days. During all the month of January we have put a stand at the cafeteria where people
can have support and get information about the project and fill the survey forms. It has started after
the 7th with opening of the university campus and ended by the 1st February. See photos and poster
Open days



Presentation and demos of services during a workshop at the headquarter of the RATP. 7/12/2012



Presentation of PEOPLE in the RR workshop and summer school. Web Reasoning and Rule Systems 6th International Conference, RR 2012, Vienna, Austria, September 10-12, 2012.
http://www.kr.tuwien.ac.at/events/rr2012/



Presentation of PEOPLE in the
http://www.ubicomp.org/ubicomp2012/

UbiComp

conference,

4-7th

September

2012,

Business
The business models of the pilot services have been discussed several times with the main actor, the
municipality. The municipality of Vitry considers three channels of services funding in the case where the
services will be managed by one of the associations of the city:


Donations: In France the associations are governed by a strict law that controls the origin of
donations but in the same time allow seamless management of the donations issues under certain
conditions of donations threshold.



Advertisements : The non profit organization can dedicate open spaces in the portal pages and on
the mobile app to display general purpose advertisement. The condition is to strictly prohibit the use
of personal data to make targeted advertisement. In case the advertisement is managed by a
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specialized agency, that will handle the publicity process, creating, planning and handling
advertisements and promoting the advertising service. The advertising agency will capitalize on the
advertising space of the service exclusively, and for this they will pay a fee of 10.000€/annually to
the municipality. For this purpose, a public tender will be held.


Public Funding : the municipality of Vitry can provide either direct help by managing and maintaining
the services either provide direct funding, but this last case is rare actually due to budget reduction.

In the case where the services are delivered by a profit any private commercial organization. We consider
three candidate organizations


Telecommunication Operators:



Internet Providers:



Computer services companies:

These organization can use two subscription models. Free subscription or fixed cost subscription. In the first
model the provider will provide citizens with free access as a public service. The provider will receive
financial compensation from the municipality according to periodic contracts tha can be associated with
possibility to add advertisements. We call this concession model. In the second model the provider will
provide the access with fixed cost subscription. According to the discussion we got the first model can be
more efficient than putting a fixed cost subscription.
Regarding the different services which are interesting the municipality of Vitry, different business models
and actors are envisaged:


"Améliorer ma ville" (Improve my City) : the municipality is fully interested by this service, but in
the beginning they will use it internally for the municipality's workers and agents, as a repository in
order to provide rapidly the status and the location of an intervention. They are not yet ready to
open this to citizens, but they will consider this extension rapidly. Though citizens can not yet send
fixing demands for now to the municipality, they will be able to consult and see what improvements
and works have been done, on a dedicated map. Thus the municipality will use it as promotion.



Semantic Search and Local Social Network : these two services are not interesting directly the
municipality for now (they don't have the resources and money to manage them), but they consider
they can offer these services to local associations (non profit organisations : for students, elderly
people, disabled people, etc.). These associations will manage the service, maintain it and will be
responsible for the user data. The goal is also to provide a visibility to certain associations through
these kinds of services and thus gather new adherents.



Local Information Service : this service, which provides different information useful for travelling in
the city (traffic, weather, bus timetables, pollution), a major transportation operator (RATP : Régie
Autonome des Transports Parisiens, Paris and region transportation operator) is interested to deploy
it in Vitry especially around the dedicated bus stops. Thus RATP will use it as promotion vector, as
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information service dedicated to its clients and also provide new modern means of technology
towards young people for example.
9.3.3

Thermi

9.3.3.1 Thermi Indicator table results

Nº Project
objective

Indicator

Measurement

1

Number of modified ICT services.

3

2

Number of released new services

2

2

120

5

6

121

5

5

Percentage of positive feedback by
users (through surveys or interviews).
Quantity of channels used for creating
buzz122
Number of new members in the
community
Average use of channels per week123

80%

85%

10

>11

800

>1700

7

5

Number of persons participating in
social media
Number of features requested by the
community
Number of commits made in all Open
source services
Stakeholders actively participating in
the implementation and/or use of the
services.
125
Number of citizens informed during
the third innovation cycle.

150

123

30

50

50

313

7

6

500

>750

ICT Services

12

Activation of
124
stakeholders

Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of analysis on ICT
services
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of implication of
stakeholders

13

Activation of
users

Level of user
mobilization

2
3
4
5
6

Activation of the
Community

7
8
9
10
11

Object Results
ive

Number of released services.

Number of validated services

120

Including releases of new services and intermediate and final releases of modified services.
Including validation of newly released services AND modified services.
122
Blogging, social media, word of mouth, interviews, conference presentations, meetings/events, etc.
123
If in week 1 you have made 30 tweets, 1 conference, 3 interviews (totalizing 34 uses of channels) and in week 2 you
have made 20 tweets and 2 interviews totalizing 22 use of channels, the average is (22+34)/2=28
124
Stakeholders are defined here as those collectives that can facilitate the pilot and the services implementation or that
have specific feedback and opinions of importance to the project.
125
Number of citizens informed relates to a more superficial implication in the PEOPLE project of citizens. This can be
through flyers at stands or totems, posters and other physical dissemination material across the city. An estimation of the
total amount of citizens is made based on the amount of flyers, dissemination material and posters, supported by
verification material, such as pictures of stands and users at totems.
121
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14
15

Level of user
mobilization
Level of user implication

16

Level of user implication

17

Business model
design for
sustainability

18

Level of sustainability of
results

22

Level of sustainability of
results
Level of sustainability of
results
Level of dissemination of
results
Level of dissemination of
results
Level of impact of results

23

Level of impact of results

24

Level of impact of results

19
20

Impact and
dissemination

21

Number of users participating in social
networks. 126
Number of validation sessions in
127
controlled environments per ICT
service with users.
Number of validations128 per ICT
service from users.
Number of potential business models
defined.
Number of described exploitable
results.
Number of licenses identified and
described.
Number of dissemination signs
deployed in the pilot
Number of dissemination events
Number of services that were
transferred to or taken from another
pilot
Number of extra locations where any
of the services developed in the pilot
was deployed
Quantity of downloads of services
releases

1000

>1500

3

4

50

150

9

9

6

6

6

6

20000

21230

10

13

1

1

2

2

1000

>1669

ICT Services
During the previous innovation cycles, three of the services were released: ‘Improve my city’ and ‘Virtual
tour’ in the first innovation cycle, and ‘virtual marketplace’ in the second innovation cycle. During the third
innovation cycle, two new services were released: ‘sense the city’ and ‘parking spaces availability’ (Indicator
No.2). Both of these services demand the use of sensors, therefore their development had to be suspended
many times (over the previous innovation cycles) due to the delays in the completion of the public tender for
the hardware.
For the services developed during the previous innovation cycles, the project partners have collected
feedback from real users through validation sessions and other user testing activities which led to their

126

Number of users that participate in the open community, giving feedback through surveys, validations, co-designs and
that use the service without giving feedback.
127
Validation sessions in controlled environments is defined as a process between the user and the developer where they
are testing the ICT service together and the user gives specific feedback on the ICT service and its functionalities.
128
Validation is defined here as the process, where a user tests the ICT service and consequently gives feedback (through
survey, interview or monitoring actions) on the ICT service.
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modification and the release of new versions of the applications (Indicator No.1). The new versions released
of Improve my city application are the following:
 Version 2.5.0 brings complete support for mobile versions (Android, iOS, REST services) of
ImproveMyCity, for third parties, by introducing a complete json wrapper. All gathered together
through a common controller interface which administrators can activate/deactivate on demand.
Mobile json wrapping supports:
o
o
o

Encryption / Decryption functionality with secret key defined on server side
Timestamp on DB changes
Introduces geo-boundaries queries

Also v2.5.0 brings the following:
o New settings for displaying relative dates or plain dates with custom date format
o New settings to enable/disable json support for the new mobile-oriented controller
o Secret key on settings to be used for password encryption over http (It is highly
recommended to use HTTPS)
o Remove login link on add new issue and add new comment
o Mega-menu css enhancements
o Fix administration approval issues (you can set on settings if you want to publish directly
new issues or the administrator must first approve)
 Version 2.5.1 includes the following
o security update concerning encryption/decryption. The method is now Android compatible.
o Secret key is now stored on DB instead of component's parameters
o Administrator various fixes and submenus added
o Updated mobile.json controller according to this snippet
 Version 2.5.2 fixes upload photo server-path when adding a new issue from mobile.json. It also adds
getUserVotes() in mobile.json.
Currently, developers are working on the third version of the application, which will include the following
changes:
o Integration with social networks. Allow users to post issues in Facebook, Twitter and Google+ (10,
90).
o Display the top most active users according to issues submitted and number of comments. Give
badges award to the most active users (47).
o Implement search functionality (45).
o Make the component adaptive (43).
o Create user’s profile page where all user’s issues and comments are displayed.
o Support the Open 311 standard.
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o Allow non-registered users to submit issues.
o Improve reporting functionality. Include charts showing issues distribution in various categories &
stages as well as municipality’s efficiency in problem solving.
o Create a widget to display information outside the component’s page (total number of issues, no. of
open, acknowledged, closed issues, no. of involved citizens, votes and comments).
o Enable the administration of the issues (i.e. change status or category) from the front end.
o Enable users to receive notifications about new issues in their area.
o Support larger geographic boundaries by allowing different categories for different cities or
geographic locations.
o Compatibility with Joomla v3.0.x
Regarding Virtual City Tour, the versions released during the third innovation cycle are the following:
 Version 2.1 includes new layout with popup filtering
 Version 2.2 is SSL compatible
 Version 2.3 with a new layout. It has similar look n’ feel with Improve My City (map on right,
Panorama, text, images in one page). It also includes adding a new Point of Interest.
The open community of software developers was not particularly active regarding Virtual Marketplace, and
only a few comments deriving from the professionals (users of the application) were taken into account
leading to modifications of the application (but not to new versions). The most significant modification of
the service includes the adding of pin mechanism.
Feedback was also collected for the two new services, sense the city and parking spaces availability.
Particularly for the second one, some improvements have been made during the third innovation cycle
without though leading to a new version of the application. Regarding Sense the City, input led to the release
of a new version:
 Version 1.1 which replaces FLOTR2 diagrams with Google Graphs
Regarding the percentage of positive feedback by users through surveys or interviews (Indicator No. 5), the
value can only be roughly estimated. The bulk of validation results can be viewed in the results of the online
survey which was distributed at the end of the project to all citizens who have created an account in the two
services (Improve my city and Virtual Marketplace) (Annex I).
Based on the comments made by respondents, all services received very good comments although there
were some recommendations regarding the way these services are being used by the municipality
(especially in the case of ‘Improve my city’ application).
Community Activation
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During the third innovation cycle the number of sub-communities activated did not change, although more
emphasis was given to the professionals and business owners of Thermi in order to engage them in the
validation and use of the Virtual Marketplace application.
As mentioned in the previous innovation cycles, the community of Thermi pilot is structured as illustrated in
Figure 1.

The mission of Thermi Community is to “Support the development of citizen and community centric services
which will elevate the quality of life in the city of Thermi”. The strategy adopted for communication with
members of the community was to develop an ongoing and active relationship through successive meetings,
use of social media, interviews, surveys, validation activities etc.
During the third innovation cycle, the pilot partners continued efforts related to the activation of different
sub-community groups which have been initiated over the previous cycles. More specifically, additional
efforts are described below:
1. Professional Traders: members of the association of the professional traders were contacted
separately in order to secure their active participation in the developed services (mostly regarding
the Virtual Marketplace service). In particular, each member of the association was given the
opportunity to be trained by an IT specialist in the use of the service (add content) and to provide
comments on the service itself (the design, the features, the layout etc.) A significant number of
comments received by these professionals were taken into account for the improvement of the
service.
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2. Municipal Employees: municipal employees appointed the task of managing the issues of ‘improve
my city’ application on behalf of their department continued providing feedback over occasional
meetings which were organized with the developers’ team.
This group was further enlarged during this innovation cycle as new members were appointed the
task of administration of the two new services: sense the city and parking spaces availability. These
were firstly trained and, afterwards, participated in the validation sessions like the rest of the
municipal employees.
3. Citizens: citizens were activated through dissemination (posters, stands, info-kiosks, information on
the web) and validation activities (surveys, validation sessions) etc. More information on all these
activities can be found below in this document.

4. Software Developers: local software developers’ activation was performed mainly through the
establishment of common goals and mutually benefiting activities with the purposes of the project.
Strong collaboration -which had already started since the second innovation cycle- was continued
with Thermi pilot developers, through successive unofficial meetings, e-mails, informal validations
etc.
The abovementioned teams were contacted and engaged through a strategy for dissemination which
included the use of posters, stands and info-kiosks, the use of social media, as well as interviews and other
publications. During the second innovation cycle the following activities were performed (Indicator No. 6):
 Social media channels such as facebook (100 likes in total and 24 posts during the 3rd inno cycle ) and
twitter (23 followers and 21 tweets during the 3 rd inno cycle) (Indicator No. 7, No. 9 and No. 15)
 Blogging (1 article in OKFN blog magazine and 30 posts in other blogs)
 Meetings (more than 6 meetings)
 Leaflets (20.000), posters (100 medium and 30 large) and other advertising material (1.000 stickers
with the project’s logo, 100 stickers with QR codes)
 Stands (5 stands, 3 outdoor and 2 indoor)
 Info-kiosks (4 info-kiosks, 2 outdoor and 2 indoor)
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 Interviews and newspaper publications (1 radio interview)
 Press releases (1 press release)
 Newsletters (1 e-newsletter that was sent to all registered users of the two applications ‘Improve my
City and Virtual Marketplace with a link to an online questionnaire)
 Training sessions (more than 2 training sessions to administrators and IT experts appointed the task
of training the professionals)
 Software developers community groups (use of 4 software developers community groups: ICOS,
github, joomla extensions directory, Google+ group on ICOS)
 Publication in websites (3 websites: Municipality of Thermi, URENIO research Unit, PEOPLE project
website)

More details about these activities can be found at the report on the dissemination. Regarding the average
use of channels per week for creating buzz (more than 100 times of use of channels in 20 weeks, excluding
dissemination material), the indicator shows a significant improvement compared to the previous innovation
cycle (Indicator No. 8). As in the case of the previous innovation cycles, there is still a relatively limited
participation of local end users in social media and a strong utilization of blogs as a means of dissemination
mechanisms throughout the community of Thermi.
The new members of the community (Indicator No. 7) including users, stakeholders, developers, people
participating through surveys, social media etc) are more than 1.700. More specifically, during the second
innovation cycle:
-

1.545 unique visitors in all 5 applications (during the 3rd innovation cycle)
115 respondents in the online survey
11 participants in the validation session
33 new members (likes) in facebook, and 9 new followers in twitter
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Overall, the number of features proposed by the community reaches almost 50. This number includes
features proposed in the JED, features proposed in the ‘Proposals for the improvement of the services’
button of ‘Improve my city’ application, features proposed in the validation sessions and the meetings, and
the input collected in the stands. Improve my city application has 20 features proposed by the community,
and almost another 20 proposed by the Municipality’s employees who use the application for more than 6
months now. Regarding Virtual City Tour, most open issues concern conflicts with other libraries and minor
bugs rather than true suggestions to improve the functionality of this application. The application has
received so far only one proposal for a feature change related to the ability of multiple image upload. Finally,
sense the city application received most proposals by the municipality’s administrators.
Although there are no available data from Github it is obvious that the services developed have been quite
successful given the statistics provided by Joomla directory. So far, numbers show that all five applications
had 12.487 views (since the beginning of the project) and 1.669 downloads only during the third innovation
cycle.
Regarding the impact, the project has helped a lot in the increase of ICT usage by citizens, the improvement
of e-governance and the enhancement of collaborative thinking and acting inside Thermi community. So far
there have not been any results regarding the primary aim of the creation of each one of the services
(improvement of sales in local shops, reducing traffic, attracting visitors etc), apart from some preliminary
findings regarding the efficiency of public administration due to the development of ‘Improve my City’. This
kind of impact can only be measured after some time, when the services will be mature enough with a high
number of users.
Apart from the above there is also a significant impact in the open community, with the creation of ICOS
platform and the release of the open source software of services. The testing and, in some cases, adoption of
the services by cities throughout the world, multiplies the effect and the added value created by our pilot.
Stakeholders and User Activation
Almost all stakeholders who were actively participating in the second innovation cycle are also participating
in the third one. These include 1) the Municipality and its departments, 2) the Association of Professional
Traders of Thermi Municipality, 3) NOESIS Science Center and Technology Museum, 4) Software developers,
5) volunteers, 6) the international airport ‘Macedonia’ and 7) the officials of the municipal parking.
The number of citizens participating during the third innovation cycle (Indicator No. 14) can be calculated by
summing the number of registered users in Improve my city and Virtual Marketplace applications (402 and
75 users respectively) and the number of people that have participated at a survey (115 respondents). To
these, one can add the public servants of Thermi municipality who participate in validation sessions, the
members of the social networks (123 people), as well as those who have sent e-mails to the administrators
reporting problems or comments to the local community. Regarding the number of users participating in the
social networks (Indicator No. 15), this number consists of all citizens participating in all three innovation
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cycles, along with the respondents of the surveys conducted so far, the developers which provided feedback
on the survey etc.
In trying to measure the level of user implication, below is a list of validation sessions and feedback
acquisition mechanisms per sub-community group, which helped at the identification of specific problems
and the acquisition of feedback from end users. Results of the validation sessions are provided at the annex
of this report.
1) At the beginning of the innovation cycle there was a meeting with the president of the Association of
Professional Traders and the developer of Virtual Marketplace application. Mr. Pistelas was able to
navigate himself to the application and to provide useful comments. In this meeting, participants also
discussed the strategy for dissemination and engaging the community of local professionals and
business owners.
2) During the in-situ monitoring, a meeting was organized with the employees of the municipality of
Thermi who have been appointed the task to administrate the application ‘Improve my city’ on behalf
of their department, as well as employees of the IT department which have the responsibility of the
administration of the rest of the services (sense the city, parking spaces availability, virtual tour). This
meeting which took place in the City Hall of Thermi aimed at the collection of feedback regarding the
operation of the applications.
3) Again, during the in situ monitoring there was a validation session organized with invited users (mostly
professionals and business owners of Thermi area). During this validation session there was a
presentation of Virtual Marketplace application and users could explore the ability to upload
information on their business. After this, they had to fill in a questionnaire validating not only Virtual
Marketplace, but also any other application (out of the four remaining) which they had visited. Their
input was crucial not only for the collection of feedback regarding the services, but also regarding the
improvement of the questionnaire, which was released again (with some improvements) online through
survey monkey.
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4) Finally, a validation session was performed through Skype with members of the Information
Technologies Institute (ITI) of the Center for Research and Technology Hellas (CERTH) 129 which
developed the Improve my City mobile application. The meeting among the two groups of software
developers had the purpose of validating the service and making final changes before the application
would be available on Google Play.
Apart from the above, another means of feedback acquisition were also adopted in order to reach wider
target groups of end users and to broaden the number of people which could provide comments of the
services. These include:
-

129

Feedback collected through the dissemination stands situated in various points within the Thermi area.
These stands distributed dissemination material and they offered (through a laptop that was available
on the spot) navigation to the services of the project. The person appointed to each stand had the task
to collect information on a) the number of persons informed daily, b) the service for which citizens
showed greater interest, c) the kind of feedback (positive/negative) and d) remarks, changes or new
features proposed. This feedback was mainly collected in a predetermined form (see image below).

http://www.iti.gr/iti/index.html
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-

Feedback collected through the training sessions of the professionals. Over the last month four IT
experts were hired by the municipality to train the members of the Association of Professional Traders
in using the Virtual Marketplace application and help them in the upload of content (general
information on their business, photos, deals etc). Through these training sessions, members of the
project had the opportunity to receive feedback also from people with very low IT skills and low levels
of education which were difficult to be reached through other means. All comments made were
forwarded to the project’s team of developers.
Feedback collected through an online survey which was released at the end of the project. The survey
was a slightly improved version of the questionnaire which was used in the organized validation session
during the in situ monitoring and collected 115 responses. Results are shown in the annex of this
document.

-

Business
Based on the strong commitment of the main regional stakeholder of Thermi pilot, most of the services
developed will be publicly funded. The Municipality itself will host the services on its internal server and will
sustain their operation. This is especially the case for ‘Improve my City’ and ‘Virtual Tour’, however, so far,
there is no clear output regarding the kind of business model that is going to be applied for ‘Virtual
Marketplace’ application. Both the Municipality and the Association of Professional Traders would like to
engage in its sustainability although, still, there is no clear decision on that. All three potential models are
still examined for the specific service.
Right now, all services are hosted by the Municipality’s server. Besides, the two new services released (Sense
the City and Parking Spaces Availability) do not require administrative support.
9.3.4

Bremen

9.3.4.1 Bremen Indicator table results

Nº Project
objective

Indicator

Measurement

1

Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of available
services
Level of analysis on ICT
services

Number of modified ICT services.

1

1

Number of released new services

0

0

Number of released services.130

1

1

131

1

1

60%

80%

2
3
4
5

130
131

ICT Services

Object Results
ive

Number of validated services

Percentage of positive feedback by
users (through surveys or interviews).

Including releases of new services and intermediate and final releases of modified services.
Including validation of newly released services AND modified services.
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6

Activation of the
Community

7
8
9
10
11
12

Activation of
134
stakeholders

13

Activation of
users

Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
activation
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of Community
Implication
Level of implication of
stakeholders

Quantity of channels used for creating
buzz132
Number of new members in the
community
133
Average use of channels per week

4

4

6

6

2

2

120

104

20

14

0

0

3

3

50

20

500

150

2

1

1

1

Level of sustainability of
results

Number of persons participating in
social media
Number of features requested by the
community
Number of commits made in all Open
source services
Stakeholders actively participating in
the implementation and/or use of the
services.
Number of citizens informed135 during
the third innovation cycle.
Number of users participating in social
networks. 136
Number of validation sessions in
controlled environments137 per ICT
service with users.
Number of validations138 per ICT
service from users.
Number of potential business models
defined.

1

1

Level of sustainability of
results
Level of sustainability of
results
Level of dissemination of
results

Number of described exploitable
results.
Number of licenses identified and
described.
Number of dissemination signs
deployed in the pilot

1

1

0

0

210

186

15

Level of user
mobilization
Level of user
mobilization
Level of user implication

16

Level of user implication

14

17

Business model
design for
sustainability

18
19
20

Impact and
dissemination

132

Blogging, social media, word of mouth, interviews, conference presentations, meetings/events, etc.
If in week 1 you have made 30 tweets, 1 conference, 3 interviews (totalizing 34 uses of channels) and in week 2 you
have made 20 tweets and 2 interviews totalizing 22 use of channels, the average is (22+34)/2=28
134
Stakeholders are defined here as those collectives that can facilitate the pilot and the services implementation or that
have specific feedback and opinions of importance to the project.
135
Number of citizens informed relates to a more superficial implication in the PEOPLE project of citizens. This can be
through flyers at stands or totems, posters and other physical dissemination material across the city. An estimation of the
total amount of citizens is made based on the amount of flyers, dissemination material and posters, supported by
verification material, such as pictures of stands and users at totems.
136
Number of users that participate in the open community, giving feedback through surveys, validations, co-designs and
that use the service without giving feedback.
137
Validation sessions in controlled environments is defined as a process between the user and the developer where they
are testing the ICT service together and the user gives specific feedback on the ICT service and its functionalities.
138
Validation is defined here as the process, where a user tests the ICT service and consequently gives feedback (through
survey, interview or monitoring actions) on the ICT service.
133
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21
22

Level of dissemination of
results
Level of impact of results

23

Level of impact of results

24

Level of impact of results

Number of dissemination events

3

3

Number of services that were
transferred to or taken from another
pilot
Number of extra locations where any
of the services developed in the pilot
was deployed
Quantity of downloads of services
releases

0

0

3

2

1500

10005000

ICT Services
There was more positive feedback than expected. Though, the feedback was more about general
attractiveness of a mobile access for Stud.IP rather than specific functional aspects. The latter ones were
considered good but with minor flaws, such as usability, stability (crashes), waiting times. Many of these
raised issues will be addressed, but some are either a matter of the regular Stud.IP platform (and therefore
out of scope) or very difficult to track, analyze and fix.
Biggest improvements and changes concern security when interfacing with the Stud.IP platform. Usability,
e.g. arrangement of buttons, coloring or font size, as well as functionality, like multi-language support or
map integration, were implemented based on user/stakeholder feedback. For the next releases, better
accessibility and appearance of functions for daily use are in the focus (this is an outcome of the monitoring
session on 28th).
The service released in cycle three was Mobile Stud.IP. The latest version considers security to a higher
degree and has a different appearance (menus). It also features the integration of LBS and Study Planner as
associated Apps. The daily canteen menus are also in a more prominent position now, since this information
will be used more often.

Community Activation
A slowdown in the development process (from functional point of view), caused by the additions and
changes regarding data security and an associated lack of news, is seen as the general reason for lower
values regarding the participants in social networks. The same argument is also true for the feature requests.
Less was worth to discuss with the users since the security aspects were more a matter between eStudent
(developers) and ZMML, as the maintainer of the Stud.IP system.
The eStudent.LBS App was downloaded 1000-5000 times. The Stud.IP App is currently not available on the
playstore, as continued security and stability tests are performed. The production server access is limited to
trustable user. A publication of the app on the playstore would provide frustrated user, as the stud.ip server
would refuse access to regular user. In some days after the finish of the tests the access restriction will be
removed and the app will be available for everybody.
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Activities within Facebook, Redmine and the Plenum were conducted to keep up the dialogue between
users, eStudent and the other (business) stakeholders. Additionally, further direct stakeholder meetings
were conducted to guarantee progress on the integration of Mobile Stud.IP and the regular Stud.IP platform.
We made presentations about our work at several Stud.IP developers’ workshops.
During the third cycle only regular activities were carried out due to slowdowns in development and less
functional rather than security additions and implementations. On 30th November a stakeholder meeting
with ZMML was held where a student group outside of eStudent shared their thoughts about a new
Smartphone app. Main idea of this meeting was to avoid overlapping of services and identify synergies. The
activities of the other group will be observed by eStudent for future opportunities. In addition, several
stakeholder meetings with ZMML (the Stud.IP technical administrator) were held between October and
November. The goal of these meetings was to clarify open issues, security and interoperability of the
different services (software wise). These topics are of major importance since the mobile version of Stud.IP
will access the live environment of Stud.IP in Bremen. This, on the other hand, may affect up to 20.000 users
in case an error or data leakage occurs. During these discussions, it also became clear that one of the most
critical steps in developing software through Open Innovation is the consultation and integration of the
implementation circumstances. This typically involves in-depth working with local entities rather than
remote communities.
There are small testing activities within the developers’ networks of friends to discuss about the Mobile
Stud.IP service. Usually the developers present a recent version to be tested and discuss the usability and
features later. The feedback is collected the “short way” and directly considered by the developers. Some of
these feedbacks consider the position of functionality like the calendar for study. The calendar should be in a
prominent position and should show (as default) the events of the current day. Since daily activities matter
most to the users, the remaining days of the week are accessible from the “current day” page.
The development is affecting the general willingness of stakeholders on campus to collaborate more and see
synergies and space for improvements (also with low own efforts). This impact creates a climate that can
create further innovation for the local campus and probably beyond. However, one of the preliminary
lessons learned is to consider more contractual collaboration, especially concerning technology integration.
The lack of a contractual basis while working with ZMML results in unnecessary delays due to partially
opposing objectives (protecting the Stud.IP system against data leaks vs. providing external apps with useful
data).

Stakeholders and User Activation
The deviation for participating users is related to the lower activity (news) and the related delays with the
development.
Besides minor activities like information during courses and the weekly plenum, a testing workshop was
held. The testing workshop held on 28th of January was meant to get a better understanding of the current
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attractiveness of the recent version of Mobile Stud.IP. While the number of participants (3) was low, the
selection of the people was important. 1 person was a female student of humanities that was in her early
Bachelor semesters. She represented the freshman, especially for non-technical areas that typically use
Stud.IP in different ways (e.g. more text documents for courses). The second participant was a female from
the engineering area. She is near the end of her studies and represented experienced students that knew
Stud.IP well. The third participant was a male student from the University of Applied Sciences in Bremen. He
is not member of the regular university thus represents a person unfamiliar with Stud.IP and the campus.
While the actual purpose of the workshop was testing the service, the idea is also to engage these students
to spread word about the service and thus create more interested users.
Describe any improvement about stakeholders and users activation compared to the previous cycle. Did you
identify new stakeholders? New users? Did you improve your activation efforts? How?

Business
All business models are kept the same for now. Mobile Stud.IP and LBS services exist within a three-partner
ecosystem consisting of eStudent (and the associated research institutes BIBA and TZI), Neusta GmbH and
the ZMML/Stud.IP. Herein Neusta plays the important role of the exploiter of results (e.g. LBS). Beside these
three companies, there are lose relations to data-quest (Stud.IP service provider) and other companies
interested in the services but without clear planning for exploitation. Out of this, the deployment of business
models is progressing though no formal business system has been created yet. The group of developers of
Mobile Stud.IP application is considering the possibility of creating a spin-off for the offer of maintenance,
update and installation services associated to the mobile application.

9.1 Results on monitoring activities
The results on the monitoring activities are based on the gathering of information from the pilots through
interviews, the in situ monitoring sessions, through the indicator results and the gathered verification
materials and information available on the wiki. This section will give conclusions and summaries based on
this material and the conclusions from the different pilots.
ICT Services.
All pilots performed extensive efforts on the release, deployment and validation of the ICT services. During
this cycle efforts were invested in the modification of the previously released services at the same time that
new services were released in some pilots (Vitry, Thermi, and Bilbao). Other preferred to focus on previously
released services (such as Bremen and Mobile Stud.IP service) in order improve its performance and
acceptance by the users, and, for the first time in the project, one service has been successfully transferred
among pilots: Improve my city service has been deployed in Vitry Pilot with very good acceptance.
Nine services were modified during this cycle and four new services were released. This numbers show a
more than important activity in the development and release of services
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The unperformed indicators in this area are minimal, just a 5% of the total indicators. PEOPLE pilots have
obtained or overperformed the 95% of the indicators values that were originally estimated.

Deployment of ICT services

Activation of the Open communities
75% of Indicators related to this topic were obtained or overperformed. Considering the 25% left
(underperformed) we can find that in two cases the participation of the community in social media was was
overestimated as well as the quantity of features that the pilots considered that the community was going to
request. Besided, there was one case of overestimation of the average use of channels for activation of the
community and also a case of overestimation of the incorporation of new members of the community.
Analysis the results we can see that the number of the members activated in the communities vary from on
pilot to another. Normalized values for all the indicators ae provided in the last subsection. This may be a
measure of the success of the pilot in creating an active community around the services and/or a measure of
the differences in the context and strategies followed by the different pilots. Nevertheless, the overall
performance of the project was a 75% of indicators values obtained or overperformanced.
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Activation of Communities

Activation of stakeholders and users.
24 stakeholders have actively participated in the implementation and/or validation of the services, 1593
citizens have participated in the project in the third innovation cycle and more than 1876 users have
participated in social media. 75 % of indicators values were obtained or overperformed. Most of the
indicators undermerformed belong to Bremen pilot that have overestimated the number of citizens
participating during this cycle, the number of users participating in social networks and the number of
validation sessions in controlled environments.

Activation of stakeholders and users
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Business model design for sustainability
The services and business models that started to be defined in the last cycles have finally matured in the
third cycle. This can be seen analyzing the performance of the indicators in this cycle. All the indicatos values
were obtained or overperformanced. The exploitation and operation of the services deployed in PEOPLE will
be managed by public authorities in two cases (Thermi and Vitry), they will be exploited by a spin-off
specifically created for this in the case of Bremen, they will be exploited by third parties (companies and
associations in the cases of Bremen and Vitry respectively) or will enhance the services portfolio of one of
the consortium partners, in the case of bilbao and Anova. Susatinability of the deployed services is
guaranteed in the 90% of the services developed in PEOPLE

Definition of business models

Dissemination and Impact
The main objective defined for the third innovation cycle was the improvement of the dissemination and
impact of the services in the Pilots and the project. This is why in this cycle, a new subsection with specific
indicators related to dissemination activites and achieved impact was created.
90 % of the indicators values were obtained or outperformed. More than 27839 dissemination signs
(delivered brochures, posters, kiosk and any other physical evidence of the project) were deployed in the
pilots. More than 40 dissemination events were organized in the third innovation cycle and the services were
deployed in, at least, 13 extra locations to the ones of the original pilots, showing its adequacy to other
locations and contexts and the impact that its developmend had in different communities not ony in Europe
but worldwide.
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General Overview performance

Dissemination and Impact

When analyzing the overall performance we can conclude that most of the pilots have been done great
progress especially in topics like the implementation of ICT services, the definition of business models and
sustainability strategies, dissemination activities and achievement of impact. The pilots, in the third
innovation cycle, have obtained a more regular impact. There weren’t very important discrepancies (at least
in what refers to a baseline impact. There is one case, Thermi pilot that has particularly achieved a very good
impact in several communities). Vitry Pilot have recovered from the variable perferformance that showed in
the previous cycle, achieving an impact comparable to the others pilots, homogeneizing the overall impact
achieved by PEOPLE Project as a whole.
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10.

Evaluation of the Third Innovation Cycle

10.1

Bilbao pilot

10.1.1 Results on effectiveness

ICT Services:
With Geocur, Hoyrespiro and 3DWalkingTour, there are 3 services totally developed, released and validated
in Bilbao Pilot.
Activation of Community:
On one hand there is an increase in the development community activity and interest , also confirmed by the
increase on the number of services downloads spread all over the world (3DWalkingTour with 40 downloads,
Hoyrespiro with 23 downloads and Geocur with 12 downloads). Another positive sign related to the
activation of the developer’s community is the number of commits the rose up to 53.
Activation of Stakeholders and users:
3DWalkingTour has experienced an increase on users based on the effectiveness of the features
implemented as a result of the user’s feedback.
Hoyrespiro is now available for many other cities than Bilbao based on the involvement of new stakeholders.
Geocur, more focused on Bilbao activities, is performing well due to the deployment of the electronic kiosk
within the Bilbao Civic Center.
Activities for the design of the business model and exploitation
The business model for Bilbao Pilot services is based on “Support contracts”. In order to fosters this model,
Anova is promoting the services with new stakeholders. As a result, Hoyrespiro service has been upgraded to
other cities where exists interest with the cooperation of entities like CENATIC, FEDETICAM, and SMEs like
TGI.
On the other hand, a framework agreement to promote smart cities services has been signed with GOWEX,
specialists on WiFi implementations on cities.
General Impact achieved (in the entire period of the project)
Three new services, not previously available in the city, were developed and deployed, with a regular
citizens usage. In addition, these services are potentially being adopted by other cities.
The services are covering smart cities areas of development: smart government, smart people, smart
environment, smart economy and smart living. All services are the result of a user driven methodology
application thus ensuring there are user driven services answering citizen's needs.
Impact in numbers
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o
o
o
o
o

3 developed, released and validated services
3111 citizens informed about the services and the project.
447 persons participating in the social media.
More than 650 people participating in the validation of services.
5 extra locations were the services were transferred to (HoyRespiro was transferrerd to the cities
Badajoz, Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Barcelona, Menorca and Ciudad Real)

10.1.2

Bilbao SWOT Analysis
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10.2

Vitry sur Seine pilot

10.2.1 Results on effectiveness

ICT Services
In the third innovation cycle the most important activities concerned, on the one hand, the modifications to
the vitry hub service, local information service and the semantic search service, immersive communication,
and the other hand the release of a new service for city maintenance by municipality public agents.
Extensive modifications were done local information service and the semantic search service since the
municipality shown a great interest to use their potential for future use in order to improve the
living/working conditions of citizens and workers. We have chosen to integrate the Improve my City
application to respond to the municipality demand to get a new tool for enhancing municipality agent that
are responsible of maintenance tasks.
Activation of Community
In addition to use internet communication channels to attract user we have focused our effort on a strategy
to activate user by direct contact, thanks for the help to the IUT colleagues and the municipality staff. This
approach was very difficult to be applied on the field. Based on the result of the surveys we consider that
this approach was successfully because we have succeeded to catch the interest of people, the municipality
and the exploradome museum to adopt the services for the future. The success was also on the reuse of the
services. We have got 515 download of services plugins, for installation or development purposes, from the
Elgg development platform.

Downloads of vitry services’ plugins from the Elgg platform
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Activation of Stakeholders and users
In the vitry pilote we have made huge efforts during the third innovation cycle in the activation of
stakeholders. For instance, the municipality have designated a project manager and a deputy mayor to
fellow the project day by day. We have got weekly face to face meetings with them. In the this cycle, the
municipality have introduced the exploradome museum in the technical meetings to study the sustainability
and plan demo shows to explain services for visitors. We have mad a lot of efforts to involve users for the
validation and improvement of the modified and released services. To do that we have organized open days
during the month of the January.

Amount of users actively participating in the validation of services during the different sessions
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Example of photos taken in user activation session

User filling the survey to improve the services
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Activities for the design of the business model and exploitation
The involvement and the commitment of stakeholders lead by the municipality over the previous cycles
enhanced the sustainability of all services. In addition, the active involvement of the RATP and Exploradome
musuem have fostered the activities to guarantee the sustainability of services to extend the pilot life time.
Indeed, the RATP have decided to sign a convention with the LISSI in order to continue the work started on
the open innovation approach on the local information services and semantic search in particular for the
smart touch screens and mobile terminals. This convention, under legal validation will authorize the LISSI
and the Vitry municipality to exploit all the online data concerning the public transportation traffic and real
time geo localization of buses to deliver high level and added value information to citizens in natural way.
These results have encouraged the LISSI to continue his efforts and the collaboration with the stakeholders
through the municipality, in particular with the RATP and the exploradome musuem for a new living lab on
Local information service and semantic search that will start in April 2013 in the context of the Web of
Objets ITEA project.
Regarding the different services that are interesting the municipality of Vitry, different business models were
designed. For the local information service, semantic search services and Virty hub ( urban social network),
the idea was to propose these services to local associations (non-profit organisations : for students, elderly
people, disabled people, etc.) to make an exploitation and delivery to citizens for free and refund by
advertisement. The services can not be exploited directly the municipality for now because (they don't have
the resources and money to guarantee high quality of delivery services in accordance to ISO and ITIL
standards, but the associations can manage the service by hiring volunteers and qualified persons. The goal
is also to provide a visibility to certain associations through these kinds of services and thus attract new
members. The exploradome museum which is an association is the candidate for that.
General Impact achieved (in the entire period of the project)
Impact in numbers


5 developed, released and validated services.



341 citizens participating in the validation of the services in some way



More than 1000 citizens informed about the project and services.



More than 300 people participating in social networks
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VITRY SUR SEINE SWOT Analysis
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10.3

Thermi pilot

10.3.1 Results on effectiveness

ICT Services
During this innovation cycle efforts concentrated on the release of the two new services and the training of
professionals and business owners for uploading material on Virtual Marketplace. Extensive modifications
over the previous innovation cycles of Improve my City application positioned the service among the most
popular ones, not only at a local level, but also in the wider community. In fact, the service –which is ranked
4.91/5 in JED) is now used by two more Municipalities in Greece and it is being tested in numerous places
around the world.
Activation of Community
Both the quality of the services and the strategy adopted for activating the community brought significant
results. Based on the data available, the released applications have been viewed 12.487 times since the
beginning of the project and have 1669 downloads only during the last innovation cycle. Improve my city,
which has already been translated in 14 languages, ranks among the most popular applications in different
open source repositories.
Activation of Stakeholders and users
During this cycle, the strategy for the activation of stakeholders and users was mainly concentrated on
validating the released services and engaging citizens in their use. Efforts were more targeted, taking into
account the particular characteristics of each user group.
Activities for the design of the business model and exploitation
Commitment of stakeholders over the previous cycles enhanced the sustainability of all services and created
promises for future development of more applications (the Municipality is willing to broaden the range of
smart city services also to other domains).
General Impact achieved (in the entire period of the project)
The impact of the project can be seen in multiple ways; benefits can range from the obvious output of the
developed services, to the stock of hardware infrastructure within the area, the change in the community’s
perception towards digital services and the improvement of people’s ability to use ITC.
First of all, a strong element in Thermi pilot is the significant effort that has been made in the definition of
the area’s challenges and the identification of a scenario that incorporates a number of priorities for the
meeting of these challenges. What is worthy of attention is that a) a significant percentage of the identified
stakeholders participated in the process of defining the area’s main problems, and b) there was a direct
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involvement of a sample of end users at the very initial steps of ICT services selection. The preservation of a
high level of stakeholder activation, resulting from the creation of mutual trust, led to the organization of codesign sessions and innovation processes starting from the needs of the city and the users and the
establishment of a clear innovation ecosystem.

el: RE
Secondly, significant added value was created through the establishment and adoption of user engagement
strategy. The operation and overall success of the services were directly linked to the number of people
using them. More specifically, user mobilization and participation especially regarding the virtual
marketplace, improve my city and virtual tour application greatly relies on the content provided by users.
Especially for the first two services the achievement of a rich content motivates users to visit the applications
regularly and secure their further sustainability.
Thirdly, training of stakeholders and of end users did not only secure the use of the applications but also led
to a familiarization and higher adoption of IT services among citizens. In addition, the implementation of
improve my city application and the training of the municipal employees to its use revealed problems of
organization within the Municipality and impelled improvements.
Based on the above, the project has helped a lot in the increase of ICT usage by citizens, the improvement of
e-governance and the enhancement of collaborative thinking and acting inside Thermi community. So far
there have not been any results regarding the primary aim of the creation of each one of the services
(improvement of sales in local shops, reducing traffic, attracting visitors etc), apart from some preliminary
findings regarding the efficiency of public administration due to the development of ‘Improve my City’. This
kind of impact can only be measured after some time, when the services will be mature enough with a high
number of users.
The effect on the local community and the high level of engagement of significant stakeholders (such as the
Municipality) create promises for broadening the range and number of smart city services in Thermi. In
addition, the wide engagement of the open community increases the prospects of participation and
improvement of existing and/or development of third party applications. Such was the case with the mobile
version of improve my city application.
Apart from the above there is also a significant impact in the open community, with the creation of ICOS
platform and the release of the open source software of services. The testing and, in some cases,Level: RE
adoption of the services by cities throughout the world, multiplies the effect and the added value created by
our pilot. The activation of the global community of developers promises further improvement and
extension of the applications and provides added value higher than was originally planned.
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Impact in numbers
• More than 10.000 citizens informed
• More than 500 people participating in validation • More than 3.500 unique visitors
• Development of third party applications (improve my city for smart phones)
For Improve my city
• Translated by the open community to 14 languages
• Installed in 2 more municipalities and tested in municipalities all over the world
• Statistics from JED:
o more than 12.500 views
o downloaded more than 2.500 times
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10.3.2

Thermi SWOT Analysis
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10.4

Bremen pilot

10.4.1 Results on effectiveness

ICT Services:
Though the development of the Mobile Stud.IP service progressed slower than expected, the progress as
such and the coordination of changes related to the interface between Mobile Stud.IP and normal Stud.IP
are working. Minor fixes need to be implemented.
Activation of Community:
The activation of the community was affected by the activities related to development. However, more
people could be reached and convinced to join Facebook, participate in the plenum or give feedback and tips
for the improvement of the application.
Activation of Stakeholders and users:
Additional users and stakeholders could be engaged. Stakeholders, like a second campus app developer
team, could be identified and will be considered in the ongoing activities even beyond the project. While
user groups remained the same for the third cycle, more users could be reached, feedback collected and
transformed into improvements of the Mobile Stud.IP service.
Activities for the design of the business model and exploitation:
Regarding the business model it was decided to offer the LBS service to the company Neusta GmbH to use it
for an app for the Breminale 2012. This was decided since the formerly defined business model for LBS was
not sufficient to run it with a spin-off company. The final exploitation of Mobile Stud.IP will depend on the
live release experience. But what could be seen from the third cycle is, that adjustments because of the local
implementation reality (other Stud.IP configuration, other privacy policy) result in large efforts that can be
charged via a service and maintenance contract later.
eStudent.LBS is now adapted to Uni Oldenburg as a second pilot .
General Impact achieved (in the entire period of the project)


More than 1000 people informed about the services and project



Over 300 people participating in the validation and development of the services



More than 1200 people participating in social networks.
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10.4.2

Bremen SWOT Analysis
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10.5

Results on evaluation

10.5.1 SWOT Analysis on the overall third innovation cycle
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11.

Analysis of the normalized Indicators

In this section we will present the results of the normalization process (using z-scores) of all the indicators
values obtained by the pilots during the four innovation cycles of the project.
We intended to compare the performance among the pilots in the different Innovation Cycles. For this, we
used standardized values for the different indicator’s values. For this objective, z-scores were used. The idea
is to transform all the indicators’ values into standard scores (z-scores). A standard score indicates by how
many standard deviations an observation or datum is above or below the mean. And the standard deviation
(represented by the symbol sigma, σ) shows how much variation or "dispersion" exists from the average.

Example:
If we consider the values obtained for the percentage of positive feedback during the 1st Innovation Cycle we
obtain the following results:
Z scores
Indicator

Positive feedback (1ºC)

Bi

73

V

58.1

T

80

Br

80

Mean

72,7

σ

10,32

Bi

V

T

Br

0.022

1.42

0.70

0.70

Standard Value: 72.7 ± 10.32 = [62.38 - 83.02]
The standard value represents the range were a value can be considered normal and normal is defined as
less than one standard deviation from the mean.
In the previous example we can see that Thermi and Bremen have performed 0.7 times above the mean,
Bilbao very close to the mean and Vitry 1.41 times below the mean.
During the session the z-scores for all the indicators values obtained in the first three innovation cycles were
presented so we were able to compare normalized values for every indicators and see and compare the
performance of the pilots.
It was considered the addition of the z-scores as a measure of the performance (below or above the mean)
for a Pilot in a particular cycle and the results were shown in a graphic. This graphic provided an input for the
discussion of the performance of the pilots during the project.
The graphic shows whenever a pilot performs above or below the average in the different innovation cycles
allowing the consideration of the differences between cycles and its causes.
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11.1

Total z-scores

11.1.1 Preparation Cycle
Z-SCORES
BILBAO

VITRY

THERMI

BREMEN

Amount of stakeholders identified

-0,48

-0,48

0,97

1,26

Number of meetings

-0,87
-0,46
1,32
-0,74
1,15
-0,78
-0,75

-0,87
-0,69
0,19
1,38
-0,58
0,26

0,87
1,15
-0,94
0,11
-0,58
-0,78
1,41

0,87
-0,57
-0,74

-0,52

-0,50

-0,48

1,50

-0,11

-0,62

1,45

-0,71

1,32

0,19

-0,94

-0,57

-0,43

-0,50

-0,57

1,50

Amount of interviews with stakeholders
Amount of stakeholders involved in social networks
Number of completed ICT services identified
Number of ICT services transferred from other pilots
Number of scenarios defined
Number of use cases defined
Number of citizens informed
Number of citizens participating
Number of lead users identified
Nº of interviews w/ lead users on services to deploy
Number of users participating in social networks
Total

0,95
-0,39

1,31
-0,66

-0,32
-2,22

1,33

3,18
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11.1.2 First Innovation Cycle
Z-SCORES
BILBAO

VITRY

THERMI

BREMEN

Number of released ICT services.

-1,22

0,00

0,00

1,22

Number of validated services

-0,50
0,02

1,50
-1,42

-0,50
0,70

-0,50
0,70

1,43

-0,10

-0,86

-0,48

0,20

0,99

0,20

-1,39

0,00

1,22

0,00

-1,22

0,00
0,08

1,22
-0,64

0,00
0,56

-1,22

0,87

-0,71

-0,16

1,20

0,24

-0,24

-1,20

0,00

0,00

-0,08

-0,72

1,44

-0,64

1,10

-0,69

0,58

-0,99

-0,46

1,39

0,00

-0,93

0,92

-0,36

-0,56

1,30

-1,09

-0,33

0,12

-0,44

-0,38

1,49

-0,66

environments per ICT service with users.

1,48

-0,64

-0,29

-0,55

Number of potential business models defined.

0,50

0,50

0,50

-1,50

Number of described exploitable results.

0,87

0,87

-0,87

-0,87

-0,20

1,39

-0,99

-0,20

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

% of positive feedback (surveys or interviews).
Amount of additional stakeholders contacted
during the 1st innovation cycle.
Amount of stakeholders involved as potential
exploiters
Amount of stakeholders involved as potential
administrators
Amount of stakeholders involved as potential
service enablers.
Number of meetings with stakeholders.
Amount of interviews with individual
representatives of stakeholders.
Stakeholders actively participating in the
implementation and/or use of the services.
Amount of stakeholders actively involved in
social networks
Number of citizens informed during the first
innovation cycle.
Number of citizens participating during the first
innovation cycle.
Amount of identified user profiles or target
groups
Number of users participating in social
networks.
Number of users participating in the open user
community.
Number of validations per ICT service from
users.
Number of validation sessions in controlled

Number of licenses identified and described.
Number of governance models defined
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Number of resources to be used for community
management (forums, mails, etc.)
Number of OSS infrastructures used
Total

0,41

-0,82

1,22

-0,82

-0,50

-0,50

1,50

-0,50

6,96

1,26

3,40

-11,63
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11.1.3 Second Innovation Cycle
Z-SCORES
BILBAO
Number of modified ICT services.

VITRY

THERMI

BREMEN

0,50

0,5

-1,5

0,5

Number of released new services
Number of released services
Number of validated services
Percentage of positive feedback by users
(through surveys or interviews).
Number of teams/areas of interest defined
Number of skills requested
Quantity of channels used for creating buzz[

0,87
-0,50
-1,22

-0,87
-0,50
0,00

-0,87
1,50
0,00

0,87
-0,50
1,22

0,29
1,21
1,43
0,07

-1,47
-0,82
-0,89
-1,29

0,44
0,43
-0,36
1,15

0,74
-0,82
-0,18
0,07

Number of new members in the community

-0,52

-0,56

1,50

-0,42

Average use of channels per week

1,48

-0,70

-0,45

-0,34

Number of persons participating in social media

0,70

-1,48

0,45

0,33

Number of features requested by the community
Nº of services’ modification made by the
community

-0,78

-0,92

0,62

1,08

-0,28

-0,60

-0,60

1,48

Quantity of downloads of services releases

-0,74

-0,73

0,10

1,38

1,47

-0,79

-0,34

-0,34

-0,32

-0,58

1,49

-0,58

-0,26

-1,31

0,78

0,78

-0,25

-0,89

1,43

-0,30

0,49

-0,85

1,17

-0,82

-0,24

1,20

0,24

-1,20

Number of users participating in social networks.
Number of validation sessions in controlled
environments per ICT service with users.

-0,51

-0,97

0,14

1,34

1,07

0,27

0,00

-1,34

Number of validations per ICT service from users.

1,48

-0,28

-0,59

-0,61

-0,58

-0,58

1,49

-0,32

0,50

-1,50

0,50

0,50

Amount of additional stakeholders contacted
during the 2st innovation cycle.
Number of meetings with stakeholders.
Stakeholders actively participating in the
implementation and/or use of the services.
Nº of citizens informed during the second
innovation cycle.
nd

Nº of citizens participating during the 2
innovation cycle.
Amount of identified user profiles or target
groups

Number of potential business models defined.
Number of described exploitable results.
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Number of licenses identified and described.
Total

-0,87

-0,29

1,44

-0,29

4,47

-16,91

10,19

2,25
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11.1.4 Third Innovation Cycle

Z-SCORES
BILBAO

VITRY

THERMI

BREMEN

Number of modified ICT services.

-0,39

1,16

0,39

-1,16

Number of released new services
Number of released services.
Number of validated services
Percentage of positive feedback by users
(through surveys or interviews).
Quantity of channels used for creating buzz
Number of new members in the community
Average use of channels per week
Number of persons participating in social
media
Number of features requested by the
community
Number of commits made in all Open source
services.
Stakeholders actively participating in the
implementation and/or use of the services.
Number of citizens participating during the
third innovation cycle.
Number of users participating in social
networks.
Number of validation sessions in controlled
environments per ICT service with users.
Number of validations per ICT service from
users.

0,00
-0,42
-0,26

0,00
0,25
0,78

1,22
1,26
0,78

-1,22
-1,09
-1,31

-1,18
-0,21
-0,54
0,50

1,23
-0,49
-0,41
0,50

0,21
1,46
1,50
0,50

-0,25
-0,77
-0,55
-1,50

0,94

-1,34

0,54

-0,14

-0,62

-0,67

1,46

-0,17

-0,26

-0,61

1,48

-0,61

1,35

-0,76

0,18

-0,76

0,71

-0,63

0,99

-1,06

-0,53

-0,51

1,50

-0,46

0,55

1,10

-0,55

-1,10

0,96

-0,32

0,62

-1,26

Number of potential business models defined.

-0,66

-0,13

1,45

-0,66

0,00

-0,46

1,39

-0,93

Number of licenses identified and described.
Number of dissemination signs deployed in
the pilot

-0,64

0,45

1,18

-1,00

-0,65

-0,10

1,44

-0,69

Number of dissemination events
Number of services that were transfered to or
taken from another pilot
Number of extra locations where any of the
services developed in the pilot was deployed
Quantity of downloads of services releases

1,18

-0,59

0,44

-1,03

-0,87

0,87

0,87

-0,87

1,17
-0,92

0,50
-0,64

-0,83
0,28

-0,83
1,29

Number of described exploitable results.
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Total

11.2

-0,79

-0,84

19,76

-18,13

Summary of the comparision of the performance variability among cycles.

In the following table we present the addition of the z-scores per pilot and per innovation cycle. The
addirtion of z-scores provides a measure of performance in the cycle, providing the total standard deviation
of the indicator values.
Pilot
Bilbao
Thermi
Vitry
Bremen

Prep Cycle
-0,39
1,33
-2,22
3,18

1st
2nd Cycle
3rd Cycle
Cycle
6,96
4,47
-0,79
3,4
10,19
19,76
1,26
-16,9
-0,84
-11,69
2,25
-18,13

The graphic shows the variability of the pilots among cycles. A value below zero means that a pilot had
performed below the mean. A value above zero means that the pilot had performed above the mean. Zero
means the mean.
As we can see, the performance of the pilots, compared to the average performance, had changed among
cycles. We can see that in the preparation cycles the results obtained presented a very small variability that
increased among cycle until the last innovation cycle which presented the greatest variability of the project.
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We can see Pilots performing always above the mean, with a positive slope, and pilots varying its
performance, being above or below the mean depending on the cycle.
We have to take into account that this is a relative analysis of the performance. A very overperformance
pilot may make us think that the other pilots are underperformance in an absolute way, which is not true. All
pilots may have achieved its objectives, and even so, some of them will be overperformance and other
underperformance with respect to the mean.
As was commented in D3.3.2, in the second Benchmarking session, the consortium has discussed the results
of this comparative analysis. One of the conclusions was that the analysis of the performance with relation
to themean may be a trick analysis provided that some Pilots face very different context (i.e. Bremen) that
can influence the analysis. If a lower quantity of users/starteholders/citizens/companies are available in this
conext the pilot has more probability of being underperformance with respect to the mean that is influence
for Pilots in contexts maybe more propitious.
For all these reasons this comparative analysis should be read in a critical way without extracting hasty
conclusions and the analysis of the performance of the Pilots should be mainly done based on all the
evidence provided by the monitoring information.
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